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FOREWORD 

By  His Grace Bishop Daniel, Bishop of Sydney and Affiliated regions. 
 

 How does one begin to explain the importance of Coptic to the life of the 
Church?  

As a monk living in St.Anthony’s monastery, I would share in the midnight 
praises, chanting the hymns in the same words and spirit as the fathers of the Church, 
whose written expression of their spiritual rejoicing have touched the hearts of many in 
the generations that followed. I would read the inscriptions on the precious icons 
illuminated by the candles lit through the humble petitions of the believers who 
venerated them. I would search through the ancient Coptic manuscripts in the library, 
whose ageing pages have borne the gaze of my fore fathers over hundreds of years. 

Some would have no doubt been sceptical when the prophet Isaiah proclaimed 
“blessed is My people Egypt”. For how could a powerful pagan nation, who revered 
their own human kings as gods, and who oppressed and enslaved the true people of 
God, ever become God’s people? Yet God’s people they became, as the rubble at Tel 
Basta has become a monument to the shattering of the idol statue before the face of the 
infant Christ, so did the Egyptian culture become ever transformed, bearing an eternal 
witness to the joy of the new Christians who had discovered freedom from the slavery 
of sin and the path to salvation. That phase of Egyptian life is now called Coptic, which 
has survived in some form in spite of neglect and even the concerted efforts of many to 
destroy it. It has passed from generation to generation, with the choices each generation 
making determining whether it would survive into the next. 

Now it is our turn. 
As a Bishop presiding over a region many thousands of kilometres removed 

from Egypt, it gives me great pleasure to see the efforts of this generation. Under the 
leadership of His Holiness Pope Shenouda, Coptic has continued to be taught in our 
Coptic schools and Theological College thanks to the dedicated efforts of our Church 
Fathers, teachers and lecturers. A more recent development has truly amazed all those 
who have come to cherish the Coptic language. Who would have thought that 
Macquarie University, a major Sydney university, would undertake to establish a course 
completely dedicated to the study of Coptic, at a time when many other faculties are 
undergoing considerable cut backs?  
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The book you are now holding is a significant step in the revival of Coptic, 
written in an engaging and friendly style; it will make Coptic accessible to many who 
have not had the opportunity nor the means to understand the depths of their heritage.  

There are some who have difficulty coming to grips with the Coptic culture, and 
in some ways find it even to be foreign. But perhaps through education and 
illumination, they will for themselves discover its hidden treasures. 

 
 

 
Daniel 
With the Grace of God 
Bishop of Sydney & Affiliated Regions, 
Singapore, Thailand & Japan
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PREFACE 

 

Sameh Younan’s book “So you want to learn Coptic” is an introduction to 
Bohairic Coptic. Bohairic is a regional form (commonly called “dialect”) which 
dominated the Egyptian-Coptic language after the most important dialect of the First 
Millennium CE, Sahidic Coptic,had lost its productive impetus. There is a rich literature 
in Bohairic Coptic preserving much of the fascinating heritage of Egyptian Christianity: 
Biblical translations, martyrdoms and other saints’ lives, sermons and liturgical texts. 
Moreover, Bohairic Coptic is still of vital importance today as the liturgical language of 
the Coptic Church. Sameh Younan’s goal is to provide an introduction to Bohairic 
Coptic especially for those with little previous familiarity with formal English grammar, 
who may be daunted by the terminology used in traditional grammars of the Coptic 
language. He achieves this by using a didactic approach which will certainly lower the 
threshold of worry for those wanting to learn Bohairic by self-study. The author is to be 
congratulated on his effort, which is certain to find a large resonance among readers 
interested in studying the wealth of Bohairic Coptic literature in the original. 
 
 
 
Dr Heike Behlmer 
Lecturer in Coptic Studies 
Macquarie University, Sydney 
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INTRODUCTION 

What is Coptic anyway? 
If you've ever been in the position of looking for a job, you've probably heard 

the saying “it's not what you know, but who you know.” Something similar applies to 
asking “what is Coptic?”, because the answer really does depend on who you ask almost 
as much as on what it actually is. An Egyptologist will tell you that Coptic is the last 
phase in the development of the language of Ancient Egypt, which had started with 
those familiar hieroglyphics. A New Testament scholar will tell you that Coptic was one 
of the first languages into which the New Testament was translated. Now it comes time 
to ask an indigenous Orthodox Christian coming from Egypt- other wise known as a 
Copt. Even here, you’ll find the answer still depends on which Copt you ask. Say you 
speak to a typical tertiary educated Copt (i.e. either an engineer or a pharmacist). He 
could tell you it's the language used for those really long hymns - the ones no one 
understands. However, ask a few more Copts, dig a little deeper, and you will start to get 
quite a different answer. They will start to tell you that the Coptic language is part of 
their heritage and roots, and that it would be wonderful if Copts could speak it but it's a 
shame that scarcely anybody can. ‘Heritage’? ‘Roots’? These are big words, but what 
exactly do they mean, and if this language really is so important, what happened to it? 
For these answers we would turn to the history books, or at least to the paragraph 
below. 
 

The history and development of Coptic 
Few subjects in school brought a lump to my throat as did year seven history. It 

was with great pride that I learnt about one of the greatest civilisations of all time; the 
pyramids, the sphinx, ridiculously large statues, Cleopatra, Aida, the setting for 
numerous Hollywood blockbusters; what other ancient civilisation had produced so 
many household names? (Apart from Greek, Roman and Chinese but let's not think 
about those). As every child in year seven knows, the Egyptians used to write in 
Hieroglyphics. All the Egyptian monuments are inscribed with hundreds of 
Hieroglyphics. Hieroglyphics was the written script of the language spoken by the 
Egyptians at that time, starting at about 3000 BC. As attractive as Hieroglyphics was to 
look at, it actually took quite a lot of effort to write. Each Hieroglyphic character 
represented a common object, they could represent the sound of the object, or an idea 
associated with the object. As you could imagine, this could lead to a lot of characters, 
in fact, Ancient Egyptian writing used more than 2000 characters. Now that's a lot to 
remember. No one knew this more than the pagan priests of the time, so they 
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developed another script which simplified the hieroglyphics so that they wouldn’t take 
as long to draw. This parallel script was called hieratic. 

Meanwhile, Hieroglyphics became exported to the Sea Faring Phoenicians 
(modern day Lebanese). They took the Hieroglyphic script, simplified it, and eventually 
passed it on to the Greeks who used it as the basis of their alphabet (which eventually 
became the basis for the English Alphabet). 

By the 5th century BC, even Hieratic was considered too laborious to write, so a 
new simpler and less attractive script was devised, which cut out about 90% of the 
hieroglyphics. This leaner and meaner script was called Demotic. 

Times were changing on the international scene, as a new superpower began to 
emerge. Lead by Alexander the Great, Greek culture swept the world, and Egypt was no 
exception. Egypt was conquered by Greece in 313 BC, and became heavily influenced 
by Greek culture. The Greeks brought with them their alphabet which had originally 
come from Egypt, and which they were now about to give back to the Egyptians. Greek 
was very much the ‘in culture’, you had to be Greek to be seen. A crisis started to hit 
Egyptian pagan priests. Sales of magic amulets were an important revenue raiser, 
however sales had plummeted after people had stopped being able to read Demotic, as 
all the rich important people could only read Greek. The pagan priests at the time then 
decided to transliterate the spoken Egyptian language into Greek letters, adding some 
Demotic letters for sounds that didn’t have a Greek equivalent. This new script was a 
hit, and started to spread to other applications. 

At around 1300 BC, Egypt had a brief phase of Monotheism under the rule of 
Akhenaton, when they had worshipped the sun. Egypt was now to return to 
Monotheism, not to worship the sun, but to worship the “sun of righteousness”*, the 
Lord Jesus Christ. After Saint Mark had completed his preaching mission, a growing 
number of Greek speaking, non Demotic reading missionaries came to Egypt to preach 
to the illiterate but spiritually hungry Egyptian speaking peasants. To meet them half 
way, the missionaries wrote their Greek texts into the Egyptian language using Greek 
letters. Unlike the pagan priests, they initially didn’t use any Demotic letters, but later 
started to add them to the Greek alphabet, ending up with the script which we now call 
Coptic.  

Coptic therefore became linked hand in hand with the Christianity of Egypt. It 
was the language which the common people of Egypt spoke. The Bible and other 
church writings were translated into Coptic, hymns were written in Coptic, and Abbots 
wrote to their monks in Coptic. The martyrs of Egypt, the Popes and the saints, spoke 
in Coptic, prayed and chanted in Coptic. Coptic was impossible to separate from 
Christianity in Egypt. It is therefore no surprise that by far the most prolific of Coptic 
writers was one of the great saints of the Church. St.Shenouda the Archimandrite of the 

                                                 
 
 
* Malachi 4:2 
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white monastery took Coptic to new literary heights using his considerable rhetorical 
and linguistic skill. 

Egypt was conquered by the Arabs in 642 AD. The Arab leaders began to force 
the Copts who worked in important government positions to learn Arabic. At times, 
persecution became more direct and violent, with Coptic being actively prohibited. 
Meanwhile, Coptic liturgical texts began to appear written along side Arabic translations. 
It was clear that Arabic had begun to proliferate in the Church. Young people no longer 
saw a need to learn this old language. One can imagine a youth with an attitude telling 
their parents “get with the times, this is the 1500's, we've got to look to the future, we 
can't be stuck with the boring old past.”  

Slowly but surely, the Coptic language began to wither as a spoken language, 
probably dying by the 17th century.  For the Egyptologist, the last enduring flame of the 
Ancient Egyptian language had been extinguished. For the Early Christian scholar, the 
real action was already over 1000 years before. For the Copts, an integral organ of their 
community had died.  

Somewhat of a revival occurred in the 19th century under the leadership of Pope 
Cyril IV. He began a movement to educate the clergy in different Church teachings, 
which included Coptic language education. As part of this revival, Erian Moftah was 
appointed to standardise the pronunciation of Coptic. With this intention, he consulted 
the current Greek pronunciation, presuming that it had retained the original 
pronunciation of many of the Coptic letters. Perhaps unknown to Moftah, was the fact 
that Greek had itself undergone some changes in pronunciation under the reign of the 
Turks. 

 

You mean there’s more than one? 
At this point it should be understood that when we talk about ‘Coptic’ we really 

need to be aware of the particular dialect to which we are referring. What do I mean by 
dialect? Let's take English as an example. Compare the variations in language which an 
Englishman, an American and an Australian would speak. The accents are different, 
some words may differ in meaning, and there may be some minor changes in spelling 
(e.g. swapping ‘z’s for ‘s’s). By and large however, there would be no difficulty in the 
speakers of each understanding each other. Each of these variations is called a dialect. 
Whereas though there is scarcely little difference in written form between the English 
dialects, the variations in Coptic dialect are much larger. For example, one dialect has an 
extra letter, variations in spelling are the rule rather than the exception, and there are 
many words which are peculiar to only one dialect. It is likely that the Copts speaking 
the more different dialects would have had great difficulty understanding each other. 

There were 5 major dialects used, but there were as many as 12 altogether, 
including the less common ones. The dialect which was spoken by a particular Copt 
depended largely on where he lived. Starting north in the Nile Delta, where Alexandria 
and Cairo are today, we find Bohairic. Travelling south we come to Fayum, where 
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Fayumic was spoken, followed by Lycopolitan of Asyut, then the Akhmin of middle 
Egypt which had Akhminic, and finally Sahidic of Upper Egypt. It was this dialect 
which became the mostly widely used, the dialect which Saint Shenouda used for his 
writings and indeed the dialect in which the official Church translation of the Bible was 
made. The Nile Delta however had the rich heritage of the Wadi Natrun monasteries, 
which kept the Bohairic dialect alive even as Arabic became more and more dominant. 
When the Church moved its official headquarters from Alexandria to Cairo, Bohairic 
became the official dialect of the Church, and it is this dialect which would be 
recognised by Copts today as being ‘Coptic.’ This creates a bit of a dilemma at times, 
because although Bohairic is the dialect which most Copts would be interested in, 
Sahidic is the one in which those Egyptologists and New Testament scholars have 
greater interest, especially when a large number of Gnostic texts were found in this 
dialect in the Nag Hammadi. As a result, the greater part of the Grammatical aids and 
published texts of the Western world are in Sahidic. In Egypt however, as you would 
imagine, nearly all Coptic resources are in Bohairic. 

Where are we now? 
In the 21st century, Coptic remains an unspoken language. Liturgy books are 

frequently published with either no Coptic or Coptic transliterated into a modern 
language. On the other hand, there continues to be an interest in learning Coptic among 
certain members of the community. New advances in technology, in particular the 
internet, have allowed access to resources which were otherwise inaccessible to all but 
the most devoted academics. In the West, those very same Egyptologists and Early 
Christian scholars have devoted a great deal of time to the research and publication of 
Coptic resources, notable examples being Crum’s “Coptic Dictionary”, Stern's 
“Koptisch Grammatik:” and more recently, Layton’s “A Coptic Grammar.” Meanwhile, 
the Coptic Orthodox Church has had a revival under the leadership of her last two 
patriarchs, Pope Cyril VI and Pope Shenouda III. The Copts in the Diaspora have been 
able to provide a wealth of resources under the freedom and prosperity of their newly 
adopted homes, and with that a new interest in Coptic by youths keen to discover their 
identity. 

What is Coptic? In the book of Acts, we read that the handkerchief of St.Paul, a 
plain ordinary piece of cloth, was able to provide healing to those who touched it in 
faith†. Its mere presence before the Saint was enough to impart this blessing; the grace 
of Saint Paul could not be separated from the garments in which he lived. Coptic is the 
handkerchief which wiped the brow of the suffering martyrs who endured towards their 
heavenly reward; it is the relic bearing the everlasting impression of the lives of those 

                                                 
 
 
† Acts 19:12 
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who lived and breathed it, and it is the handkerchief infused with the fragrance of the 
sweet smelling aroma of the sacrifice of the first Christians of the Church. 

Coptic is our link to the fathers of our Church, and is hence an invaluable treasure 
of our past. I pray that it will continue to be so for our present and our future. 
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Abbreviations  

AmBal= Balestri et. H. 
Hyvernat “Acta 
Martyrum”vol 1  Paris 
1907 

AmHyv= Hyvernat, Henri 
“Les Actes des Martyr de 
L’Egypte 

adj= adjective 

adv= adverb 

art= article 

comp= compound 

conj= conjunction 

dem= demonstrative 

f= feminine noun 

Gk= word of Greek origin 

Heb= Hebrew 

hom. vat ii= De vis, Henris 

“Homélies Coptes de la 

vaticane” vol. II Hauniae 

1929 

 

imp= imperative 

infl.= inflected 

interj= interjection 

interrog.=interrogative 

m= masculine noun 

no= number 

Obj=object 

P= person 

part=particle 

p.noun=pronoun 

pfx=prefix 

pl= plural 

Poss = possessive 

poss. noun = possessed noun 

prep= preposition 

 

pronom=pronominal 

prop.noun= proper noun 

q= qualitative form 

rfx= reflexive verb 

s= singular 

S.Pachomii vita=Lefort.L 
“S.Pachomii Vita- 
Bohairice scripta) Paris 
1925  

SinArch= Leipoldt, 
Iohannes “Sinuthii 
Archimandritae vita et 
opera omnia” Otto 
Harrassowitz 1906  

v.i= intransitive verb 

v.t= transitive verb 

v= see 

vb= verb

 Note: -   two references are given for each Psalm. The first in bold refers to the Septuagint reference, 
while the second refers to that of the Masoretic texts. 
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1. LEARNING TO READ 

The first step in learning any language is learning to pronounce the letters. It 
would obviously be easier to learn a language like French or German which uses the 
same letters as English than it would be to learn Hebrew or Chinese. Coptic falls 
somewhere in between. Although it does not use a Latin based alphabet, many of the 
letters will look quite familiar and some will also share the same pronunciation in Coptic 
as they do in English. 

Note that the pronunciation guide presented here is based on the modern 
ecclesiastical pronunciation. Recent research pioneered by Emil Maher (now Father 
Shenouda Maher) has suggested that the original Bohairic dialect may have been 
pronounced differently to the current pronunciation. That form of pronunciation is 
called Old Bohairic. 

A brief reference will be made to the Old Bohairc pronunciation, however the 
major emphasis will be put on the modern pronunciation. 

 

1.1. The Coptic alphabet 
Coptic was the final stage of development of the ancient Egyptian language 

spoken since the time of the Pharaohs. Its earliest written form was Hieroglyphics. This 
later evolved to Hieratic then subsequently to Demotic. At some stage around the 
beginning of the first Millennium, the Coptic script was transcribed into the Greek 
alphabet. Hence the first 24 letters are imported directly from Greek.  

After the 5th Greek letter, a Coptic letter 6 was added. This does not appear in 

any words and only ever appears as a number. 
In the Bohairic dialect, another 7 letters of Demotic origin were added to the end 

of the alphabet to make up for sounds that have no equivalent in Greek, leaving a total 
of 32 letters. The letters are shown in the table below, with more explanation about each 
in the sections that follow. 
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Letter Name Pronun. Letter Name Pronun. 

A a Alpha a                    P p  Pe p 

B b Vita b,v R r  Ro r 

G g Gamma g,gh,n C c Seema s 

D d Delta d, th T t Tav t 

E e Eey e U u Epsilon i 

6 6 So-ou - V v Phi f 

Z z Zeeta z < , Key k, sh, kh 

? / Eeta ee î ' Epsi eps 

Y y Theta th, t W w Omega au 

I i Yota i S s Shai sh 

K k Kappa k F f Fai f 

L l Lola l Q q Khai kh 

M m Mey m H h Hori h 

N n Ney n J j Jenja j, g 

X x Exi x { [ Cheema ch 

O o O o } ] Ti ti 
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1.2. Vowels 
What is a vowel? If you cast your mind back to Kindergarten, you’ll remember 

the English vowels being a, e, i, o, u. Ever wondered why they were called vowels? I 
never did till I started learning Coptic. According to people “in the know”, vowels are 
letters you say without closing any part of your mouth. Try it. The other letters are 
consonants, that require you to close part of your mouth while pronouncing the letter. 
You’ll notice that there are scarcely any words that don’t have any vowels (I can’t think 
of any myself, but I’m sure that if I said that then somebody would find one). In fact, 
you can scarcely say more than two consonants in a row without needing a vowel. 

Anyway, naturally Coptic also has vowels whose names and pronunciation are 
shown in the table below: 

Two things are worth noticing here, the first is that the i and u are both 

pronounced the same. The second is that the same u appears twice in the table.  The 

first time on its own, then two vowels down as a part of the combination vowel ou.  

The combination vowel has a different pronunciation to what you’d get if you simply 

added the combination of both the o and the u. u is pronounced differently again if its 

preceded by e or a.  The different sounds u makes when combined with different 

letters are summarised in the table below: 

au “av” is “have” 

eu “ev” as in “bev” 

ou “ou” as in “soup” 

u “i” if not preceded by any of the above 

A a Alpha, “a” as in “art” 

E e Ey, “e” as in “let” 

? / Eeta “ee” as in “feet” 

I i, U u Iota, Epsilon both “i” as in “sit” 

O o o “o” as in “stop” 

ou “ou” as in “soup” 

W w Omega “au” as in “baud” 
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Old Bohairic variations 

Most of the vowels have a similar pronunciation, however e seems to have been 

pronounced more like a , as ‘a’ in ‘fat’ or ‘far.’ 

 

1.3. Consonants 
As English readers, we should be grateful that some of the Coptic consonants  

look and sound so similar to their English counterparts. Some of these are shown with 
some of the other more common consonants below.  

M m Mey, pronounced ‘m’ as in ‘man’ 

N n Ney, pronounced ‘n’ as in ‘net’ 

K k Kappa, pronounced ‘k’ as in ‘kite’ 

T t Tav “t” pronounced as in ‘net’‡ 

C c Seema, pronounced “s” as in ‘sit’ § 

P p Pe, pronounced “p” as in ‘put’ 

R r Ro, pronounced ‘r’ as in ‘rat’ 

S s Sh, pronounced ‘sh’ as in ‘shut.’ 

{ [ Chima, pronounced ‘tch’ as in ‘church’ 

Z z Zeeta, pronounced ‘z’ as in ‘zoo’ 

Old Bohairic variations: According to Old Bohairic proponents, p was pronounced as 

‘b’ and t was usually pronounced as ‘d’, as in ‘duck’, though sometimes as ‘t’ as in ‘tide.’ 

Some examples: 
 
 

                                                 
 
 
‡ There is a case where the pronunciation of these letters varies which shall be discussed later on in this 
chapter.  
§ as above 
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men men 

ten ten 

topoc topos 

pou pou 

kata kata 

 
Now try to pronounce the following words: 

Exercise 1.1 

nan  

nai  

m/t  

pai  

mau  

tai  

mosi  

zwon  

twn  

 
Now we’ll look at some more consonants that have only one pronunciation: 

X x “x” 

Q q “kh” (‘ch’ as in German ‘Buch’) 

î ' “ebs” 

V v “ph” as in phone**  

                                                 
 
 
** Some people consider this letter to be also pronounced as ‘v.’ They say it is pronounced as ‘ph’ in all words of 
Greek origin as well as Coptic proper nouns, and as ‘v’ in all Coptic words apart from proper nouns. 
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F f “f” as in fan 

H h “h” as in “hat” 

} ] “ti” as in “tick” 

L l “l” as in lake 

 

The jenkem 
Now seems like a good time to introduce the jenkem. The jenkem is a  little 

stroke that seems to appear all over the place. It looks like this: ̀

You’ll see it appear in front of both consonants and vowels. When you see it come over 
a consonant, it is pronounced like an ‘e’ before the consonant. 

E.g. ̀mmon is pronounced “emmon.” 

If it comes before a vowel, it places a stress on the vowel. 

E.g. when pronouncing `anok, you put a gap between the `a and the rest of the word, 

so it’s pronounced ‘a-nok’. 
 

Old Bohairic variations: According to the Old Bohairic pronunciation, p was 

pronounced as ‘b.’ Also, v was pronounced as ‘ph’ or as ‘b.’ 

 
Some more examples: 

saron sharon 

sai shai 

fai fai 

pat/r pateer 

[itf chitf 

 
Now try the following words: 
Exercise 1.2 

z/loc  

xuroc  
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xulon  

ho]  

'alin  

qen  

qa  

]sour/  

 
How do you feel so far? You’ve now mastered 24 out of the 35 letters. By now 

you should be able to pronounce most words with little difficulty. Admittedly the letters 
to follow are a little more complicated, but you’re well on the way to being able to read 
Coptic. 

 
1.3.i. Consonants with varying pronunciations 

Unfortunately, some consonants change their pronunciation depending on the 
letters around them. Before you start complaining, remember that English also has 
letters which change their pronunciation, and for no apparent reason. Consider ‘g’ for 
instance, sometimes it’s a hard ‘g’, some times it’s like ‘j’, and sometimes it’s pronounced 
as ‘f’ if followed by an ‘h.’ At least Coptic rules have some consistency. Anyway, to start 
with, let’s look at the first of these letters: 

 

B b Vita 
This letter has two pronunciations: ‘b’ and ‘v’ 

In names of places and people (proper nouns), it’s always ‘b’ 
In words which are not names, it’s ‘v’ if followed by a vowel, but ‘b’ if it’s followed by a 
consonant. 

 For example,  bwk is not a name, the b is followed by a vowel, so the word is  

pronounced ‘vauk’. 

Abraam on the other hand is a name, so the b is pronounced as ‘b’, and the 

word is abra-am. 
Now how can you tell if a word is a proper noun? It’s not as hard as you might 

think, as most of the proper nouns you’ll come across will be recognisable as being 

similar to those in English, as with the Abraam example above. 
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Now try the following words: 

Exercise 1.3 

hwb  

bal  

nobi  

`nnoub  

bwhem  

lwbs  

`ebol  

niben  
 
Old Bohairic variation: B is considered to be pronounced as either ‘b’ or ‘w.’ 

 

D d Delta  
Delta is pronounced as a hard ‘th’ as in “this” in all common nouns, but is 

pronounced as ‘d’ in proper nouns. 
 

Examples: 

de the 

i`dwlen ithaulen 

doxa thoxa 

dikeoc thikeos 

dauid david 

 
 
Old Bohairic variation: Those who use the Old Bohairic pronunciation always 

pronounce d as ‘d.’  
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Exercise 1.4 

 

Y y Theeta 

Theeta is usually pronounced as a soft ‘th’ as in ‘thin’, but is pronounced as ‘t’ if 

it comes after s, c, or t. 

Old Bohairic variation: y is always pronounced as ‘t’ in the old Bohairic 

pronunciation. 
Examples: 

`syeh eshteh 

`ymau ethmav 

yws thaush 

`syorter eshtorter 

matyeon matteon 

 
Exercise 1.5 

`syouit  

yeoc  

`cyoi  

`nyok  

b/yleem  

yamio  

dunamic  

delta  

diakonoc  

didou  

d/moc  
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G g Ghama 
Ghama has three separate pronunciations, which are as ‘gh’, ‘g’ and ‘n.’ 

If it is followed by w, o or a,  it’s pronounced as ‘gh.’ There really isn’t a corresponding 

letter for this sound in English, but think of the pronunciation as being similar to the 
sound you make when you gargle your throat. 

If it’s followed by /, i, u or e, it’s pronounced as a hard ‘g’, as in ‘get.’ 

If it’s followed by g,k, x or , it’s pronounced as ‘n.’ 

If it’s followed by any other consonant, it’s pronounced as ‘gh.’ 
 
I can hear you thinking from here: “how in the world am I going to remember all 

those?” In times like these it’s always useful to make up a mnemonic. It works for me.  
Let’s first look at the first case where it’s pronounced as ‘gh.’  

Now look at the letters w o a, if you pretend that the letters are English and that 

they’re forming a word, you’ll find that the word sounds like ‘woah’, as in the sound 
you’d make while falling down the slope of a roller coaster. 

Similarly, if you look at the letters / i u e, you’d find that it looks like 

‘hive’, as in ‘bee hive.’  
The next trick is to remember which sound each of these sets makes. This isn’t 

so hard, all you need is an example that’s easy to remember. One of the really common 

words you’ll find is agioc (agios). Using this example you can see that the when the g 

comes before an i it’s pronounced as ‘g.’ That way you know that it’s pronounced as ‘g’ 

after all the other / i u e letters and that therefore it’s the w o a letters that 

make it pronounced as ‘gh.’ 
So much for the vowels. Now you need a way to remember how to pronounce 

g if followed by all other consonants. 

You can remember the letters g k X , as ‘gkxx.’ As an example word, 

think of aggeloc, pronounced ‘angelos.’ 

All that is left to remember is that g is pronounced the same way after 

consonants as it is after the  w o a letters. 
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Some examples: 

gar ghar 

agioc agios 

genn/tic gennetis 

g/ gee 

Exercise 1.6 

gamoc  

goggul/  

genoc  

agiazin  

Old Bohairic variation: G is pronounced as g, gh or n. 

 

J j Jenja 
The good news about learning the w o aand / i u e mnemonics, is that 

they are also used for two other letters apart from g. 

The first is for j: 

When followed by the w o a letters, its pronounced as ‘g’ as in ‘get.’ 

When followed by the / i u e letters, it’s pronounced as ‘j’ as in jet. 

Examples: 

je je 

jam/ gamee 

jaji gaji 

jimi jimi 

 
Exercise 1.7 

japoji  
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j/k  

pejaf  

peje  

kouji  

pejwou  

Old Bohairic pronunciation: In the Old Bohairic pronunciation, j is pronounced as 

‘dj’, as in ‘age.’ 
 

< , Key 

Key is another one of those letters that has three pronunciations. This time the 
pronunciation depends on whether the word is of Greek or Coptic origin.  

In words of Coptic origin, it’s always pronounced ‘k’ as in ‘kitchen.’ 

In words of Greek origin, it’s pronounced as ‘sh’ if followed by the / i u e letters, 

and ‘kh’ if followed by the w o a letters or a consonant. 

A good example word to remember is ,ere which has the pronunciation of ‘shere’ as in 

,ere ne Maria. 

 
Examples: 

,/ (Coptic) kee 

`,rictoc (Greek) ekhristos 

be,e (Coptic) veke 

,oroc (Greek) khoros 

ar,wn (Greek) arkhaun 

 
Exercise 1.8 
 

Mi,a/l (Greek)  
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`,rwm (Coptic)  

,aricma (Greek)  

`,lom (Coptic)  

,/mi (Coptic)  

`,rictianoc (Greek)  

,arizecye (Greek)  

 
Old Bohairic: was usually pronounced as ‘k’, and may have been pronounced as ‘kh’ or 
‘sh’ in Greek words. 

 
You’ve now mastered the most common pronunciations in Coptic. Now just a 

few more details to polish off. 

How do you know if a word is of Greek origin? 
That’s an obvious question which many people ask. Basically, you eventually 

learn through experience. However, here are some basic rules of thumb: 
The word will generally be of Greek origin if it contains one of the following letters: 

z d g ' x u (as a vowel) 

 
The word is of Coptic origin it contains one of the following letters: 

s f q j [ ] 
You may be wondering why I haven’t included the 7th letter of Demotic origin, 

the h in this list. There are in fact many Greek words that contain the h, even though it 

is a letter of Egyptian origin. The reason for this is that there is a little stroke in Greek 

that looks like this:  ‛  
As you can see, it looks like an apostrophe. It is called a ‘rough breathing’, and 

when it appears at the front of a word in Greek it’s pronounced as ‘h.’  
Now when these words came to Coptic, they couldn’t find a rough breathing to 

take, so they borrowed the h instead. Hence some words of Greek origin use the h. 

 
Another discriminating feature is that verbs ending with any of the following 

syllables are generally of Greek origin: 

-in -ein -an –cye -ite -con -wmen -oun –oin 
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Back to t and c 
It was previously mentioned that the pronunciation of t and c sometimes 

varies. This occurs in words of Greek origin. 

In words of Greek origin, t is pronounced ‘d’ as in ‘dog’ if it comes after a n and 

c is pronounced ‘z’ if it comes before m. 

 
Examples: 

pantokratwr pandokrator 

acpacmoc aspazmos 

placma plazma 

pantwc pandaus 

 

1.4. Some more vowel rules 

At the beginning of a sentence 

When the letter i begins a sentence and is followed by another vowel, it’s pronounced as 

‘y.’ 

E.g. iwt is ‘yaut’ 

 

Double vowels 

wi 
When the two letters wi come together, the combination is pronounced as ‘oi’ as in ‘oil.’ 

E.g. wik is pronounced ‘oik.’ 

 
The following three double vowel rules apply only to Greek words. 

ai 
This combination is pronounced as ‘e’ in words of Greek origin.  
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E.g. aima- ema 

daimon- themon 
kairoc- keros 

 

ei 
ei is pronounced as ‘i’ in words of Greek origin. 

epeid/- epithee 
eirin/- irinee 
Note that the e is very commonly left out altogether. 

 

oi 
oi is pronounced as i in words of Greek origin 

arinoin- arinin 

metanoia- metania 

loipon- lipon 

Repeating vowels 
If a vowel is repeated to appear twice in a row in a word, a stress is made on the 

second vowel. 

E.g. Abraam is pronounced as ‘Abra-am’  

You’ve done it! You’ve now learnt all the rules for pronouncing Coptic. You may 
still not be able to read it fluently, but this will come with time. Practice reading every 
word you come across, refer back to the rules if you’re unsure of a particular 
pronunciation. Eventually, you’ll start to recognise words as opposed to recognising 
letters. By that stage, reading Coptic will have become second nature.
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2. NOUNS 

2.1. The Articles 
Now that you’ve learnt to read, the next step is to understand what you’re 

reading. Here is where grammar and vocabulary come in. Learning what different words 
mean is the first step, putting them together requires an understanding of grammar.  

The first important thing to learn is that different words belong to different 
classifications. Some words are nouns, some are verbs, some are prepositions. In fact, 
there are many different categories to which words can belong. These categories are 
known as “parts of speech.” 

The first part of speech we’ll look at is the noun. Nouns are basic naming words. 
E.g. ‘cat’, ‘dog’, ‘aircraft carrier’ etc.  

In many cases, nouns are introduced by little words called ‘articles.’ These are 
little words which frequently come before the nouns. Learning these will be our first 
step in learning Coptic grammar. 

 
2.1.i. The Definite article (saying ‘The’ in Coptic) 
Singular nouns 

Ever wondered what the difference between ‘the’ and ‘a’ is? I.e. what is the 
difference between saying “the bird is singing” as opposed to “a bird is singing”? 

 The difference is that when you use ‘the’, you’re referring to a particular bird, 
and everyone knows which bird you’re talking about. When you use ‘a bird’, you could 
be referring to any bird at all rather than a particular one. 

  For this reason, ‘the’  is referred to as the ‘definite’ article, and ‘a’ is referred to 
as the ‘indefinite’ article. 

  Like English, Coptic also has definite and indefinite articles. Unlike English 
however, Coptic has more than one way of saying ‘the.’ 

The way you use ‘the’ depends on what is referred to as the gender of the noun. If 
you’ve studied French or German at school, or are familiar with Arabic, you’ll realise 
that different nouns are defined as being either masculine or feminine. There’s no 
reason why a particular object should be masculine or feminine, but that's just the way it 
is. The only way you can know the gender is by learning it for each noun. 

 Coptic actually has three different masculine definite articles and three different 
feminine definite articles. 
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The masculine definite articles are: Pi `p `v 

The feminine definite articles are: ] `t `y 
  Before we go further, some basic ground rules need to be laid down: 
Rule 1: 

Pi is the exact equivalent of ] 

`p is the exact equivalent of ̀t 
`v is the exact equivalent of ̀y 
 
Rule 2: 

Each set of articles can be divided into two groups. For the male set, the first 

group has pi on its own, and the second has ̀p and ̀v together. Likewise, for the 

feminine set, ] sits on its own, and ̀t sits with ̀y. 

 
Rule 3: 

`p is very closely related to `v, and they have almost exactly the same 

grammatical use. The only difference is that `v is used before nouns starting with b i 
l m n o r, and `p is used before all other nouns. The b i l m n o r 

letters are affectionately known as the vilminor letters, which we’ll find frequently effect 
the choice of letters for the spelling of words we’ll come across throughout the book. A 

similar story applies to the feminine articles, here `y is used before the vilminor letters, 

and ̀t is used before the non vilminor letters. 

Now pi and ] are referred to as strong articles, but `p/ `v  and `t `y are 

referred to as a weak article.  This is because pi and ] are used in more specific 

situations than their counterparts. For example, if you’re referring to a specific father, 

you would say piwt, because you’re making a special effort to point out a particular 

father. If on the other hand, you were to say `viwt, you would be understood to be 

referring to the father who is already well known, or is already considered to be one of a 
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kind. Hence `viwt would be understood to refer to God the Father, and likewise 

`ps/ri is understood to refer to the son Jesus Christ.  

 The use of these articles is summarised in the following table: 
 Masculine Female 

strong pi ] 
weak- non vilminor ``p `t 
weak- vilminor `v `y 

  Don’t worry too much if you don’t quite understand the difference 
about the weak and strong articles. In the end, they all just translate as ‘the’. 
 

Plural nouns 
This is all fine, except for one thing. And that is these articles only apply for the 

singular form of the noun. That is, one of those articles would be appropriate for saying 
‘the’ in ‘the dog’, but it would not be appropriate for saying ‘the’ in ‘the dogs.’ The 
feature of the noun which describes whether it's in the singular or plural is called it's 
number.   

There are two definite articles for denoting the plural in Coptic. Unlike the 
singular definite articles, they are not dependent on the gender of the noun. 

  They are ni and nen 
ni is used in the vast majority of cases.  

nen is only used in sentences with constructions involving the word “of”, the sentence 

taking the form of: 

nen (noun1) of  (noun 2) 

We shall will be formally introduced to the ‘of’ construction in (2.4.i), and 

(2.4.ii) but for now we’ll just take a brief example of its use to contrast the use of ni as 

opposed to nen. 

E.g. Saying “the hands” on its own would be nijij 
However, “the hands of Aaron” is nenjij ̀nÀarwn  

Most nouns can be expressed in the plural without any change to the actual 
form of the noun. E.g. while in English the plural form of ‘hand’ is ‘hands’, in Coptic 
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the plural form of jij is still ‘jij.’  The only thing that tells you if it’s plural or not is 

the article in front. 
 
The exceptions 

Having said all that, there are actually a few nouns which take a different form in 
the plural than they do in the singular. Some of them are shown in the table below: 

 

`tve The Heaven niv/oui The heavens 

pialou The child nialwoui The children 

picon The brother nìcn/ou The brothers 

]cwni The sister nicwni The sisters 

`viwt The father niio] The fathers, parents 

]`chimi The woman nihìomi The women 

hwb thing, work `hb/oui things, works 

`pbwk The slave/servant niebiaik The slaves/servants 

 

The vocative 
I remember looking through the criteria for a course I was trying to get into, and 

finding that they were looking for “a sense of vocation” in the applicant. I couldn't quite 
understand what they meant, till I was told that ‘vocation’ means ‘a calling.’ So they were 
looking for a ‘sense of calling.’ Now I don’t know if I had that sense of calling, but 
Coptic at least has a way of describing “a calling” which is called the ‘vocative.’ The 
vocative is used to call upon someone, usually in the context of asking for their help. 
Now here things become familiar, as the construction used for the definite article is also 
often used as the vocative. 

For example, `P[oic doesn’t just mean “the Lord”, but in some cases it means “O 

Lord.” It’s usually easy to tell when the construction is being used for the definite article 
or for the vocative, as translating it as ‘the’ when it was intended for the vocative  just 
doesn’t make sense.  

If this paragraph in particular seems a little hard to understand, don’t worry. Just 
come back to it after you’ve gone a bit further into the book, by then you'll have come 
across many examples where it’s clear that the definite article can only be translated as 
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the vocative. We will need to learn a bit more grammar though before we come to those 
examples. 

To make things a little easier, there is a letter specifically used for the vocative  

which is w, this is conveniently translated as ‘O’ as in W Maria “O’ Mary.” 

 

2.1.ii. The indefinite article 
Next we’ll look at saying ‘a.’ That is in saying ‘a bag’ instead of ‘the bag.’ 

Remember that this is called the ‘indefinite article’ whereas ‘the’ is called the ‘definite’ 

article. The Coptic word for ‘a’ is  ou 
Unlike the definite article, the indefinite article is independent of gender, so it 

doesn’t change regardless of whether the noun is masculine or feminine. 
E.g.  

‘A man’= ourwmi  
‘A woman’ = ou`chimi 
 

Coptic differs again from English in that it has a plural form of the indefinite 
article. There is no direct English translation for this, but the closest approximation is 

‘some.’ The plural indefinite article is han which also attaches directly to the noun. 

E.g. 

(Some) men = hanrwmi 
(Some) women = hanhiomi 
han is also combined with the word ouon to give the special construction 

hanouon,  which means ‘some’ as in ‘some people.’
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Vocab  

iwt  father (m) s/ri son (m) 

mau mother (f) seri daughter (f) 

 
Exercise 2.1 
Translate the following into English:

a) `viwt 
b) oumau 
c) `ps/ri 

d) ]seri 
e) hanio] 
f) haǹcn/ou

 
2.1.iii. Possessive articles- My, your and his 

In the earlier sections, we talked about the definite and indefinite articles. Now 
we will do the possessive articles. These articles refer to people and are used to indicate 
possession. Like the definite and indefinite articles, they attach directly to the noun with 
no gap in between. 
Masculine object Feminine object Plural object  

pa ta na My 

pek tek nek Your (masculine) 

pe te ne          (feminine) 

peten teten neten          (plural) 

pef tef nef His 

pec tec nec Her 

pen ten nen Our 

pou tou nou Their 

Note that whether the pronoun starts with a p or t for singular objects 

depends on the gender of the object, not the subject. 
So for example if you were to say ‘his mother’, you would base the decision on 

the gender of ‘mother’, so it would be tefmau.  
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People often get mixed up at this very point, so let’s work through an example. 
Say you want to say “his mother.” 

Looking at the table above, you’d have three choices, pef tef nef 
nef  only applies to plural words, so you can strike that off the list. 

That leaves pef and tef. 

Your next step now is to think of the gender of the noun. mau is a feminine 

word. So you pick the possessive article in the feminine object column which in this 

case is tef. 

Let’s look at another example. Suppose you wanted to say “your father” while 

speaking to a feminine. To start with, we have a choice of pek tek pe and te. 
(After scratching out the plural ones). 

Now the first step is to look at the gender of the word for father, which is iwt. 

iwt is a masculine word, so you pick the possessive articles in the masculine object 

column which leaves you a choice of pek and pe. 
Since you’re speaking to a feminine, you pick the pe, leaving you with: peiwt 

 Vocab 

cwma body (m) entol/ commandment (f)  

`cnof blood (m) jwm book (m) 

sour/ censer (f) `sv/r friend (m) 

wik bread (m) `avot cup, chalice (f) 

`ave head (f) jij hand (f) 

cwt/r Saviour (m) `sveri friend (f) 

 
Exercise 2.2  

a) pacwma (Luke 22:19) 

b) pef`cnof (Acts 20:28) 
c) peniwt (James 2:28) 

d) pencwt/r (2 Peter 3:2) 
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e) teteǹave (Acts 18:6) 

f) petennah] (1 Peter 1:7) 

g) penah](Luke 7:50) 
h) tejij (Acts 4:28) 

Fill in the blanks: 

i) ___s/ri your son (speaking to a 

female) 

j) ____iwt      her father 

k) ____ mau your mother (speaking 

to a group of people)
 

2.1.iv.  ‘This and that’- The demonstrative articles 
Two commonly used words for introducing nouns are ‘this’ and ‘that.’  They are 

used to ‘point’ to a particular noun, or to ‘demonstrate’ it. Hence they are called the 
‘demonstrative.’ When we point at something relatively close, we would say ‘this’, so 
‘this’ is called the ‘near demonstrative.’ When you point to something further away, you 
would say ‘that’, which is called the ‘far demonstrative.’ 

There are two broad groups of the ‘demonstrative’ in Coptic. The first which we 
shall look at here is the ‘demonstrative article’ and the second is the ‘demonstrative 
pronoun’, which we'll take a look at in (2.2.ii). 

 

Near demonstrative article 
There are three near demonstrative articles in Coptic used as follows: 
 

 masculine feminine plural 

Demonstrative article pai tai nai 
 
The demonstrative article comes straight before the noun in the same way that 

the other articles do.  
So for example, let’s work through how you would write ‘this censer.’ 

The Coptic word for ‘censer’ is sour/.  

As it is a feminine word, you would chose tai as the demonstrative article. You would 

then place it before sour/ to produce: taisour/ 

 

Far demonstrative article 

The far demonstrative, or the word for ‘that’ is `ete ̀mmau.It’s different to 

the other articles we have learnt in that: 
a) it comes after the noun 
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b) the noun still takes a definite article before it. 

E.g  pic/ou ̀ete ̀mmau(Matthew 14:1) 

“that time”  
 

2.2. Substituting for nouns- pronouns 

2.2.i. Personal pronouns 
Occasionally, you may need to refer to a noun without mentioning its name. 

Instead of using the noun itself, you use what is called a ‘pronoun.’ 
Personal pronouns are words used to substitute for names of people. Say you 

were to describe an action that somebody is doing; you could either use their name as 
for example “Peter is walking” or you could indirectly refer to Peter by saying “He is 
walking.” 

You would use the second case if it was already understood that Peter was the 
person being talked about. So here ‘He’ is the personal pronoun used to substitute for 
the noun ‘Peter.’ As  ‘Peter’ is a person, ‘He’ becomes an example of a  personal pronoun.  
Some other personal pronouns are: I, You, He/ She, they and we. 

Coptic also has personal pronouns. The ones in the table below are called 
independent personal pronouns, because they can stand alone in the sentence. There are 
also dependent personal pronouns which we shall come across in (5.1.i.) 

 
English Coptic 

I `anok 
You (masculine)         `nyok 
You (feminine) `nyo 
You  (plural) `nywten 
He `nyof 
She `nyoc 
We `anon 
They `nywou 
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2.2.ii. Demonstrative pronoun 
Compare the sentences ‘I saw this man’, with ‘I saw this.’ 

As discussed above, the word ‘this’ is referred to as the demonstrative. However, each 
of the two sentences in the line above illustrate a different type of demonstrative. 

In the first case, the word ‘this’ comes before the word ‘man’ and hence as 
discussed in (2.1.iv) is the article. 

In the second case, the word ‘this’ is not preceding a noun but is actually 
replacing, or substituting for the noun, so it is a pronoun. Hence in the second case it’s 
used as the demonstrative pronoun. 

In English, the demonstrative pronoun and the demonstrative article are the 
same word, which is simply ‘this’, however in Coptic, they are a bit different as we can 
compare in the table below: 

 
 masculine feminine plural 

Demonstrative pronoun vai yai nai 
Demonstrative article pai tai nai 

 
As an example, consider the sentence below where the ‘this’ does not come 

directly before the noun and hence the demonstrative pronoun is used. 

E.g. Vai pe ̀ps/ri ̀mV] 

“this is the son of God” 
 
Note, there is a special set construction in Coptic as below: 

paiavot vai 
Here you can see the pai before avot meaning ‘this’, but then there’s also 

the demonstrative pronoun following it (vai), if this were translated literally, it would 

mean: “this chalice this” 
which wouldn’t make sense. 

However, in Coptic this construction has the sense of adding emphasis to the 
word ‘this’, so it actually means “this very chalice”. 

 

Far demonstrative pronoun 
In the above we have been dealing with the word ‘this.’ ‘This’ is actually called 

the ‘near demonstrative.’ In English, we also use a word for the far demonstrative. Any 
ideas what it could be? 

It is actually the word ‘that.’ Coptic has three words for ‘that’ as shown below:
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 masculine feminine plural 

far demonstrative v/ y/ n/ 
 

2.3. Writing abbreviations 
There was no printing in the days of Coptic, manuscripts were copied by hand, 

which as you could imagine could be quite a time consuming process. To make things a 
little easier, some abbreviations were agreed upon, the most common of which are 
shown in the table below:  

 
original abbreviation English 

I/couc I!/!c Jesus 

Pi,rictoc P!,!c Christ 

`Vnou] V] God 

`pneuma p!n!a spirit 

eyouab e!y!u Holy 

`p[oic P¡ Lord 

ierocal/m I!l!/!m Jerusalem 

yeoc !y!c God (Gk) 

Uioc !u!c Son (Gk) 

all/louia !a!l Hallelujah (Heb) 

`ctauroc + Cross (Gk) 

marturoc = Martyr (Gk) 

icra/l I!c!l Israel 

 
The abbreviations for “Jesus” and “Christ” are the same in the New Testament 

Greek. In fact, they appear so often in early Greek manuscripts, that some people say 
there must have been a very early decision within the Church to use these abbreviations, 
perhaps even at the council of Jerusalem. 
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2.4. Describing nouns 
How would you go about describing different types of nouns? For example, if 

you were to think about having bricks, we could have big bricks or small bricks, stone 
bricks or mud bricks, round bricks or square bricks. Some of the words we use to 
describe these different types of bricks are called adjectives, which are basically describing 
words, or words that qualify a noun or pronoun. You’ll also notice that some nouns are 
used to describe other nouns. For example, in ‘mud brick’, both ‘mud’ and ‘brick’ are 
nouns, but here ‘mud’ is used to describe the brick. 
There are two different constructions for describing nouns: 

a) the attributive construction 
b) the inflected adjectives 
 

2.4.i. Attributive construction 
An attribute is a characteristic you can give to something. There is a special 

construction in Coptic which is used to express an attribute.  
Consider this example: 

pirwmi ̀napac 
pirwmi means ‘the man’ 

apac is an adjective meaning ‘old.’ 

What then is the little letter ̀n before apac? 

`n is the ‘attributive construction.’ The `n is used to tell you something about the 

“the man.” In this case it’s telling you that the man is old. Here apac is an adjective. 

However, the `n can also be used in between two nouns, when one noun tells you 

something about the other.  

E.g. ]sour/ ̀nnoub  

“the golden censor” 

Notice here that there are two nouns at either side of the `n? This tells us that 

the second noun gives some characteristic to the first noun, which is that the censor is 
golden.  

Now consider this example: 

pirwmi ̀mberi 
“the new man” 
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You would probably guess that the `m here is the attributive construction, but 

why is it ̀m in this case and not `n? 
Here a simple rule applies: 

`m is used if the word it follows starts with one of the following letters: 

m p b v ' 
For any other word not starting with one of those letters,  ̀n is used instead. 

Things are slightly different for the adjective nis] which means ‘great’. It likes 

to swap places with the noun in the attributive construction, so that the article which 

belongs to the noun actually comes before the nis], and the `n/̀m comes before the 

noun. 

E.g. pinis] ̀nar,/aggeloc 

“the great archangel 
 

2.4.ii. The possessive construction 
Similar to the attributive construction is the possessive construction, which is 

used to state the idea of ‘possession’, that is when something belongs to someone. For 

example, consider this sentence: ̀p/i ̀mpirwmi   
Let’s look at each word.  

`p/i is ‘the house’ 

rwmi  is ‘man’ 

Here the possessive construction is used to give the idea of possession, so the 
sentence means “the house belonging to the man” or “the house of the man.” 

Also, another example: 

`pouro `n]baki means “the king of the city.”  
Notice that the second noun in the attributive construction doesn’t take an 

article, whereas the second noun in the possessive construction does. 

Now, when the possessive construction is used, an alternative to `n /̀m can be 

used. This alternative is `nte. 
`nte can be used in any case, but is especially used when the first noun is preceded by 

an indefinite article (‘a’) 
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E.g. ouseri ̀nte ]̀chimi 
“a daughter of the woman” 

Note that `nte can only be used as the possessive construction to describe 

possession, and cannot be used when describing an attribute. 
 

Vocab 

beri new (adjective) cab/ wise (feminine) 

apac old (adjective) `yronoc throne (m) 

`hmou salt (m) ouwini light (m) 

kocmoc world (m) ioudai Jew (m) 

epaggelia promise (f) nis] great (adj.) 

cabe wise (masculine) m/s multitude (m) 

baki city (f)   

 
Exercise 2.3 

a) Ourwmi ̀mberi (Colossians 3:10) 
b) Pirwmi ̀napac (Colossians 3:9) 
c) ]nis] ̀mbaki (Jonah 3:2) 
d) ounou] `nouwt (Nicene Creed) 
e) `p̀yronoc `nte V] (Matthew 23:22) 

f) oum/s ̀nrwmi ̀ncabe nem oum/s ̀nhìomi ̀ncab/ (hom vatt ii 

pg.79) 

 
2.4.iii. Other ways of describing nouns 

There are some special constructions which are able to describe nouns without 
using the attributive and possessive constructions: 

Every 
Firstly, there is a special adjective that simply comes after the noun and does not 

need the attributive construction.  
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This adjective is niben which means ‘every’. It always comes after the noun. So, 

for an example, we’ll it use it with the word hwb, which means ‘thing’ 

E.g. hwb niben 
“everything.” 

niben is often combined with the word ouon. On its own, ouon means 

‘someone’ or ‘something’, when combined with niben, you get 

ouon niben 
Which means ‘everyone.’  
 

Inflected adjectives 
  
The next type of adjectives which don’t use the attributive construction are 

called the inflected adjectives. These are shown in the following table:  
 These modifiers also have the special property of changing their ending, based 

on whether the noun is masculine or feminine, and whether it’s in the singular or plural. 
For this reason, they get the ‘inflected’ in their name, as the modifier changes its ending 
or ‘inflects’ depending on which noun comes before it.  

Before we move on, we’ll need to talk a little more about grammar. If you look 
through an English grammar book, you’ll find all kinds of references to ‘first person’, 
‘second person’ and ‘third person.’ 

What do all these refer to? Basically, the first person refers to the words ‘I’ and 

‘we’, the second person refers to ‘you’, and the third refers to ‘he’, ‘she’ or ‘they.’ 
Another important term to know is ‘number.’ Now most people would know what a 
number is, but it has a special meaning when used grammatically. Number is used to 
indicate whether something is in the singular or the plural. So for example, the number 
of the word ‘dog’ is ‘singular’, whereas the number of the word ‘pencils’ is ‘plural.’ 
The table below summarises these two ideas: 
 
 

`mmauat= only, alone 

t/r= all 

hw= also 

`mmin ̀mmo= own 
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 singular plural 
first person I we 
second person you (for both masculine and 

feminine) 
you 

third person he, she they 
 

Therefore if a book is writing about a particular character, it’s written in the 
third person. If someone is writing a book about himself, he’s writing in the first person. 
Computer games have also borrowed these terms, so a shoot ‘em up game where you 
can see the character you’re controlling is described as having a third person 
perspective, whereas one where you can’t see the character apart from his gun is called a 
‘first person’ perspective shooter (because they’re pretending the one holding the gun is 
you). 

Taking an example from the table, ‘he’ would be described as ‘third person 
singular masculine’, and ‘you’ (m) as second person singular masculine. 
Now we’ll return to our inflected modifiers in the table below: 

`mmauat= 
This word means ‘alone’ or ‘only.’  It can also be used to give the meaning of 

“…self” as in ‘himself’ or ‘herself.’   
We’ll borrow from the ‘person’ table above to create the table below: 

`mmauat= follows the noun it describes, with the suffix agreeing with the 

noun in gender, person, and number. 

E.g. ̀nyok ̀mmauatk 
“you only” 

`mmauat first person singular 

`mmauatk second person singular masculine 

`mmaua] second person singular feminine 

`mmauatf third person singular masculine 

`mmauatc third person singular feminine 

`mmauaten first person plural 

`mmauaten y/nou second person plural 

`mmauatou third person plural 
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`viwt ̀mmauatf 
“the father only” 

t/r=  

t/r= also comes after the word it’s describing, and has the meaning of ‘all.’ Its 

different forms are also shown below: Note that the second person plural form is the 
same as that of  third person plural.  

 

t/rt first person singular 

t/rk second person singular masculine 

t/ri second person singular feminine 

t/rf third person singular masculine 

t/rc third person singular feminine 

t/ren first person plural 

t/rou second person plural 

t/rou third person plural 

E.g. penh/t t/rf 
“all our heart” 
 

hw= 

The third  inflected modifier hw= means ‘also’, unlike  `mmauat= and 

t/r= it doesn't have to come after a noun. 

hw first person singular 

hwk second person singular masculine 

hwi second person singular feminine 

hwf third person singular masculine 

hwc third person singular feminine 
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hwn first person plural 

hwten second person plural 

hwou third person plural 

`anok hw 
“I also” 

`anon hwn (Acts 14:14) 
“we also”  

 
`mmin ̀mmo= 
 Our fourth inflected modifier is `mmin `mmo=.It comes after a noun which is 

itself preceded by a possessive article, and agrees with the article in person and number. 

E.g.  pef`cnof `mmin ̀mmof (Acts 20:28) 

“his own blood” 

pekeynoc ̀mmin ̀mmok (John 18:35) 

“Your own people” 
 
Not another one… 

A neat little article is ke which comes directly before the noun. It actually has 

two different meanings. In the first case, it can mean ‘other’ ; 

E.g. kerwmi 
“another man” 
 
“Other men” would be: 

hankerwmi 
The word for “one” is ouai, so to say “another one” is therefore: 

keouai 
And in the second case, ke can take the meaning of “also.” 

E.g. pikerwmi 
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“also the man” 
 
Vocab 

h/t heart (m) anactacic resurrection (f) 

Ioudai Jew (m) Iwann/c John (prop.noun) 

laoc people, nation (m) ek̀kl/cia Church (f) 

Ioudea Judea (f) eynoc nation, people (Gk,f) 

 
Exercise 2.4 

a) P!,!c hwf (1 Peter 2:21) 

b) niioudai ̀mmauatou (Acts 11:19) 

c) `nyo hwi (Luke 2:35) 

d) laoc niben (Revelation 11:9) 

e) ]ioudea t/rc (Acts 1:8) 
f) rwmi niben (Acts 22:15) 

g) `nywten hwten (Acts 7:51) 
h) tenanactacic t/ren (Litany of the Gospel, Divine Liturgy) 

i) iwann/c ̀mmauatf (Acts 18:25) 
j) ]ek`kl/cìa t/rc (Acts 5:11)
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3. MAKING OUR FIRST SENTENCES 

We now already have the tools for making very basic sentences. These sentences 
are called “nominal sentences” or “non verbal sentences.” 

Before looking at these, we’ll have to learn some important English terms. The 
first of these are the subject and the predicate. 

In general, sentences can be split into two parts. The first refers to what the 
sentence is all about, and is called the subject. The second part, which tells you 
something about the subject, is called the predicate. For an example, consider the 
sentence: 

“They built a sandcastle.” 
The subject of the sentence is ‘they.’ The rest of the sentence (the predicate) tells 

us something about ‘they’, which is that they built a sandcastle. This is summarised in 
the table below. 

“they built a sandcastle” 
what the sentence is about statement made about the subject 

SUBJECT PREDICATE 
 

The next term we’ll learn is the copula. The copula is basically a word which is 
used as a connection between the subject and the predicate. In English, this is most 
often translated as ‘is.’ For example, in the sentence: 

“Peter is a father” 
The subject of the sentence is “Peter”, the predicate is “a father”, and the Copula is that 
little ‘is’ after Peter. 

There are three types of Copula, each type used according to the gender of the 
subject and whether it’s in the singular or plural form. 

pe “is”  or “am” for a masculine subject 

te “is” or “am” for a feminine subject 

ne “are” for a subject which is in the plural 

 
We will need these terms as we look at three different patterns of nominal 

sentences below. They are constructed as follows: 
Subject + predicate 
Subject + copula + predicate 
Predicate + copula  
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3.1. Subject + Predicate 
The first nominal sentences we’ll look at are simply composed of a subject and a 

predicate. For an example, look at the sentence below: 

anok oùprov/t/c (Revelation 2:20) 

“I am a prophet” 

Note that the subject is anok, and the predicate is prov/t/c. Though a 

literal English translation would come out as only “I a prophet”, in Coptic this structure 
is recognised as meaning “I am a prophet.” That is, the “am” is understood by the 
context of the sentence. 

Here is another example: 

`nyok p!,!c (Matthew 16:16) 

“You are the Christ” 

Here the word `nyok, is the subject of the sentence, since that’s what the 

sentence is about. The predicate is the statement made about the subject, which is that 

He is p!,!c (the Christ). 

Once again we see that no Coptic equivalent for ‘are’ is used. 
 

3.2. Subject + Copula+ Predicate 
 

We noted that no copulas were used for the subject + predicate constructions 
above, the fact is however that copulas can actually be used in between the subject and 
predicate.  
Examples: 

`anok pe gabri/l (Luke 1:19) 

“I am Gabriel” 
 

`anok pe ]anactacic (John 11:25) 

“I am the resurrection” 
 
Unfortunately, there doesn’t seem to be any rule to tell us when the copula 

should be used. 
 Did you notice that in the above sentences, the order of the nouns and the verb 

is exactly the same as you’d see in English? This is the case when the definite article is 
used before the predicate. However, if an indefinite article comes before the noun, then 
the copula comes after the noun. 
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 E.g.  Iwc/f ouhamse pe 
“Joseph is a carpenter” 
 

We introduced the demonstrative pronoun in (2.2.ii). Demonstrative pronouns 
can also be used to form nominal sentences. Those sentences always contain the copula. 
Once again, if the predicate is preceded by a definite article, then the copula comes in 
between the demonstrative pronoun and the predicate: 

E.g vai pe panou] (Exodus 15:2) 

“This is my God” 
 

If on the other hand the predicate is preceded by an indefinite article, then the 
copula goes to the end of the sentence. 

E.g. vai ous/ri pe 
“this is a son” 

 

3.3. Pronoun + copula 
This type is a little more tricky. It only uses a predicate and the copula. What 

happens to the subject? In these cases, the subject is only implied without actually being 
written. 

So for example, anok pe on its own does not mean ‘I am’ but  actually 

means ‘It is I.’ The subject here isn’t actually written in the Coptic, but is implied to be 

‘it.’ The predicate, which is telling you something about the subject ‘it’ is anok, telling 

you that ‘it’ is I.’  
This particular construction comes up now and then. When Christ came to the 

apostles walking on water, He reassured them saying anok pe, and in the Divine 

Liturgy, the expression translated as ‘It is You’ or ‘You are He’ (around whom the 

angels stand) is ̀nyok pe.  
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Vocab 

paryenoc  Virgin (Gk,f) ervei sanctuary, temple (m) 

,r/ctianoc Christian  (m) `jroj seed (m) 

hap judgment (m) cai/ beautiful person (f) 

m/i truth, justice, 
righteousness (f) 

caji word (m) 

lac tongue (m) Ioudai Jew (m, prop.noun) 

kas pen (m) caq teacher, scribe (m) 

hamse  Carpenter (m) yeotokoc  Mother of God (Gk,f) 

 
 
 
 

Confusion Corner 

You would have noticed that the copulas pe, te and ne are identical to the 

possessive articles used for ‘you’ when speaking to a female (2.1.iii). 
How do you tell which is which? One easy way is to remember that the copula 

will always be separate from the noun, whereas the possessive article will always be 
attached to it. However, this explanation is a bit artificial since separating words in 
Coptic is a relatively new invention. The Copts didn’t seem to believe in conventions 
like having spaces between words. Maybe it was to save paper,(or should I say to save 
‘papyri’). In any case all their words were linked together without spaces. 
 The best way to recognise the difference is to have a good understanding of the 
grammar. Basically, if there is a copula before a noun in the sentence, the noun would 
already have to have an article between it and the copula. The copula cannot come 
directly before a noun which doesn’t already have an article. To clarify, think of this 
example: 

`nyof pe pes/ri 
Notice that the pe occurs twice. The first pe is the copula, and the second is the 

article which comes between the copula and the noun s/ri. 
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Exercise 3.1 

a) Vai pe pacwma (Luke 22:19) 

b) anon haǹ,r/ctianoc (AmBal  pg.1) 

c) pi`jroj pe picaji ̀nte ̀vnou] (Luke 8:11) 
d) anok pe pi!,!c (Matthew 24:5) 
e) `nyok pe P!,!c (Mark 8:29) 
f) `anon hanioudai (Galatians 2:15) 
g) nencwma hanervei `nte V] ̀mp!i!c!l pe (hom vatt ii pg.75) 

h) Nihap ̀nte `P[oic hanhap ̀mm/i ne (Psalm 18:10 19:9) 

i) palac oukas pe ̀nte oucaq (Psalm 44:2 45:1) 
j) nyok pe panou] (Psalm 117:28 118:28) 

k) `nyo ou`chimi ̀ncai/ (Gnesis 12:11) 

l) `anon hans/ri ̀nte ]epaggelia (Galatians 4:28) 

m) `nywten pe ̀vouwini `mpikocmoc  (Matthew 5:14) 

n) `nywten pe ̀phmou `mpikahi (Matthew 5:13) 
o) Vai pe ̀pouro ̀nte niioudai (Matthew 27:37) 
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Practice text 1 

caji neman pg.64 

W tenmau ̀t̀agìa Maria ]paryenoc `anon ne nes/ri 
ouoh `nyo te tenmau. Anon ne nis/ri `mpes/ri 
`mmenrit. ̀Nyof pe Pen¡ ouoh ̀anon ne nef̀ebiaik. ̀Nyof 
pe peniwt ouoh ̀anon ne nefs/ri 
Vocab 

agia saint (f, Gk) paryenoc virgin (f, Gk) 

menrit beloved (adj.) ouoh and (conj) 
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4. LEARNING TO COUNT- NUMBERS IN COPTIC 

4.1. Numbers 1-10 
You can’t have a language without having numbers, and Coptic is no exception. 

Coptic differs from English in that the characters used to represent the numbers are 
actually derived from the same characters used to give the alphabet. In fact, the 
numerical sequence largely follows that of the alphabet. However, the characters are 
then given a different name from the original letter, and some are given both a 
masculine and feminine form. 

Let’s first take a look at the numbers one to ten.  
  masculine female 

one !a ouai oui 
two !b `cnau `cnou] 
three !g somt som] 
four !d `ftou `ftoùe 
five !e `tiou ]̀e 
six 6 coou co 
seven !z sasf sasfi 
eight !/ `sm/n `sm/ni 
nine !y 'it 'i] 
ten !i m/t m/] 
 
So you’ll notice in the table above that numbers 1-10 are simply represented as 

the first 10 letters of the alphabet with strokes over their heads. This also explains the 

mysterious 6, which hasn't been used in any of the words up till now even though it 

appears in the alphabet. 
 

4.1.i. How many? 
You may be wondering why the numbers have both masculine and feminine 

forms. This is because Coptic numbers can be used with the attributive construction 
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(2.4.i) to describe how many of something in particular there are. Now, the gender of 
the noun at issue determines which gender of the number will be used. To see if you 
really understand, let’s ask how would you write ‘three sons.’ 

First, the word for son is s/ri, which is a masculine word. So you would use 

somt as opposed to som] for ‘three’. You would then write somt `ns/ri using 

the attributive construction. On the other hand, if you were to say ‘three daughters’, you 

would use som]as daughter’ is a feminine word to give som] ̀nseri. 
Now, to say ‘the three sons’, you would still use the singular definite article, 

which in this case is the masculine definite article. In fact, the plural definite article is 
never used with numbers using the attributive construction. 

pisomt ̀ns/ri 
Likewise, to say ‘the three daughters’, you would use the feminine definite article: 

]som] ̀nseri 
This pattern continues for most of the other numbers. 

E.g. pìftou ̀ns/ri 
“the four brothers” 

sasf `ncop 
“seven times” 

 
This pattern works well for numbers 3 and up, but there is a separate way for 

numbers 1 and 2.  When saying “one of something”, the attributive construction is still 

used, but this time the noun comes before the number, and instead of ouai or oui as 

you’d expect, the noun is followed instead by ouwt. So, “one man” is written as 

ourwmi ̀nouwt and “one people” as ougenoc ̀nouwt (Genesis 34:16) 

If you were to say “two of something”, you would also place the noun first, but 
this time you wouldn’t use the attributive construction at all. 

Examples: rwmi ̀cnau 
 “two men”  

`chimi ̀cnou] (Genesis 4:19) 

 “two wives” 

lepton ̀cnau (Luke 21:2) 

“two mites” 
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4.1.ii. Finding your place 
Let’s pretend you have just attended a race, and the time has come to list the 

finishing places of the contestants. Let’s start with the winner. 
There is a special word in Coptic for ‘first’ used for describing nouns which is 

‘sorp’. It is also used with the attributive construction. 

E.g. pisorp ̀mmarturoc 
“The first martyr”  

sorp can also be used as a noun, as in ‘the first’- pisorp. 

An alternative to saying ‘the first’ is houit which may be used both as a noun 

and as an adjective. As a noun, pihouit is used for masculine words and ]houi] 
for feminine words. The plural form also has a different form and is nihoua] 

However, for other places apart from ‘the first’, there is a special generic 

construction which uses the word mah (which itself means ‘place’). The construction 

takes the following form: 

pimah+ number 

E.g. So, “the third” 

is pimah somt 
As in abba senou] `mmah somt 
“Pope Shenouda the third” 

Lucky last is written as  piqàe “the last” when referring to singular masculine, and 

niqaeu “the last” when referring to nouns in the plural. 

4.2. 10-100 
Whereas English makes all its numbers out of a combination of only ten digits, 

Coptic continues to move down the alphabet as it gets letters for the higher numbers. 
You’ll notice in the following table that now only the numbers ‘ten’ and ‘twenty’ have 
feminine and masculine forms. 
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 ten !!i m/t m/] 
twenty !k jout jw] 
thirty !l map 
forty !m `hme 
fifty !n tebi 
sixty !x ce 
seventy !o `sbe 
eighty !p qamne 
ninety !f pictau 
100 !r se 
 
These are combined with the 1-9 digits to create the numbers in between. The 

masculine and feminine forms continue only for the numbers 10 and 20 and numbers 
between 10 and 20 which end in 1,2, 8 or 9. 

E.g. pim/t `cnau ̀nmay/t/c 

“the 12 disciples” 
 
 

4.3. Numbers 100-900 

In the table below you can see that se is used for the number 100 and that it is 

also used with other multiples of 100: 

100 !r se 
200 !c `cnau se 
300 !t somt se 
400 !u `ftou se 
500 !!v `tiou se 
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600 !, coou se 
700 !' sasf se 
800 !w `sm/n se 
900 !s 'it se 

 
The numbers coming in between the numbers of 100 are formed by combing 

them with the numbers made from multiples of 10 from the previous table. The 
attributive construction is sometimes used to link the two sets together: 
Examples: 

se ce tiou ̀nrompi (!r!x!e) 
“165 years” 

'it se ce 'i] ̀nrompi (!s!x!y) (Genesis 5:27) 

“969 years” 

se qemne is 180 
`se ̀sbe (!r!o) is 170  

sasf se `nhme (!'!!m) is 740 
4.4. 1000 and beyond 

Coptic finally begins to recycle the characters used for its numbers after 1000. 

The old a returns, this time with two strokes above it, to represent the number 1000. 

Two strokes above the b gives the number 2000, and two strokes above a g gives 3000, 

and so on for all the other numbers. Note that apart from the first stroke which all 
numbers have, each subsequent stroke adds an other three zeros to the number, so 

three strokes with an a gives 1,000,000. The strokes may be split up to come above or 

beneath the character. 

1000 4a so 
10,000 4i m/t `nso 
100,000 4r se ̀n so 
1,000,000 41a so ̀n so 
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Vocab 

rompi year (f) precbuteroc priest (m) 

mahi cubit (m)   

 
Exercise 4.1 

a) !r!x!e ̀nrompi (Genesis 5:15) 

b) sasf se map `nrompi (Genesis 5:16) 

c) !i!b ̀ncon (Genesis 42:13) 

d) pi!k!d ̀mprecbuteroc (Revelation 19:4) 

e) !i ̀mmahi (Exodus 26:16) 

f) !u ̀nrompi (Acts 7:6)  
g) !m!g ̀nso nem !'!l (Numbers 26:7) 
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Practice text 2 
One of the hymns chanted in the presence of a Bishop is  

]m/t ̀cnou] ̀nar/t/ (“The twelve virtues”). 

This hymn describes the twelve virtues of the Holy Spirit which we pray will be 
with the Bishop. The hymn makes good use of the ranking constructions we 
learnt above.  The relevant section of the hymn is shown below: 

]houi] te ]̀agap/ ]dikèocun/ 
]mah ̀cnou] te ]helpic 
]mah som] te ]pictoc 
]mah ̀ftoue te pitoubo 
]mah ̀tie te ]paryenìa 

]mah 'i] te 
]metremraus 
]mah m/] te ]hupomon/ 
]mah m/] oui te  

]mah co te ]hir/n/ 
]mah sasfi te ]covìa 

]metref`wou `nh/t 
]mah m/] ̀cnou] te 

]mah ̀sm/ni te ]egkrati`a 
  
Vocab 

agap/ love (Gk,f) pictoc faith (Gk,f) 

egratìa asceticism (Gk,f) covìa wisdom (Gk,f) 

dikèocun/ righteousness (Gk) toubo purity (f) 

metremraus meekness (Gk,f) helpic hope (Gk,f) 

metref̀wou 
`nh/t 

long suffering  (Gk,f) hir/n/ peace (Gk,f)  

paryenia virginity (Gk) hupomon/ patience (Gk,f) 
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5. INTRODUCING VERBS 

5.1. The first present 
From the Coptic point of view, the sentences introduced in chapter 3 didn’t 

really use a verb. While the copula in English is considered to be a form of the verb ‘to 
be’, in Coptic the copula doesn’t actually fit under the normal definition of a verb. 

So what exactly is a verb? A verb represents an action, so for example building is 
the verb in “I am building” and reading is the verb in “Mark is reading a book.” 

To help us find its place in the sentence, we’ll bring back the example we looked 
at in (3.) 

 
“they built a sandcastle” 

what the sentence is about statement made about the subject 
SUBJECT PREDICATE 

 
The verb in the sentence above is ‘built’, which is part of the predicate. Looking 

more closely at the sentence, we can see that the action of the subject (they) was 
directed towards something (the sandcastle). The sandcastle is thus called the object of 
this sentence, as the action of the verb is directed towards it. So in another example, 
“Jack hit the ball” 
“Jack” is the subject, “hit” is the verb, and “ball” is the object. 

So if we look at our sample sentence again, we find we can divide it into the 
following parts of speech: 

“they built  a sandcastle” 
 VERB OBJECT 

what the sentence is about statement made about the subject 
SUBJECT PREDICATE 

 
Now there are two major types of verbs in Coptic: transitive and intransitive. 

Transitive verbs are those that take an object. E.g. “to hit” is a transitive verb because 
you can hit an object such as a ball. “I sit” on the other hand is an intransitive verb 
because you can’t “sit something.”    

Both transitive and intransitive verbs have what are called different tenses. What 
exactly is meant by ‘tense’? To help answer this question, consider the following 
sentences: 

 “I am making”, “I made”, I will make.”  
You will notice that there are similar words representing the same verb in each 

of these, but that the form of the verb is not quite the same. This is because they refer 
to different times in which the verb is performed. In other words, the form of the verb 
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changes according to the tense. The first tense refers to the present, the second to the 
past and the third to the future.  

 
5.1.i.  Intransitive verbs 
   Now let’s take a look at an example of an intransitive verb in what is called the 
“first present tense.”  

Consider the phrase “I am walking”, this tells you that “I am walking” at this 
very moment, hence it represents the present tense.  There may still be this question 
nagging at the back of your mind. “but, why is this tense called the first present?” Well, 
later on we’ll discover that there are also a second present (12.1) and a third present tense 
(7.2), but for now, we’ll concentrate on the first present. 
 

“To walk” is the base form of the verb, from which other verbs are derived. It is 
called “the infinitive.” 

  The infinitive in Coptic is mosi. Certain letters are then added in front of the 

infinitive to indicate different subjects as you can see in the table below. These letters 
represent the dependent personal pronoun. They’re called pronouns because they indicate the 
subject, and they’re dependent because they have to be attached to the verb, that is they 
can’t stand on their own.  
 

]mosi I am walking 

`,mosi You are walking (m) 

temosi You are walking (f) 

`fmosi He is walking 

`cmosi She is walking 

tenmosi We are walking 

tetenmosi You are walking (pl) 

cemosi They are walking 
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Here is another example, this time with the verb caji (to speak). 

 

]caji I am speaking 

`kcaji You are speaking (m) 

tecaji You are speaking (f) 

tetencaji You are speaking (plural) 

`fcaji He is speaking 

`ccaji She is speaking 

tencaji We are speaking 

cecaji They are speaking 

 
Now a more general term for the letters that appear before the verb is the subject 

prefix. Did you notice how the subject prefix for you (m) changed from `, to `k? A 

simple rule guides the choice, which is that words starting with one of the vilminor 
letters (2.1.i) use `,, and those starting with any other letter use ̀k. 

 
Hang on…didn’t we already have different words for representing the subject 

like anok, `nyof etc? Confused? You’ve come to the right place. See confusion corner 

below: 
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Confusion Corner 
Dependent vs. .independent personal pronouns 
(Reference Plumley pg. 56) 

In (3.1) we talked about the independent personal pronouns like ̀anok, 

`nyof, ̀anon which had meanings like ‘I, he and we.’ 

In the section above, we introduced the dependent personal pronouns, like 

] , ̀f and ten, which also have the meanings of ‘I, he and we.’ 

So how do you know which to use? 
The dependent personal pronouns are used most of the time, with the 

independent personal pronoun being used only in the following cases: 

e. In the simple subject + predicate type sentences E.g. ̀nyok pas/ri 
f. when the sentence is based around the copula. E.g. anok pe Petroc 

g. The independent personal pronoun may be used in addition to the dependent 

for added emphasis E.g. anok ]jw ̀mmoc 
  “ I say to you” 
h. The independent personal pronoun sometimes also comes after another part 

of speech with which it shares the same number and gender to emphasise its  

meaning. E.g. tahir/n/ anok. Even though this phrase would seem to 

be translated as ‘my peace I’, the actual meaning is a little different. As the 
personal pronoun is used here to emphasise the meaning of the  possessive 
article, which in this case means ‘my’ the combination comes out as: “my own 
peace” 

 
Personal pronouns which look like other things 

Take a look at the word for ‘we’ in the first present tense table above and the 
word for ‘our’ in the table for the possessive articles (2.1.iii). You’ll notice that they 

both use the word ten. 
Now take a look at the word for ‘you’ plural, and that for ‘your’ plural female 

object. They both share the same Coptic word teten. 

So how would you know which meaning to choose if you saw either ten or 

teten in a text? 

Technically, if it comes before a noun, you would translate it as the 
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The postponed subject indicator 
Have you ever been postponed? I have. All the time in fact. One of the 

characteristics of modern day Egyptians is that they are often postponed. 
In keeping with the spirit, Coptic has its own special postponed subject indicator 

which is `nje. In what we have seen so far, the subject has been coming before the 

verb. However, when `nje is used, the subject comes late, that is it comes after the 

verb. As an example consider the following sentence: 

pirwmi ̀fhemci   
“the man is sitting” 

As you can see here, the subject pirwmi comes before the verb. An alternate 

way to give the same meaning using `nje is  `fhemci `nje pirwmi, so that now 

the subject comes after the verb. `nje usually remains untranslated, however if you 

really wanted to translate it, you would say “who is.” 

People often ask why Coptic has `nje at all, that is why couldn’t the Copts 

have simply always placed the subject in front of the verb. A possible reason was to 
preserve the word order from the Greek originals from which the Coptic was translated. 
You see, Greek word order doesn’t always come in the sequence we’re used to in 
English, and the subject often comes after the verb. So, it’s possible that the Coptic 

scribes who wanted to translate from Greek introduced `nje to retain the Greek word 

order as much as possible. 
 

possessive article, and if it comes before a verb, you translate it as the first present 
tense. Practically, you’d use which ever makes more sense. 

For example, if you were to see tennau, knowing nau means ‘see’, you’d 

translate the expression to mean ‘we see’ as saying ‘our see’  wouldn’t make sense. 

You’ll also notice that the first person personal pronoun ] is identical to one 

of the female definite articles (2.1.i). Here’s it’s easy to tell them apart. The article will 
only ever appear before a noun, whereas the pronoun will only come before a verb. 
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Being Negative 
Suppose you wanted to say “he is not speaking” or “they are not speaking.” There 

are two ways by which you could do this. The first involves a convenient word in Coptic 

called an.  This word simply follows the verb to puts the sentence into the negative. 

E.g. ̀kcaji an 

“you are not speaking” 

The other method is almost the same, but also involves placing the prefix `n 

before the verb. So in this example, we get: 

 `n`kcaji an 

Which also means “you are not speaking.” 

Using nouns or names in the first present 
Up to this point, we’ve only seen the dependent personal pronoun come before 

the verb. You can also place a noun or a name before the verb in the sentence. In these 
cases, the dependent personal pronoun usually still appears in between the subject and 
the verb: 

E.g. viwt ̀fmei (John 5:20) 

Although this sentence would be literally translated as “the Father He loves”, 
the meaning would be understood as just  “the Father loves.” 

However, the dependent personal pronoun isn’t always used. For example, the 
following phrase is also from the Gospel of John, with exactly the same meaning as the 

previous example, but it doesn’t use the ̀f. 

`viwt mei (John 3:35) 

 

5.1.ii. The Qualitative 
There is a special form of Coptic verb called the qualitative. It is a bit hard to 

come to terms with, but basically it expresses a state or a quality which has come about 
as a result of the completed action of a verb. 

To clarify, compare the words ‘to multiply’ and ‘to be abundant.’ Notice how 
the first word expresses the action itself, whereas the second expresses the result of that 
action having been completed? 

Also, compare the following phrases; “to turn white” and “to be  
white.” In these examples, the first phrase corresponds to the infinitive while  
the second corresponds to the qualitative. In the following table, there are some  
more examples of the infinitive and qualitative forms of some intransitive verbs. 
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Infinitive Qualitative Infinitive Qualitative 

aiai oi `cmou `cmarwout 
to grow, multiply to be abundant to bless  to be blessed 

ibi obi taio tai/out 
to become thirsty to be thirsty to honour to be honoured 

ini oni toubo toub/out 
to liken to be like to purify to be purified 

keni keniwout qwnt qent 
to become fat to be fat to approach, come 

near 
to be near 

mou mwout hei hiwout 
to die to be dead to fall to be fallen 

nah] `nhot `hko hoker 
to believe to be believing to hunger to be hungry 

oubas,  ouobs jwili jal/out 
to become white to be white to lodge to be lodging 

ouop†† ouab [ici [oci 
to become holy to be holy to exalt to be exalted 

 

Where to use the qualitative 
Most qualitative verbs may be used in the present tense as in the following 

examples: 

cemou “they die” 

cemwout “they are dead” 

`fibi “he is becoming thirsty” 

                                                 
 
 
†† The infinitive ouop seems to have been replaced by toubo in Bohairic. However, ouop 

continues to remain in Sahidic, suggesting that the qualitative ouab was originally derived from it. 
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`fobi “he is thirsty” 

vai ̀fjal/out “this (he) is lodging” (Acts 10:5) 

 
The qualitative may also be used in the imperfect past tense (7.1), but not in the 

perfect past tense (5.2). We will meet both later. 

Some exceptional qualitative verbs 
In the above examples we saw that both the infinitive and qualitative can be 

used for the present tense. For the following verbs however, only the qualitative form 
can be used in the present tense, whereas the infinitive can be used for the past tense 
but not the present. 

 
Infinitive  Qualitative  

bwk  to go b/k to be gone 

`i to come n/ou to be coming 

vwt  to run, flee v/t to be running, 
fleeing 

hei to fall hiwout to be fallen 

 
So for an example, to say “he is coming” (which is in the present tense), you can 

only use the qualitative form so you’d say `fn/ou.  However, to say “he came” (past 

tense), you’d have to use the infinitive form.  
 

Vocab 

`emasw very (adv) rimi to cry (v.i) 

ern/cteuin to fast (Gk) variceoc Pharisee (Gk,m) 

ka] to understand (v.t) swm summer (m) 

nem and (conj.) qen in (prep.) 

neji womb (f) ho] fear (f) 

outah fruit (m)   
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Exercise 5.1 

a) terimi (John 20:13) 

b) te[oci (Sunday Theotokia Midnight praises) 

c) `fqent `nje P¡ (Psalm 33:19 34:18) 

d) ]ho] ̀nte ̀P[oic `ctoub/out (Psalm 18:10 19:9) 

e) `anon nem nivariceoc tenern/cteuin (Matthew 9:14) 

f) tècmarwout `nyo qen nihìomi ouoh `f`cmarwout `nje 
`poutah `nte teneji (Luke 1:42) 

g) cen/ou ̀nje haǹehoou (Acts 21:6) 

h) ceka] qen pouh/t (Matthew 13:15) 

i) `fqent `nje piswm (Matthew 24:32) 

 
 

5.1.iii. Those “in between words”- prepositions 
So far we’ve talked about nouns and verbs. Now let’s look at another type of 

part of speech. Take a look at the sentence below: 
“The man walks on the street.” 
When we break it down, we can see that: 
‘The’ is the definite article 
‘Walk’ is the verb 
‘Street’ is the noun 

And “On” is the… What is “on”? 
‘On’ fits into the same category as other words such as “to”, “in” and “from.” 

These words go before nouns to indicate their relation to other words in the sentence. 
These words are called Prepositions 
There are two basic types of prepositions in Coptic:  
1) Simple 
2) Compound 

 
Compound prepositions are made from smaller words which have been linked 

together. In fact, many of them involve simple prepositions in their make up. You can 
refer to (Appendix 3-where do compound prepositions come from) to see how 
they’re constructed. Simple prepositions are the base elements so to speak, and cannot 
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be broken down any further. The most common simple and complex prepositions are 
shown in the tables below: 

 
 

Simple 
 

`e to, for, in regard to qen in 

`n in, from, with eybe because of 

nem and, with sa to, toward, till 

hi on hwc like, as 

ha to, under icjen from, since 

oute between, among menenca after 

qa below   

 

Compound 
 

hijen on, above `ebol away from 

`nca behind `eqoun inside 

ejen upon, on behalf of hiten through 

`e`pswi upwards `ehren facing, in front of 

`epec/t downward   

 
Nominal sentences can be built around these prepositions without them needing 

a Coptic equivalent for the word ‘is.’  

E.g. pirwmi hijen pimwit 

This sentence is understood to mean “the man is on the road”, without the need for 
the copula to come before the preposition . The same applies for the next example: 

]`chimi qen `p/i 
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“the woman is inside the house.’ 

Greek prepositions 
Apart from the above ‘pure’ Coptic prepositions, there are also prepositions 

directly imported from Greek. The most common of these are: 
 

kata according to  

para against, opposite, behind 

,wric without 

hwc as 

 
These retain the same word order as you’d expect in English: 

ourwmi kata pah/t (Acts 13:22) 
“a man according to my heart” 

It’s worth noting that a noun that follows  ,wric loses its article: 

E.g. pikahi ,wric cen] (Luke 6:49) 

“the land without foundation” 
 
Vocab 

apoctoloc Apostle,  messenger, (m) pul/ gate (Gk,f) 

asai Abundance cen] foundation (f) 

bal eye (m) `cnof blood (m) 

b/ma platform, step (Gk,m) totc  chair (m) 

ek̀kl/cia Church (Gk,f) trapeza table (f) 

ervei sanctuary (m) ,eroubim Cherubim  (Gk,m) 

eu,/ prayer (Gk,f) wou glory (f) 

`ym/i righteous person (m) fai to raise, carry (v.t) 

metcai`e beauty `qrwou voice (m) 
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petra rock (Gk,f) jom power (f) 

 
Exercise 5.2 

a) ejen oupetra (Luke 8:6) 

b) qen ̀vran `m̀viwt  
c) hijen ̀pkahi t/rf (Psalm 8:1 8:1) 
d) `krasi ejen hans/ri (hom vatt ii pg.239) 
e) nenbal ̀mP¡ ̀ejen nìym/i (Psalm 33:16 34:16) 
f) Hiten nieu,/ ̀nte markoc piapoctoloc  
g) !e ̀nso ̀nrwmi ,wric ̀alou nem ̀chimi (Matthew 14:21) 

h) afhemci hi pib/ma (John 19:13) 

i) P[oic ̀fhemci hijen ni,eroubim 
j) fai ̀nnetenpul/ ̀èpswi (Psalm 23:7 24:7) 

k) `p̀qrwou `mP¡ hijen nimwou `p̀qrwou `mP¡ qen oujom 
`pqrwou ̀mP¡ qen ounis] ̀mmetcaìe (Psalm 28:3 29:3) 

l) eybe pekran ̀p[oic (Pslam 142:11 143:11)) 

m) pi`cnof ̀efn/ou ̀epec/t hijen pikahi (Luke 22:44) 

n) ,wric [o nem ̀tco (Sunday Theotokia, 7th section) 
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5.1.iv. Transitive verbs 
The verbs we met above are all examples of intransitive verbs, which are verbs 

that don’t take an object. We’ll now look at transitive verbs, which are verbs that do take 
an object. 

In order to deal with transitive verbs, you have to understand a special letter 
construction  called the ‘object marker.’ 
This is basically a letter that sits before the object. Consider the following example: 

“I understand the truth” 
For a word for word translation in Coptic, you’d have: 

]ka] ]meym/i 
However, this would not be enough in Coptic. Here the object is meym/i, and 

it requires an object marker before it. The object marker in this case, using this 

particular verb and object, is ̀n. 

So, the correct way of writing this sentence is:  

]ka] ̀n]meym/i 
(You’ll notice that the `n was used earlier in the attributive construction in (2.4.i), but 

here it means something quite different). As mentioned, the object marker is not 

constant. For instance, `m is used as the object marker instead of `n when the object 

begins with one of the following letters. 

Confusion corner 
Reference: (Matter pg.241) 

The many meanings of the ‘simple’ preposition qa 

qa is a little word which is used in many different places and always seems to have a 

different meaning each time. 
It’s various uses and meanings can be summarised as follows: 

- to mean “under” 
- to mean “towards the direction of” 
- used in “apposition”, that is it comes in between two nouns to tell you that 

they both refer to each other. E.g. anok qa pirefernobi “I the sinner” 

- to mean “for the sake of” or “concerning” 
- to mean ‘against’, as in the sense of talking against someone. 
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m p b ' v 
E.g. ]ka] ̀mpicaji 
“I understand the word” 

Now suppose you wanted to say “He created Him” or “He created them.” In 
these cases, the object is actually a pronoun rather than a noun. Here you need to use a 

special pronoun form for the object marker. The pronoun form for `m/ `n depends on 

the person and number of the object, as shown in the following table: 
 

 object being indicated 

`mmoi me 

`mmok you (masculine) 

`mmo you (feminine) 

`mmof him (masculine) 

`mmoc her (feminine) 

`mmon us 

`mmwten you (plural) 

`mmwou them 

 
So, “I understand him” becomes 

]ka] `mmof 
Some other verbs which take ̀m/ `n as their object marker are shown below: 

twbh `m/̀n to pray to 

jimi `n (̀m) ̀mmo to find  

E.g. tentwbh ̀mmok qen pefran (Absolution of ninth hour prayer, Liturgy of the hours) 

“we pray to you in His name.” 

While `m and `n are the most commonly used object markers, they are not the 

only ones. The most commonly used after them is `e. 
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When is `e used as opposed to `m/ `n? The choice of the object marker depends 

completely on the verb, that is certain verbs take certain object markers.  It so happens 
that the verbs of perception (those which have something to do with the senses) most 

commonly take ̀e as their object marker, as shown in the table below: 

verb object marker  

nau `e ero= to see 

cwtem `e ero= to hear 

 `nca ̀ncw= to obey 

swlem `e ̀ero= to smell 

 

So, “I see the man” is ]nau ̀epirwmi 
And “he sees the woman” is ̀fnau ̀e]`chimi 

You’ll notice in the table above that the meaning of cwtem changes 

depending on which object marker it uses. This is an important point, because it means 
that the meaning of the verb depends on the object marker that it takes. 

There is also a pronoun form for ̀e, which is as formed as follows: 

 Object being indicated 

`eroi me 

`erok you (m) 

`ero you (f) 

`erof him 

`eroc her 

`eron us 

`erwten you (plural) 

`erwou them 
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So for example, we see them”, would be: tennau `erwou. The table below 

shows some other verbs which take ̀e (̀ero=) as their object marker: 

Vocab 

infinitive object marker translation 

`emi `e ero= to know, understand 

ka] `e ero= to understand 

hwc `e ero= to praise 

`cmou `e ero= to bless 

]ho `e ero= to ask 

 
Now if the verb is already using a preposition, then the preposition functions as 

the object marker. 

E.g. . tencwtem `nca nientol/ 

“We obey the commandments” 

Here you can see that the preposition ̀nca functions as the object marker 

As mentioned above, the same verb can sometimes use different object 
markers/prepositions. In these cases, the meaning of the verb often changes.  

For example, tencwtem e`tef̀cm/ 

is  “we hear His word”. 

Whereas tencwtem `nca tef̀cm/  
is “we obey His word” 
 
As you can see, verbs are quite complicated. And this is only the start! So let’s take a 

moment to summarise what we’ve learnt so far: 
a) The two major categories of verbs are transitive and intransitive. Transitive verbs 

take an object whereas intransitive verbs don’t. 
b) Transitive verbs require an object marker or a preposition between the object and 

the verb. The object marker is usually `e or `n (̀m), but it can also be a different 

preposition. The meaning of the verb may change depending on which object 
marker or preposition is used. 
Some examples of verbs whose meaning changes depending on the preposition 

they use are shown in the table below: 
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Vocab 

kw]  vwt  

`e to surround, 
seek, visit 

sa to flee, run to 

``n@ ̀mmo= to turn self, 
return 

`nca to pursue 

`nca to seek   

mosi  ws  

sa to walk to `e to cry to, to cry for, to 
read to 

`nca to walk behind `ebol to cry out 

caji  [i  

`e to speak, talk to `n@ ̀mmo= to take, receive 

nem to speak with nem to touch 

`e/ eybe/ qa to speak about   

`nca/ oub// 
oube 

to speak against   

 
It’s well worth noting that some verbs always appear with a particular 

preposition. In some of those cases, a word for word translation of the verb with the 
preposition doesn’t give you the true intended meaning of the combination.  

E.g. In jwk `ebol,  `ebol on its own would be translated as ‘away’, however, when 

it appears with jwk, the combination means “to complete” or “to perfect” so that the 
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`ebol doesn’t seem to contribute to the final meaning of the verb. Another example is 

fai qa, which doesn’t mean “to carry under”, but simply “to carry”. 

 

 
 

Vocab 

eretin ̀n(̀m) to ask, inquire 
(v.t  Gk) 

nwou them (ind. obj) (5.7) 

kocmoc world (Gk,m) ouwst ̀n(`m) to worship, kneel 
unto (v.t) 

m/ini sign, wonder (m) oueinin Greek person (m) 

mou] ̀ero= to call (v.t) covia wisdom (Gk,f) 

 
Exercise 5.3 

a) ]]ho ̀erwten (Ephesians 4:1) 
b) niioudai ceeretin `nhanm/ini ouoh nioueinin cekw] `nca 

]covia (1 Corinth 1:22) 

c) pikocmoc moc] `mmwten (John 15:18) 

d) cecwtem ̀epicaji ̀nte ̀vnou](Luke 8:21) 

e) `f]̀cbw ̀mpimwit ̀nte ̀vnou](Matthew 22:16) 

f) ce]̀wou nwou ̀nje nirwmi (Matthew 6:2) 
g) Niv/oui cecaji ̀m`pwou ̀mVnou](Psalm 18:2 19:1) 

h) `ǹfka] ̀erof an (Matthew 13:19) 

Confusion corner 

Note that when the object marker `e is followed by the indefinite article, the 

combination is contracted to form eu. 

For example: 

`e oucwt/ria is contracted to eucwt/ria 
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i) `fmou] ̀ero (John 11:28) 

j) ceouws] ̀nounou] ̀nouwt 

 
 

 
5.1.v. Who or which: introducing the relative converter 
  There is a very commonly used device in Coptic called the relative converter. 
Basically, it’s a little construction used in a sentence to give the meaning of ‘who’, 
‘whose’ or ‘which’, as for instance, you’d use in a sentence like “the man who is crying.” 

Now the form of the relative pronoun changes depending on the other words 
around it and the situation in which it is used. One of the factors that determines the 

Practice text 3 
Psalm (95:1-5 96:1-5) 
This psalm from the ninth hour of the liturgy of the hours provides a good 
opportunity to practice some of the skills you’ve learnt so far: 

hwc ̀eP[oic qen ouhwc ̀mberi hwc `eP¡ ̀pkahi t/rf 
hwc ̀eP¡ `cmou ̀epefran hisennoufi `mpefoujai ̀̀ǹehoou 
qàth/ `n`ehoou 
caji ̀mpef̀wou qen nieynoc nem nef̀sv/ri qen nilaoc 
t/rou 
je ounis] pe P[oic ouoh `f`cmarwout ̀emasw `foi ̀nho] 
`ejen ninou] t/rou 
je ninou] t/rou `nte nieynoc handemwn ne  
Vocab 

demwn demon (m) `sv/ri wonder, 
amazement (f) 

`emasw very (adverb) hisennoufi to preach, 
proclaim (v.i) 

`ǹehoou qàth/ 
`ǹehoou 

day by day (adv) ho] fear (f) 

oujai salvation, health (m)   
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form is the antecedent. “What is the antecedent?” I hear you ask. The antecedent is the 
first noun that appears in a sentence, as illustrated in the following examples:  
“the man who saw the duck”  
and  “the house which he built.” 

In the first example, the antecedent is “the man.” In this case, “the man” also 
happens to be the subject of the sentence, as he’s the one who saw the duck.  

In the second example, the antecedent is “the house.” In this case however, ‘the 
house’ is not the subject, rather the subject is ‘he.’ 

The relative converter used partly depends on whether the antecedent is the 
subject, or whether the antecedent is different to the subject. In the sections below, we'll 
look at how the relative converter changes depending on whether the antecedent is the 
same as or different to the subject. 

Antecedent as subject 
When the antecedent is the same as the subject, the relative converter used will 

either be et, e-, ̀ete or ̀ere 
The first of these which we’ll consider is et. It usually comes before the verb, 

and is used when the subject has a definite article before it. 

E.g. pirwmi etrimi 
“the man who is crying” 

]`chimi etws ̀mpijwm 
“the woman who reads the book” 

`ps/ri etcwtem ̀e]`cm/ ̀mpefiwt 
“ the son who hears the voice of his father” 

et is also often used before prepositions such as  qen when there is no verb in 

the sentence. 

E.g.  peniwt etqen niv/oui 
“Our father who is in the Heavens” 

Note that et changes to ey when the verb it precedes starts with one of the 

vilminor letters (2.1.i).  
  The e- construction is also used as a relative converter. It’s chosen when the 

subject of the sentence has an indefinite article.  The stroke after the e tells you that the 

letter which follows the e will change depending on whether the noun is masculine or 

feminine, or whether it’s in the plural. 
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ef- masculine noun 

ec- feminine noun 

eu- plural noun 

 

  So a masculine noun would take ef before the verb.  

E.g  ourwmi efrimi 
“a man who is crying” 

 
In the examples above, the relative converter has been coming before the verb. 

Sometimes however the relative converter comes before the subject. Those forms are  

ete and ere and are known as the  pre-subject forms. 

ete is the pre-subject form for et-. 

E.g. ete pirwmi rimi 
“the man who is crying” 

....and ere is the presubject form for e- 

ere ourwmi rimi 
‘a man who is crying’ 

While this should mean that ete is used for nouns with a definite article, and 

ere for those with an indefinite article, the reality is that ete and ere are often used 

interchangeably. As they are used before a noun, their translation often comes out to 
mean “whose.” 

E.g. ̀ere tefjij `nouinam souwou (Luke 6:8) 

“whose right hand is withered” 
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Confusion corner 
What was that again? 
The range of relative converter may seem a bit overwhelming, so hopefully you’ll find 
this flow chart makes the choice a bit easier. 
 How to 

choose 
the 

relative 
converter 

Relative 
converter 

comes 
before the 

subject 

Relative 
converter 

comes 
before the 

verb 

Subject 
has a 

definite 
article 

Subject 
has an 

indefinite 
article 

Subject 
has a 

definite 
article 

Subject 
has an 

indefinite 
article 

Subject 
begins with a 
b i l m n 
o r letter 

Subject 
begins with a 

non 
 b i l m n 
o r letter 

Subject is 
male  

Subject is 
female 

Subject is 
in the 
plural 

ey 
E.g. pirwmi 
eymosi 

et 
E.g. pirwmi 
etnau 

ef  

E.g. ourwmi 
efmosi 

ec  

E.g. ou`chimi 
ecmosi 

eu  
E.g. 

hanrwmi 
eumosi 

 

ete 
E.g  ete  
pirwmi rimi

ere 
E.g  ere 
ourwmi 
rimi 
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In the examples above, ‘real’ verbs were used, but what if the sentence uses the 

copula (i.e. pe or te) rather than a verb? In these cases, the relative pronoun used is  ̀e. 
Now, the relative pronoun cannot be combined directly with the copula, so it 

comes before the subject, so for example, in the sentence: 

“A man whose name is Joseph”, the copula is pe. So the `e comes before the 

subject which is ran (name). Now the `e also comes before what ever articles were 

before the noun, which in this case is pef (his). 

So, the end result is: 

ourwmi ̀e pefran pe Iwc/v 
“a man whose name is Joseph” 

You’ll notice here that the `e doesn’t have any letters added to it, as it is not 

directly attached to a verb. 
 

Both ete and ere can also take a copula and sandwich a noun between 

them to mean “which is” or “who is.” 

E.g ̀ete I!/!c pe ̀ps/ri ̀niwc/f (John 1:45) 

“who is Jesus the son of Joseph” 

`ete pas/ri ̀mmenrit pe (1 Corinth 4:17) 
“who is my beloved son” 
 

ete and ere can also take the meaning of  “which is”  without even using the 

copula: 

E.g. ̀ete ̀therecic `nte nicaddoukeoc (Acts 7:14) 

“which is the sect of the Sadducees” 

Sometimes you will see `ete followed by vai pe to form `ete vai pe. 
This is a set expression meaning “which is this” 

E.g. `ete vai pe pimwou nem pi`cnof `ete ni,rictianoc [i 
`ebol (hom vatt ii pg.66) 

“which is the water and the blood which the Christians take of” 
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ete (and less commonly ere) can also come after vai and n/ to form vai 
ete/ere and n/ ete, which mean “that which” and “those which” respectively. 

E.g. vai ̀ete nìprov/t/c t/rou(Acts 10:43) 

“this which all the prophets” 
  

Vocab 

erprepei to be fitting,(v.i) c/ou time (m) 

/i house (m) ,aki darkness (m) 

moh, meh(q) to fill (v.t) si]  to leap, gush, 
vomit (v.t) 

n/coc island (f) swoui, souwou (q) to dry, to be 
dried, withered (q) 

`nq/t= inside (prep. 
Pronom) (5.5) 

swp  to accept, 
receive, buy (v.t) 

ouinam right hand (m) `ss/n tree (m) 

outah fruit (m) houit first (adj) 

remraus gentle person 
(m) 

jwnt anger (m) 

caìe beautiful (adj)   

 
Exercise 5.4: 

a) niqelloi ̀ete `eqoun `mpi/i (Ezekiel 9:6) 

b) ouon niben etcwtem ̀enacaji nai (Matthew 7:26) 

c) P¡ etsop `nniremraus (Psalm 146:6 147:6) 

d) `ss/n niben ̀ete pefoutah ̀nq/tf (Genesis 1:29) 
e) ouai `epefran pe titoc (Acts 18:7) 
f) oùchimi ̀ere pec`cnof sat ̀ebol (Matthew 9:20) 

g) pihouit `nte ]n/coc ̀epefran pe pouplioc (Acts 28:7) 
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h) `ere nou/`i oi ̀ncaìe (Hom vatt ii pg.239) 
When the antecedent is not the subject 

The relative pronouns above only applied when the antecedent was the same as 
the subject. Things become a little trickier when the subject is different to the 
antecedent; here the relative pronoun actually changes depending on the subject of the 
sentence,  which becomes represented in the form of the relative converter, giving the 
forms shown in the table below: 

 

e] which I 

etek which you (m) 

ete which you (f) 

etef which he 

etec which she 

eten which we 

eteten which you (pl) 

etou which they 

ete pre subject form 

 
When this type of relative converter is used, another word is added which we 

normally wouldn’t use in an equivalent English translation. To have a better idea of 
what I’m trying to say, read the following example: 

pihap etek] ̀mmof ̀epek̀sv/r (Romans 2:1) 

In the example above, hap means ‘judgement’ ] is the verb ‘to give’ and 

`sv/r is ‘friend’ or ‘companion’, so a word by word translation would come out as: 

“the judgment which you give it to your friend.” 
 

Now in English, we would have left out the ‘it’ after ‘give’, which is translated 

from the `mmof in the Coptic sentence. In this particular case, `mmof serves the role 

of the resumptive morph, which Coptic insists on including after the verb when this 
particular type of relative pronoun is used. The form of the resumptive morph comes 
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from the pronoun form of the object marker (5.1.iv), and takes the same gender and 

number as the antecedent. So in the above example, `mmof was chosen as the 

resumptive morph as the object marker for the verb ] is `m, and the antecedent is 

hap which is a singular masculine word. 

Vocab 

metref]cbw teaching ctul/ pillar, column (Gk,f) 

m/ini wonder, sign miracle (m) semsi  to serve, worship (v.t) 

nwten to you (indirect obj) (5.7)   

 
Exercise 5.5 

a) naim/ini ̀etekiri ̀mmwou (John 3:2) 

b) nictul/ t/rou `etousemsi `mmwou (hom vatt ii  pg71) 

c) ete nai n/etencaji `mmwou qen hanmetref]cbw  
(1 Corinthians 2:13) 

d) vai ̀etetennau ̀erof ouoh tetencwoun `mmof (Acts 3:16) 

e) vai pe I!/!c P!,!c vai ̀anok e]hiwis `mmof nwten (Acts 

17:3) 
 

                                                 
 
 
 Here the vai is used to emphasise the first vai in the sentence, as was discussed on pg.36 
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The negative relative  
The relative converter can also be used in the negative. Once again, the form 

changes depending on whether there is a definite or indefinite antecedent. It essentially 

combines the pre subject from (either ete or `e depending on the antecedent) with the 

`n...an construction from page (66). 

For a definite antecedent, the following construction is used:  

ete +  ̀n + verb + an  

E.g. ouhwout nem oùchimi ̀ebol qen nitebnwoùi ̀ete ̀nceouab 
an (Genesis 7:2) 

“a male and a female from the beasts which are not pure” 
 

Whereas for an indefinite antecedent, this construction is used: 

a) `e + noun + `n + verb + an  

 

Addressing the adjective gap- making adjectives from the qualitative 
While some adjectives were mentioned in (2.4), Coptic doesn’t actually have 

many dedicated adjectives in their own right. To meet this lack, Coptic uses the 
qualitative form of the infinitive (5.1.ii) and combines it with the relative converter 
(5.1.v) to make a whole new series of  words which can be used as adjectives. 

For example, let’s take the verb  ouop- “to become Holy.”  

Practice text 4 
Many of the hymns of the liturgy change with the liturgical season. The 

following example is chanted following the prayer of the absolution of  the 
ministers during the weekdays of the Holy Great Fasting. 

`Nyo te ]sour/ ̀nnoub `nkayaroc etfai qa pijebc 
`ǹ,rwm et̀cmarwout 
 
Vocab 

dikèocun/ righteousness (Gk) `,rwm fire (Gk,m) 

kayaroc pure (adj, Gk) jebc coal (m, f,) 
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The qualitative form for this verb is ouab- “to be Holy.” 

 
Now there are two types of relative pronouns which can be used with the 

qualitative. As can be seen in the table below, the choice depends on whether the noun 
which is being described is preceded by a definite or an indefinite article. Notice that 
these are the same as two of the relative pronouns which we looked at in (5.1.v.) 

et (ey) for nouns starting with a definite article 

e-  for nouns starting with an indefinite article 

 

1) Nouns starting with the definite article 
 As with the infinitive form, the qualitative is preceded by the relative converter 

et ( ey)  when the subject has a definite article. 

Now with this type of adjective, the attribute construction is not used, so no `m 
( `n)  is required before the adjective. Let’s work through an example to write ‘the Holy 

Spirit.’ 
The first step is to write the noun: 

Pìpneuma “the spirit” 
The next step is to find the correct qualitative verb. As discussed above, the 

qualitative form for Holy is ouab.  

The third step is to pick the write relative converter to go before the qualitative. 

As the verb here begins with an o, which is one of those special vilminor letters 

mentioned above,  an ey is used instead of et. 

So “the Holy Spirit” is written as: 

pìpeuma eyouab 
 

2) When the noun starts with an indefinite article 

Again, as with the infinitive form, the qualitative is preceded by the e- 
construction when the subject of the verb uses an indefinite article:  
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ef- masculine noun 

ec- feminine noun 

eu- plural noun 

 
So, to say “a Holy man”, you would see that man is a masculine word, so you 

would use ef before the qualitative, which gives you: 

ourwmi efouab 
The table below shows some verbs with both their infinitive and qualitative 

forms. 

Infinitive  Qualitative  

`asai to increase, multiply os to be abundant 

ywleb to defile, pollute  yoleb to be defiled  

ywhem to knock, summon, invite yahem to be summoned  

rwt to bud, grow  r/t budding, growing  

`cmou to bless  `cmarwout to be blessed  

swp to accept, buy  s/p acceptable  

@ - hwou to be evil  

 
Vocab 

yucia offering (f) c/ou time (m) 

m/s multitude (m) `ss/n tree (m) 

ouwm to eat (v.t)   

 
Exercise 5.6 

a) nicaji ̀nte P¡ hancaji euouab ne (Psalm 11:7 12:6) 
b) haǹpneuma euhwou (Luke 7:21) 
c) qen hanjij euyoleb ceouwm `mpiwik (Mark 7:5) 
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d) Pauloc `vbwk `mPen[oic I!/!c  P!,!c  pìapoctoloc 
etyahem (Introduction to the reading of the Pauline epistle, Divine Liturgy) 

e) ouc/ou efs/p 
f) an acceptable sacrifice 
g) the growing tree 
h) the numerous multitude 
 

The relative substantive- making nouns from the relative converter 
The relative converters that we’ve been dealing with are actually pronouns, 

because they refer to nouns but aren’t actually nouns themselves. They can however be 
converted to nouns. This is done by combining the far demonstratives that we 

mentioned in (2.2.ii) (v/, y/ and n/) with the relative converters to form composites 

called the relative substantives. The term substantive means that part of that expression 
refers to the phrase as ‘having substance’, or in other words, being a noun.  

To make it a bit clearer, you’re adding the relative converter meaning ‘who’ or 
‘which’ with the far demonstrative ‘that’, to give the nouns ‘that who’ or ‘that which’.  
E.g. 

v/ + et = v/et 

This expression v/et is called the relative substantives, which is then 

combined with the qualitative form of the relevant verb to give us a new noun. 
E.g. 

V/= ‘that’ 

eyouab= ‘which is Holy’ 

V/ + eyouab= v/eyouab 
“that which is Holy” = “the Saint” 
 

N/ = ‘those’ 

eymwout= “who are dead” 

N/ + eymwout = n/eymwout= “those who are dead” = “the dead” 
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An alternative relative substantive is pet which is formed by adding the 

definite article `p to the relative pronoun et. 

E.g. ̀p[oic pet ]covia  (Proverbs 2:6) 

“The Lord is the one who gives wisdom” 

The pet is also called the articulated relative because it’s really made by adding 

the article (hence the ‘articulated’ part of the name) to the relative converter.  
 
Vocab 

genea race, generation, family (f) cwnh to be bound (v.i) 

Iakwb Jacob (prop. noun) safe desert, wilderness (m) 

mou] to call, pronounce (v.t) `qrwou voice (m) 

tebn/ beast (m) ho face (m) 

tebnwoui beasts (pl) hwout male, husband (m) 

 
Exercise 5.7 

a) `pqrwou ̀mpetws ̀ebol hi ̀psafe (Mark 1:3) 

b) n/ etetennau ̀erwou (Luke 7:22) 

c) nai ne n/ etcwtem (Luke 8:14) 

d) `anok petcwnh qen P¡ (Ephesians 4:1) 

e) y/ etoumou] `eroc je ]magdalin/ (Luke 8:2) 

f) yai te ]genèa `nte n/etkw] `nca P[oic etkw] `nca 
`pho ̀mV] ̀nIakwb (Psalm 23:6 24:6) 

5.2. The past perfect tense 
Up till now, we have only talked about describing an action that is currently 

being performed. But how do you describe an action that occurred in the past?  
Your reply might be “Use the past tense”, but which past tense do you use?  

 “You mean there’s more than one?” I hear you ask,   
Well yes. Consider the following sentences.  
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“He was running”  
“He ran.”  

What’s the difference between them? In the first case, as far as we know, the 
man is still running. Something may have later happened while he was running, or he 
may have been running and stopped, but it’s not clear from the sentence. As far as we’re 
concerned, the man is still in a suspended state of running. However, in the second 
sentence, it is clear that the man has stopped running. The action is complete, or to put 
it another way, the action is perfect. For this reason, a completed action in the past is 
described in the perfect tense. 

Hence the second sentence is an example of the use of the perfect tense, and the 
first sentence was an example of what is called the imperfect tense. 

So how do you use the perfect tense in Coptic? Basically, the letter a is placed 

first, followed by a subject prefix, which is finally followed by the verb itself. Let’s use 

our old friend mosi as an example: 

aimosi I walked  

akmosi You walked (m) 

aremosi You walked (f) 

aretenmosi You walked (plural) 

afmosi He walked 

acmosi She walked 

anmosi We walked 

aumosi They walked 

a pre subject form 

You can see that each form takes an a at the beginning, which is then followed 

by the subject prefix coming in between the verb mosi. Bear in mind that the subject 

prefixes for the past perfect are not all the same as those used with the first present 
(5.1).  
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The presubject form 
What’s this presubject form at the bottom of the above table? This is an 

alternative way to write the sentence when a noun rather than a pronoun is used for the 
subject.  

 For example, in afrimi, only the pronoun (he) is present but the subject noun 

is not indicated. That is it says “he cried” but it doesn’t specify who cried.  

However, in pirwmi afrimi, the subject noun is indicated (rwmi). That is, 

we know it is the man who cried.  

In these cases, the a can be split off from the verb and placed before the 

subject. So the sentence becomes: a pirwmi rimi 
This a at the front is therefore known as the pre subject form. You’ll come to 

see that different tenses also have their own presubject forms which can also be used in 
this way. 
 
Vocab 

ini to bring (v.t) `tco to give to drink (v.t) 

ieroucal/m Jerusalem (prop 
noun) 

twou mountain (m) 

kahi earth, land (m) ,aki darkness (m) 

laoc people, nation (m) sini ̀e to visit (v.t) 

mici to give birth to (v.t) `nca to inquire for, seek after 

mwou  water (m) `sv/r friend, companion (m) 

nah] to believe (v.t) qwteb  to kill (v.t) 

ouoh and (conj.6.1) hojhej distress, need, trouble (m) 

ouwrp to send (v.i) hwlem  to rob (v.t) 

petra rock (Gk,m) [wrem to make sign, beckon (v.i) 

Carra Sarah (prop. noun)   
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Exercise 5.8 

a) a I!/!c ouwrp ̀mmay/t/c !b (Matthew 21:1) 

b) anon hwn annah] ̀eP!,!c  I!/!c (Galatians 2:16) 

c) a ou,aki swpi hijen `pkahi t/rf (Luke 23:44) 

d) afhwlem ̀mpef̀/i (Matthew 12:29) 

e) af[wrem ̀erwou (Luke 1:22) 

f) au[wrem `enou`sv/r (Luke 5:7) 
g) ieroucal/m acqwteb ̀nniprov/t/c (Matthew 23:37) 

h) a `viwt joust `ebolqen `tve `ejen n/ etsop hijen 
pikahi (Doxology for feast of the Annunciation) 

i) afìni `noumwou `ebolqen oupetra af̀tco `mpeflaoc (Adam 

Psali,  Second hoas, midnight praises) 

j) a ̀p[oic sini `ecarra (Genesis 21:1) 

k) acmici `nje carra ̀nous/ri (Genesis 21:2) 

l) a ni`ym/i ws `ebol ouoh `a P[oic cwtem `erwou ouoh 
afnahmou ̀ebolqen nouhojhej t/rou (Psalm 33:18 34:17) 

 

5.2.i. Negative of the past perfect 
Our old friend an isn’t used for negative of the past perfect. Instead, the verb 

prefix takes on a completely different form as shown in the table below: 

`mpi- I did not 

`mpek- You (masculine singular) did not  

`mpe- You (feminine singular) did not 

`mpef- He did not 

`mpec- She did not 
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`mpen- We did not 

`mpeten- You did not (plural) 

`mpou- They did not 

`mpe presubject form 

 
The prefix above is attached to the front of the verb. So, to say for example “we 

did not rejoice”, you would take the prefix for “we did not” which is ̀mpen, then attach 

it to the verb rasi “to rejoice”, to give  ̀mpenrasi 
There is also a presubject form as can be seen in the table above, which comes 

before the subject, as we saw with the past perfect affirmative in (5.2).  

E.g. ̀mpe nilaoc rasi 
“the people did not rejoice” 
 
Vocab 

erh/bi to weep, lament (v.i) cwoun to know (v.t) 

meynou] Divinity (f) `,rwm fire (m) 

ounou hour (f) honhen commandment (m) 

pretwrion Praetorium (m) jw to sing, praise (v.t) 

rwkh to burn (v.t) [ocjec to dance (v.i) 

 
Exercise 5.9 

a) anerh/bi ouoh ̀mpetenrimi (Luke 7:32) 
b) `mpe pì,rwm `nte tefmeynou] rwkh `ǹyneji `n]paryenoc 

(Theotokia of the fifth day) 

c) n/ ```ete ̀̀mpoucouen V] (2 Thessalonians 1:8) 

d) anjw ̀erwten ouoh ̀mpeten[ocjec anrimi ouoh 
`mpetennehpi (Matthew 11:17) 

e) ``mpou`i `eqoun ̀epipretwrion (John 18:28) 
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5.3. Forms derived from the infinitive 
Transitive verbs have various ways in which they indicate the object. 

The four major forms are: 
a) the infinitive or Absolute form (what we’ve already met) 
b) the pronominal form 
c) the construct or prenominal form 
d) the qualitative (which we have met before with intransitive verbs) 
  

It must be noted that the pronominal and construct forms are not used in the 
present tense, they are only used for the perfect tense and the future tense (which we 
will meet in (5.9)).  

Those middle two sound fairly complicated, so let’s go take a closer look at them. 
 

5.3.i. The pronominal form  
In this form, the infinitive changes spelling to a word that looks quite similar to the 

infinitive but is not quite the same. This new word is called a ‘stem’, because it then has 
different endings attached to the stem, like branches to the stem of a plant. These 
ending are pronouns which tell you the person, gender and number of the object, that is 
they give you the pronoun of who the verb is directed to. So the stem itself never 
changes, but the letters attached to the stem change according to the object. 

Let’s work through the following example to make it a bit clearer. Consider the 

verb fai “to carry.” 

The above form is the infinitive, or the dictionary form of the verb. 
Suppose you wanted to say “I carried him”. From what we’d learnt before, you’d say 

aifai ̀mmof 
Now let’s try to write the same thing using the pronominal form, which is made 

up of the stem plus the pronoun (hence the name pronominal). For fai, the stem 

happens to be fit= 

 The ai at the front remains the same as before giving aifit=  

Now all that remains is to add the object pronoun at the end. These object 
pronouns are also called the personal suffixes. The suffixes for this particular verb are 
shown in the table below: 
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I carried me aifi=t 
I carried you (m) aifit=k 
I carried you (f) aifi] 
I carried you (pl) aifi-y/nou 
I carried him/it aifit=f 
I carried her/it aifit=c 
I carried us afit=en 
I carried them aifit=ou 
 

So in this example, we would use aifitf 

Notice how there is a = after the stem? This sign is specifically used after the 
stem of the pronominal form. If you see it in a dictionary, it lets you know that it is 
coming after the pronominal form of the verb. 

Now the suffixes are not the same for every verb. We’ll show the endings of two 
more verbs below, one ending with a vowel and the other with a consonant, as these 

represent the most common cases. The two verbs we’ll use are tamo “to tell”, 

pronominal form tamo= and bwl “to untie”, pronominal form bol=. 

1st person singular tamo=i bol=t 
2nd person singular masc. tamo=k bol=k 
2rd person singular fem. tamo= bol=i 
3rd person singular masc. tamo=f bol=f 
3rd person singular fem. tamo=c bol=c 
1st person plural tamo=n bol=ten 
2nd person plural tamwten/tame-y/nou bel-y/nou 
3rd person plural tamw=ou bol=ou 
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If you compare the two columns above, you’ll notice that there are different 
endings for the 1st person singular, the 2nd person singular feminine and the first 
person plural forms. For more detail as to which form the suffix takes, and other 
variations for the above,see  Appendix 4. 

The vocab box below includes some verbs with their pronominal forms: 
 
Vocab 

iom sea (m) wou glory (m) 

diaboloc devil (m) `qmom fever, heat (m) 

yamio yamio= to create (v.t) hwbc hobc= to cover (v.t) 

ounof joy, delight (m) [i [it=  

paradicoc paradise (Gk,m) `e to receive, take 

,w ,a= to place, leave (v.t) nem to touch 

wli ol= to  take, lift up   

 
Exercise 5.10 

a) afolf `nje pidiaboloc ejen outwou (Matthew 4:8) 
b) af[itou ejen outwou (Matthew 17:1) 

c) af[i nem tecjij ouoh af,ac ̀nje piqmom (Matthew 8:15) 

d) afyamioc qen ouwou kata `pcaji ̀mP¡  (Sunday Theotokia section 1) 

e) afhobcou ̀nje ̀viom (Exodus 15:10) 

f) afyamion ouoh af,an qen piparadicoc ̀nte ̀pounof 
(Anaphora, liturgy of St.Basil) 

g) I!/!c P!,!c ̀ps/ri ̀m̀Vnou] acmacf ̀nje ]paryenoc (Psalm 

response, Liturgy of the feast of the Nativity) 
 

5.3.ii. The construct form 
The next form of the infinitive is the construct form, which is also sometimes 

called the  prenominal  form. ‘Pre’ means ‘before’, and ‘nominal’ means ‘noun’, so this 
just really means “the form that comes before a noun”, so whereas the stem was 
attached to a pronoun for the pronominal form, the construct form is actually attached 
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to a noun. The stem for the pronominal form is usually different in appearance to that 
of the construct form, although with some verbs they are often the same. The more 
astute of you may ask how does this form differ in use from the infinitive form. After 
all, the infinitive form also comes before a noun. The essential difference is that the 
construct form doesn’t use an object marker, whereas the infinitive always needs to have 
one.  

Let’s take an example to show how the construct form is used. In the case of the 

verb  fai which we used above,  the construct form is fi- (that minus sign (-) next  

to the stem is the convention used to show that one is  talking about the construct 
form.) 

For an example of how to use the construct form, let’s say  “I carried the book.” 
In this simple expression, we need to indicate the subject, the tense, the verb and the 
object. 

The tense is the perfect tense, which is represented by a 

The subject is ‘I’, indicated by i (5.2) 

The construct stem is fi- 
The book is pijwm 

Put them altogether and we get aifi pijwm 

Notice that there is no object marker after the construct form, whereas if you 

were to use the infinitive form, you would get aifai `mpijwm where you can see 

an object marker is used.  

Let’s take another example, this time with the verb cob] (to prepare). 

The infinitive form is cob] 

The prenominal from is cebte- 
and the pronominal form is cebtwt= 

So, to say “he prepared your way” using the infinitive, you would say  afcob] 
`mpekmwit with the prefix af being placed before the infinitive form, and the 

object marker `m appearing before pekmwit. 
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To say the same thing using the construct form, you would say afcebte 
pekmwit, and to say “he prepares it” using the pronominal form you would write 

afcebtwtf. 

The table below shows the verb forms for some of the more common Coptic 
verbs. Some verbs which were shown earlier have made a reappearance, this time with 
their construct form. You’ll notice that there is also a column for the qualitative form, 
which will be discussed further down: 
infinitive construct pronominal qualitative  

ini en- en= @ to bring 

iri er- ai= oi to make, do 

isi es- as= asi to hang, 
suspend, crucify 

mei menre- menrit= - to love 

mici mec- mac= moci to give birth to 

moc] mecte- mectw= - to hate 

riki rek- rak= raki to bend, lean, tilt 

rwt ret- rot= r/t to bud 

cob] cebte- cebtwt= cebtwt to prepare 

tamo tame- tamo= @ to tell, inform 

,w ,a- ,a= ,/ to place, leave 

wli el- ol= ol (/l) to take, carry 

hioui hi@ hit= hwou`i to throw, strike 

fai fi@ fit= - to carry 

jimi jem- jem= - to find 

[i [i- [it= [/ou to take 

] ]- ]/i=  to give 
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Vocab 

anomìa iniquity (f) `ym/i righteousness (m) 

bal eye (m) outah fruit (m) 

demwn demon (m) coni thief (m) 

d/narion denarius (Roman coin) jwou generation (m) 

 
Exercise 5.11 

a) au] outah (Matthew 13:8) 

b) akmenre `ym/i ouoh akmecte ]̀anomìa (Psalm 44:8 45:7) 
c) autame iwann/c ̀nje nefmay/t/c (Luke 7:18) 

d) afrek niv/oui `nte niv/oui (Doxology for Feast of the Annunciation) 
e) pi`pneuma afolf `èpsafe (Luke 4:1) 

f) aues keconi�� ̀cnau nemaf (Matthew 27:38) 
g) afen d/narion !b ebol (Luke 10:35) 

h) aimecte pijwou `ete ̀mmau§§ (Hebrews 3:10) 

i) auel i/couc ̀eqoun (Matthew 27:27) 

j) anhi demwn ̀ebol (Matthew 7:22) 

 
5.3.iii. The qualitative 

You’ll notice a fourth column has been added for the qualitative form. As 
explained in (5.1.ii) when we were talking about the intransitive verbs, this form 
describes a state or quality which has come about as a result of the completed action of 
a verb.  

                                                 
 
 
‡‡ hint: see page 44 
 
§§ hint: see (2.1.iv) 
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So for the example of the infinitive rwt ‘to bud’, the qualitative r/t means 

‘budding’ or ‘planted.’ 

The qualitative is also used for most transitive verbs, so for hi ‘to throw’, the 

qualitative hwoùi means “to be thrown.” 

The qualitative is not used in the same tenses as the prenominal and pronoun 
forms, so the qualitative is not used for the perfect tense. The qualitative is however 
used for the present tense as well as the imperfect (which we’ll meet in (7.1)). When 
used in the present, it takes an object marker just like the infinitive. 

We’ll illustrate this with an example using the verb jwili which means to 

“reside in, dwell” and whose qualitative form jal/out means “to be located, 

dwelling.” 

petroc ̀fjal/out ̀epaima (Acts 10:18) 

“Peter is dwelling in this place” 

In this example, you can see that the object marker `e has been used with the 

qualitative. 

For our next example, we’ll use the qualitative form of the verb ,w. Now the 

qualitative of this verb is actually quite important. The infinitive means “to place”, or 
“to leave.” The qualitative therefore means “to be placed,” or to be in a particular place, 
which we often translate in English simply as ‘is.’ ‘Is’ is quite a common word in 

English, and you’ll find that ,/ is used to mean this quite a lot. 

E.g. ̀f,/ ̀mpaima an (Matthew 28:6) 
“he is not here” 

 
As in the example above, the object marker often ends up being translated as ‘in’ 

when the qualitative is used in this way. 

,/ can also use the prepositions from (5.1.iii) in place of the object marker, as with 

the example below where the preposition qen is used.  

E.g. ce,/ qen pikocmoc (John 17:11) 

“they are in the world” 
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The qualitative form of the infinitive  iri “to make” is also important. Its 

qualitative form is oi which means “to be.” If you can’t make the link in meaning 

between the infinitive and the qualitative, think of it this way. If the infinitive is “to 
make,” then the resultant action of “being made” is to then “exist”, or “to be.” Hence: 

`foi ̀ǹsv/r ̀enef̀hb/oui ethwou(2 John 1:11) 

means “he is a partaker  of  his evil deeds.” 
 

Vocab 

ar,iereuc high priest (Gk,m) nouni root (f) 

kelebin axe (m) coi wooden beam (m,f) 

meyre witness, testimony (m) `sv/r partaker, companion (m) 

 
Exercise 5.12 

a) piar,iereuc oi `mmeyre (Acts 22:5) 

b) pikelebin ̀f,/ qa ̀ynouni (Matthew 3:10) 

c) `anon t/ren tenoi ̀mmeyre (Acts 2:32) 

d) picoi ̀f,/ qen pekbal (Matthew 7:4) 

The passive voice 
Let’s consider a typical day to day scenario. Say you accidentally crashed your 

dad’s car, and the time has come to own up. The most honest and direct way of 
admitting to your crime would be to say “I crashed the car.” However, if you were to be 
a little more subtle and cunning, you could say “the car was smashed.” That is, you’re 
shifting attention away from who smashed the car to the car itself. This construction 
where the object and action are high lighted is called the passive voice.  One of the real 
advantages of the passive voice is that you often don’t need to reveal what the subject is 
at all. Anyway, the passive voice for the past tense has exactly the same form as used for 

the perfect tense for ‘they’ (represented by the letters au). So how can you tell if the 

verb is in the passive form or not? It’s a matter of looking at the context. 
Consider the following example,  

I!/!c  P!,!c  aumacf qen B/yleem. 
From what has been said, there would be two different ways of translating this 

sentence. One would be “Jesus Christ they bore Him in Bethlehem”, the other would be  
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“Jesus Christ was born in Bethlehem.” Seeing as the first doesn’t make any sense, it 
would have to be the second. 

Also, if no indication were given of who ‘they’ could be referring to, then you 
would have to assume that the passive voice was being referred to. The passive tense 
can also be used with the present tense, and is again identical to the third person plural 

form which is ce. 
E.g. cemou] ̀ero (Sunday Theotokia) 

“you are called” 
 

5.4. The relative past tense converter 
We met the relative converter when we looked at the present tense earlier in 

(5.1.v).  Not to be left out, there is also a relative converter used with the past tense. As 
with the present tense, the form of the relative converter changes depending on whether 
the antecedent is preceded by a definite or indefinite article.  

In the case of an indefinite antecedent, the relative converter is  `e, which is 

placed before the verb and its subject prefix. 

E.g. ourwmi ̀eafkwt ̀nou/i (Luke 6:49) 
“a man who built a house” 

 
In the case of a definite antecedent, the relative converter used depends on the 

person, gender and number of the verb, as shown in the table below: 
 

etai which, when I 

etak which, when you (m) 

etare which, when you (f) 

etaf which, when he 

etac which, when she 

etan which, when we 

etareten which,when you (pl) 

etau which they 
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eta pre subject form 

(Be wary however, that `e- is sometimes used instead with a definite 

antecedent.) 
 The relative converter is then placed in front of the relevant verb. The verb can 

be in the infinitive, construct or pronominal form. You’ll recall from (5.1.v) that the 
relative converter could be translated to mean “who”, “that”, “which” or “whose” 
depending on the context, as in the following example: 

aijimi ̀mpaecwou etaftako (Luke 15:3) 
“I found my sheep which was lost” 
 

The relative converter of the past tense can still take all those meanings, but it 
can also take the additional meaning of ‘when’ as for when an action has been 
completed. An example in English would be, ‘when I saw him, I talked to him.’ Here 
the completed action is ‘saw’, which is followed by another action ‘talked.’ 

E.g. etafcouten tefjij `ebol (Matthew 8:3) 

“ when he stretched out his hand…” 
As with the present relative converter, the past relative converter can also be 

combined with the far demonstrative pronoun (2.1.iv). 

E.g. v/etafjimi `nhmot (Acts 7:46) 

“the one who found grace” 
You may remember the resumptive morph which we met with the present 

relative converter in (5.1.v). This is also required with the past tense when the 
antecedent is not the same as the subject;  

E.g. pima etau,af ̀mmof (Mark 16:6) 

“the place where they put him” 

In the example above, ma is the antecedent, which is not the subject of the 

sentence (being ‘they’ in this case). So you need a resumptive morph to refer back to 

ma, which in this case is ̀mmof.  

If the verb is in the pronominal form, the personal suffix is used as the 
resumptive morph. 

E.g. pimaci etafyamiof (Genesis 13:8) 

“The  calf which he made (prepared)” 
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Here the @f at the end of yamio= acts as the resumptive morph referring to 

maci. Remember, the resumptive morph is only used when the antecedent is not the 

same as the subject of the verb. So when the antecedent is the same as the subject, no 
resumptive morph is needed. 

E.g. I!/!c etaf[iwmc (Luke 3:21) 

“Jesus who received baptism (was baptised)” 
 

5.4.i. Negative past relative 
The negative form of the past relative is formed by placing an `ete before the 

negative form of the past perfect (5.2.i): 

E.g. Oumakarioc pe pirwmi ete `mpefse qen `pco[ni `nte 
niaceb/c (Psalm 1:1 1:1)  

“blessed is the man who did not walk in the council of the ungodly” 

`ete ̀mpe ][rompi jem màn`mton ̀nnec[alauj (Genesis 8:9) 

“when the dove did not find a place of rest for her feet” 
 
Vocab 

galilea Galilee (prop.noun) coutwn to stretch, 
straighten (v.t) 

kana Canna (prop.noun) sw sand (m) 

kwt to build (v.t) hei to fall  

makarioc blessed one (m) honhen commandment (m) 

màǹmton place of rest (m) [alauj feet (m) 

maci calf (m) [ìcbw to learn (v.t) 

caq teacher, scribe (m) [ici [ac@ [ac¹ to lift, exalt (v.t) 

ciou star (m) [iwmc to be baptised 
 
Exercise 5.13 

a) ainau ̀eouciou `eafhei (Revelation 9:1) 
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b) caq niben ̀eaf[ìcbw ̀e]metouro `nte niv/oui(Matthew 13:52) 

c) hwb niben ̀etafcaji ̀mmwou ̀nje V] (Acts 3:21) 

d) nirwmi `etafouorpou `nje korn/lioc eausini `nca `p/i 
`ncimwn (Acts 10:17) 

e) nirwmi `etak[acou qen tekmetouro `mpoucwtem `nca 
pekhonhen (hom vat ii pg.81) 

f) vai pe pihouit `mm/ini etafaif `nje I!/!c qen ]kana 
`nte ]galilea (John 2:11) 

g) nicaji etakt/itou n/i ait/itou nwou (John 17:8) 
h) v/ etareten[itf `nte V](1 Corinthians 6:19) 

i) vai etafkwt `mpef/i hijen pisw(Matthew 7:26) 
 

 
 

5.5. Prepositional pronominal form  
Now that we’ve learnt about the construct and pronominal form of the transitive 

verbs, it’s time to take another look at the simple prepositions of (5.1.iii) ,which also 

Practice text 5 
This hymn, familiar to many Copts, is chanted before the reading of the Acts 
during the ordinary year days. 

<ere ne Maria ][romi eynecwc y/etacmici nan ̀mV] 
pilogoc. `k̀cmarwout ̀al/ywc nem pekiwt ̀nagayoc nem 
pi`pneuma eyouab je ak`i akcw] `mmon. 
Vocab 

agayoc good, righteous (Gk, adj) eynecwc beautiful 

al/ywc truly (adv) (9.2) logoc word (Gk,m) 
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have construct and pronoun forms. As a reminder, these prepositions come before the 

noun, as with the qen in the following example:  

niapoctoloc qen !il!/!m (Acts 2:43) 
“The apostles in Jerusalem” 

You may recall that another name used for the construct form is the prenoun 
form, as it’s the form that comes before the noun. Hence, the simple prepositions we’ve 
looked at could be considered to be in their prenoun form. Now these prepositions also 

have a pronoun forms. We’ve actually already met the pronoun forms of `e and `n when 
we considered their role as object markers in (5.1.iv). As for example: 

`cmou ̀erof 
“bless him” 

The other simple prepositions which were mentioned also have pronominal 
forms, as can be seen in the following table: 

Prenoun form Pronoun form  

`e ero= to, for, in regard to 

eybe eyb/t= about, concerning 

nem nem= with 

`nca `ncw= against, behind, before, following after 

oube oub/= against 

oute outw= in between 

sa saro= to 

qa qaro= under, about, regarding 

qajen qajw= before 

qen `nq/t= in 

ha haro= to, toward 

hi hiwt= on 

  
Once again, we call upon the personal suffixes which were used with the 

transitive verbs (5.3.i) to latch unto the end of these prepositions. These suffixes have 
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the role of indicating who the preposition is directed to. Some examples of the 
conjugations of these prepositions are shown in the tables below: 
 

`ero=  `nq/t=  

`eroi to me `nq/t in me 

erok to you (m) `nq/tk in you 

ero to you (f) `nq/] in you (f) 

erof to him `nq/tf in him 

eroc to her `nq/tc in her 

eron to us `nq/ten in us 

erwten to you (pl) qen y/nou in you (pl) 

erwou to them `nq/tou in them 

The same endings are used for saro= and haro= 

nem/i with me ejwi upon me 

nemak with you (m) ejwk upon you (m) 

neme with you (f) ejw upon you (f) 

nemaf with him ejwf upon him 

nemac with her ejwc upon her 

neman with us ejwn upon us 

nemwten with you (pl) ejen y/nou upon you (pl) 

nemwou with them ejwou upon them 

 
Now when we studied the relative pronouns in (5.1.v)  we saw how the 

pronoun forms of the object markers could be used as the resumptive morph. The 
pronoun forms of these prepositions can also be used as resumptive morphs, as in the 

following example where the pronoun from of ̀nca refers back to I!/!c : 
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`anok pe I!/!c v/ ̀nyok ̀etek[oji `ncwf (Acts 9:5) 

“I am Jesus, He whom you are persecuting” 
 
 
 
 
Vocab 

erprov/teuin to prophesy (v.i) ouwrp ouerp- 
ouorp= 

to send (v.t) 

Iwziac Josiah (prop.noun) ceravim Seraphim (m) 

mànerswousi altar (m) `hli anything, nothing, 
at all (pnoun) 

Mẁuc/c Moses (prop.noun) hw] `nt=, ̀nte ‘it is necessary that’ 
subj (8.2.ii) 

nai  to have mercy (v.t) [oji to run (v.i) 

nomoc law (m) `nca to run after, 
persecute 

 
Exercise 5.14: 

a) etaf̀i haroc ̀mpefjem ̀hli hiwtc (Matthew 21:19) 
b) Iwann/c piref]wmc afouorpten harok (Luke 7:20) 

c) afouwrp haroi `nouai `nniceravim (Isaiah 6:6) 

d) hw] `ntoujwk `ebol `nje hwb niben et̀cq/out qen 
`v̀nomoc `mmẁuc/c nem nìprov/t/c nem ni'almoc eyb/t 
(Luke 24:44) 

e) vai pe Iwziac v/ eta piprov/t/c erprov/teuin 
qarof hijen pimànerswousi (hom vatt ii pg.66) 

f) nai qaron I!/!c ̀ps/ri ̀ndauid (Matthew 20:30) 

g) outah ̀ere pef̀jroj `nq/tf (Genesis 1:11) 
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h) v/ eta Mwuc/c `cqai eyb/tf hi pinomoc nem 
nìprov/t/c (John 1:45) 

 

5.6. Construct-a-verbs: Compound verbs 
Not content with the already considerable number of verbs in its arsenal, Coptic has 

the ability to combine the construct form of a verb (5.3.ii) with a wide variety of nouns 
to form a whole new series of verbs.  This new verb has a modified meaning when 
compared to the construct stem from which it came. 

E.g. hi (construct form of hioui – “to cast”) + wis “cry” 

= hiwis which is translated as to “cast a cry” or “to preach” 

 
Even though compound verbs use the construct form as part of their make up, 

the verb that results has a different meaning to what you would get if you used the 
construct form on its own without forming it into the compound verb.   

For example, if we were to use the construct form of the infinitive above as 
opposed to the compound verb, we would need to include an article, whether it be the:     

definite article: - hipiwis 

or the indefinite article-  hi hanwis 

or a possessive article E.g. hi pefwis etc. 

The meaning here would just be to “throw the cry” or “throw cries” or to 
“throw his cry” but it would not be ‘preach’ since this is an exclusive meaning of the 
compound verb.  

Some verbs tend to be associated with many compound verbs. One of the most 

prolific is the verb  ] which means “to give.” Now the construct form of ] happens to 

be just the same as the infinitive. Some examples of its use in different compound verbs 
are shown below: 

 

]aco  to give compassion or to be compassionate 

]nom] to give strength or to strengthen 

]cbw  to give teaching or to teach 

]wmc  to give baptism or to baptise 
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]wou  to give glory or to glorify 

]hap  to give judgement or to judge 

The verb iri “to make, do,” tends to be used to make compound verbs even 

more than ]. Its construct form is er-. 

Now many, many compound verbs are formed from er. In particular, many 

Greek nouns have a habit of being used with er to turn them into verbs. A small 

sample is shown below: 
 

eragiazin to sanctify er`vmeùi to remember 

ernis] to be  great erpirazin to tempt 

erouwini to shine erouw to answer 

erhelpic to hope erproceu,ecye to pray 

erhouo to increase ernobi to sin 

 
Here are another two examples: 

[i is the verb “to take ” whose construct form is also [i-. 
[icarx to incarnate 

[ìcbw to learn 

 

The next verb is swp, “to receive, accept, buy” whose construct form is sep- 

sep̀hmot to accept grace (thank) 

sepqici to suffer 

 
Compound verbs take the same subject prefixes as the verbs we’ve already met. 

Here are a couple of examples: 

afsep̀hmot 
“he gave thanks” 
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akerhelpic 
“you hoped” 
 
Vocab 

`ewn age, eon (Gk,m) jemnom] to find comfort (v.i) 

hiwni to throw stones (v.t)   

 
Exercise 5.15 

a) auhiwni `erwou (Mark 12:5) 
b) aier̀vmeu`i `mpekran ouoh aijemnom] ̀pouro `nnìewn V] 

`nte ninou] (Sunday Theotokia, Midnight praises) 

c) afer̀vmeùi ̀nje petroc ̀mpicaji (Matthew 26:75) 

d) etaf[i ̀nouwik afsep̀hmot (Luke 22:19) 

e) auhiwis ̀mpicaji ̀nte V] (Acts 13:5) 

 

5.7. The indirect object 
Consider the sentence: “He gave the book to him.” 
The subject of the sentence is ‘He.’ But what’s the object? There are actually two 

objects in the sentence. The first is ‘book’, and the second is ‘him.’ As the ‘book’ is 
‘directly’ affected by the action of giving, it is called the ‘direct object.’ ‘Him’ is ‘indirectly’ 
affected by the ‘giving’, so is called ‘the indirect object.’ Coptic has a special range of 
pronouns to represent the indirect object, which are as follows: 

 

n/i to me 

nak to you (masculine) 

ne to you (feminine) 

naf to him 

nac to her 

nan to us 
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nwten to you (plural) 

nwou to them 

 
Unlike English, the indirect object in Coptic often comes before the direct 

object in the sentence, E.g.: 

af] naf ̀mpijwm 
“he gave the book to him” 
 
and again; 

afswpi n/i ̀eoucwt/ria 
“he became to me a salvation” 
 

The greeting ,ere- “hail” is commonly used with the indirect object: 

,ere nak  
“hail to you” (to a male) 

,ere ne Maria  
“hail to you O Mary” 

,ere n/i 
“hail to me” 
 

Certain verbs exclusively use the indirect object, as with nai “to have mercy”  

E.g.  nai nan  
“Have mercy upon us” 
 
Vocab 

belle blind person (m) parakl/ton comforter (Gk,m) 

ini en- en= to bring (v.t) rasi gladness, joy (m) 

eroùw to answer (v.t) carra Sarah (prop.noun) 

mou] to call, name (v.t) vwnh to turn (v.t) 

nehpi weeping (m) humnoc hymn (Gk,m) 
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ouwrp to send (v.t)   

 
Exercise 5.16 

a) auini naf `noubelle (Mark 8:22) 
b) tenouwrp nak `mpihumnoc (Doxology for Feast of Nairuz) 

c) af] `ncarra tef̀chimi naf (Genesis 20:14) 
d) afouwrp nan ̀mpiparakl/ton (Verses of the cymbals) 

e) A `p[oic cwtem ouoh afnai n/i afvwnh `mpanehpi 
eurasi n/i*** (Hymn for Communion, Joyous Saturday Divine Liturgy) 

f) aimou] ̀erwten ouoh ̀mpeteneroùw n/i (Isaiah 65:12) 
 

5.8. Doing unto one’s self- the reflexive 
People often do things to themselves, in these cases, the person doing an action 

is also the person who is receiving the action. There’s a special form of verb called the 
‘reflexive’ which is used to represent this case, where the subject is the same as the 
object. In English, this is where the “….self” form is used, as in ‘myself’, ‘himself’ etc. 

For example, in “he washed himself”, the subject of the sentence is ‘he’, and the 
object is also ‘he.’  Coptic verbs can also be used in the reflexive. To take another 
example, let’s consider how you’d say ‘he prepared himself.’ 

You could use either the pronominal form or the infinitive form. We’ll use the 

pronominal form cebtwt= here:  

To say ‘he prepared’, you would add the ‘a’ to indicate the perfect past and the 

appropriate personal suffix from (5.3.i)  to indicate the ‘he.’ In this case it’s ‘f’ , so you 

get afcebtwt=. 

                                                 
 
 
*** Hint: see confusion corner page 78 
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Now, to say ‘he prepared himself’, you simply add an ‘f’ to the end to indicate 

that ‘he’ is the object, and you end up with afcebtwtf. 

Using the infinitive form, you’d say afcob] ̀mmof. 

So in either of these cases, how can you tell if this phrase is saying “he prepared 
him” as opposed to ‘he prepared himself ?” In these cases, you need to rely on the other 
words in the sentence; that is if no mention of any other ‘he’ is made, then you can 

assume the ‘f’ refers to ‘himself.’  

Another example of a verb which can be used in the reflexive sense is kw], 

whose infinitive, construct, and pronominal forms are shown below:  

kw] ket@ kot= 
Now kw] has a number of meanings, which are to “to seek, surround, repeat” or 

“to return.”  

E.g. afkotf “he returned himself” 

kw] can also be used to indicate a repeat of action. 

E.g. afkotf afrimi means “he wept again” 

More examples of verbs which can be used in the reflexive are given in the table 
below. Two meanings are given for each verb, the first refers to the reflexive use and 
the second to when the non reflexive form is used. 

 
   Reflexive Non reflexive 

ouwnh - ouonh= to reveal one’s 
self 

to announce, appear 

talo tale- talo= to lift up, mount 
one’s self 

to lift, raise 

twoun ten- twn= to raise one’s 
self 

to raise 

 
Now there are some verbs which can only be used in the reflexive form. These 

are combined with a specific preposition.  

For example, the reflexive verb iwc takes `mmo= as its preposition and is 

written as iwc ̀mmo= 
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with the combination meaning “to hurry.” 

So you can’t just say aiiwc for “I hurried”, but you have to attach the `mmo= 
with its appropriate suffix, so that you’re literally saying “I hurried myself”, i.e: 

aiiwc ̀mmoi 
The verb se n= “to go” is usually used in the reflexive, but it can also be 

used without it. When it is used in the reflexive, it uses the indirect object stem n= 

(5.7) linked with the appropriate suffix. When using the reflexive, saying “I am going” 

would come out as ]se n/i. Likewise, to say “he is going” is `fse naf and “we 

are going” is ten senan. 

Another verb which only uses the reflexive is ohi ̀erat= “to stand”, which 

must be linked to the compound preposition ̀erat=. (See Appendix 3). 

So, to tell a male “you are standing” you would say: ̀kohi ̀eratk 
and  to say “he stands” you would say  ̀fohi eratf. 

Here are some more verbs which are only ever used in the reflexive form. They 

are all combined with the preposition ̀mmo=. 

`mton ̀mmo= to rest ounof ̀mmo= to rejoice 

i/c ̀̀mmo= to hasten ,wlem `mmo= to hurry 

 
Vocab  

`eqoun inside (adv) (9.3) `ckun/  tabernacle, tent, dome (Gk,f) 

kubwtoc ark (Gk,f) h/geumwn governor (Gk,m) 

racoui dream (f)   

 
Exercise 5.17 

a) afi/c ̀mmof ̀nje Abraam afsenaf ̀eqoun ̀e]ckun/  

(Gen 18:6) 
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b) afsenaf `nje Nwe nem tef̀chimi nem nefs/ri nem 
nihiomi ̀nte nefs/ri nemaf `eqoun `e]kubwtoc (Gen 7:7) 

c) ouaggeloc `nte `P¡ afouonhf `eIwc/f qen ouracoui 
(Matthew 2:19) 

d) tote aui/c ̀mmwou ̀nje nih/geumwn (First canticle, midnight praises) 

 

5.9. The first future 
We’ve now looked at the past and present, so where else can we look to now but the 

future? There are actually a few different types of future tense, but we shall only look at 

the most common (and the simplest) at the moment. To form this tense, the letters na 

are simply placed in between the subject pronouns used in the present tense (5.1) and the 

infinitive. We’ll use the verb rimi “to cry” as an example: 

 

]na- I will  

`fna- He will 

`cna@  she will  

`,na- you will  (masculine) 

tetenna- you will  (plural) 

tena- tera- (rare variant) you will  (feminine) 

tenna- we will  

cena- they will 

- pre noun as subject form 
 

So for example, “he will cry” is ̀fnarimi and “they will cry” is cenarimi. 
As with the present tense, there is no pre noun as subject form. Unlike the 

present tense however, the future is able to use the construct and the pronominal forms 
which we saw used with the past perfect (5.3). 
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Vocab 

be,e reward (m) cw] to save (v.t) 

`ebiaik servants, slaves 

(pl of bwk)  

`,rwm fire (m) 

`ejwrh evening (m) sah flame (m) 

cini to pass by, to 
pass away (v.i) 

jwr ̀ebol to scatter, 
disperse (v.t) 

cwoun couen- couwn= to know (v.t) [ìm̀psis vengeance (m) 

 
Exercise 5.18 

a) vai pe panou] ]na]wou naf V] `mpaiwt ]na[acf 
(Exodus 15:2) 

b) `P[oic nacw] `ǹt'u,/ `nte nefebiaik (Psalm 33:23 34:22) 

c) `p[oic najer nico[ni ̀nte nieynoc ̀ebol (Psalm 32:10 33:10) 

d) cenahitf ̀epì,rwm (Matthew 3:10) 
e) `fna[i ̀mpefbe,e (John 4:36) 

f) `fnamosi qen pìejwrh (John 11:10) 

g) `tve nem ̀pkahi cenacini (Luke 21:33) 

h) qen ousah `ǹ,rwm efna] `nou[ìm̀psis `nn/ `ete 
`mpoucouen V] (2 Thessalonians 1:8) 
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5.9.i. The Negative first future 
The negative first future is used when you want to say that something won’t 

happen. This tense is made up in much the same way as the first present negative (5.1.i). 

As with that case, an an is simply added after the verb. You can also have an optional ̀n 

placed before the verb with the an remaining after the verb. 

 
Vocab 

bwl bel- bol=   oude nor (conj.) (6.1) 

``ebol to untie, undo (v.t) hemci to sit (v.i) 

`emi to know (v.t) ]̀aco to have compassion (v.i) 

 
Exercise 5.19 

a) `fnahemci an (Luke 14:28) 

b) `ncenabolf ̀ebol an (Matthew 24:2) 
c) `ǹfnàemi an ̀nyof (Mark 4:27) 

d) cenàemi `erof an (Matthew 10:26) 

e) /nabal na]̀aco an oude `n]nanai nwou an (Ezekiel 8:18) 

 

Practice text 6 
(12th hour prayer of the Liturgy of the hours) 

The introduction to the compline (prayer before sleeping)  of the Liturgy of 
the hours (or the Agpia) may be familiar in English to many Copts, but here it is in 
the original Coptic: 

Pihumnoc ̀nte pihunim et̀cmarwout ]nat/if ̀mPi,rictoc 
paouro ouoh panou] ]naerhelpic `erof  
 
Vocab 

humnoc hymn (m) hunim slumber (m) 
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5.9.ii. Relative first future 
The relative form of the first future is simply formed by adding a variant of et 

to the beginning of the normal first future construction, as in the table below: 
 

 Relative Future 

1st person (s) e]na@ 
2nd person (m) etekna- 
2nd person (f) etera- 
3rd person (m) etefna- 
3rd person (f) etecna- 
1st person (pl) etenna- 
2nd person (pl) etetenna- 
3rd person (pl) etouna- 
Pre subject form ete/ere...na 
 

E.g. pimwou ̀e]nat/if naf  (John 4:14) 

“the water which I will give him” 
 
The relative future also has the same pre subject relative form as the relative 

form which was used with the present tense (5.1.v): 

`ete pefs/ri naeretin ̀mmof ̀nouwik (Matthew 7:9) 

“his son who will ask for bread” 
When the antecedent (the first noun in the sentence) is not the same as the 

subject, the construction takes the same form as the first present (5.1.v), with the only 

difference being that the na comes between the prefix and the verb. 

E.g. qen pi`ehoou etekna[i nemwou qen oumou `,namou  
(hom vatt ii pg.73) 
“In the day that you  touch them you will die ( in death)” 
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Vocab 

mou to die (v.i) si measure (m) 

 death (m)  to measure (v.t) 

ouahcahni  to lay a 
command (v.i) 

souo, souit(q) to empty flow out/ to 
be empty , vain (q) 

rwic  to watch over, 
be careful (v.i) 

swp sep- 
sop= s/p 

to accept, buy (v.t) 

  jw je- jot= to speak (v.t) (8.1) 

 
Exercise 5.20 

a) qen pisi ̀etetennasi ̀mmof (Matthew 7:2) 
b) P[oic peynasopt ̀erof (Psalm 3:4 3:3) 

c) caji niben etsouit ̀ete nirwmi najotou (Matthew 12:36) 

d) v/ ̀eteknaouahcahni ̀mmof nan tennaaif (AmBal p2) 

e) `anok pe etrwic `erok qen pimwit niben ̀eteknahwl 
`erwou (AmBal p6)
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6. LINKING CLAUSES 

6.1. Conjunctions 
Junctions are places where things join, meet or cross, such as roads or railway lines. 

Conjunctions are also used to join, but rather than joining roads, they’re used to join  
words, phrases, sentences or clauses together. Clauses? What do we mean by clauses? A 
clause is a piece of writing which contains both a predicate (3.1) and a subject. For 
example, take a look at the following two sentences: 
I saw. I wept.  

Each of these is a clause, as each contains a subject and a predicate which tells 
you something about the subject. Now a clause may also be a sentence, but sometimes 
clauses can have a subject and predicate but still not make sense on their own. In these 
cases, they can be combined with other clauses to form a full sentence. 

Now if the two clauses in the example above appeared after each other, the 
writing would sound disjointed. However, if you add a conjunction in between, then the 
writing flows a lot more smoothly. What are some examples of conjunctions? They are 
actually very common words that we all use many times every day e.g. and, but, then, so 
that, lest. etc. 
Some examples of the different conjunctions you could use with the example above are 
shown below: 
 
“I saw and I wept” 
“I saw but I wept” 
“I saw then I wept” 
“I saw so that I wept.” 
 

As with English, Coptic also has many conjunctions of its own. Unlike English 
however, these are divided into two groups, first position conjunctions which come at 
the beginning of the clause, and enclitic conjunctions, which don’t start the clause. 
 

6.1.i. First position conjunctions 
These clauses are fairly straight forward, because they come in the same position 

the clause as you’d expect in English. 
 

alla but nem with, and (used to link nouns) 

epid/ after, that, since, when oude nor 
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eybe for the sake of, 
because 

ouoh and, (used to link phrases) 

eti after, during, and (Gk) tote then 

ie or jekac so that, although 

icje if hina so that 

kan even if hopwc so that 

menenca after hwcte and so 

m/pote lest je because, that, used to 
introduce speech 

 
Vocab 

ar,/aggeloc arch angel (m) cwnt cent- cont= to create, to 
renew (v.t) 

ar,wn chief, prince (m) swnh to deprive (v.t) 

`ave head (f) fwi hair (m) 

patriar,/c patriarch (m) h/t heart (m) 

cahni command (v.t) honhen to command(v.t) 

 
Exercise 6.1 

a) Petroc nem Iwann/c (Acts 3:11) 
b) ``P¡ afhonhen ouoh aucwnt (fourth hoas Midnight praises) 

c) oude ar,/aggeloc oude patriar,/c oude prov/t/c 
(Prayer of reconciliation,  Liturgy of St.Gregory) 

d) tote afhwc ̀nje Mwic/c (Exodus 15:1) 

e) epid/ oucahni pe (Congregation of the saints, Liturgy of St.Basil) 

f) ar,wn ie ref]hap (Acts 7:35) 
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g) icje `nyok pe `ps/ri `mV] hitk `epec/t `ebol tai (Matthew 

4:6) 
h) hwcte ̀nyok oubwk an je alla ous/ri (Galatians 4:7) 

i) `mpe pì,rwm [i nemwou oude oufwi `nte toùave 
`mpefswnh (hom vatt ii pg.85) 

j) P[oic `mpef[ici `nje pah/t oude `mpou[acou `nje nabal 
(Psalm 130:1 130:1) 

 
6.1.ii. All about je 

je is such a special conjunction that it deserves its own subheading. It’s one of 

those words that seems to pop up everywhere and to mean something different on each 
occasion. It actually has four different meanings which will be explained here: 
a) Its first use is to introduce direct speech after the speaker has been introduced, in 

much the same way as inverted commas are used in English. The difference is that 
whereas in English inverted commas come on both sides of the quote, Coptic only 

has the je coming in front, with nothing to mark the end of the quote. Here, je 
is intimately related with the verb jw, which means “to say” (8.1). In these cases 

the je is not translated, but is only used as a marker that speech is about to start.   

E.g. ]jw ̀mmoc nwten je menre netenjaji (Matthew 5:44) 
“I say to you love your enemies”  

b) je is also used to introduce indirect speech. How can speech be indirect? Indirect 

speech is more like a report or reference of something which was thought or said 

rather than a quote of the actual words which were used. Je is translated as ‘that’ 

in this situation: 

E.g. tennah] je vai pe qen oumeym/i  (Consecration, Liturgy of 

St.Basil)  
“we believe that this is in truth” 

c) je is also used to introduce a name, usually after the verb “to call.”  

E.g. iwc/v v/ `etoumou] `erof je barcabbac (Acts 1:23) 

  “Joseph who is called Barsabas” 
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d) The final use for je is to introduce a causative clause, that is a clause which is used 

to give the reason or the cause for the main clause of the sentence. Here je is 

translated as ‘for’ or ‘because.’ 

E.g. tenoust `mmok w pi`,rictoc nem pekiwt `nagayoc 
nem pi`pneuma eyouab je ak̀i akcw] `mmon 

“we worship You O’ Christ with your good Father and the Holy Spirit for you came, you saved us”. 
 

6.1.iii. Enclitic conjunctions 
These conjunctions don’t come at the beginning of the clause, which makes the 

clause a little more tricky to translate. Some examples of these are: 

gar for, because 

de but, and 

men indeed 

on also 

 
The idea of the conjunction not starting the clause may seem to be a little 

confusing, what exactly do I mean? This example will make it clearer: 

vai gar pe pacwma (Consecration, Liturgy of St.Basil) 

The conjunction in this example is actually gar, which means ‘because’ or ‘for.’ 

As you can see, it doesn’t start the clause, but is the second word. In English, the 
translation of the clause is:  
“for this is my body.” 

So in English, the conjunction comes at the beginning of the clause, but in 

Coptic gar cannot begin the clause, the earliest position it can take is as the second 

word in the sentence. Gar and the other conjunctions like it which don’t start the 

clause are called enclitic conjunctions. 

Another common enclitic conjunction is de, which if you’re not concentrating 

may look like je. De is a tricky word, because it can mean either ‘and’ or ‘but.’ In 

order to tell which meaning it has in a particular sentence, you need to pay close 
attention to the context. 
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The last enclitic conjunction we’ll talk about here is men. On its own, it means 

“indeed.” 

E.g. pihouit men ̀ncaji aiaif eybe hwb niben (Acts 1:1) 

“indeed the first word (account)  I  made concerning everything” 
 It can also be used with de, where the men is used in the first clause of the 

sentence and de is used in the second. This is used to contrast the two clauses, as if to 

say ‘on the one hand….’, ‘but on the other….’ 

E.g. iwann/c men af]wmc qen oumwou `nywten de cenaemc 
y/nou qen ou!p!n!a efouab (Acts 1:5) 

“Indeed John baptised in water but you will be baptised in a Holy Spirit” 
 
Vocab 

`emi to know  (v.i) `nsorp first (adv)  

ern/cteuin to fast (v.i, Gk) refernobi sinner (m) 

eynoc nation (Gk,m) tamo tame- tamo= to inform, tell 

kalumma Veil (Gk,m) tenhout to believe, to 
trust (v.i) 

meym/i truth (f) wmc emc- omc= to baptise (v.t) 

metanoia repentance 
(Gk,f) 

hanouon some 

pul/ gate (f) h/t heart (m) 

 
Exercise 6.2 

a) ]̀emi gar qen oumeym/i je anok ourefernobi (Doxology for Holy 

Great Fasting) 

b) Eliac men af`i ̀nsorp (Mark 9:13) 

c) `anok men ]wmc `mmwten qen oumwou `mmetanonia 
(Doxology for Paramoun of Feast of Epiphany) 

d) `nwyou de ceern/cteuin an (Matthew 9:14) 
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e) `mpektamoi je ta`chimi te (Genesis 12:18) 

f) pikalumma on `f,/ `ejen pouh/t (2 Corinthians 3:15) 

g) etaf̀i de `epec/t ̀ebol hijen pitwou (Matthew 8:1) 
h) aucwtem de ̀nje niapoctoloc nem nìcn/ou etsop qen 

]ioudea je a nikeeynoc sep picaji ̀nte v] ̀erwou (Acts 

11:1) 

i) `ncetenhout ̀mmof an je oumay/t/c pe (Acts 9:26) 

Practice text 7 
Doxology for Arch Angel Gabriel 

!a.̀nyok ounis] al/ywc w 
pifaisennoufi `nkalwc qen 
nitaxic ̀naggelikon nem 
nitagma ̀ǹepouranion 

!d.ouoh Za,ariac piou/b 
`nyok akhisennoufi naf 
qen ̀pjinmici 
`mpìprodromoc Iwann/c 
piref]wmc 

!b. gabri/l pifaisennoufi 
pinis] qen niaggeloc nem 
nitagma !e!y!u et[oci etfai qa 
`tc/fi `nsah ̀ǹ,rwm 

!e.akhisennoufi on 
`n]paryenoc je ,ere y/ 
eymeh ̀n`hmot P¡  
neme teramici `mPicwt/r 
`mpikocmoc t/rf 

!g.afnau gar `epektaio `nje 
dani/l pi`prov/t/c ouoh 
aktamof `epimuct/rion `n]̀triac 
`nreftanqo 

6. ariprecebin  ̀w 
piar,/aggeloc e!y!u 
Gabri/l pifaisennoufi  
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6.2. The subjunctive 
The subjunctive is a special type of conjunction used either within or between 

clauses. It will usually come at some point following the first verb in the clause then 
immediately before the second verb. 

Depending on the circumstances, it will either be translated as ‘so that’ or  
simply as ‘and’ but in some cases, it’s really not translated at all.  The different uses  
are explained further down. As can be seen in the table below, the  
subjunctive takes different endings depending on the subject of the verb.  

 
 singular plural 

first person `nta `nten 
second person `ntek(m) ̀nte (f) `nteten 
third person `ntef (m) ̀ntec (f) `ntou/ ̀nce 
before a noun `nte 

Vocab 

aggelikon angelic (Gk) tamo tamo@ 
tame= 

to inform, tell 
(v.t) 

al/ywc truly (adv) taxic rank (Gk) 

kaloc beautiful, fair, good 
(adj.) 

`triac Trinity (Gk) 

muct/rion sacrament, mystery 
(Gk,m) 

`,rwm fire (m) 

ou/b priest (m) sah flame, fire (m) 

`prodromoc forerunner (Gk,m) faisennoufi announcer 
(m) 

reftanqo life giver (m) hisennoufi to announce 
(v.t)  

c/fi sword (f) jinmici birth (m) 

tagma core, division(Gk,m)    
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So for example, moi n/i ̀ntacw (John 4:10) 

means “give me so that I drink” or “Give me to drink”  

The first verb is moi (the imperative of which we’ll meet in(10.4)), and the 

second verb is cw. As you can see, the subjunctive `nta comes before the second 

verb, and it is in the first person (because “me”, or strictly speaking “I” is the subject of 
the second verb). 
 
There are five major uses for the subjunctive: 
a) To connect two verbs together where the first verb has the meaning of a wish, 

request, command or intention for the second verb to occur.  In this context, it has 
the meaning of “so that” or “in order to.” 

E.g. aǹi ̀ntenouwst ̀mmof (Matthew 2:2) 

“we came to worship Him” 
 
b) To connect verbs of the same tense together: 

In these cases, ouoh is also used with the subjunctive. Here, the subjunctive is 

actually left untranslated. 

E.g. ouoh ̀nceasf ouoh `nteftwnf (Luke 24:7) 

“and they will crucify him and he rise (himself)” 
 

c) To follow the impersonal verb hw] “it is necessary” 

Hw] belongs to a category of verbs called the impersonal verbs which we shall 

meet in (8.2). It’s always used with the subjunctive as with the example below: 

E.g. hw] pe ̀ntecjwk ̀ebol ̀nje ]grav/ (Acts 1:16) 

“it is necessary that the scriptures be fulfilled” 

d) To follow the conditional ̀eswp: 

`eswp is a special word belonging to the category of the conditional (10.5). The 

conditionals are used to start a clause meaning ‘if’ or ‘when.’ `eswp is sometimes 

followed by the subjunctive as in the following example: 
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E.g. `eswp gar `ntetenmenre n/ eymei `mmwten as pe 
petenbe,e(Matthew 5:46) 

“for if you love those who love you what is your reward?” 
 

e) After certain conjunctions as in the following: 

hopwc- so that (Gk) 

m/pote/ m/pwc- lest, perhaps 

hina – so that 

E.g. hopwc `ntefer̀hmot nan `m̀pcw] ``nneǹ'u,/(introduction of 

Midnight praises) 
“So that He grants us the salvation for our souls”  

hina ̀ntefermeyre qa piouwini (John 1:8) 

“So that he bears witness to the light” 
 

 

Practice text 8 
Conclusion of Adam Theotokia, Midnight praises 

Emmano/l Pennou] qen tenm/] ]nou qen ̀pwou `nte 
pefiwt nem pìpneuma eyouab `ntef̀cmou ̀eron t/ren 
`nteftoubo `nnenh/t ̀nteftal[o `nniswni ̀nte nen'/,/ nem 
nencwma 
m/] middle (f) '/,/ soul (m) 

cwma body (m) swni sickness, disease (m) 

tal[o tal[e@ tal[o= to heal (v.t) ]nou now (adv) 

toubo toube@ toubo= 
toub/out (q) 

to purify (v.t)   
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6.2.i. Setting limits- using the ‘limitative’ 
If you look back at the table of preposition we met way back in (5.1.iii)  you’ll find 

sa which means ‘to’, ‘toward’ or ‘till.’ This preposition also has a special relationship 

with the subjunctive, in that they link together to form the limitative construction. 
 When is setting limits relevant to grammar? Consider this example “Jarred will 

study eight hours a day till he finishes his exams.” Here we’re talking about a verb (to 
study) which will continue till another event happens (finishing his exams). In that way, 
a limit has been set to the study (thank God!) hence the name “limitative.”  In other 
words, the limitative carries the meaning of what we commonly understand by the word 
‘until.’  

This construction is simply made by adding the sa before the subjunctive.  

E.g. sa + ̀ntek̀i= santek̀i 
“till you come” 

There is also a shorter alternative formed by dropping the `n from the 

subjunctive, so the example above would become: 

satek̀i 
Which also means “till you come” 

In the following table both the combined and shortened forms are written.  
Note that the combined form of the first person singular gives you a bit of a choice with 
two forms you can chose from: 

 
 singular plural 

combined santa@ santi@ santen@  first person 

shortened sa]@ saten@ 
second person combined santek@(m)  sante@(f)  santeten@  
 shortened satek@(m) sate@(f) sateten@ 

combined santef@(m)  santec@(f) santou@  third person 

shortened satef@(m) satec@(f) satou@ 
combined sante  before a noun 

shortened sate 
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So, to take another example, we’ll read this verse from the Gospel of Matthew: 

ouoh ̀mpefcouwnc satecmici `mpis/ri (Matthew 1:25) 

“and he did not know her till she gave birth to the son” 
 
Vocab 

aiai to grow, increase 
(v.i) 

rwt ret- rot= 
r/t 

to grow, spread , 
sprout, bring 
forth(v.t) 

al/i to mount, go up 
(v.i) 

cini to pass by, to pass 
away (v.i) 

amahi to prevail, rule, 
possess (v.i) 

colcel celcel- 
celcwl= 

to adorn (v.t) 

anomia iniquity (f) cwjp remainder (m) 

asai to become many, 
multiply (v.i) 

tenh wing (m) 

b/b cave, hole, den (m) toujo touje- 
toujo= 
touj/out 

to make whole, 
save (v.t) 

eynoc nation (Gk,m) viri to come forth, 
blossom 

`entol/  commandment (f) ,/mi Egypt 
(prop.noun) 

ywou] 
youet- 
youwt= 
you/t 

to gather (v.t) `ss/n tree (m) 

`ym/i righteous person 
(m) 

q/ibi shadow (m) 

kwt ket- to build (v.t) hini hen- hen= to move self 
forward, to move 
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kot= k/t backward 

mei menre- 
menrit= 

to love (v.t) ho face (m) 

m/s multitude (m) hwmi hem- 
hom= homi 

to tread, trample 
(v.t) 

mounhwou rain (m) hwou to rain (v.i) 

`mhau tomb (m) joi ship, boat (m) 

nifi to breath, blow 
(v.i) 

jomjem to touch, grope 
(v.t) 

 
Exercise 6.3 

a) je tetenkwt `nnìmhau `nte nìprov/t/c ouoh 
`ntetencolcel ̀nnib/b ̀nte nìym/i (Matthew 23:29) 

b) hina ̀nteteners/ri ̀mpeteniwt etqen niv/oui  (Matthew 5:45) 

c) ouoh afywou] harof `nje hannis] `mm/s hwcte 
`ntefal/i ̀èpjoi (Matthew 13:2) 

d) afaiai ̀nje pilaoc ouoh afamahi afasai `nhr/i qen 
,/mi santeftwnf ̀nje keouro ̀ejen ,/mi (Acts 7:17-18) 

e) hopwc ̀ncekw] ̀nca P¡ ̀nje ̀pcwjp ̀nnirwmi nem 
nieynoc t/rou (Acts 15:17) 

f) afhwou `noumounhwou hijen `pho ̀m̀pkahi sàntefrwt 
`èpswi ̀ntef] ̀mpefoutah (Epsali Adam for second Canticle, Midnight praises) 

g) afnifi `nca nìss/n sa `ntouviri `ebol (Epsali Adam for second Canticle, 

Midnight Praises) 
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h) m/pwc ̀ncenau ̀nnoubal ouoh ̀ncecwtem qen noumasj 
ouoh ̀nceka] qen pouh/t ̀ncekotou ̀ntatoujwou (Acts 

28:27) 

i) henk ̀eroi ̀ntajomjem `erok je ̀nyok pe pas/ri (Genesis 

27:21) 

j) m/pote ̀ncehwmi `ejwou (Matthew 7:6) 
k) ]naerhelpic qa `tq/ibi `nte nektenh sateccini `nje 

]̀anomìa (Psalm 56:1 57:1) 
 

 

Confusion Corner 
If you take a close look at the table in pg 129, you’ll notice that the presubject 

form of the subjunctive is identical to the `nte of the possessive construction 

(2.4.ii). This can easily lead to confusion because it’s very easy to get into the habit of 

translating `nte as ‘of’, then running into difficulties when the ̀nte happens to 

belong to the subjunctive. Usually, just keeping the two meanings for ̀nte in the 

back of your mind is enough to avoid confusion, but if you get stuck and have to 
decide between the two, then you need to think of the different constructions for 
each: 

The attributive construction is always used between to nouns: 

Noun + ̀nte + noun 

While the subjunctive `nte also comes before a noun, you’ll find that a verb 

will then always come after that noun. 

`nte + noun + verb 

E.g. afervaqri erof hwcte nte piebo caji (Matthew 12:22) 
“He healed him so that the mute spoke” 
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6.2.ii. The Negative subjunctive 

The subjunctive also has a negative form. It’s made by throwing in the word 

`stem between the normal affirmative form we saw above and the verb which the 

subjunctive is referring to.  For example, 

“that he will come”  would be ̀ntef̀i 
“that he will not come” is therefore ̀ntef̀stem̀i 

The negative subjunctive is used in much the same situations as the affirmative 
subjunctive, as you’ll see from the exercises below: 
 
Vocab 

geena Gehana, Hades 
(m) 

paraptwma trespass 
(Gk,m) 

ebo mute person (m) rwsi ras- rast= rasi to suffice, 
be 
sufficient 
(v.t) 

ernofri to be good (v.i) ,aki darkness 
(m) 

meloc limb, member, 
(Gk,m) 

tako take- tako= 
tak/out 

to destroy, 
lose (v.t) 

nemwten with you (pl) pron. 
form of prep. 
(5.5) 

taho tahe- taho= 
tah/out 

to reach, 
attain (v.t) 

 
Exercise 6.4 

a) m/pote ̀ntef̀stem rasten nemwten  (Matthew 25:9) 

b) `cernofri gar nak `nte ouai `nnekmeloc tako ouoh 
`nte`stem pekcwma t/rf se naf ̀e]geena(Matthew 5:30) 

c) hina ̀ntèstem pi,aki tahey/nou (John 12:35) 
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d) `eswp de `nteten`stem,w ebol ̀nnirwmi ̀nnouparàptoma 
oude peteniwt ̀fna,w nwten ebol an 
`nnetenparaptwma (Matthew 6:15) 

e) nas/ri nai ]`cqai `mmwou nwten hina 
`nteteǹstemernobi (1 John 2:1) 
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7. NOW AND THEN AGAIN- SOME MORE PAST 
AND PRESENT TENSES 

We’ve already taken a look at the first present, the perfect past tense and the 
first future, but there are other types of past and future tenses which are used to give 
different meanings. In this chapter, we’ll take a look at the past imperfect tense and at a 
rather common construction called circumstantial conversion. 

7.1. Dealing with imperfection- the imperfect tense 
The imperfect tense is another type of past tense. We spoke about the difference 

between it and the past perfect in (5.2), but to highlight another example, consider the 
difference between “the man was walking” and “the man walked.” 

In the first case, the action isn’t quite complete, for all you know, the man could 
still be walking now. In the second case however, it’s clear that the man walked and is 
not walking any longer. Because the verb in the first sentence hasn’t quite been 
completed, it’s an example of what is called the imperfect tense. 

Coptic also has an imperfect tense, which takes the following form: 
 

nai@ I was 

naf@ He was 

nac@ she was 

nak@ you were 

nare@ you were (f) 

nan@ we were 

nareten@ you were (plural) 

nau@ they were 

nare, ne pre noun as subject form 

 
The appropriate form in terms of number and gender is attached before the 

infinitive. 

E. g. nairimi 
“I was crying” 
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nafhemci 
“he was sitting” 

nanmosi 
“we were walking” 

As you can see in the table above, there is also a presubject form for the 
imperfect, so to say “the man was walking”, you could say: 

pirwmi nafmosi 
or nare pirwmi mosi 

An optional  pe may be attached to the end of the sentence, so the above 

becomes: 

nare pirwmi mosi pe 
Sometimes ne is used as the presubject form instead of nare, as in the first 

sentence of the Gospel of John. 

Qen ouar,/ ne ̀pcaji pe (John 1:1) 

“in (a) beginning was the word” 
The imperfect may also be used with the qualitative (5.1.ii). 

E.g. nafobi 
“he was thirsty” 

nare tefcen] gar tajr/out pe hijen ]petra (Matthew 7:25) 

“for his foundation was firm upon the rock” 
Verbs aren’t the only part of speech to which the imperfect can attach, as it can also 
attach to simple prepositions. 

E.g. naiqen ]polic  

“I was in the city” 
 
 
Vocab 

er̀sv/ri to be amazed, 
to wonder 
(v.i) 

tajro tajre- 
tajro= tajr/out 

to make firm, strong 
(v.t) 

Iwpp/ Joppa 
(prop.noun) 

twmt to be surprised, 
amazed (v.i) 
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moumi well, spring 
(f) 

sini sen- sen= to seek, ask (v.t) 

`mmau there (adverb) 
(9.1) 

`e to visit 

mwou water (m) ``n ̀nca to inquire for, seek 
after 

parabol/ parable (Gk,f) swni to be sick, weak  (v.i) 

cen] foundation (f) qici qoci to tire, suffer (v.i) 

cwbi to laugh, 
deride, mock 
(v.t) 

[ici [ac- [ac= [oci to exalt (v.t) 

 
Exercise 7.1 

a) nafcaji nemwou `nhanm/s qen hanparabol/ (Matthew 13:3) 

b) nausini `mmof ̀nje nefmay/t/c `e]parabol/ (Mark 7:17) 

c) naucwbi `mmof pe (Matthew 9:24) 

d) nauer`sv/ri `nje nim/s (Matthew 9:33) 

e) nac,/ de `mmau ̀nje oumoumi `mmwou ̀nte iakwb (John 4:6) 

f) naucwoun de ̀mmwou je nau,/ nem i!/!c pe (Acts 4:13) 

g) nautwmt de t/rou pe (Acts 2:12) 

h) anok naiqen iwpp/ ]polic (Acts 11:5) 
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7.1.i. More than perfect -the pluperfect 

Take a look at the sentence: 
“They had been walking in the park when it rained” 
You can see here that two events are being described, the first being “walking in the 
park” and the second “rained.” 

 The second event “rained” is in the perfect tense since it was already 
completed. The first event ‘walking in the park’ had occurred even before “it rained”, 
hence it is even “more perfect” than the second event since it had already been 
completed before it. 

Grammatically, “had been walking in the park” is in the pluperfect tense, being 
derived from the Latin plus quam perfectum meaning “more than perfect.” 

If the above is a little too complicated to understand, you can simply consider 
the plu perfect to be the equivalent of the English word had. 

Practice text 9 
Letter to Philemon verses 10-11 
One of the most moving Pauline epistles is the letter to Philemon. Here is a short 
section which highlights some of the different grammar we have learnt up till now. 

]]ho ̀erok eybe pas/ri vai `etaìjvof qen nàcnauh 
on/cimoc. vai ete nafoi ̀natsau nak ̀nouc/ou. ]nou de 
`foi `nsau n/i nemak. vai etaiouorpf harok 
 
Vocab 

atsau worthless 
(adj.) 

harok to you 
(preposition) 

`nouc/ou for a time 
(adv) 

jvo jve- jvo= to beget, bring 
forth 

ouwrp ouerp- 
ouorp= 

to send  (v.t) sau of value (adj.) 

onncimoc Onesimus 
(prop.noun) 

]nou  now (9.1) 

`cnauh bond (m)   
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In Coptic, the pluperfect is formed by combining both the perfect and the 

imperfect past tenses together. This is basically done by wrapping the ne…..pe 
combination of the imperfect (7.1) around the perfect tense construction (5.2). To 
clarify, take a look at the example below: 

 

pirwmi afmosi- “the man walked” 

pirwmi ne afmosi pe-  “the man had walked” 

Another example is shown below: 

oum/s de ebol qen niioudai ne au`i pe ha maria nem 
marya eybe poucon (John 11:19) 

“and a multitude from the Jews had come to Mary and Martha for the sake of their brother” 

Here you can see the au`i which means ‘they came’; around the aùi are the 

ne and pe, so the combination takes the meaning of “they had come.” 

 
Vocab 

entol/ commandment (Gk,f) `cyerter trembling(m) 

klaudioc Claudius (prop. noun) qwnt qent- qont= 
qent 

to approach, 
come near 
(v.i) 

ouahcahni to lay a command (v.t) sai feast (m) 

pac,a Passover (prop.noun)   

 
Exercise 7.2 

a) ne au] entol/ pe `nje niar,iereuc nem nivariceoc (John 

11:57) 
b) ouoh aui `ebol auvwt `ebol ha pi`mhau ne a 

oùcyerter gar tahwou pe (Mark 16:8) 

c) ne afouahcahni pe ̀nje klaudioc (Acts 18:2) 
d) ne afqwnt de pe ̀nje pipac,a ̀psai ̀nte niioudai (John 

6:4) 
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7.1.ii. The relative imperfect 
We first talked about the relative in section (5.1.v), and revisited it when talking 

about the past tense in (5.4) and the future tense in (5.9.ii). The relative is also used 

with the imperfect tense. Here the relative converter is `e which is attached to the 

beginning of the imperfect form, to also give the meaning of ‘who’, ‘which’ or ‘when.’ 

E.g. vai ̀enafoi ̀mbelle (John 9:24) 

“this who was blind” 
 
Vocab 

ergacia work, business (Gk,f)   

 
Exercise 7.3 

a) pima ̀enafsop ̀nq/tf `nje petroc (Acts 1:13) 

b) yai ̀enac] ̀noum/s ̀nergacia (Acts 16:16) 

 

7.2. A matter of circumstance- the circumstantial 
tense 

In the sentence “He saw the man while he was crying”, you’ll notice that there 
are two verbs, the first being ‘saw’ and the second ‘crying.’ 

A closer look will reveal that there are actually two clauses (6.1) to the sentence, 
which are “He saw the man” and “while he was crying.” The first clause here is called 
the main clause because it would make sense if it were read on its own. The second is 
called the dependent or subordinate clause, because it would not make sense on its own, so 
it actually depends on the main clause to have meaning.  

In this case, the dependent clause can be thought of as describing the circumstance 
in which the main clause occurred. This is where we come to the concept of 
circumstantial conversion. Coptic has a special form which converts the verb of a dependent 
clause to make it clear that it is describing the circumstance in which an associated main 
clause occurs. Most of the Coptic tenses can be converted in this way.   

The table below shows the circumstantial conversion of the verb rimi in the 

present tense. You can see that the forms we end up with are only a little different to 

what we would have got if we had simply attached an  `e to the normal first present 
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tense form. This circumstantial conversion of the present tense is also called the third 
present.  

  

I , crying eirimi 
you, crying (m) ekrimi 
you, crying (plural) ererimi 
he, crying efrimi 
she crying ecrimi 
we, crying enrimi 
you, crying (plural) eretenrimi 
they, crying eurimi 
pre subject form ere 

 

So, if you were just to say the “he is crying” it would be `frimi 
But if you were to say ‘I saw the man crying’, ‘crying’ now becomes a dependent clause 
describing the main clause ‘I saw the man.’ 

ainau `epirwmi efrimi 
The circumstantial also has a presubject form which goes before the noun which 

is ere (which you may remember is identical to the ere of the relative converter 

(5.1.v)). As for the perfect tense, the pre subject form of the circumstantial converter 
goes before the subject with the infinitive following the subject. 

So for the example above you could alternatively have said: 

ainau ere pirwmi rimi 
A particular verb which should be introduced here is k/n, which requires a 

dependent clause to be used in the circumstantial when it itself is used in a main clause. 
It has two particular meanings. 

The  first use is to mean “to cease from,” here it comes before another verb 
which is in the circumstantial form to say that that particular action has ceased. 

E.g. afk/n efcaji. 
“he ceased  speaking” 
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In the second case it has the meaning of ‘already’, where it has a similar construction 

.E.g. auk/n eu[i ̀mpoube,e (Matthew 6:5) 

“they have already received their reward.” 
 

 

Confusion Corner 
Relative versus Circumstantial 

The circumstantial bears more than a passing resemblance to the e@ form of 

the relative converter introduced in (5.1.v); we said that the relative converters of the 

male, female and plural indefinite antecedent forms were ef, ec and eu respectively, 

which are identical to the respective forms of the circumstantial. The presubject form 

of the circumstantial ere is also one of the pre subject forms of the relative.  

One clue you can use to tell which conversion is called for is remembering 
that the circumstantial occurs in the same sentence as another verb which will be in a 

different tense. Also, the e@ form of the relative converter  is usually only used with 

an indefinite antecedent, so if there is an indefinite antecedent, it’s likely that the e@ is 

actually referring to the relative.   Another trick which may help  is to substitute the 

words, ‘who’, ‘which’ or ‘while’ for the e@ and to see which makes the most sense. If 

translating ‘who’ or ‘which’, makes more sense, then it’s the relative, if ‘while’ makes 
more sense, then it’s the circumstantial. 
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Exercise 7.4 

a) au`i harof ef]̀cbw `nje niar,iereuc `nte pilaoc (Matthew 

21:23) 

b) pibatoc `eta Mẁuc/c nau `erof ebol hi `psafe `ere 
pi`,rwm moh `nq/tf (Theotokia of the fifth day) 

c) afnau `eourwmi efhemci (Matthew 9:9) 

Vocab 

Ar,iereuc High priest (m) `ncwf behind him (5.5) 

batoc bush (Gk,m) ouwm to eat (v.t) 

be,e reward (m) ouws wish, desire, will 
(m) 

er̀proceu,ecye to pray (v.t) `ckeuoc vessel (m) 

er'alin to chant psalms (v.t) cunagwg/ synagogue (f) 

euaggelion gospel (m) twmt amazement, 
trance (m) 

kw] `e to surround, seek, visit 
(v.t) 

harof to him  (prep. 
pronoun form)  

marturoc martyr (m) hiwis to preach (v.i) 

 

metanoia repentance (f) honhen to command (v.t) 

metouro kingdom (f) horama vision (Gk,m) 

moh to fill, burn (v.t) jw to speak (v.i) 

`m`vr/] like (adv) ]mi village (m) 

nemwou with them (prep. 
pronoun form) (5.5) 

]`cbw To teach (v.i) 

nomoc law (m) ]wmc to baptise (v.t) 
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d) aumosi ̀ncwf ̀nje belle !b euws ̀ebol (Matthew 9:27) 

e) ouoh nafkw] pe `nje I!/!c  `enibaki t/rou nem ni]mi 
ef]`cbw `nhr/i qen noucunagwg/ ouoh efhiwis 
`mpieuaggelion `nte ]metouro (Matthew 9:35) 

f) ouoh efouwm nemwou afhonhen nwou (Acts 1:4) 

g) a paiwt k/n ̀e`cqai ̀mpekran (AmHyv p2) 
h) `anok naiqen iopp/ ]polic eier̀proceu,ecye ouoh ainau 

qen outwmt `eouhorama efn/ou `epec/t `nje ouckeuoc 
(Acts 11:5) 

i) alla ̀ere pefouws swpi qen ̀vnomoc ̀mP![!c (Psalm 1:2 1:2) 

Practice text 10 
Luke 8:1-3 
It’s now the time to have a passage from the Gospels. This particular section gives the 
chance to practice both the circumstantial and the relative. 

Ouoh acswpi menenca nai ouoh `nyof nafmosi kata 
baki nem ]mi efhiwis ouoh efhisennoufi `n]metouro `nte 
V]. Ouoh pi!ib eunemaf. nem hankehiomi n/ etafervaqri 
`erwou ̀ebol qen han!p!n!a euhwou nem hanswni. 
Maria y/ `etoumou] `eroc je ]magdalin/. y/ `etafhi 
pi!z `ndemwn `ebol hiwtc. 
Nem iwanna `tchimi `n,ouza piepitropoc `nte /rwd/c 
nem coucanna nem hanke,wouni `euos n/ `enausemsi 
`mmof `ebol qen nouhupar,onta. 
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7.2.i. Circumstantial conversion of the past perfect 

The circumstantial is not only used with the present tense, but is in fact with 
many of the other tenses. The next tense we’ll look at converting here is the past 

perfect. The conversion is achieved by adding the prefix `e before the relevant form of 

the past perfect (5.2) where it gives the meaning of ‘when’, ‘as’ and sometimes ‘if.’ 

E.g ``eafamahi de `mPetroc nem Iwann/c afvwt harwou 
`nje pilaoc t/rf (Acts 3:11) 

 
You can see that there are two separate verbs here using the past tense, the first 

being amahi “to hold, grasp” and the second vwt “to run”. amahi is converted 

with the circumstantial by adding an `e to let you know that it is occurring at the same 

time as the second verb. So the verse is translated: 
 

“And as he held Peter and John all the people ran before them.”  
  

7.2.ii. Circumstantial conversion of the future tense 
Not to be left out, the first future tense (5.9) is also converted in much the same 

way. Once again, the `e is added to the normal first future construction. This new future 

tense is also known as the third future. When used in this way, the expression has the 
meaning of ‘about to.’ For example:  

eunajwk de `ebol `nje pi!z ̀nehoou (Acts 21:27) 

 
Vocab 

ervaqri to heal (v.t) hioùi hi@ hit= to throw, strike (v.t) 

epitropoc steward (m) hwou to be evil (v.i) 

`nouc/ou for a time (adv.) (9.1) hupa,onta possessions, property 
(Gk,m) 

,ouza Chuza (prop. noun) ]nou  now (adv.) (9.1) 

swni sickness, disease (m)   
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“And when the 7 days were about to finish” 
 
Vocab  

agioc saint (m) ouwn, ou/n (q) to open/ to 
be opened 
(q) 

ervei altar (m) parembol/ castle (f) 

ywkem to draw out 
(v.t) 

refareh guard (m) 

katapetacma veil (Gk,m) ro  mouth(m)  

ludda Lydda (prop. 
noun) 

rwou mouths (pl) 

ma place (m) c/fi sword (f) 

m/] middle (f) cwnh to bind (v.t) 

meùi to think, 
suppose (v.i) 

sasni to win, gain 
(v.t) 

mounk to cease, perish 
(v.i) 

qwteb qateb- qoyb¹ to kill (v.t) 

 

nehci to awaken (v.i) honhen to command 
(v.t) 

 
Exercise 7.5 

a) efnamounk de ̀nje pir/ a pikatapetacma ̀nte piervei 
vwq qen tefm/] (Luke 23:45) 

b) pi!ib afouorpou ̀nje I!/!c ̀eafhonhen nwou (Matthew 10:5) 
c) eunàenf de ̀eqoun `e]parembol/ (Acts 21:37) 

d) Acswpi de ere petroc nacini `ebol hiten nìcn/ou 
t/rou af̀i sa niagioc qen ludda (Acts 9:32) 
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e) eafsasni de ̀eounis] `nnai ̀nte V] afswpi 
`n,r/ctianoc (S.Pachomii vita  pg.1) 

f) etafnehci de ̀nje pirefareh `nte pima ̀ncwnh  ouoh 
etafnau `enirwou ̀nte pìsteko euou/n afywkem 
`ntefc/fi efnaqoybef efmeùi je auvwt ̀nje n/etcwnh 
(Acts 16:27)
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8. VERBS WITH THEIR OWN RULES 

8.1. Some unusual verbs 
Every language has rules, or laws guiding grammar. Whereas most verbs are law 

abiding, some verbs have poked their tongue out at convention and chosen their own 
rules of grammar. These verbs are reasonably common, so they can’t be ignored. We’ll 
just have to go along and learn them. 

The first of these verbs we’ll look at is:  

jw (to say) 
which has the following forms: 

 
infinitive prenominal pronominal qualitative 

jw je@ jo= jot= - 
 

The infinitive 
So far so normal, so how does this verb differ? The first way it differs is that the 

infinitive is always followed by the word `mmoc.  This word has rather unflatteringly 

been called a “dummy word”, meaning that it always has to follow jw, but though it 

could be literally translated as ‘it’ is usually left untranslated.   

E.g. ]jw ̀mmoc nwten 
“I say (it) to you” 

So in the above sentence, the direct object is represented by `mmoc, and the 

indirect object by nwten. 

 

Pronominal form 

You’ll note that there are two different pronominal forms for jw. The first 

form jo= is used to quote text. It always takes c as its pronominal suffix (5.3.i), so 

that in doing so it literally has the meaning of ‘said it.’ Note that the pronominal form in 

itself doesn’t tell you who is being spoken to, as the pronoun c only ever refers to what 

is being said, not who it’s being said to.  
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E.g. afjoc 

“he said (it)” 

Now, with both forms of this verb, the conjunction  je (6.1.ii) always comes 

before whatever is being said: 
So, finishing of our two examples:  

]jw ̀mmoc nwten je vai pe P!,!c 
“I say to you that “this is the Christ” 

afjoc je vai pe P!,!c 
“He said this is the Christ” 

 

The second form jot= is always used with the suffix ou. It is not used to 

quote text, but to indirectly refer to what was said: 

E.g. nai de t/rou a I!/!c jotou ̀nnim/s qen hanparabol/  
(Matthew 13:34) 
“and all these things Jesus said  to the multitude in parables” 

(Note that the jotou here refers to the nai which is the plural demonstrative 

pronoun meaning ‘these’ (2.2.ii).) 
 

 

The construct form 

The construct form is just je on its own. As with jotou, it’s used to refer 

indirectly to speech rather than to quote it: 

E.g. afje keparabol/ nwou 
“He said another parable to them” (Luke 6:39) 

Note that the actual words of the parable weren’t quoted, but that reference was 
only made to a parable having been said. 

 

Past infinitive 

You’ll notice that as with other verbs, the infinitive was combined with the af 

to produce the past tense. There is however also a special form for jw which is used 

exclusively for the past tense called the past infinitive which is peje 
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Now, this infinitive only ever comes before the subject, unlike most other verbs 
where the subject comes before the infinitive: 

peje I!/!c nwou (Matthew 9:15) 

“Jesus said to them” 
 
Once again, this verb has a special pronominal form for the past tense.  Even 

though the pronoun is attached to the end of the verb, it indicates the subject, not the 
object. That is it tells you who the speaker is, rather than what the speaker said. 

pej/i I said 

pejak you said (m) 

peje you said (f) 

pejaf he said 

pejac she said 

pejan we said 

pejwten you said (plural) 

pejwou they said 

 
This form also uses the indirect object (5.7) to indicate who was spoken to. If 

speech is to be quoted, our friend je is again used to precede the quote: 

E.g. pejaf n/i je vai pe P!,!c 

“He said to me “this is the Christ'” 

`hne 
The next irregular verb we’ll look at is `hne, which means “it is pleasing to”, “to 

be willing” or “to be content”, “agree.” 
This has two main uses. In the first case, it is used with another verb, often 

being translated as an adverb to say that the first verb was performed willingly. In these 

cases, ̀hne is conjugated in the following way after the verb. 
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E.g.  aiiri `mvai ehn/i 
“I did willingly” 

In the second case, it is used with the relative converter et(5.1.v) which comes 

after one of the forms from the table above, so etehnei means “which I wish.” 

E.g. hwb niben etehnwou 
“all that they wish” 

As with the other tenses we’ve come across, the relative converter may be 

combined with the article p to form the relative substantial pet to convert the verb 

to a noun. So for example, 

pet̀hnak means “that which is pleasing to you” or “your will.” 

rane- ran= 
This particular verb has the meaning “to please.” It’s special because it doesn't 

actually have an infinitive form; so it can only be used with the construct or pronominal 
forms. 
Example: 

n/eyouab t/rou `etafranak (Commemoration of the Saints, Liturgy of St.Basil) 

“all the saints who have pleased you” 

ehn/i I willingly 

ehnak you willingly (m) 

ehne you willingly (f) 

ehnaf he willingly 

ehnac she willingly 

ehnan we willingly 

ehnwten you willingly (pl) 

ehnwou they willingly 
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ouet- 
This verb, which means “to be distinct, different” is like ran= because it 

doesn’t have an infinitive form. However, unlike ran= ouet doesn’t have a 

pronominal form either; in fact it only has a construct form: 

E.g. alla ouet carx men `nte nirwmi ouet carx `nte 
nitebnwoui (1 Corinthians 15:39) 

“but indeed the flesh of the men is different, the flesh of the beasts is different” 
 
Vocab 

`ave head (f) ref]wmc Baptist (m) 

gazovulakion treasury (Gk,m) cwnt cent- cont= to create (v.t) 

?rwd/c Herod (prop. 
noun) 

hini hen- hen= to move self 
forward, 
backward 

iri er- ai= oi to do, make (v.t) hloj sweetness 
(m) 

metanoia repentance (Gk,f) hwb thing (m) 

`m`vr/] like, as (adv.)  [ocjec to dance (v.i) 

pilatoc Pilate(prop.noun) ]wmc to baptize (v.t) 

piouai piouai each one   

 
Exercise 8.1 

a) peje Pilatoc nwou (Matthew 27:17) 

b) afje hwb niben n/i etaiaitou (John 4:39) 

c) `mvr/] etehn/i `anok an alla ̀mvr/] etehnak `nyok 
(Matthew 26:39)  

d) afranaf `mv] (Hebrews 11:5) 

e) peje nayana/l naf (John 1:48) 
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f) nakhiwis ekjw `mmoc je `anok men ]wmc nwten qen 
oumwou `mmetanoia `èp,w `ebol `nte ninobi (Doxology for Paramoun 

of feast of Epiphany) 

g) naicaji afjotou qen pigazovulakion (John 8:20) 

h) afje taiparabol/ nwou efjw mmoc (Luke 15:3) 

i) akcwnt `nhwb niben ouoh petehnak afswpi ouoh 
aucwnt (Revelation 4:11) 

j) `nyoc de pejac je ̀tave `niwann/c piref]wmc (Mark 6:24) 
k) ouoh ouet ̀p̀hloj `mpiouai piouai (hom vat ii pg.207) 

l) auje vai pe Emmanou/l (Doxology for Palm Sunday) 

m) ]jw mmoc nwten je hen y/nou ebol ha nairwmi (Acts 

5:38) 

n) ac[ocjec ̀nje ̀tseri `n/rwdiac qen `ym/] ouoh acranaf 
`n/rwd/c (Matthew 14:6) 

o) auiri naf `nhwb niben etehnwou (Matthew 17:12) 

 
8.2. The impersonal verbs 
The term ‘impersonal’ doesn’t sound very friendly; but no disrespect is intended to 

the verb it describes. It simply means that the verb isn’t being performed by a person, 
hence the term ‘impersonal’.  

There are two main groups of impersonal verbs in Coptic. Those where the subject 
of the sentence is ‘it’, which is represented by the third person singular feminine form, 
and those which are purely impersonal, in that they do not use any form of the subject 
at all. 
 

8.2.i. Subject is ‘it’ 
acswpi it happened 

`cse it is appropriate, fitting 
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`cem`psa it is befitting to, it is proper to 

 

Let’s take  acswpi as our first example. This form uses the feminine singular 

form of the verb, as indicated by the c so it would literally be translated as ‘she 

happened’, but because it is being used as an impersonal verb here, it is translated as ‘it 

happened.’  Now swpi isn’t always used as impersonal verb, for example afswpi 
means ‘he became,’ and acswpi can mean “she became”, but in the use of the 

impersonal expression it means “it happened.” 
 

E.g. acswpi `nje ounis] `nho] `e`hr/i `ejen ]ek̀kl/cia t/rc 
(Acts 5:11) 
“a great fear came (happened) down upon the whole Church”” 
 

Likewise, `cse would literally mean ‘she is appropriate’ but as with the previous 

example, it is translated to mean ‘it is appropriate.’ It is used before another verb to tell 

you that that verb is “appropriate to do.” Unlike swpi, `cse is only ever used as an 

impersonal expression. 

Also unlike acswpi, ̀cse needs to be followed by an  ̀e. 
E.g  `cse nan ̀e]hw] ̀m̀pouro (Luke 20:22) 

“It is appropriate for us to pay tribute to the king” 
 
Alternatively, it may be followed by the subjunctive (6.2): 

E.g. pima ̀et̀cse ̀ntou]hap `eroi (Acts 25:10) 

“the place where it is appropriate for me to be judged” 

To use the negative form, we simply use our old friend an (239).   

E.g. ̀cse nak an `e[i ̀t`chimi ̀mpekcon (Mark 6:18) 

“it is not appropriate for you to take the wife of your brother” 
 

As with swpi, em̀psa is not always an impersonal verb, but it can be used 

as one when preceded by ̀c. It likes to be followed by ̀n. 
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``cem`psa `ncwtem `nca v] (Acts 5:29) 

“it is appropriate to obey God” 
 

8.2.ii.  No subject at all 
As mentioned above, these impersonal verbs have no subject indicated at all. Some 

examples are shown below. 
 

ouon there is 

`mmon there is no 

hw] it is necessary 

Ouon is referred to as the existential, because it has the important role of 

telling us that something exists, and its negative form ̀mmon is referred to as the 

negative existential which conversely tells us if it doesn’t exist.  The noun following the 
existential is always preceded by an indefinite article, and that following the negative 
existential has no article at all.  

E.g: ouon ourwmi 
“there is a man” 

`mmon rwmi 
“there is no man” 

Only the imperfect is used to make the past tense of this verb (7.1), which is 

made by taking the presubject  form ne and putting before the ouon. 

E.g. ne ouon ourwmi 
“There was a man” 

As with other verbs used in the imperfect, an optional pe can be placed at the 

end of the sentence to give the same meaning: 

ne ouon ourwmi pe 
 
In fact, this particular construction is used many times in the Bible, including 

John 1:1 

Qen ̀tar,/ ne `pcaji pe 
“In the beginning was the word” 
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hw] 
As was mentioned in (6.2), the impersonal verb hw], which means “it is 

necessary” is used with the subjunctive. 

When a noun is the subject of the sentence, the pre subject form ̀nte is used.  

E.g. hw] ̀nte ̀ps/ri ̀m̀vrwmi [i ̀noum/s ̀nqici (Mark 8:31) 

 “it is necessary for the son of man to receive many sufferings” 
 
When a pronoun is being used as the subject, the conjugated form of the 

subjunctive is used.  

E.g. hw] ̀ntanau `ètkerwm/ (Acts 19:21) 

“it is necessary that I also see Rome” 

Sometimes, pe is placed in between hw] and the subjunctive.  

E.g. hw] pe ̀ntouswpi (Mark 13:7) 

“it is necessary that they happen”  
 
Vocab 

kahc custom, habit (f) Rwm/ Rome (prop.noun) 

ywou] youet- 
youwt= you/t 

to assemble, gather, 
congregate (v.i) 

swp sep- 
sop= s/p 

to receive, 
accept(v.t) 

meroc part, share (m) jwri strong, bold (adj.) 

 
Exercise 8.2 

a) hw] pe ̀nte niv/oui sopf ̀erwou(Acts 3:21)   
b) icje de ouon ouai qen y/nou (James 1:5) 

c) ouoh cehiwis nan `nhankekahc nai `etecse nan an 
`esopou (Acts 16:21) 

d) ``mmon oum/s `ncabe kata carx ̀mmon oum/s ̀njwri (1 

Corinthians 1:26) 
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e) etaf̀emi de `nje pauloc je ouon oumeroc (Acts 23:6)  

f) `cse gar ̀ntefnah] (Hebrews 11:6)  

g) ne ouon oum/s de euyou/t (Acts 1:15) 

h) n/ `ete ̀cse ̀naitou an (Leviticus 4:2) 

i) icje ouon ouhwb efhwou qen pairwmi (Acts 25:5) 

j) `mmon ou`chimi ,wric rwmi oude rwmi ,wric ̀chimi qen 
`P¡ (1 Corinthians 11:11) 

 

 
 

8.3. Not quite a verb, not quite an adjective- the 
adjective verbs 

There are certain words in Coptic that are classified somewhere in between 
adjectives and verbs. Like verbs, they take a subject, and have both pronominal and 
construct forms, however, they are also like adjectives because they express a quality of 
the subject. Because they have the properties of both, they are called the adjective verbs, 
or verboids. 

One such verboid is  nane-, nane= which means “to be good.”  

The word order used with these words is a little different from what you might 
expect. You see, the adjective verbs come before the noun they’re describing. The other 
difference is that the adjective verb has a ‘built in’ ‘is.’ So in the following example: 

nane petensousou  
Means your “your boasting is good”, not “good your boasting.” 

Practice text 11 
Acts 9:10 

ne ouon oumay/t/c de qen damackoc `epefran pe 
ananiac. peje P¡ de naf qen ouhorama je ananiac 
`nyof de pejaf je h/ppe ̀anok ̀P¡ 
Vocab 

h/ppe  behold (interj) 
(14.2.i) 

horama dream 
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The adjective verb can also be used to precede a verb, 

E.g. nane ouwnh ebol ̀mP¡ (Psalm 91:1 92:1) 

“It is good to give thanks to the Lord” 
The pronoun form uses similar subject endings as for the verbs (5.3.i), as shown 

in the table below: 

nan/i I am good 

nanek you are good (m) 

nane you are good (f) 

nanef he is good 

nanec she is good 

nanen we are good 

naneten you are good (plural) 

naneu they are good 

nane pre subject form 

 
What if you wanted to say something like “the good man”? You couldn’t write 

nane pirwmi because that would mean “the man is good.” So what do you do? 

You use our good friend the relative pronoun (5.1.v) . You’ll recall that the prefix et 
/ey has the meaning of “which” or “who.” It can be attached to the adjective-verb, so 

if you add it to nanef you’ll get eynanef. (Note the choice of ey being a vilminor 

letter (2.1.i) ). 

Then add pirwmi to the front and you get: pirwmi eynanef which 

literally means “the man who is good” or “the good man.” 
 

What if what you wanted to say “a good man”? You will recall that when there is 

an indefinite article (i.e. “a”), the relative converter is e- so you get: 

ourwmi ̀enanef 
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Some other adjective verbs are shown below: 
 

naa= to be great 

necw= to be beautiful 

nasw= to be numerous 

wouniat= naiat= to be blessed 
 
Vocab 

mici birth (m) 'almoc Psalm (Gk,m) 

na/t compassionate 
person (m) 

wli el- ol= ol (q) to take, hold (v.t) 

noub gold, money 
(m) 

`ss/n tree (m) 

ref]wmc Baptist (m)   

 
Exercise 8.3 

a) `cmou ̀eP¡ je nane ou'almoc (Psalm 146:1 147:1) 

b) am/n ]jw `mmoc nwten je ̀mpe ouon twnf qen nimici 
`nte nihiomi ̀enaaf ̀eiwann/c piref]wmc (Matthew 11:11) 

c) nanec an `eel ̀pwik `nnis/ri (Mark 7:27) 

d) Pinoub de ̀nte pikahi `ete ̀mmau nanef (Genesis 2:12) 
e) `wouniatou ̀nnina/t (Matthew 5:7) 

f) ouoh acnau ̀nje ]̀chimi je nane pìss/n (Genesis 3:6) 

g) ,ere ne Maria ][rompi eynecwc (response preceding the reading of the Acts, 

Divine Liturgy) 
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9. ADVERBS  

Perhaps one of the first things you’d notice when looking at the word ‘adverb’ is 
that it contains the word ‘verb’, so you would think that the word ‘adverb’ would have 
something to do with verbs. You may even remember back to primary school, when 
you learnt that adverbs describe verbs. Indeed some adverbs do in fact describe verbs, 
but that’s not all they’re limited to. In fact, they are also used to describe time, place and 
manner, and it is these three categories which we shall look at first: 

9.1. Adverbs of time and place: 
These adverbs are used to describe the time a particular event occurred, or the 

position of something relative to another. If you take a look at the table below,  you will 

notice quite a few of the Coptic adverbs here start with either an `n or an `m. This  is 

because many Coptic adverbs are formed by adding either the `n or the `m (depending 

on the rules in (2.4.i)) to a noun. 

 For example, paima means “this place” 

 `mpaima means “of this place” or ‘here.’  

Most of the other Coptic adverbs in the following table are formed in a similar way. 
 

(`ete) ̀mmau there `mvwou today 

icjen since palin (on) again, once more (Gk) 

`mm/ni every day, daily `ǹym/] in the midst 

`mnai here `nkecop again 

`mpaima of this place, here `nrac] tomorrow 

`mpèmyo before, in front of, 
facing 

`n]ounou immediately, at once 

`mpiehoou by day qen ]ounou immediately, at once 

`mpic/ou at that time on also 

`mpìjwrh in the evening  ]nou now, at this time 
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9.1.i. Telling the time 
As mentioned above, adverbs are also used to describe the time, giving us the 

opportunity to look at the way in whch the Copts used to talk about the time. 

The hour 
Think back to Biblical times, and try to work out how people could tell what 

hour they were in. Remember, there were of course no clocks back then. During the 
day, they would have judged the hour by the position of the sun in the sky, which could 
be more accurately measured with the sundial (which incidentally was invented in 
Egypt). Thus the daylight hours were divided into the hours of the day, corresponding 
to the hours of sunlight (from 6:00am to 6:00pm), and the hours of the night. Some of 
these hours were allocated to the time of prayer. 

The first hour corresponded to 6:00am, the third hour to 9:00am, the sixth to 
12:00pm, the ninth to 3:00pm, and the twelfth to 6:00pm. 

In Coptic, you would say it was the sixth hour by literally saying “the time of the 
hour six”. 

The word for hour is ajp and the word for time is nau.   

So the combination is ̀vnau ̀najp 6 
Similarly, the “third hour” is ̀vnau ̀najp !g 

Now to say that something occurred in the sixth hour, you can either use the `m/ 
`n construction (2.4.i) or the preposition qen: 

E.g. ̀w v/ ̀etafjem]pi ̀m̀vmou qen ̀tcarx `m̀vnau ̀najp 
'i] (Troparion of the Ninth Hour, Liturgy of the Hours) 

“O who tasted death in the flesh in the ninth hour” 

qen ̀vnau ̀najp coou (Troparion of the sixth hour, Liturgy of the Hours) 

“in the sixth hour” 
The same rules also apply for more general times of the day: 
 

Periods of the day 
When you’re not sure about the exact hour, you can use the more general 

descriptions of the periods from the table below: 
 

meri midday `nrac] tomorrow  

`mvoou today `ncaf yesterday 
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rouhi/ haǹarouhi evening swrp morning (m) 

E.g. rouhi nem swrp nem meri ]nacaji (Psalm 54:15 55:17) 

“evening and morning and midday I will speak” 

Placing events at these more general times also uses either the `m/̀n 
construction or  qen with the adverb. 

So for example: 

qen pìehoou ̀mmah coou (Troparion for 6th hour, Liturgy of the hours) 

“in the sixth day” 

`m`vnau ̀nrouhi (Zechariah 14:7) 

“in the time of the evening” 
 
Time for the present 
 Much of the Coptic we’ve learnt here is based on what was found in writings by 
the Copts in the first Millennium. This sometimes leads to difficulties when we can’t 
find the exact expressions for things we’d like to say now which weren’t recorded in 
these writings. For these expressions, we often have to rely on families who have 
continued to speak the language, or to make an educated guess as to how the Copts 
would have said them. Asking the time seems to be a good example. Given that most 
Coptic texts are either Biblical scriptures, homilies or martyrologies, you won’t find the 
question ‘what is the time’ too many times. However, modern day Coptic grammar 
books printed in Egypt have four different questions for asking the time. These 
questions below borrow in advance from constructions which we’ll meet later in (13.3). 
 

ou/r te ]ajp 
]ajp ou/r 
ou te ]ajp 

what is the time? 

]ajp ou/r ]nou what is the time now? 

 Now in giving the answer, we have to consider that the way we talk about the 
time now is different to the way the Copts talked about it , and that whether they spoke 
about minutes or seconds is a matter for debate. In any case, modern day Arabic Coptic 
grammar books have derived ways of talking about minutes and seconds, as well as 
expressions for dividing up the time which are similar to what we’d use today. This 
means that using the numbers from (4), the adverbs above, and the vocab below, you 
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can tell somebody the time in Coptic in a similar way to what you would say in Arabic 
or English: 
  
Vocab 

ajp/ ounou hour (m) coucou very short time, 
minute (m) 

re@̀ftou quarter (m) vasi/ joc half (m) 

riki ̀mbal blink of an eye, 
moment, second(m)

saten except (prep) 

 
Here are some example combinations. Note that some of the expressions don’t 

need a copula or a preposition. 

]ajp te oui / ]ajp oui 
“it is one o’clock” 

]ajp oui nem ouvasi ̀mmeri 
“the first hour and a half (one thirty) in the afternoon” 

]ajp somt saten m/t `ncoucou `ntooui 
“the time is ten to three  in the morning” (literally: the third hour except for ten minutes in the 
morning) 

`cnou] nem m/t ̀ncoucou 
“10 past 2” 

coou oujoc 
“6:30” 

The day 
Realising what day it is is one of the first things that comes into your mind when 

waking up in the morning. Isn’t it funny how this affects your mood? Without the 
structure of the days of the week we’d really be quite lost. The Copts also saw the value 
of dividing the week into days, and they also had seven days in their week. 

The English days are in part named after Scandinavian gods. The Copts had a 
much more pragmatic approach, simply naming the days according to their place in the 
week. 

Hence Sunday is “the first”, i.e. piouai, Monday is “the second”, pìcnau, 

and so on all the way to Saturday (pisasf). 
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Some days also began to borrow other names from Greek. As Sunday is the 

Lord’s day, it was also called ]kuriak/ which means “the Lordly.” 

Friday is also ]parackeu/ “the day of preparation” 

and Saturday is ̀pcabbaton “the Sabbath” 

You can take a look at the days in the table below: 
 

Sunday piouai / ]kuriak/ 
Monday pi`cnau 
Tuesday pisomt 
Wednesday pi`ftou 
Thursday pi`tiou 
Friday picoou / ]parackeu/ 
Saturday pisasf/ `pcabbaton 

 

Months of the Coptic Calendar 
Most Copts would be familiar with the different Coptic months which have 

continued to this day in the Coptic Orthodox Church. The Copts had 13 months 
altogether, 12 of these were 30 days long, but the 13th was only 5 days for most years 

and 6 days on leap years. This month is given the cute name of pikouji “the little.” 

The names of the months in Arabic as we know them are actually transliterated 
from the Sahidic dialect. The Bohairic and Sahidic names, along with their current 
Arabic pronunciation, as well as the time to which they correspond in the Gregorian 
calendar, are shown below.  

 
Bohairic Sahidic Current Arabic 

Pronunciation 
Time of year 

ywout Yoout Tut Early September- Mid 
October 

Paopi Paape Babah Mid October- Mid November 

Aywr Hatwr Hatour Mid November- Mid 
December 
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<oiak Kiahk Kiakh Mid December- Early January 

Twbi Twbe Tubah Early January- Early  
February 

Mesir ``Msir Amshir Early February- Early March 

Vamenwy Parmhat Baramhat Early March- Early April 

Varmouyi Parmoute Baramudah Early April – Early May 

Pasonc Pasonc Bashans Early May- Early June 

Pawni Pawne Baouna Early June- Early July 

Ep/p Epep Abib Early July- Early August 

Mecwr/ Mecwr/ Misra Early August- Early 
September 

pikouji `Epagomenai Nasi Early September till 10th 
September 

 
 
Vocab 

abot month (m) rompi year (f) 

aho treasure (m) rwq rekh- 
rokh= rokh 

to strike, convulse 
(v.t) 

demon demon (m) c/ou time (m) 

diaboloc devil (m) 

 

jaji enemy  (m) 

ini, oni(q) to liken, 
resemble (v.i) 

swt merchant, trader (m) 

moh, meh to fill, to be 
filled(q) 

haǹarouhi / rouhi evening (m), at the 
time of evening(adv.) 

 to burn, to be on 
fire (q) 

jem]pi to taste (v.t) 
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rac] morrow (m) jwnt anger (m) 

 
Exercise 9.1 

a) palin on afolf `nje pidiaboloc ejen outwou (Matthew 4:8) 

b) palin `coni `nje ]metouro `nte niv/oui `nourwmi `nswt 
(Matthew 13:45) 

c) penwik ̀nte rac] m/if nan ̀mvoou (Matthew 6:11) 
d) sasf ̀ncop `mm/ni (Sunday Theotokia) 

e) a `pjwnt `m̀p¡ moh eybe ninobi ere pilaoc iri `mmwou 
`mpic/ou `ete ̀mmau (hom vat ii pg.224) 

f) qen ]ounou a pidemwn rwqt `n]̀chimi (Acta pg.7) 

g) acswpi qen ]mah!l††† `nrompi qen pi`abot ̀mmah!d (Ezekiel 1:1) 

h) vai af`i ha I!/!c ̀ǹejwrh (John 3:2) 
 

9.2. Adverbs of manner: 
Now we finally come to the adverbs used to describe verbs. These are often 

formed by using the attributive construction (2.4.i) with either a noun or an infinitive as 
can be seen with the examples shown in the table below: 

 
Infinitive/ noun Adverb 

pair/] this way, this manner (m) `mpair/] in this manner, in this way 

,wlem to hasten `n,wlem quickly 

,wp to hide `n,wp secretly 

swrp  to be early (v.t) `nswrp early 

  

                                                 
 
 
††† You may need to refer to (4.1.ii) for a reminder of this construction 
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Some other adverbs of manner however, are not derived from nouns: 
 

`al/ywc truly (Gk) `mmasw very, greatly 

ar/ou perhaps, may be tonou very, greatly 

`eneh  ever je ou/i indeed 

kalwc righteously, good, truly   

 
Adverbs of manner may also be formed by using the prepositional phrase. Judging 

by the name, you’d guess that these have something to do with prepositions. The 

preposition used is in fact qen, which comes before a noun that has an indefinite article 

before it. The quality of the adverbial phrase is derived from this noun. 

E.g. qen ourasi could be literally translated as “in a joy” but is better translated as 

‘joyfully’. Other examples are: 

qen ouwnh `ebol ‘openly’, ‘publicly’ 

qen oumoun ̀ebol ‘continually’ 

 
Vocab 

moun ̀ebol to continue, to 
endure (v.i) 

patriar,/c patriarch, father (m) 

ouwnh ̀ebol to reveal, give 
thanks (v.i) 

[ìnjonc violence, oppression, 
iniquity (m) 

 
Exercise 9.2 

a) `pc/ou `nrwmi niben af`i ̀mpàmyo je ou/i a ̀pkahi moh 
`n[ìnjonc ̀ebol (Genesis 6:13) 

b) `n]ounou afhitf `èpswi `n,wlem (S.Pachomii vita. pg.2) 

c) ]n/ou `n,wlem (Revelation 3:11) 

d) ausopten erwou qen ourasi ̀nje nìcn/ou (Acts 21:17) 
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e) nirwmi neǹcn/ou `cse ̀ecaji nemwten qen ouwnh `ebol 
eybe penpatriar,/c Dauid (Acts 2:29) 

f) qen oumeym/i gar auywou] qen taipolic (Acts 4:27) 

g) `nyof de pejaf nwou je kalwc aferprovuteuin eybe 
y/nou `nje ?caiac (Mark 7:6) 

 

9.3. Adverbs of situation 
Adverbs of situation are used to describe the position and direction of one thing 

compared to something else. You may notice that this definition is uncomfortably close 
to that of the preposition (5.1.iii). The difference however is that these adverbs also 
include a sense of direction as opposed to just position.  In fact, they’re constructed by 
adding two words together: 
a) a preposition indicating ‘direction’ 
b) a base word which refers to a position. 

 
Confused? Let’s look at an example. 

The preposition ̀e means ‘to’ or ‘toward’ 

The noun qoun means ‘inward part.’  

The combination `eqoun therefore means ‘inwards’ with the idea of the 

movement of ‘going inside.’  
Of the prepositions we’ve looked at, only three are used to make up compound 

prepositions. These are: 
 

`e to, toward (with the idea of motion) 

`n in, at (without the idea of motion) 

ca at the side of 

 
The table below will show how these prepositions combine with certain base 

nouns to give different adverbs. There are a couple of points to note here; the first is 
that each preposition doesn’t necessarily link with each base noun. The second is that 
two different adverbs which are made up from the same base noun but with different 
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prepositions often end up having the same meaning  even though their forms are 
different.  

 
Base 
noun 

 Adverb Base 
noun 

Adverb  

bol outside (m) `ebol out, away cabol outside 

pec/t the bottom `epec/t downwards capec/t 
`mpec/t 

beneath 

`pswi that which is 
high, above 
(m) 

`èpswi upwards càpswi 
`m̀pswi 

above 

vahou hinder part, 
back (m) 

`evahou backwards cavahou behind, 
after 

qoun inward part 
(m) 

`eqoun inward caqoun 
`nqoun 

inside 

qr/i down, lower 
part 

`eqr/i downward `ǹqr/i below, 
from 
below 

h/ beginning 
(m) 

`èth/ forward,  

ahead 

  

`hr/i upper part 
(m) 

`ehr/i upward `nhr/i up 

You may remember the verb se n= from section (5.8) which means “to 

go.” This verb actually makes a special use of the adverbs of situation. To illustrate, 
consider how you’d go about saying  “I am going to the city”? 

We had already said that “I am going” is ]se n/i 
You may remember that ‘the city’ is ]baki. 

So now all you need is ‘to,’ which in Coptic is `e. Unfortunately, Coptic isn’t 

satisfied with only using a simple preposition for ‘to’, but likes to add a bit more 

information with an adverb before the `e. So, it actually wants you to say “I am going 

inside to the city.” 
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I.e. ]se n/i ̀eqoun ̀e]baki 
In the next example, a different adverb is used with the `e: 

tennase nan ̀ehr/i ̀e!i!l!m (Matthew 20:18) 

“we are going up to Jerusalem” 
If on the other hand, someone really is just going to a place, without actually 

going ‘inside it’ or ‘up to it’, then one can get away without using an adverb. 

E.g. ?cau de senaf ̀ètkoi (Genesis 27:5) 

“And Esau went to the field” 
 
Vocab 

?cau Esau (prop.noun) nakhi pain, birth pain (f) 

koi field (f) [alauj feet (pl) 

mokmek to think, ponder,  meditate (v.i) [aloj foot, knee 

 
Exercise 9.3 

a) ac̀i ̀ebol cavahou `mmof (Matthew 9:20) 

b) af`i cabol ̀n]baki (Matthew 21:17) 

c) naumokmek `nqr/i ̀nq/tou (Matthew 21:25) 

d) nai de t/rou h/ ̀nninahki ne (Matthew 24:8) 

e) capec/t ̀nnek[alauj (Matthew 22:44) 

f) tote etause `eqoun ause ̀e`hr/i ̀eouma efcàpswi pima 
`enausop `nq/tf ̀nje petroc nem iwann/c nem iakwboc 
nem Andreac nem Vilippoc nem Ywmac (Acts 1:13) 

 

9.4. Making Comparisons 
It’s hard to listen in on a conversation between 2 kids which doesn’t include 

some sort of comparison. Comparisons certainly don’t stop when the kids grow though, 
they just take a different form, so that “I can run faster than you” changes to “this 
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model offers superior handling and acceleration”. Words used for making comparisons 
also fall under the category of adverbs, and shall be presented in this section: 

 
9.4.i. When things are the same 

The first type of comparison is where things are actually similar to each other. 
This is the equivalent to the English word ‘like’ or ‘as.’ There are two forms which can 
be used for this: 

a) `m̀vr/] ̀n (̀m) 
b) hwc 
E.g. ̀m̀vr/] ̀noukuyara (Doxology for Morning  Raising of Incense) 

“like a harp” 

hwc is translated  ‘as.’ It’s not only used in the comparative sense, but also in 

the sense of describing two events occurring the same time, as in “he looked at the sky 
as he washed the car.” 

E.g. hwc de eumosi hi pimwit aùi hijen oumwou (Acts 8:36) 

“and as they were walking on the path  they came upon (a) water” 

 
9.4.ii. More than 

We again have a choice of two adverbs when we want to say that something is 
greater than another: 

`ehote “above” 

`nhouo “more” 

E.g. ̀cem̀psa ̀ncwtem ̀nca v] ̀ehote nirwmi (Acts 5:29) 

“it is appropriate to obey God more than the people” 
 
Vocab 

aktin light, ray 
(Gk,m) 

metmeyre witness (m) 

anso thousands tahno  tahne- 
tahno= 

to hinder, hamper 
(v.t) 

aul/, aul/ou courtyard, (Gk,f)
courtyards (pl) 

,/ra widow (f) 
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asai, os to multiply, to 
be abundant  
(qual) 

h/ki poor, needy 
person(m) 

kuyara harp (Gk,f) hiaktin to “throw light”, 
shine, illuminate 

lam̀proc brilliant, bright 
(adj)  

[ici [ec- [ac= 
[oci 

to exalt (v.t), to be 
exalted 

 
Exercise 9.4 

a) auswpi `mmarturoc euos `m`vr/] ̀nniciou `nte ̀tve  (hom 

vatt ii pg66) 

b) pèwou Maria [oci `ehote ̀tve (Sunday Theotokia) 

c) nane ouehoou qen nekaul/ou `ehote hananso (Psalm 83:11 

84:10)  

d) tehiaktin `ebol `ehote `vr/ teoi `nlam̀proc `ehote 
Ni,eroubim (Sunday Theotokia, Midnight Praises) 

e) hina de ̀ntàstemtahno ̀mmok ̀nhouo (Acts 24:4) 

f) icje ten[i ̀n]metmeyre `nte nirwmi ]metmeyre ̀nte V] 
ounis] te `nhouo (1 John 5:9) 

g) ouoh pejaf je al/ywc ]jw ̀mmoc nwten je tai,/ra 
`nh/ki achioui ̀ehote nai t/rou (Luke 21:3) 
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10. MORE TENSES 

We have already met the most commonly used present, past and future tenses, 
but that was only the tip of the iceberg; in this chapter we’ll look at some of the other 
variations of these tenses, and the situations where they’re used. 

 

10.1. In the habit- the habitual tense 
The habitual tense is another type of present tense. To understand the difference 

between this tense and the first present (5.1), consider the difference between saying 
“he is walking” and “he walks.” Both sentences are in the present tense but they’re not 
quite the same. “He is walking” implies that ‘He’ is walking at this very moment, but “he 
walks” just says that ‘he’ usually, or is in the habit of walking, he may not be walking 
right now but you know that from time to time he walks. As you’ve probably come to 
expect by now, Coptic also has a habitual tense which is conjugated by adding the 
appropriate prefix from the table below to the verb: 
 

sai- 1st person (s) 

sak- 2nd person (m) 

sare@ 2nd person (f) 

saf- 3rd person (m) 

sac- 3rd person (f) 

san- 1st person (pl) 

sareten- 2nd person (pl) 

sau- 3rd person (pl) 

sare Pre subject form 

 
Two of these forms are nicely illustrated in this example: 

safvwt ouoh saf,a nìecwou ouoh sare piouwns 
holmou ouoh safjorou `ebol (John 10:12) 

“He flees and he leaves the sheep and the wolf steals them and he scatters them” 
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Vocab 

alou Youth, child 
(m.f) 

ouwns wolf (m) 

 alwoui children (pl) `cm/ voice (f) 

ackoc wineskin, 
leather bag (m)  

tako take- tako= 
tak/out 

to destroy, 
lose (v.t) 

`ecwou sheep (m) swm summer (m) 

/rp wine (m) hioui hi- hit= hwoui to strike, cast, 
lay (v.t) 

yese neighbour, 
borderer (mf) 

hwlem helem@ holm= to seize, rob 
(v.t) 

yeseu neighbours 
(pl) 

jecki] drachma (f) 
(currency 
unit) 

ini en- en= to bring (v.t) jwr jer@ jor= j/r  

mour mer- 
mor= m/r 

to bind (v.t) `ebol to scatter, 
disperse (v.t) 

 
Exercise 10.1 

a) sauhi /rp ̀mberi ̀eackoc ̀mberi (Matthew 9:17) 

b) nicaji ̀nte V] safcwtem `erwou (John 8:47) 

c) ekoi ̀nalou sakmork `mmauatk (John 21:18) 
d) sareteǹemi je `fqent `nje piswm (Matthew 24:32) 

e) sacmou] ̀enec`sveri nem necyeseu ecjw ̀mmoc je rasi 
nem/i je aijimi ̀ntajecki] etactako (Luke 15:9) 

f) sare niecwou cwtem ̀etef`cm/ ouoh safmou] `enef̀ecwou 
kata nouran ouoh saf`enou ̀ebol (John 10:3) 
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10.1.i. Negative habitual 

As with the other tenses, the habitual also has a negative counterpart, which is 
called the negative habitual. It’s used when you want to say that something is not usually 
done, or not in the habit of being done. As with the affirmative habitual, the negative 
habitual form also attaches to the infinitive: 

1st person (s) `mpai- 
2nd person (m) `mpak- 
2nd person (f) `mpare- 
3rd person (m) `mpaf- 
3rd person (f) `mpac- 
1st person (pl) `mpan- 
2nd person (pl) `mpareten- 
3rd person (pl) `mpau- 
Pre subject form `mpare 
 

So using our friend mosi again, the “man does not walk”  would be `mpare 
pirwmi mosi, and “we do not walk”  would be `mpanmosi 
Vocab 

erhwb to work, labour (v.i) ref[ioui thief (m) 

màǹmton place of rest (m) [iwmc to immerse, 
baptise (v.i) 

meym/i righteousness truth 
(f) 

swt set@  sat= 
s/t 

to cut, slay, 
slaughter 
(v.t) 

refernobi sinner (m)   

 
Exercise 10.2 

a) efkw] ̀nca màǹmton ouoh `mpafjimi (Matthew 12:43) 
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b) teǹemi je ̀mpare V] cwtem `ehanrefernobi (John 9:31) 

c) piref[ioui de `nyof `mpaf`i eb/l ar/ou `ntef[ioùi ouoh 
`ntefswt ouoh ̀nteftako (John 10:10) 

d) `mpauhi /rp `mberi `eackoc ̀napac (Matthew 9:17) 

e) `pjwnt gar ̀m̀vrwmi ̀mpaferhwb ̀e]meym/i ̀nte v] (James 

1:20) 
 

Relative conversion of habitual 
We first met the relative converter in (5.1.v) , which as we saw can be translated 

as ‘which’, ‘who’ or ‘when.’ The circumstantial can also be used with the relative 

converter, and conveniently this is done very easily by simply attaching `e before the 

habitual form. Remember that the resumptive morph still has to come somewhere after 
the verb. (p106) 

E.g. pima ̀esafse naf ̀eqoun ̀erof (Mark 6:56) 

“the place which he goes inside” 
 
Vocab  

baempi goat (f) mei  menre- 
menrit= mai 
(p.c‡‡‡) 

to love (v.t) 

cai/ beautiful 
person, thing 
(f) 

`m̀vr/] like, as (adv) 

cahoui ̀chouer- 
`chouwr= ̀chouort 

to rebuke, 
curse (v.t) 

pul/ gate (Gk,f) 

                                                 
 
 
‡‡‡  p.c has nothing to do with political correctness, but rather stands for participium coniunctum. This 
scary sounding Latin phrase simply refers to certain nouns which are formed by adding ‘-ing’ to the 
infinitive. So the p.c of ‘to love’ is ‘loving’. Bear in mind that there are very few verbs which have a p.c 
form. 
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ouwm ouem- ouom= to eat (v.t) tapan/ food (Gk,pl) 

vwrj verj- vorj= 
vorj 

to divide, 
separate (v.t) 

vanijwit “of the 
olives” (prop. 
noun) 

manecwou shepherd (m)   

 
Exercise 10.3 

a) `p/rp nem pitapan/ `esare `pouro ouwm `ebol `nq/tou 
(hom vatt ii pg.74) 

b) ]pul/ nte piervei y/ `esaumou] eroc je ̀tcai/ (Acts 3:2) 

c) pitwou ̀esaumou] `erof je vanijwit (Acts 1:12) 
d) n/ `esaimenritou saicahwou sai]`cbw nwou (Revelation 3:19) 

e) `m̀vr/] ̀mpimanecwou ̀esafvwrj `nniecwou `ebol qen 
nibaempi (Matthew 25:32) 

 

10.2. Back to the future- the emphatic future tense 
We already met the first future tense in (5.9), so why would we want  

another future tense? The future tense we’ll deal with in this section is actually 
quite different from the first future, in that it not only says that something will happen,  
but it adds the meaning that it will definitely happen. This tense is used for  
emphasis (hence the name), and is also used for giving commands, e.g “you will  
wash the car.” As with all the other tenses we’ve met, this tense is made up by adding 
the relevant prefix to the infinitive, as you can see in the table below:  

 

eie- I will 

eke- You will (m) 

ere- You will (f) 

efe- He will 

ece- She will 
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ene- We will 

ereteǹe- You will (plural) 

eue- They will 

ere pre subject form 

 
To highlight the use of the emphatic future, let’s look at what Archangel Gabriel 

said to the Virgin Saint .Mary when talking to her about the Lord to whom she would 
give birth: 

vai efeerounis] ouoh euemou] `erof je `ps/ri `mpet[oci 
ouoh ef̀e] naf `nje P¡ V] `m`p̀yronoc `ndauid pefiwt 
(Luke 1:32) 
“He (this) will be great and He will be called ‘the Son of the Highest’ and the Lord God will give Him 
the throne of David His father.” 

 
Perhaps the most familiar example of the emphatic future is used to conclude 

the Divine Liturgy.  

am/n eceswpi 
“Amen it shall be” 
 

As with the past perfect, the third person plural may also be used to imply a 
passive tense (p103).  

E.g. pa/i euemou] ̀erof je ou/i `mproceu,/ (Matthew 21:13) 

 “my house will be called a house of prayer” 

 As the name implies, the pre subject form ere comes before the subject. With 

the other tenses which we’ve seen, we’ve noticed that the infinitive doesn’t have any 
prefixes added to it when the pre subject form is being used. However, with the 
emphatic future, the verb is sometimes conjugated even when the pre subject form is 
being used. 

E.g. ouoh ere poucwma efeswpi hi nis̀yeh nte ]nis] 
`mbaki (Revelation 11:8) 

“and their body will be on the streets of the great city” 
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Vocab 

yebio yebie- 
yebio= yebi/out 

to be humble, to 
humiliate (v.t) 

car/c southern side, 
south (m) 

iri er- ai= oi to do, make (v.t) ciwn Zion (prop. 
noun) 

iw] dew (f) colcel adornment (m) 

kricic judgement (f) hiwoui hi- 
hit= hwoui 

to cast, strike, 
throw (v.t) 

`syeh street (m) `eqr/i to throw down 

nomoc  law (m) `hrw furnace, oven (f) 

proceu,/ prayer (f)   

 
Exercise 10.4 

a) ouoh v/ete ̀n`fnahitf ̀e`qr/i an ̀ntefouwst qen ]ounou 
ete`mmau eu`ehitf ̀e]`hrw `ǹ,rwm (Daniel 3:6) 

b) `ebolqen nekjij ̀pouro ef̀enahmen (Daniel 3:17) 
c) pima gar `ete pekaho `mmof ef̀eswpi `mmau `nje 

pekkeh/t (Matthew 6:21) 

d) ef̀eermeletan qen pefnomoc `mpìehoou nem pìejwrh (Psalm 

1:2 1:2) 

e) ouoh ̀ere ̀vnou] ]nak ̀ebolqen ]iw] `nte ̀tve (Genesis 27:28) 

f) ere V] `ini `ntefjij `ejen picolcel t/rf `nte `tve nem 
ejen niourwou ̀nte ̀pkahi (Isaiah 24:21) 

g) ere V] yebio ̀nniar,wn ̀nte nens/ri `nciwn (Isaiah 3:17) 
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h) aretencwtem je aujoc je ekemenre pek`sv/r ouoh 
ekemecte pekjaji (Matthew 5:43) 

i) ouoh menenca !g `nehoou efetwnf (Matthew 20:19) 

j) ]ourw `nte car/c ecetwnc qen ]kricic nem paijwou 
ouoh ece]hap erof (Matthew 12:42) 

 
 

Confusion Corner 

The many meanings of ere 
We’ve come across the little word ere a number of times now, so this is a good 

opportunity to summarise its different uses. Remember  that erecomes before a noun 

in all these cases. 
1)Used as a relative converter (5.1.v) , where it means ‘which, who or when.’  
2) Used as the pre subject form of the circumstantial conversion (7.2) where it can 
often be translated as ‘while’ or ‘as.’ Remember that when the circumstantial is used 
with the future tense, it takes the meaning of ‘about to.’ (7.2.ii).  
3) As the pre subject form of the emphatic future (10.2). 
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Practice text 12 
Psalm 19:1-7 20:1-6 

Ef̀ecwtem `erok ̀nje ̀P[oic qen pìehoou `nte pekhojhej. 
Ef̀e] ̀e`hr/i ̀ejwk ̀nje ̀vran ̀mVnou] `nIakwb. 
Ef̀eouwrp nak `noubo/yia ̀ebol qen peyouab. 
`Ef̀esopk ̀erof ̀ebol qen Ciwn ef̀eer`vmeui `nneksouswousi 
t/rou nek[lil cekeniwout naf. 
`Ef̀e] nak ̀nje P[oic kata pekh/t ouoh pekco[ni t/rf 
ef`ejokf ̀ebol. 
`Eǹeouwnh nak `ebol P[oic qen peknohem ouoh qen vran 
`mPennou] eneaiai. 
`Ere P[oic jek neket/ma t/rou `ebol.  
 
Vocab 

bo/yia help, aid, cure (f) co[ni counsel (m) 

et/ma request, demand (m) souswousi sacrifice (m) 

`ehoou day (m) hojhej trouble, 
tribulation (m) 

keni, 
keniwout 

to make fat, to be 
fattened (q) 

jwk jek- jok= 
j/k  

 

meùi thought, remembrance 
(m) 

`ebol to complete, 
perfect (v.t) 

nohem to save (v.t) 

 

[lil burnt offering 
(m) 

ouinam right hand (f) ]̀èhr/i ̀ejen to put upon 
(v.t) 

peyouab the Holy,  Sanctuary (m)   
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10.2.i. Negative emphatic future 

The emphatic also has a negative form, used to insist that something  will not 
happen. This tense is called the negative emphatic future, and it’s conjugated as follows: 

 

`nna@ I will not 

`nnek@ You will not (m) 

`nne@ You will not (f) 

`nnef@ He will not 

`nnec@ She will not 

`nnen@ We will not 

`nneten@ You will not (plural) 

`nnou@ They will not 

`nne pre subject form 

 

E.g. af,w ̀nouhwn ouoh ̀nnefcini (Psalm 148:6 148:6) 

“He set a command, it shall not pass” 
 

amoni to seize, hold (v.t) pethwou that which is evil (m) 

aujal ship anchor (m) cini to pass by, pass away (v.i) 

et̀i after, during, and (Gk.conj.) sobi hypocrite (m) 

y/ou wind, breath (m) qàth/ before, in front of (prep) 

noh rope, cord (m) hwn command (m) 

 
Exercise 10.5 

a) sauamoni `nninoh nem nìaujal ̀euerho] je `nne niy/ou 
`i ̀ejwou (hom vat ii pg.206) 
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b) `nnaerho] qàth/ `nhanpethwou je ̀nyok ̀k,/ nem/i  
(Psalm 22:4 23:4) 

c) `nne taigenea cini sate nai t/rou swpi  (Luke 21:32) 

d) `tve nem ̀pkahi cenacini nacaji de `nnoucini  (Luke 21:33) 
e) `nne outah ̀i `ebol ̀nq/] sa `eneh  (Matthew 21:19)  

f) `eti ke !z `nehoou ne ̀nneknau ̀epikahi (hom vat pg.225) 

g) `nnetener ̀m̀vr/] ̀nnisobi (Matthew 6:16) 

 

10.3. The imperfect future 
No one really expects the future to be perfect, and things often just don’t work out 

the way you expect. The imperfect future tense describes situations where the expected 
future hasn’t quite occurred. To elaborate further, there are two different situations 
where it is used: 

1. Where something was about to happen 
 

2. Where something would have happened but for something else happening 
before it e.g. “If I had studied I would have passed”: 

 
 

10.3.i. 1) Was about to… 
For the construction of the first type of imperfect future, the imperfect tense  

(7.1 ) is combined with the first future (5.9) to give the meaning of ‘about to’ as in the 
table below: 

naina-…(pe) I was about to 

nakna-…(pe) You were about to (m) 

narena-…(pe) You were about to (f) 

nafna-…(pe) He was about to 

nacna-…(pe) She was about to 

nanna-…(pe) We were about to 

naretenna@…(pe) You were about to (pl) 
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nauna-…(pe) They were about to 

nare...na…(pe) Pre subject form 

 

E.g. yai nacnamou pe (Luke 8:42) 

“she was about to die” 

In this example, the nac is the imperfect for the third person singular (meaning 

“she was”) which is then combined with the future converter na(5.9). The 

construction is completed with the pe at the end which you may recall was an optional 

extra with the past imperfect. 
 

naunavwq de pe ̀nje nìsn/ou (Luke 5:6) 

“and the nets were about to break” 
 

2) It would have… 
The second type of future imperfect is used to describe two hypothetical events,  

with the second event being conditional on the first having occurred. Let’s walk through 
an example to make things clearer: 

Pa¡ ̀enak,/ ̀mpaima nare pacon namou an pe (John 11:32) 

“My Lord, if you had been here my brother would not have died” 
 

There are two hypothetical events which occur here.  
The first is a hypothetical event which could have occurred in the past; “if you had  
been here”. 

The second is the hypothetical event which would have occurred later on had 
the first event occurred (“my brother would not have died.”) 

For the first event, the imperfect is combined with the `e of the circumstantial 

(7.1) so we get:  Pa¡ ̀enak,/.  
The imperfect for you (m) is nak, which is combined with the `e, for the 

combination ̀enak to mean “if you were.” 

 
For the second hypothetical, the imperfect is combined with the future 

converter, using the same construction which was used for the first type of future 
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imperfect.  So nare (the presubject form of the imperfect) comes before pacon 

which is the subject, and the na comes before the verb mou (to die). 

Note the optional pe which has been used at the end of the sentence.  

It is also useful to remember that the `enare of the future imperfect which is 

constructed by adding the imperfect presubject form nare to the circumstantial `e is 

sometimes shortened to just ̀ene. 
 

Vocab 

erdiakrinin to examine (v.t) `sne net 

erouw to reply, to 
answer (v.i) 

`sn/ou nets (pl) 

ouws ouas- oues@
ouas= 

to desire, want 
(v.t) 

jwk jek- 
jok= j/k 

 

càmpethwou evil person (m) `ebol to complete, 
accomplish, 
fulfil (v.t) 

 
 

Exercise 10.6: 

a) ouoh tetenjw `mmoc je `enan,/ qen nìehoou `nte 
nenio] nannaswpi enoi `ǹsv/r erwou an pe qen pi`cnof 
`nte nìprov/t/c (Matthew 23:30) 

b) je `ene akouws souswousi naina] on pe (Psalm 50:18 51:16) 

c) v/ ̀enafnajokf ̀ebol qen I!l!/!m (Luke 9:31) 

d) `enanerdìàkrinin gar ̀mmon nauna]hap `eron an pe (1 

Corinthians 11:31) 

e) auerouw pejwou naf `ene vai oucàmpethwou an pe 
nannat/if nak an pe (John 18:30) 
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10.4. Giving orders- the imperative 
The word ‘imperative’ is related to the word ‘empire,’ which is related to the word 

‘emperor.’ Now I’m not exactly sure of all the things that emperors did, but I know that 
one thing they did for sure was to give orders. This role of giving orders is so important 
that a whole tense is devoted to it, called the imperative tense. 

In English, verbs in the imperative look just the same as verbs which aren’t. For 
example, the ‘stand’ in the order ‘stand over there’ is just the same as the ‘stand’ in the 
statement “I stand all day long.” 

Now although many verbs in Coptic look identical in their imperative and non 
imperative forms, many other verbs take on a special imperative form. Of those that 
don’t change, some only use their infinitive form for their imperative, whereas others 
use only their construct or their pronominal form.  

Some of the verbs which don’t change for their imperative form are shown in 
the table below: 
 
Non imperative form Imperative Imperative translation 

mosi mosi walk! 

hwc hwc sing, praise! 

cwtem cwtem listen, obey! 

twoun twn= (pronominal form) arise! 

mei menre- (construct form) love! 

nohem nahm= (pronominal form) save! 

 
Whereas the non imperative form takes the subject prefix before the verb, as in- 

`,mosi- “you are walking”, the imperative doesn’t take any prefix, so to give the 

command ‘walk’ you just say mosi. 
Other examples:  

nahmen `ebolha pipethwou (Prayer of thanksgiving) 

“save us from the evil” 

ten y/nou `e `epswi nis/ri `nte piouwini (Ten y/nou  

introductory hymn to Midnight praises) 
“rise up children of the light” 
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ounof `mmo Maria (Aspasmoc Adam) 

“rejoice O Mary”§§§ 
 
As mentioned above, there are other verbs which do change their form in the 

imperative. These verbs take on one of two special imperative forms which make an 
adjustment to the original verb. 

 

10.4.i. Verbs which take an a-  

Most of these verbs change to the imperative by simply adding an a- before 

the infinitive. Examples: 
 

Non imperative form Imperative form Imperative translation 

nau anau see! 

ouwm aouwm eat! 

ouwn aouwn open! 

 

Some verbs which take the a- change their form completely, and have a 

different imperative form for each of the infinitive, pronominal and construct forms. 
 

Non imperative form Imperative form Imperative translation 

ini en- en= anioui ani- anit= bring! 

iri er- ai= arioui ari- arit= make!, do! 

wli el- ol= alioui ali- alit= lift up!, hold!, take!, remove! 

jw je- jo= ajw aje- ajo= say! 

 

E.g. ajoc ̀n`tseri ̀nciwn (Matthew 21:5) 

                                                 
 
 
§§§ Remember that ounof ̀mmo= is a reflexive verb (5.8),  this explains the `mmo in the imperative. 
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“say to the daughter of Zion” 
 

Did you notice that the imperative form of er is ari? Recall from the section 

on compound verbs in  (5.6) that many verbs were formed by adding the construct 

form of iri (er@) to quite a large number of nouns. These same nouns also attach to 

the construct form of the imperative arioui (ari@) to form the imperative of those 

verbs, as with the examples in the table below: 
 

Infinitive imperative 
translation 

Imperative imperative 
translation 

erbò/yin to help, support aribo`/yin help! support! 

ercobt to make a wall 
around, protect 

aricobt make a wall 
around!, protect! 

er̀precbeuin to intercede arìprecbeuin intercede! 

er̀vmeu`i to remember arìvmeùi remember! 

er̀hmot to grant, bestow arìhmot grant that! 

 

10.4.ii. Verbs which take ma-. 

The imperative of these verbs simply adds ma- to the infinitive form. This group 

includes all those compound verbs which are linked with the verb ]. 

Infinitive  Imperative  

tal[o to heal matal[o heal! 

tajro to strengthen matajro strengthen! 

toubo to purify matoubo purify!  

se n= to go mase n= go! 

]wou glorify mawou glorify! 

]ho to ask ma]ho ask! 
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As mentioned above, this form replaces all those verbs which are linked with ]. 

This includes the verb ] (to give) itself. 

] ]- t/i= moi ma- m/i= give! 

E.g. moi n/i ̀ntacw (John 4:7) 

“give me so that I drink” 

 
Some exceptions 

Two verbs in particular don’t look anything like their non imperative form. 
Unlike the other imperative forms we’ve met, these verbs take different forms according 
to gender and number. 
 
Infinitive masculine singular feminine singular plural 

`i `amou `am/ amwini 
[i mo me mwini 
 
Vocab 

enkot to sleep, lay down, 
pass away (v.i) 

,w ̀ebol to forgive (v.t) 

isi es- as= asi to hang up, crucify 
(v.t) 

swni to be sick (v.i) 

mànmosi place of walking 
(crossing) (m) 

hai husband (m) 

`mmau there (adv) humnoc hymn (m) 

`mnai here (adv) joust to look, see 
(v.i) 

`mton to rest, repose (v.i) [ici the height, 
highest (m) 

tal[o tal[e@ tal[o= to heal, to make to 
cease (v.i) 
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Exercise 10.7 

a) ariho] qa`th/ ̀mv] ouoh mawou naf je ac̀i ̀nje 
]ounou ̀nte pefhap (Revelation 14:7) 

b) mapialou senou] n/i `ntefjoust `eniecwou nem/i (SinArch 

page 8) 
c) matal[o ̀mpeklac ̀ebolha pipethwou  (Psalm 33:14 34:13) 

d) masenwten de ̀ebol ̀enimànmosi `nte nimwit (Matthew 22:9) 
e) peje I!/!c nac je mase ne mou] `epehai ouoh am/ 

`èmnai (John 4:16) 

f) anau oun m/pwc ̀ntefi ejen y/nou `nje v/ ̀etaujof 
qen niprov/t/c (Acts 13:40) 

g) mayamio nan ̀nhannou](Acts 7:40) 

h) peje pilatoc nwou je mwini erof nywten asf (John 19:6) 

i) Piaggeloc ̀nte pai`ehoou eth/l ̀e`p[ici nem paihumnoc 
aripenmeùi qàth/ `mP!o!c ̀ntef,a nennobi nan ̀ebol. 
N/etswni matal[wou n/̀etauenkot P!o!c màmton nwou 
neǹcn/ou et,/ qen hojhej niben Pa!o!c ̀ariboiyin `eron 
nemwou (Conclusion to Batoc Theotokia) 
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10.4.iii. The negative imperative 
As surely as the emperors gave orders for things to be done, they also gave orders 

for things not to be done, hence we also have the negative imperative form.  This form is 
actually much easier to remember than that for the affirmative imperative, as the only 

change is adding `mper@ before the infinitive for any verb you wish to convert, so 

there are no a@’s and no ma@’s to worry about. 

E.g. “Do not give”  is ̀mper] 

`anok pe `mperho] (Mark 6:50) 

“It is I, do not fear” 
 
 
 
 
 

Practice text 13 
Psalm 34:1-3 35:1-3 
David’s suppilications to the Lord in the times of his greatest distress would often 
take the form of the imperative, as this reading text shows. 

Mahap P[oic `n/et[i ̀mmoi ̀njonc ouoh bwtc ̀n/etbwtc 
`eroi. {i ̀nouhoplon nem ousebsi twnk `arib̀oy/in ̀eroi. 
ywkem ̀ntekc/fi ouoh màsyam ̀ehren n/et[oji ̀ncwi 
`ajoc ̀nta'u,/ je ̀anok pe peoujai. 
b̀o/yin to help, support (v.t) `syam to shut (v.t) 

bwtc to fight (v.t) hoplon weapon (m) 

`ehren in front of (Appendix 3) [ìnjonc to use violence, do 
evil (v.t) 

ywkem to draw out (knife or sword) v.t [oji ̀ncw= to persecute 

oujai salvation (m) ]hap to judge (v.t) 

sebsi shield (f)   
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Vocab 

ernwik to fornicate, commit 
adultery (v.i) 

qwteb to kill, murder (v.t) 

menr/t beloved (m) horama vision, appearance ( m, Gk) 

menra] beloved (pl) firwous to worry, take care of (v.i) 

nouj false, untrue (adj) [ioui to steal (v.t) 

tacyo to return, bring back (v.t) [oji to run, pursue (v.i) 

,arw= to be silent (v.i)   

 
Exercise 10.8 

a) namenra] ̀mpernah] ̀e!p!n!a niben (1 John 4:1) 

b) mase ne icjen ]nou ̀mpertacyo ̀eernobi (John 8:11) 

c) `mperrasi qen vai (Luk 10:20) 

d) `mperfirwous qa pirac] (Matthew 6:34) 
e) `mperse nwten oude ̀mper[oji (Luke 17:23) 

f) `mper]hap hina ̀ntoùstem]hap erwten (Matthew 7:1) 

g) peje P¡ de ̀mpauloc ebol hiten ouhorama qen 
pi`ejwrh je ̀mpererho] alla caji ouoh ̀mper,arwk 
(Acts 18:9)  

h) `mpermenre pikocmoc oude n/ etsop qen pikocmoc (1 John 

2:15) 

i) nientol/ ̀kcwoun ̀mmwou `mperqwteb ̀mperer̀nwik 
`mper[ioui ̀mperermeyre ̀nnouj (Mark 10:19) 
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10.4.iv. A Milder imperative- The ‘Optative’ 
There is a milder, more gentle way of giving instructions. This way is more of an 

encouragement rather than an order. Think of it as the difference between saying  ‘let us 
go to the beach’ or ‘let us pray’, as opposed to ‘go the beach!’ or ‘pray!.’  

This form is called the Optative. It’s unique amongst the tenses because it doesn’t 

actually have a second person form. It is formed around the stem mar= and is 

conjugated as in the following table: 

mare pre subject form 

mari= may I 

maref= may he 

marec= may she 

marou= may they 

maren= may we 

 

Practice text 14 
Psalm 6:2-4 6:1 -3 
As we shall see in the following passage, David also made used of the negative 
imperative in his prayers and petitions to the Lord. 

`P¡ ̀mpercohi ̀mmoi qen pekjwnt oude `n`hr/i qen 
pek̀mbon. ̀mper] `cbw n/i. nai n/i P¡ je `anok 
ouacyen/c. matal[oi P¡ je nakac aùsyorter ouoh 
`ata'u,/ `syorter ̀emasw 
Vocab 

acyen/c weak, feeble, (Gk,m) `syorter to be disturbed, 
troubled 

`mbon wrath (m) jwnt anger (m) 

cohi to reprove, correct, admonish (v.t) ]̀cbw to teach, reprove 
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The optative can then be attached to either the infinitive or the pronominal 
form of the verb. E.g:  

hwc  “to praise” 

marenhwc “let us praise” 

Vocab 

nohem nahem- nahm= 
nohem 

to save, 
deliver (v.t) 

toubo to be, become 
pure, to purify 
(v.t) 

ouws oues- ouas= to desire, to 
love (v.t) 

hwc to praise (v.t) 

cwtem  coym= to hear, 
listen (v.t) 

jwr ̀ebol to disperse, 
scatter (v.t) 

 
Exercise 10.9 

a) marenhwc ̀eP¡ (Exodus 15:21) 

b) mareftoubo `nje pekran (Matthew 6:9) 

c) marec̀i ̀nje tekmetouro (Matthew 6:10) 

d) mari cwtem `epeknai (Psalm 142:8 143:8) 

e) maroujwr ̀ebol ̀nje nekjaji t/rou (Numbers 10:35) 

f) marefnahmef ]nou icje ̀fouasf (Matthew 27:43) 

g) nywten hwten v/ etaretencoymef icjen h/ 
marefswpi qen y/nou**** (1 John 2:24) 

                                                 
 
 
**** Confused about the qen y/nou? Refer to (5.5) for a reminder 
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10.5. When or if- The conditional 

Sometimes, things we want have to wait till other things get done. For example, 
in the sentence “I will buy a car, when I get lots of money”, buying the car depends on getting 
money first. The key word here is ‘when’, which implies that a certain event has to take 
place before the next event can occur. In other words, the second event is conditional on 
the first event taking place first, hence the name of the condtional tense.  The 
conditional is whole tense which carries the meaning of ‘when’ or ‘if’. Superficially, this 

tense actually looks like the past perfect tense (5.2), except that it has a san stuck in 

between the pronoun and the verb as well: 

 
In Coptic, this tense is used for both ‘when’ and ‘if’, which clearly don’t always 

mean the same thing, so it’s up to you to look at the context to decide which meaning is 
the most appropriate. 

E.g. ari pa meùi Pa¡ aksaǹi qen tekmetouro (Hymn for service of Great Friday) 

“remember me my Lord when you come into your kingdom” 

kan is a special word which is often used with the conditional which gives the 

meaning of ‘even if.’ 

E.g. kan aisan[i nem nef̀hbwc ]nanohem (Mark 5:28) 

“If I even touch his garments I shall be saved” 

aisan@ when I, if I 

aksan@ when you, if you (m) 

aresan@ when you, if you (f) 

afsan@ when he, if he 

acsan@ when she, if she 

ansan@ when we 

aretensan@ when you (plural) 

ausan@ when they 

aresan@ pre subject form 
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The word  `eswp which also means ‘if or when’ is often used with the 

conditional. In these cases, it’s left untranslated as the rest of the conditional 
construction is enough to give the meaning of the conditional to the clause. On the 

other hand, `eswp can also be used without the rest of the conditional construction, in 

which case it is translated; 

E.g.  eswp de afsan`i `nje `ps/ri `m̀vrwmi qen pefwou nem 
nefaggeloc t/rou nemaf tote efehemci hijen `p`yronoc 
`nte pefwou  (Matthew 25:31) 

“and when the son of man comes in his glory and all his angels with Him then he will sit on the throne 
of His Glory”  

`eswp tetenmei ̀mmoi tetennaareh `enàentol/ (John 14:15) 

“if you love me you will keep my commandments” 
 
Vocab  

`areh to guard, to 
keep, to study 
(v.t) 

patselet bridegroom 
(m) 

ern/cteuin to fast (v.i) cebi circumcision 
(m) 

er̀ckandalizecye to stumble (v.i) tounoc tounoc- 
tounec-  
tounoc= 

to raise, 
arouse (v.t) 

`yronoc throne (m) h/ou profit, gain 
(m) 

metouro kingdom (f) [i nem= to touch (v.t) 

nomoc law (m)   

 
Exercise 10.10 

a) petroc de pejaf naf je kan ausaner`ckandalizecye 
t/rou alla ̀anok an (Mark 14:29 ) 
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b) cen/ou de ̀nje haǹehoou `eswp ausanwli 
`mpipatselet `ebol harwou tote eueern/cteuin (Matthew 

9:15) 
c) ausancwtem sausep picaji erwou qen ourasi  (Luke 

8:13) 
d) ereteǹe[i ̀noujom ̀eswp aresan pi!p!n!a eyouab `i ̀eqr/i 

ejen y/nou (Acts 1:8)  

e) `aisan[i de `nouc/ou ]naouwrp `ncwk (Acts 24:25) 

f) ouon h/ou gar `mpicebi ``eswp aksaniri ̀mpinomoc (Romans 

2:25) 

g) efetounocf ̀nje P¡ kan `eswp afiri `nhannobi eue,au 
naf ebol (James 5:15) 

 

10.5.i. Negative of the conditional 
If there is a chance that something will happen, there is also a chance that it will 

not happen, hence the reason for the negative conditional tense, used to express the 
meaning of ‘if not.’ The construction for the negative conditional will actually be a little 
familiar (at least it should be familiar, depending on your memory); as back in (6.2.ii) we 

saw that the negative of the subjunctive is formed by placing an `stem between the 

subjunctive and the verb. `stem is also used when forming the negative of the 

conditional. Here the `stem is swapped for the san of the affirmative conditional as 

in the table below: 

aìstem@ if I do not 

ak̀stem@ if you do not (m) 

are`stem@ if you do not(f) 

af`stem@ if he does not 

ac̀stem@ if she does not 

aǹstem@ if we do not 
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areteǹstem@ if  you do not(plural) 

au`stem@ if they do not 

are`stem@ pre subject form 

E.g. ]nou de `areteǹstem ouwst `mmoc cenahi y/nou `èqr/i 
`e]̀hrw ̀m,rwm (hom vatt ii pg.81) 

“and now if you do not worship it you will be thrown down into the furnace of fire” 
 
Vocab  

anomoc lawless (adj Gk) ermetanoin to repent (Gk, v.i) 

Bacilit/c Basil (prop.noun) iwi ia- ia= to wash (v.t) 

Diokl/tianoc Diocletian (prop 
noun) 

vwn ̀ebol to flow, pour out 
(v.i) 

erkataginwckin to condemn (Gk) [loj bed (m) 

 
Exercise 10.11 

a) namenra] eswp arèstem penh/t erkataginwckin 
`mmon (1 John 3:21) 

b) `eswp gar `areten `stemnah] je `anok pe tetennamou 
`ǹqr/i qen netennobi (John 8:24) 

c) ]jw `mmoc nwten je areteǹstemouwm `ǹtcarx `m̀ps/ri 
`m̀vrwmi (John 6:53) 

d) nivariceoc gar nem niioudai t/rou `mpauouwm 
au`stemiatotou ̀noum/s ̀ncop (Mark 7:3) 

e) ]nat/ic `èp[loj nem n/ etauernwik nemac `eounis] 
`nhojhej ̀eswp ac̀stemermetanoin  (Revelation 2:22) 
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f) pejaf ̀m`pouro ̀ǹanomoc diokltìanoc je ̀fonq ̀nje Pa¡ 
I/!c P,!c ak`stem̀cqai qaroi hw `ntekouorpt `e`qr/i 
`e,/mi `ntouvwn pàcnof ̀ebol qen pima ̀ete `mmau 
`m̀vr/] ̀mpaiwt Bacilit/c nem nàcn/ou t/rou ]nawli 
`ntekave (AmHyv pg29) 

 

 

Practice text 15 
Matthew 18:15-17 

Eswp de aresan pekcon ernobi `erok mase nak ouoh 
cahwf outwk nemaf `mmauatk eswp afsancwtem `ncwk 
ek̀ejemh/ou `mpekcon. eswp de af`stemcwtem `ncwk [i 
`nkeouai ie ke!b nemak hina `ebol qen rwf `mmeyre !b ie !g 
`nte caji niben ohi `eratou. eswp de af`stemcwtem 
`ncwou ajoc `n]ek̀kl/ica. eswp de af`stemcwtem `nca 
]ek̀kl/cia ef̀eswpi `ntotk `m̀vr/] `noueynikoc nem 
outelwn/c 
Vocab 

eynikoc foreigner, Gentile, 
heathen (Gk,m) 

rwf (his) mouth 15.4 

`ntotk to you (Appendix 3) cohi cahw= to blame, rebuke, 
correct, admonish (v.t) 

oute outw= between, among telwn/c tax collector (Gk, m) 

ohi erat= to stand (vi, reflex) jemh/ou to profit, gain 
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11. MORE ON THE INFINITIVE 

Up till now, we’ve focussed mainly on the different forms and tenses derived from  
the infinitive. In this chapter though, we’ll concentrate more on the grammatical 
structures which involve the infinitive itself as a unit.  

11.1. Making things happen- the causative 
The infinitive has another special form which we’ll get acquainted with here. The 

prefix (̀e)yre= is added before the infinitive to give the meaning of ‘causing it to 

happen’ or ‘in order to’, hence the construction is called the ‘causative infinitive.’ The 
infinitive form which does not take the causative (that is the one we have dealt with all 
along) is known as the ‘simple infinitive’. Let’s take an example of making a causative 

infinitive by applying the construction to the simple infinitive  hwc ‘to praise.’ 

The prefix (̀e)̀yr(e)= first adds a letter to the stem depending on the person and 

number of the subject. The new combination is then placed before the infinitive, as in 
the examples below: 
 

`(e)yrihwc so that I  praise 

`(e)yrekhwc so that you praise (m) 

`(e)yrehwc so that you praise (f) 

`(e)yrefhwc so that he praise 

`(e)yrechwc so that she praise 

`(e)yrenhwc so that we praise 

(`e)yretenhwc ̀(e)yretetenhwc so that you praise (plural) 

`(e)yrouhwc so that they praise 
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E.g.màhy/ten de `epetentaio `mperaif `mpemyo `nnirwmi 
eyrounau erwten(Matthew 6:1) 

“And Give heed  to your gift, do not make it before men that they see you” 
 

`yre= can also be used as a verb in its own right with the meaning of ‘to cause.’ 

The construction then takes the following form: 

`yre= + optional object marker + object + infinitive 

Note that the infinitive stands at the end of the construction without having any 
letters attached to it, that is the ‘to’ in ‘cause to’ is inferred in the translation but doesn’t 
actually have an equivalent in the Coptic. 

E.g. af̀yre `pwnq erouwini ̀eron  (Second verse Doxology of the Resurrection) 

“He caused the life to shine on us” 
 
Vocab 

càmpeynaneu beneficient, good càmpethwou evil doer, sinner 

 
Exercise 11.1 

a) ce`yrou ̀n`ybaki `mV] ounof (Psalm 45:4 46:4) 

b) je ef`yro `mpefr/ sai ejen nicàmpethwou nem 
nicàmpeynaneu (Matthew 5:45) 

c) eièyre pekran ernis] (Genesis 12:2) 

d) au`yrefhemci càpswi ̀mmwou (Matthew 21:7) 

e) ]nàyre netencwma erouwini ̀m`vr/] ̀m`vr/ (hom vatt ii pg.87) 
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11.1.i.Negative of the causative 

The negative of the causative is really very much like the negative imperative 
because it also carries the meaning of ordering something to not be done. It is formed 

by placing `mpen which is the equivalent of the `mper of the negative imperative 

(10.4.iii) before `yre. 
E.g. `mpeǹyre petenh/t ̀syorter nah] ̀ev] ouoh nah] `eroi 
hw (John 14:1) 

“Do not cause your heart to be disturbed believe in God and believe in me also” 
 
 
 
 
 
Vocab 

Practice text 16 
Panéric des trois enfants de Babylone, Homélies Coptes de Vaticaine pg.87 

]nàcq/t netenran qen `tek̀kl/cìa `nnisorp `mmici 
]nàyrouhiwis `mmof qen pikocmoc t/rf. `eswp aisaǹi 
qen taparoucìa ]na`yre netencwma erouwini `m`vr/] 
`m̀vr/ ouoh `eyre tetenswpi `eretenoi `ǹsv/ri `mpe`myo 
`nnieynoc t/rou 
 
Vocab 

oute 
outw= 

between, among 
(prep.) 

rwf (his) 
mouth 
(15.4) 

ohi 
erat= 

to stand (vi,reflex) `cqai ̀cq/t@ ̀cq/t= 
`cq/out(q) 

to write 
(v.t) 

paroucia appearance (Gk,f)   
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kakia evil, malice(Gk,f) swp to buy, accept (v.t) 

`vouai `vouai each one `hli thing, person, 
nothing, anyone 

,wra district,country (Gk,f) jemnom] to find comfort (v.i) 

 
Exercise 11.2 

a) P¡ ̀mpeǹyrentako eybe `t̀'u,/ ̀nte pairwmi (Jonah 1:14) 

b) Af̀i ̀nje pic/ou ouoh h/ppe ic pìehoou afqwnt `eqoun 
`mpeǹyre v/etswp rasi (Ezekiel 7:12) 

c) Ouoh ̀vouai `vouai ̀mmwten ̀mpeǹyrefmeùi ̀eoukaki`a qen 
petenh/t (Zechariah 8:17) 

d) Qen pic/ou de etèmmau ef̀ejoc `nje P¡ `nI!l!/!m je 
jemnom] Ciwn ̀mpeǹyroubwl ̀ebol ̀nje nejij (Zephaniah 3:16) 

e) ouoh n/ etqen ni,wra `mpeǹyrouse ̀eqoun ̀eroc  (Luke 

21:21) 

f) `mpeǹyre `nh/t ̀m̀pouro ̀syorter (hom vatt ii pg. 95) 

 

11.2. Verbal substantive- making nouns from verbs 
Throughout the course of this book, you may have noticed that some infinitives 

are identical to their corresponding nouns, 
E.g. 

rasi “to rejoice” (v.i) 

rasi “joy” (m) 

Sometimes, the prefix  jin= is used before the verb to convert it to a noun 

which represents the ‘way,’ or the ‘manner’ in which the verb is done.  
E.g.  

areh ‘to guard, keep, study’ (v.t) 

jiǹareh ‘act of guarding’ (m) 
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yamio ‘to create’ (v.t) 

jinyamio ‘the act of creating’ (m) 

 
There are also verbs where the infinitive may be converted to a noun with or 

without the jin.  The two nouns formed in this way carry somewhat different 

meanings: 
E.g. 

wnq ‘to live’ 

wnq ‘life’ (m) 

jinwnq ‘way, manner of life’ 

 
The form resulting from the conversion of the verb to the noun is called the 

verbal substantive as the substantive is understood grammatically to refer to “acting to or 
like a noun.” The verbal substantive may be expanded to form an adverbial phrase. Here 
the verbal substantive is converted to form a phrase which adds meaning to another 
clause in the sentence. 
 

The first step to making the conversion to the adverbial phrase is to add one of 

the four constructions in the table below to the infinitive. We’ll use the infinitive bwl 

as an example to demonstrate what the four different end product look like in the table 
below: 
 A B 

1 `pjinte bwl    `pjint=bwl 

2 `pjiǹyre bwl   `pjiǹyre= bwl 

If you look at row 2, you’ll notice that the substantives in that row have a `yre, 
so you would think that those forms would somehow be related to the causative (11.1) 
in their meaning. Unfortunately, this is one those circumstances where logic takes a back 
seat, because there is actually no difference in meaning between the forms in rows 1 and 
2. 

Now the forms in column A come before a noun, whereas those in B come 
before a pronoun. In other words, column A has the construct form (5.3.ii), and B has 
the pronominal form (5.3.i).   
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The endings used to give the subject for the form in cell B2 are the same as 

those which were used with ̀yre= in (11.1). The endings which follow the ̀pjint= in 

B1 are given below: 
 

 singular plural 
first person `pjinta `pjinten 
second person (m) `pjintek `pjinteten 
second person (f) `pjinte  
third person (m) `pjintef `pjintou 
third person (f) `pjintec  
prenominal form `pjinte 
 

The next step to forming the adverbial phrase is to add either the preposition `e 
or qen to any of the four constructions above. Adding `e gives the meaning of “in order 

to”, and adding qen gives the meaning of ‘when.’ 

Something very important to note here (which will save you a lot confusion) is 
that when the verbal substantive is used in the adverbial phrase, it no longer carries the 
same meaning as when it was just a verbal substantive. This point is illustrated in the 
example below: 

E.g. cwtem V] ̀e taproceu,/ qen `pjintatwbh (Psalm 63:2 63:1) 

“hear O God my prayer when I pray” 

`pjintatwbh on its own would mean “manner of my prayer”, but when it has 

the qen before it, it no longer means “manner of my prayer”, but in combination with qen 

means ‘when I pray’ (note that we’ve used the first person singular form with verbal 
substantive in this case.)  

In the next example, the preposition used before the verbal substantive is `e, 
which means ‘in order to.’ 

E.g. eybe vai aìi `epikocmoc `epjintaermeyre `n]meym/i (John 

18:37) 
“for the sake of this I came to the world, to witness to the truth” 
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Vocab 

erpirazin to tempt (v.t) wli el- ol= ol,/l to hold, take (v.t) 

e,malwci`a captivity (Gk, f) [imwit qa to lead (v.i) 

Vilictin Philistine 
(prop.noun) 

  

 
Exercise 11.3 

a) qen ̀pjiǹyrefcwtem ̀nje ̀pouro ̀e`pqrwou ̀nnim/s 
afer̀sv/ri (hom vatt ii pg.83)  

b) qen ̀pjin ̀yre P¡ tacyo ̀n]e,malwcìa ̀nte Ciwn 
answpi `m̀vr/] ̀nhanouon ̀eau]nom] nwou (Psalm 125:1 126:1) 

c) nafjw de ̀nouparabol/ nwou `epjintou erproceu,ecye 
`nc/ou niben (Luke 18:1) 

d) qen ̀pjinjoc je ̀mvoou eswp aretensancwtem 
`etef̀cm/ (Hebrews 3:15) 

e) qen `pjin `yre varàw ,w `mpilaoc `ebol `mpef[imwit 
qajwou ̀nje V] ̀e`vmwit `mVulictin (Exodus 13:17) 

f) a pi!p!n!a olf `e`psafe `èpjinte pidìaboloc erpirazin 
`mmof (Matthew 4:1) 

11.3. Being able- the potential infinitive 
Having the potential to do something means that you are able to do it, and it is 

this meaning that the potential infinitive carries, i.e. of “being able.” This form of the 

infinitive is constructed by taking an ̀s before the infinitive. 

E.g.  ̀scaji “to be able to speak” 
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The `s is often combined with the noun jom ‘power’ to make `sjom. The 

combination `sjom is then combined with the impersonal verb ouon “there is” 

(8.2.ii). So ouon `sjom means “there is power.” The original English meaning for 

‘power’ is actually ‘ability.’ So to say “there is power” actually means “there is ability”, or 

“it is possible.” To this we finally add the object marker  ̀m (̀n) (5.1.iv). 

E.g. ouon `sjom ̀mpetroc 

“It is possible for Peter” 

Naturally, the pronoun form for  `m (̀n) which we saw in (8.2.ii) can also be 

used. So  ouoǹsjom ̀mmoi means “there is power to me” or “I am able.” 

When we need to know exactly what one is able to do, we connect the 

preposition ̀e with the relevant verb , so for example: 

ouon ̀sjom ̀mmoi ̀ews means “I am able to read.” 

An alternative construction which can be used is made by sneaking in a jem 

between `s and jom. jem is the construct form (5.3.ii), of jimi which means “to 

find”, so the construction literally means “it is possible to find power.” 
The dependent personal pronoun (5.1.i) is then attached before the new 

construction. 

E.g. ̀f`sjemjom. 
“He is able to find power” or “He is able.” 

This time the ̀n/ `m construction is then used on the verb that follows: 

`f`sjemjom ̀ncaji 
“He is able to speak” 
 

 

Vocab 

bwl bel- bol= b/l  (̀ebol) to loosen, undo, collapse (v.t) 

toubo toube- toubo= toub/out to clean, purify (v.t) 

]logoc give account (v.i) 
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Exercise 11.4 

a) nai ete ouon ̀sjom `mmwou ̀e]cbw nak `epioujai `ebol 
hiten pinah] etqen p!,!c I!/!c (2 Timothy 3:15) 

b) Pa¡ aksanouws ouon `sjom ̀mmok ̀etouboi (Matthew 8:2) 

c) a vai joc je ouon `sjom `mmoi `ebel piervei `nte V] 
`ebol (Matthew 26:61) 

d) eybe vai a ††††`sjemjom ̀nerhal ̀mmoc kata `vouws 
`mpech/t (hom vat ii pg.114) 

e) yai ete ouon `sjom ̀mmon ̀e]logoc eyb/tc qa 
pis̀yorter (Acts 19:40)  

 
 

11.3.i. Not being able- the negative potential 
Unfortunately, we can’t always be positive that we can do everything we want, and 

we have to admit that there are some things which just can’t be done. Without being too 
negative, the Copts had devised is a special tense for expressing that things are 
impossible.  

The construction used for this tense is similar to that for the potential infinitive. 

You’ll recall that in the section on impersonal verbs (8.2.ii) , ouon meant ‘there is’, 

whereas `mmon meant ‘there isn’t.’ Likewise, as  ouon  was used for the affirmative 

potential infinitive, so ̀mmon is used for the negative potential. 

Now `mmon is attached before the `sjom, with the combination being used in 

the same way that ouon ̀sjom was used in the section above. 

E.g. ̀mmoǹsjom ̀mkenou] `enohem ̀mpair/] (Daniel 3:29) 

“it is not possible for another god to save in this way” 
                                                 
 
 
†††† notice that the pre subject form of the past perfect (5.2) can be used to convert the construction to 
the past tense 
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 Sometimes you’ll want to talk about something that could not have been done in 
the past. In these cases, the negative form of the past perfect (5.2.i) is combined with 

the `sjom without any need for the `mmon. 

E.g. ̀mpou ̀sjom ̀namoni ̀mmof (Third verse Doxology of Resurrection) 
“They could not hold him” 
 
Vocab 

`amoni to hold, seize, detain (v.t) cw to drink (v.t) 

eucebioc Eusebius (prop.noun) jwl ̀ebol to deny (v.i) 

polemoc battle (Gk,m)   

 
Exercise 11.5 

a) `mmon ̀sjom ̀mmof `enau (John 3:3) 

b) `mmon ̀sjom ̀mmof `enahmef (Matthew 27:42) 
c) `mmon `sjom gar ``ǹhli `eer naim/ini etekiri `mmwou 

are`stem���� V] swpi nemaf (John 3:2) 

d) cecwoun `nje n/ t/rou etsop qen i!l!/!m `mmon ̀sjom 
`mmon ̀ejwl ̀ebol (Acts 4:16) 

e) `mmon ̀sjom ̀mmwten ̀ecw ebol qen piavot `nte ̀P¡ 
nem piavot ̀nte nidemwn (1 Corinthians 10:21) 

f) `mmon ̀sjom ̀mmoi ̀eervai satef̀i ̀nje eucebioc pas/ri 
`ebolqen pipolemoc (AmHyv p2) 

 

                                                 
 
 
‡‡‡‡ You may need to refer to (10.5.i) to remind yourself of this construction 
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11.4. Not yet 
If you’ve been wading your way through this book, and found the going a bit tough,  

you may be starting to ask “am I near the end yet?” To this the reply must be ‘not yet’. 
In fact, there’s a special construction in Coptic completely devoted to giving the 

meaning of ‘not yet.’ It is formed with either `mpat= as the pronoun form, or 

`mpate-  as the construct form.  An example of its usage  is shown below using the 

verb nau ‘to see.’ 

`mpa]nau I have not yet seen 

`mpateknau You have not yet seen (m) 

`mpatenau You have not yet seen (f) 

`mpatefnau He has not yet seen 

`mpatecnau She has not yet seen 

`mpatennau We have not yet seen 

`mpatetennau You have not yet seen (pl) 

`mpatounau They have not yet seen 

``mpate Pre subject form 

 
Now when you say “he has not seen”, you’re really talking in the present tense. 

However, if you were to look further back in time, you would want to say something 
‘had not been done’ as opposed to ‘it has not been done’. For this case, you would need 

to borrow the ne from the plu perfect (7.1.i) to give the meaning of ‘had’, where it 

happily sits in front of the `mpat= construction. 

E.g. ne ̀mpatec̀i `nje tefounou (John 8:20) 

“his hour had  not yet come” 

As with the past imperfect (7.1), you take an optional pe to put after the not yet 

construction. 

E.g. ne ̀mpatef̀i gar pe ̀nje I!/!c `èhr/i ̀èp]mi (John 11:30) 

“for Jesus had not yet come up to the village” 
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The `mpat= construction is also commonly used to give the meaning  of 

‘before.’ The construction is identical to that used to give the ‘has not’, so you really 
need to look at the context to determine which meaning is intended. 

`mpate ̀vr/ hwtp (SinArch pg.8) 
“before the sun sets” 
 
Vocab 

en,ai thing, possession (m) jwk jek- jok= 
j/k (̀ebol) 

to complete, 
fulfill (v.t) 

er,ria to need (v.i) jwk completion, 
end (m) 

twbh tobh= to entreat, to ask (v.t)   

 
Exercise 11.6 

a) `fcwoun gar `nje peteniwt `nn/ `etetener,ria `mmwou 
`mpatetentobhf eyb/tou (Matthew 6:8) 

b) ouoh acswpi ̀mpa]jek naicaji `ebol  (Genesis 24:45) 
c) alla ̀mpatef̀i `nje pijwk (Mark 13:7) 
d) je `mpate pac/ou `anok jwk `ebol (John 7:8) 

e) ne `mpatef̀i gar ejen ouon ̀mmwou (Acts 8:16) 
f) ]nou de `mpatennau `een,ai niben (Hebrews 2:8) 

 

11.5. When one verb leads to another 
Sometimes there’ll be two verbs in the sentence where the first verb is directly 

related to the other, as in this example: 
“You know how to interpret” 
Here the first verb is ‘know’ and the second is ‘interpret.’ 
As you can see, the second is directly related to the first. The conjunctions we looked at 

in (6.1) wouldn’t be useful to link them.  In these cases, Coptic uses the preposition `n 
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or `e to link the verbs. As to which is used in a particular guide, there are two rough 

guides:  
The first is that verbs which express a wish, allowing, ordering, promising, 

swearing, intending, and being able take `e whereas verbs of willing, desiring, 

beginning, anticipating, understanding, loving, fearing take `n.  

E.g. `nywou de nauouws `eini `nnoujij `ehr/i `ejwf `eqoybef 
(Acts 9:29) 
“but they desired to bring their hands down upon him to kill Him” 

ouoh aferh/tc ̀n]̀cbw nwou (Mark 8:31) 

“and he began to teach them” 
 

The second guide is that if the second verb immediately comes after the first, it 

takes ̀n, but if another word comes in between, then the second verb takes ̀e. 
We’ve actually already seen a bit of this with some of the verbs we’ve come 

across; the verb which immediately followed the potential infinitive ̀sjem jom took 

an `n before it, but took  `e if the direct object pronoun `mmo= came in between 

(11.3).  We also saw this with the impersonal verb `cse “it is befitting”, here `cse took `n 

if the next verb immediately followed it, and again  `e if another word came in between 

(8.2.i). 
 
Vocab 

erdokimazin to test, try, examine (v.t) `cmoten to be easy (v.i) 

amoni (̀m) to overcome, seize (v.t) erhal to deceive (v.t) 

 
Exercise 11.7 

a) tetencwoun `nerdokimazin (Luke 12:56)  

b) afhemci `e]cbw nwou (John 8:2) 
c) ]erhelpic gar `enau ̀erwten (2 John 1:12) 

d) ariten ̀nem̀psa ̀njoc (introduction to Lord's prayer) 
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e) `cmoten ̀nerhal ̀mmoc (hom vat 214)
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12. ANYONE FOR SECONDS? - THE SECOND 
TENSE 

Perhaps the most difficult concept to grasp in Coptic is what is called the ‘second 
tense.’  

We’ve already looked at the ‘first present tense’ (5.1), the ‘first perfect tense’ (5.2).  
and the ‘first future tense’ (5.9), so why do we need a second tense then? The second 
tense has two key roles. The first is easy enough to understand, which is it’s use in 
questions. The second which shall be discussed is a role that is unique to Coptic, and 
hence is difficult to find the equivalent of in English. But basically, it takes the emphasis 
in a sentence away from the verb and moves it to another part of the sentence. Let me 
explain further: 

In an English sentence, the emphasis can be controlled by the order of the 
words in the sentence. For example, compare the following sentences: 
“I came for this” 
and 
“For this I came” 

Both of these sentences have similar meanings, but by changing the word order 
for the second sentence the emphasis shifts from the verb ‘came’ to ‘for this.’ 

In Coptic sentences, the emphasis can also be switched from the verb. However, 
unlike English, the word order does not change. Instead, a special tense of the verb is 
used, which is called the second tense. There is a second tense for the present,future and 
past tenses. 
  

12.1. Second present 
Now, to make things a bit more confusing, the second present tense looks almost 

exactly like the first perfect tense! So the prefixes to the verb are as follows: 

1st  person singular ai- 
2nd person singular masculine ak- 
2nd person singular feminine are- 
3rd person singular masculine af- 
3rd person singular feminine ac- 
1st person plural an- 
2nd person plural areten- 
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3rd person plural Au- 
pre subject form are 
 

You will recall that we said that the second present looks almost exactly like the 
past perfect. In what way does it differ? 

Remember the presubject form of the past perfect? That’s where the a is split 

from the infinitive and goes in front of the subject, as in the following example: 

a pirwmi mosi 
“The man walked” 

The presubject form for the second present however is are.  
As mentioned above, when verbs are written with the second tense, the 

emphasis of the sentence is diverted from the verb of the sentence to another part of 
the sentence. 

 
Consider this example: 

tetenjw `mmoc je are pimànouwst qen i!l!/!m pima ete 
`cse ̀nouwst `mmof (John 4:20) 
“You say the place in Jerusalem is the place which is appropriate to worship in” 
 

It is clear here that the emphasis in the sentence is not on the verb ‘worship’, 
but on the phrase “Jerusalem is the place”, hence the second tense is used to shift 
emphasis away from the verb to this phrase. Unfortunately, the second tense doesn’t tell 
you which part of the sentence the emphasis has switched to, only that it has switched 
away from the verb. 

Now in the example above, it was clear that this example used the second tense 
because the pre subject form of the second tense was used.  

So how do you tell them apart for the forms where the presubject form isn’t 
used? Well, here you have to look carefully at the context of the sentence and see which 
one makes the most sense. Let’s take an example: 

qen `par,wn `nte nidemwn afhioui `nnidemwn ebol (Matthew 

9:34) 

The verb in this sentence is hioui- “to cast.” Now we notice the af in front, 

which means that the verb could either be in the first past perfect tense or the second 
present tense. If the verb was in the first past perfect tense, it would mean “he cast out.” 
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However, since there is no reason to think that Christ no longer casts out demons, it 
doesn’t really make sense to translate it in the past tense.  

The likely tense therefore is the second present tense. In this case the emphasis 
is switching from the verb to another part of the sentence. As we said, the second tense 
does not actually tell us exactly which part of the sentence the emphasis is transferred 
to; just that it is away from the verb. In this case, it is quite probable that the emphasis is 
intended to be on the “through the chief of demons.” 
Hence to reflect this emphasis of the sentence, an appropriate translation would be: 
 
“It is through the chief of Demons that He casts out demons” 
 
Another example is: 

Af]nan `mpefcwma nem pef̀cnof ettai/out ouoh anwnq 
sa ̀eneh (piwik ̀nte `pwnq, Hymn during Holy Communion) 

Let’s focus our attention on anwnq.  Once again, the tense of this verb is 

either the first past perfect or the second present. Here it doesn’t really make sense to 
say “we lived forever”, so the second present tense applies here, and the translation is 
therefore “we live forever” with the emphasis on ‘forever’. So, the final translation is: 
“He gave us His body and His honoured blood and we live forever” 

 

12.2. The second future tense 
There is also a second future tense, which has the same purpose of expressing a 

different part of the sentence than the verb. Fortunately, the second future is quite easy 
to recognise because it is unique in its form in that it looks like a combined past tense 
with the future. 

 

1st  person singular aina@ 
2nd person singular masculine a,na@ 
2nd person singular feminine arena@ 
3rd person singular masculine afna@ 
3rd person singular feminine acna@ 
1st person plural anna@ 
2nd person plural aretenna@ 
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3rd person plural auna@ 
pre subject form are 
 E.g. pìym/i afnawnq ̀ebol qen vnah] (Galatians 3:11) 

"the righteous will live through faith" 
 

Vocab 

agayoc good, righteous one (Gk, m) pac,a Passover (Gk,m) 

katabol/ foundation, establishment 
(Gk,f) 

rwi my mouth 
(poss.noun)  (15.4) 

metjwb weakness (f) sousou to boast, be proud 
(v.t) 

`nkot to rest (v.i) qatotk at, beside, under 
(comp. prep) 
(Appendix 3) 

`ntotk to you (comp. prep) 
(Appendix 3) 

hwp hep- 
hop= h/p 

to hide (v.t) 

ouwn to open (v.t)   

 
Exercise 12.1 

a) icje `cem̀psa `ntasousou `mmoi ainasousou `mmoi qen 
nametjwb (2 Corinthians 11:30) 

b) Aieretin ̀ntotk `w piagayoc ariounai nem/i kata 
peknis] ̀nnai (9th hour commentary of Monday Morning of the Holy Pascha) 

c) qen pisi `etetennasi `mmof aunasi nwten `mmof (Matthew 

7:2) 
d) ainaouwn `nrwi qen hanparabol/ ouoh ̀ntacaji `nn/ 

eth/p icjen ̀tkatabol/ ̀mpikocmoc (Matthew 13:35) 
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e) ajoc naf je peje piref]`cbw je a pac/ou afqwnt 
ainairi ̀mpapac,a qatotk nem namay/t/c (Matthew 26:18) 

f) `mpecmou ̀nje ]alou alla ac̀nkot (Mark 5:39) 

 
 

12.3. The second past tense 
As with the present and future tenses, there is also a second past tense. Once 

again, this tense looks identical to another more common tense, which in this case is  
the past tense converted by the relative pronoun (5.4)  

 

1st  person singular etai@ 
2nd person singular masculine etak@ 
2nd person singular feminine etare@ 
3rd person singular masculine etaf@ 
3rd person singular feminine etac@ 
1st person plural etan@ 
2nd person plural etareten@ 
3rd person plural etau@ 
pre subject form eta 

 
So as with the second present, a careful study of the context is required to 

determine which of the tenses is intended. It’s actually easier in many regards to pick out 
the second past tense than it is for the second present, because the alternative 
translation which you’d get if you used the past relative usually doesn’t make any sense 
at all, not just contextually but also grammatically. 

E.g. tenemi je etak`i ebol hiten V] (John 3:2) 

If you were to translate the etak̀i as if it were in the past relative, the 

translation would be “we know that which you came from God.” The ‘which’ from the 
relative would be clearly out of place. Hence this is your clue that this word isn’t in the 
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past relative tense and the second past tense translation would be more appropriate, 
hence the correct translation would be: 

“We know that you came from God” 
 

Vocab 

tako take- 
tako= tak/out 

to destroy (v.t) hitotk through you (comp. 
prep) (Appendix 3) 

tàvm/i truth (m) hukwn image, icon, likeness (f) 

tàvm/i truly (adv)   

 
Exercise 12.2 

a) aferouw `nje I!/c ouoh pejaf je etacswpi an eyb/t 
`nje taìcm/ alla eybe y/nou (John 12:30) 

b) au`emi ta`vm/i je ̀etaìi ̀ebol hitotk (John 17:8) 

c) je etaiyamio ̀mpirwmi qen ouhukwn `nte V] (Genesis 9:6) 

d) etak̀i ̀emnai ̀etakon ̀mpate penc/ou swpi (Matthew 8:29) 

e) anok etai`i hina ̀nte ouwnq swpi nwou (John 10:10) 
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13. ASKING QUESTIONS- THE INTERROGATIVE 

Have you ever heard of an interrogation? An interrogation implies asking 
questions in an aggressive manner, often with the goal of acquiring a particular answer. 
The word ‘interrogative’ may therefore have an intimidating feel about it, but this is 
unfair, because the ‘interrogative’ represents something much more innocent. It simply 
refers to the part of speech which involves asking questions. Asking questions is 
fundamental to communication and to language in general, and Coptic is no exception. 
There are three basic constructions for the interrogative which will be discussed in this 
chapter. 

13.1. Change of intonation 
Intonation is the change in pitch one makes when speaking. Very often, a 

sentence written on paper could be read as either a statement or a question depending 
on the intonation. In English, a question mark will tell you the difference, but Coptic 
doesn’t use question marks. Whereas other types of sentences in Coptic have ways of 
indicating that the sentence is a question, the sentences in this category don’t have 
internal clues, and you have to rely on the context to determine that a question is really 
being asked.  

E.g. pilatoc de afsenf efjw ̀mmoc je `nyok pe `pouro ̀nte 
niioudai (Luke 23:3) 

“and Pilate asked him saying ‘are you the king of the Jews’?” 

If we were to read `nyok pe `pouro `nte niioudai  on its own, we 

would translate it as “you are the king of the Jews.” However, because it is preceded by 

afsenf “he asked”, we have the clue we need to realise that the phrase is actually a 

question and is translated as such. 

13.2. Using the interrogative particle 
As indicated above, some sentences have built in clues to let you know that 

there is a question. We’ll look at two of these particles an and m/. 
An comes at the beginning of a sentence and turns it into a question. It could 

be roughly translated as the ‘is’ in ‘is it?’. (It is not to be confused with the an of 

negation which we first met in (5.1.i).) 
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E.g. an vai pe petens/ri v/ etetenjw ̀mmoc je anmacf 
efoi `mbelle (John 9:19) 

“is this  your son, this who you say that ‘we gave birth to him blind’?” 

 
m/ also starts the sentence to turn it into a question and is left untranslated. It 

often has a somewhat rhetorical sense, in that the speaker isn’t really waiting for an 
answer. 

E.g. m/ ouoǹsjom `noubwk ̀e]sws ̀mpef¡ (AmHyv p31) 
“is it possible for a servant to despise his lord?” 

The question will often be in one of the negative tenses, so that it takes the form 
of a negative statement, but the answer to the question is expected to be ‘yes’, and it 
doesn’t really need to be answered E.g. “is not the sky blue?”  

E.g. m/ anok ouremhe an m/ anok ouapoctoloc an m/ I!/!c 
p!,!c pen[oic ̀mpinau ̀erof m/ ̀nywten an pe pahwb qen 
P¡ (1 Corinthians 9:1) 

“am I not a free person? Am I not an Apostle?  Jesus Christ our Lord, did I not see Him? Are you 
not my work in the Lord” 
 
Vocab 

erouw to answer, reply 
(v.i) 

cwrh carh- to sweep (v.t) 

kour slap, blow (m) sini sen- sen= to seek, ask (v.t) 

remhe free person (m) q/bc lamp (m) 

r/] manner, 
condition (m) 

jwili, jal/out to dwell, visit, 

to be dwelling, 
visiting (q) 

cw ce- co= 
cau (p.c) 

to drink (v.t) [ero [ere- [ero= 
[er/out 

to light up, 
burn, kindle 
(v.t) 
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Exercise 13.1 

a) ouon `sjom `mmwten `ece piavot `e]nacof. pejwou naf 
je ouon ̀sjom `mmon (Matthew 20:22) 

b) m/ ̀mpaf,a pi!f!y ̀ncwf (Luke 15:4) 

c) af] `noukour `nI!/!c efjw ̀mmoc je an vai pe `m̀vr/] 
`nerouw ̀mpiar,iereuc (John 18:22) 

d) etaumou] nausini pe je an cimwn v/ ̀etoumou] `erof 
je petroc ̀fjal/out ̀epaima (Acts 10:18) 

e) m/ ̀mpac[ere ouq/bc ouoh ̀nteccarh pi/i ( Luke 15:8)  

f) an ̀cse n/i ̀ntaje hli nak (Acts 21:37) 

g) m/ tajij an acyamie nai t/rou (Acts 7:50) 

 

13.3. Using the interrogative pronouns 
The “Interrogative pronouns” are the standard words used for questions. They 

can almost be thought of as the “who, where, and why’s” of Coptic. One of the 
important things to look out for is their position in the sentence relative to the verb; 
since as a general rule (which is not without exceptions), the verb is used in the second 
tense when the interrogative pronoun comes after the verb, but not when it comes 
before it.    
 
The following pronouns stand at the beginning of the sentence: 

as what 

aqo= why? 

eybe ou why? 

nim who ? 

ou what? 

ou/r how many? 
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pwc  how is it? 

sa ̀ynau until when? 

E.g. ]̀chimi eybe ou terimi (John 20:15) 

“woman, why are you crying?” 

As we said, the verb rimi is not converted to the second tense because it came 

after the interrogative article, which in this case is eybe ou.  

If you scan down the table, you’ll notice that aqo= differs from the other 

interrogative pronouns because it has to take a suffix to indicate the subject 

E.g. aqwten tetenohi ̀eraten y/nou eretencomc ̀èpswi 
`e`tve (Acts 1:11) 

“why do you stand up looking up to Heaven?” 

With the exception of aqo=, these pronouns may also be linked with a noun 

with the attributive (̀n/̀m) construction (2.4.i). In this, sense, they could be thought of 

as being adjectives. 

E.g.  as ̀n/i v/ etetennakotf n/i (Acts 7:49) 

“what is the house which you will build me?” 
 
Vocab 

kwt ket@ kot= to build (v.t) `ntot through me (comp prep) 
(Appendix 3) 

neji womb (f) comc to behold, look, consider (v.i) 

n/b master, Lord (m)   

 
Exercise 13:2 

a) pwc `nyok ouioudai ̀keretin ̀ntot ̀ecw (John 4:9) 
b) `nyof de pejaf je pwc ouon ̀sjom ̀mmoi `eemi 

are`stem ouai [imwit n/i (Acts 8:31) 
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c) ou/r ̀nrompi ]oi `mbwk nak (Luke 15:29) 

d) ouoh auws ebol qen ounis] ̀ncm/ eujw ̀mmoc je sa 
`ynau je penn/b v/ eyouab pìym/i `k]hap an (Revelation 

6:10) 

e) as pe ̀vma ̀nte pama `nemton (Acts 7:49) 

f) nim pe ̀vrwmi je akerpefmeùi (Hebrews 2:6) 

g) ]̀chimi aqo terimi (John 20:13) 

h) aqoi gar ̀mpimou qen `yneji (Job 3:11) 

i) pwc tetenka] an (Mark 8:21) 

j) ou petsop pas/ri (Genesis 22:7) 

 
So much for the interrogative pronouns that come before the verb, now we'll look 

at those that come after the verb. 

`ebol ywn from where 

`eywn whither (to where) 

`ynau when 

ywn where 

`n`ynau when 

 
Now here is where the second tense (12) comes into play; you see when these 

interrogative articles are used for a question, the second tense is used instead of the first. 
This means you have to be careful, because it might look like the verb is in the past 
tense whereas in fact it is in the present tense.  

E.g. ̀vref]̀cbw aksop ywn (John 1:38) 

Here the interrogative article is ywn, which comes after the verb sop. Hence 

sop is rendered in the second present tense, so the translation is “teacher, where do You 

dwell?” as opposed to “ teacher, where did You dwell?” 
The same also applies with the future tense when the  interrogative article 

follows the verb, that is the verb takes the second future tense: 
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E.g. aunamec p,c ywn (Matthew 2:4) 

“Where will the Christ be born?” 
 

Again, as with the present tense, the second past tense is used if a question is 
asked in the past.   

E.g. rabbi ̀etak`i emnai `ǹynau (John 6:25) 

“Rabbi, when did you come here” 

`etak`i `e paima `nca ou `nhwb 
“For what thing did you come to this place?” 

Now, we had said above that the interrogative pronouns as, ou and nim 

precede the verb, and this is in fact true, however they can also come after the verb, in 
this case they are used more as object nouns rather than as pronouns. When they are 
used in this way, the verb is also rendered in the second tense. 

E.g arekw] ̀nca nim (John 20:15) 

“Who are you looking for?” 

ywn may also be used in a phrase where there is no other verb to ask a 

question. Here ywn is itself conjugated as a verb in the second tense. 

E.g afywn pekiwt (John 8:19) 

“where is your father” 

ywn can still be used to mean ‘where’ without necessarily  being in a question 

E.g. peje Ywmac naf je P¡ tenemi an je aknase nak 
`eywn (John 14:5) 

“Thomas said to him 'Lord, we do not know where you will go” 
Vocab 

`/pi number (f) Rabbi Rabbi (prop. noun) 

mànsafe wilderness, desert (m) catanac Satan (prop. noun) 

`mkah pain, suffering (m) qici weariness,  suffering (m) 

polemoc battle, war, fight (Gk, m) hwtp to set, sink (v.i) 
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Exercise 13.3 

a) etafnau erwou eumosi `ncwf pejaf nwou je 
aretenkw] ̀nca ou (John 1:38) 

b) etaùi ebol ywn (Revelation 7:13) 

c) rabbi ̀etak̀i ̀emnai ̀nynau (John 6:25) 

d) acnài ̀ǹynau ̀nje ]metouro nte v] (Luke 17:20) 

e) je ]cwoun je aksop ywn pima ̀ete pìyronoc 
`mpcatanac ,/ ̀mmof (Revelation 2:13) 

f) are polemoc n/ou `ebol ywn (James 4:1) 

g) are `vr/ nahwtp `ǹynau hina `ntàmton `mmoi `ebol qen 
naqici nem nàmkah `nh/t (Job 2:6) 

h) peje nimay/t/c je annajem tai/pi `nwik ywn hi 
paimànsafe (Matthew 15:33) 
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Practice text 17 
Jonah 1:8-9 
Jonah’s drawing of the lot set off a barrage of questions from his fellow 
sailors, in some ways it could even be thought of as an interrogation, hence 
providing the perfect opportunity to practice the interrogative. 

ouoh pejwou naf je eybe ou taikakìa sop ̀nq/tk 
ouoh ou te tekiop/ ouoh akn/ou `ebol ywn ouoh 
`nyok ou ̀ebolqen as `n,wra ̀nyok ouoh `ebolqen as 
`npolic. ouoh pejaf nwou je `anok oubwk ̀nte P¡ 
`anokÐ. 
 
Vocab 

Iop/ occupation (f) ohi erat= to stand (vi,rfx) 

kaki`a evil, malice (f) rwf (his) mouth  
(poss.noun) 
(15.4) 

oute outw= between, 
among (prep) 

  

 

 
Ð Does the ̀anok look out of place? Take another look at confusion corner page  
64
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14. MAKING  CONVERSATION 

14.1. Getting acquainted  
Meeting someone for the first time always seems to involve the same questions. 

Some of these are presented here so you’ll have something to say next time you start a 
conversation with somebody new in Coptic.  

The first step is to introduce yourself. For simplicity, let’s assume your name is 

Markoc. Now you’ll need to give your name using the nominal sentence structure 

from (3.1).  

`anok Markoc  
Next, you’ll want to ask the other person’s name 

nim pe pekran (Luke 8:30) 

literally “who is your name”  or “what’s you name?” 
 

An alternative is to ask: 

`nyok nim (John 8:25) 

Which literally means “you who”, but is understood to mean “who are you?”  

When there is real importance to the question,  another `nyok is added to the 

end. This construction is used for added emphasis, in the sense of asking “who do you 
think you are?” .  

I.e. `nyok nim ̀nyok  
`nyok nim `nyok v/ et]hap ̀eoubwk ̀nsemmo (Romans 14:4) 

“who are you to be the one who judges a slave of a stranger” 

peje Icaak pefiwt naf je ̀nyok nim ̀nyok, ̀nyof de 
pejaf je ̀anok pe peks/ri peksorp ̀mmici ?cau (Genesis 27:32) 
“Isaac his father said to him “who are you” and he said to him “I am your son, your first born Esau.” 

Another question which may come up later in conversation is: 

`k,/ qen ou/r ̀nrompi (Ambal pg 2) 

Literally “you exist how many years” or “how old are you” 
Alternatively,  
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ou/r ne nirompi `ǹehoou ̀nte pekwnq (Genesis 47:8) 

“how many are the years of days of your life” 
 

14.1.i. Jobs for the boys 
Now it’s time to get a better idea of the person you’ve just met.  A very useful 
question here is: 

ou te tekiop/ (AmBal pg2) 

“what is your occupation?” 
Who knows? Your new found friend could be any one of these: 
 

Vocab 

oikonomoc  manager, steward, 
administrator (Gk, m) 

ref]hap judge (m) 

matoi soldier (m) caq teacher, lawyer (m) 

moucikoc  musician (m) c/ini doctor (m) 

ourwmi ̀nouwi farmer (m) hamse  carpenter (m) 

E.g. anok oumatoi (AmBal pg2) 

“I am a soldier” 
 

14.1.ii. What have you been doing? 
After becoming a little more familiar, you may be interested to know what your new 

acquaintance did the day before. For this, we turn to the interrogative particle ou(13.3). 

 ou is combined with the copula to form ou pe “what is it?” This 

happens to be the form you would use to enquire about an event that’s happened. For 
example, to ask ‘what did you do?’, 

You would start with the ou pe.  

You would then add the pronominal form (5.3.i) of the verb iri “to do” which is ai=:  

ou pe  _ai ai= 

 Assuming you’re talking to a male, you’d then add the prefix for the second person 
masculine singular past perfect (5.2): 

ou pe akai= 
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In the deep recesses of your mind, you may remember a little device called the 

resumptive morph (pg.106). In this case, it takes the form of f which is added to the 

ai= and refers back to  the ‘it’ in ‘what is it’ which is represented by ou pe. 
ou pe akaif 

 
That still only gives you “what is it you did”, something is still missing, which is 

the word for ‘which’, so add in the relative article et (5.4) and you get: 

ou pe etakaif  

“what is it which you did ?”. 

The pe and the et are then contracted to form pet (note that this looks the 

same but is different in meaning to the the relative substantive on (pg90).) So the 

combination now becomes ou petakaif 

E.g. ouoh peje ̀p[oic `vnou] je ou petakaif (Genesis 4:10) 

“and the Lord God said “what did you do” 
 Finally, we’ll take the word for yesterday from our list of adverbs (9.1.i) to give: 

ou petakaif `ncaf 
“what did you do yesterday ?”. 
 
 There are many options here are just a few: 
He might have done something with friends: 

aìsl/l nem nàsv/r  
“I prayed with my friends” 

aijerjer nem nas/ri 
“I played with my children” 
 

Or he might have gone somewhere: 

aise n/i eqoun ̀e]ek`kl/ica 
“I went to the church” 

anse nan ̀̀eneǹcvotou ̀m`viom 
“We went to the beach” 
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 You may be interested to find out what he’ll do the next day. This time, we’ll use 

the ou pe with the relative first future (5.9.ii). 

E.g. ou pe eteknaaif `nrac] 
“what will you do tomorrow” 
 You might consider inviting him to your house, where you’d use the imperative 

of the verb `i (p195), whether he be on his own: 

E.g. amou ̀eqoun ̀epa/i  
“come (inside) to my house” 
 
…or with his friends, as the Apostles were when they were invited by Lydia 

amwini ̀eqoun ̀epa/i (Acts 16:15) 

“come (inside) to my house” 
You can then be a bit more specific and use the subjunctive (6.2) to say why 

you’re inviting him;  

E.g. …̀ntek ouwm nem/i 
“…so that you eat with me” 

 
Eventually, it will come time to say ‘goodbye’, for which you would finally say: 

oujai qen ̀P[oic, which literally means: 

“health in the Lord” 
 

14.2. Interjections 
From the words we’ve seen in this book so far, we’ve noticed that a word said 

on its own won’t make any sense, it has to appear as part of a sentence with at least a 
minimum of basic parts.  

For example, if I were to just say the word ‘road’ to you, you’d wonder if you’d 
missed something I said. Saying the word ‘road’ on it’s own might sound cute if  it was 
said by a baby, but it wouldn’t make much sense if said by an adult. 

There is however a special class of words which in fact do just that, that is, they 
appear on their own and still make perfect sense. We use these words every day. For 
example, words like ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘behold’, these special kind of words are called 
‘interjections.’  

There are two basic categories of interjections. Those which change their ending 
‘inflected interjections’ and those which don’t ‘non inflected’. Some of these interjections could 
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be classed under other categories, and some will be familiar from other sections already, 
but they also deserve a special place here with the other interjections. 

 

14.2.i. Non inflected interjections 
am/n amen, may it be 

aha yes 

ic, h/ppe behold! (these two are often used together) 

`mmon no 

`mvwr no, don’t 

ce yes 

,ere hail (note that there is also an inflected form below) 

 
14.2.ii. Inflected interjections 
aqo= what!, why ?, what is the matter with...? 

mio= thank you 

naiat= blessed is 

ouoi n= woe unto 

,ere n= hail to 

You’ll remember aqo= from not so long ago where it was used as an 

interrogative pronoun (13.3). It can also be used as a rhetorical interjection, where it’s 
asked in the form of a question but an answer isn’t really expected. It was used by the 
parents of St.Pachomious when they were worried that he’d offended their gods: 

E.g. ̀aqok ̀nyok ereninou] jont `erok (S.Pachomii vita. pg.2) 

“what is the matter with you! The gods will be angry with you” 
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Vocab 

acpacmoc greeting 
(Gk,m) 

cwf cef- cof= 
cof  

to defile, pollute 
(v.t) 

agora market place 
(Gk,f) 

taio tai/out to honour (v.i), to 
be honoured (q) 

Eliac Elijah (prop 
noun) 

sini sen- sen= to ask, to question 
(v.t) 

en,ai thing, (m) 
possession  

huperet/c servant, attendant 
(Gk, m) 

mànhemci seat (place 
of sitting) 
(m) 

[wqem [aqem- 
[aqm=  [aqem 

to defile, pollute 
(v.t) 

ouwm ouem- 
ouom= 

to eat (v.t)   

 
Exercise 14:1 

a) petroc de pejaf je ̀mvwr P¡ je ̀mpiouem ̀hli 
`nen,ai ̀eneh ef[aqem ie efcof (Acts 10:14)  

b) Ouoh auws `èpswi ha P¡ ouoh pejwou je `mvwr 
P¡ ̀mpeǹyrentako eybe `t̀',/ ̀nte pairwmi (Jonah 1:14) 

c) ouoh naun/ou harof pe eujw ̀mmoc je ,ere ̀pouro 
`nte niioudai (John 19:3) 

d) miwten nahuperet/c ettai/out (hom vat ii pg.87) 
e) pejaf naf je ajoc n/i je ̀nyok ourwmeoc ̀nyof de 

pejaf je aha (Acts 22:27) 

f) ouoh ausenf je ̀nyok pe ?liac pejaf je ̀mmon ̀nyok 
pe piprov/t/c aferouw je ̀mmon (John 1:21) 
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g) ouoi nwten nivariceoc je tetenmei `nnisorp `mmànhemci 
qen nicunagwg/ nem niacpacmoc qen niagora (Luke 11:43) 

h) ouoh peje I!/!c nwou je tetennah] je ouon `sjom 
`mmoi ̀eer vai pejwou naf je ce pen¡ (Matthew 9:28) 

i) ouoh h/ppe ic ouaggeloc `nte `P¡ af̀i (Acts 12:7) 

j) am/n ]jw `mmoc nwten (Luke 4:24) 
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15. DIFFERENT WAYS OF HAVING THINGS 

Throughout the book we’ve met different ways of ‘belonging’, that is indicating 
when something belongs to another, or when someone has ‘possession’ of something. 
Grammatically, this is called the possessive. Though we have already come across some 
ways of expressing the possessive, there are some more which we shall discuss in this 
the final chapter. 

15.1. Possessive articles 
These are the words like ‘my’, ‘yours’ and ‘his’ which we met way back in 

(2.1.iii). The possessive articles actually also provide us with an opportunity to talk 
about sharing or reciprocating. You see, things aren’t always just owned by one person, or 
even by just a group of people, but are often shared with “one another”. As we’ve seen 
over and over again, we find that there are often complicated sounding grammatical 
terms for innocent words that we use everyday without a fuss. And true to form, the 

term for “one another” is the reciprocating pronoun. It’s represented in Coptic by -er/ou, 

which attaches to any of the plural possessive articles as in the table below: 
 

nener/ou one another (of ourselves) 

netener/ou one another (of yourselves) 

nouer/ou one another (of themselves) 

 

E.g. alla ̀ebolhiten ]agap/ aribwk ̀nnetener/ou (Galatians 5:13) 

“but through love serve one another” 

15.2. Possessive construction 
We first met the possessive construction in (2.4.ii) where we learnt about the 

`m/̀n or ̀nte (attributive) construction.  

E.g. ]metouro ̀nniv/oui  

“The kingdom of the Heavens” 
What wasn’t mentioned at that time however, was that there is also a special 

pronominal form of `nte which indicates possession towards a pronoun as opposed 

to a noun, as for example, when you would want to say ‘the bread of him’ as opposed to 
the “bread of Simon.” 
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It uses the stem `nt= linked to different personal suffixes (5.3.i) as shown in 

the table below: 

of me `nt/i 
of you (m) `ntak 
of you (f) `nte 
of him `ntaf 
of her `ntac 
of us `ntan 
of you (pl) `ntwten 
of them `ntwou 

 

E.g.  piwik ̀ntaf 

“the bread of him”, or ‘his bread’ 

15.3.  Using the existential ouon 

We first met the existential verb  ouon in (8.2.ii) which we learnt could be 

translated as “there is.” The existential may be combined with the pronominal form of 
the possessive construction above (15.2) to give the forms in the table below, which 
have the meaning of “there is to (pronoun)”, e.g. “there is to me” or “there is to him.” 
There are both complete and abbreviated forms of this combination, as shown in the 
table below: 

 
 complete form abbreviated form 

there is to me or “I have” ouon ̀nt/i ouon] 
You have (masculine) ouon ̀ntak ouontek 
You have (feminine) ouon ̀nte ouonte 
He has ouon ̀ntaf ouontef 
She has ouon ̀ntac ouontec 
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We have ouon ̀ntan ouonten 
You have (plural) ouon ̀ntwten ouonteten 
They have ouon ̀ntwou ouontou 

 
An object marker comes between the complete construction and whatever is 

being possessed; 

E.g.  ouon ̀nt/i ̀nounis] ̀nlaoc qen taipolic (Acts 18:10) 

“I have a great (number) of people in this city” 
However, no object marker is used after the abbreviated construction. 

E.g. ouon] nah] ̀mmau (James 2:14) 

“I have faith” 
 

Notice the `mmau at the end of the sentence? The existential possessive 

construction can have this thrown in after the object of possession. Now we saw in (9.1) 

that `mmau means ‘there’, but when used with the existential possessive construction, 

it’s really left untranslated. 

E.g. ouon `ntak ̀nouran ̀mmau (Revelation 3:1) 

“you have a name” 

The negative existential `mmon “there is no”, can also be used to tell when 

somebody does not have something. As with ouon, the `mmon possessive construction 

may have an optional `mmau after the object. Unlike ouon however,  `mmon doesn’t 

take an object marker.  

E.g. ̀mmon] hai `mmau (John 4:17)  

“I have no husband” 
 

 

 complete form abbreviated form 

I do not have `mmon ̀nt/i `mmon] 
you do not have 
(masculine) 

`mmon ̀ntak `mmontek 
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you do not have (feminine) `mmon ̀nte `mmonte 
He does not have `mmon ̀ntaf `mmontef 
She does not have `mmon ̀ntac `mmontec 
We do not have `mmon ̀ntan `mmonten 
You do not have (plural) `mmon ̀ntwten `mmonteten 
They do not have `mmon ̀ntwou `mmontou 

 
 
Vocab  

parr/cia boldness, (Gk, f) 
openness, frankness, 
confidence, courage  

rem`n/i family, household (m) 

`kl/ronomia inheritance (Gk, f) ersisi authority, power (m) 

pantokratwr Almighty (Gk,m) tebn/ animal, beast (m) 

Exercise 15.1 

a) `ejen Ciwn pitwou eyouab ̀ntaf (Psalm 2:4 2:6) 

b) mmon ̀ntan ̀nouparr/cia (Adam Aspacmos, Divine Liturgy) 

c) ouont/i `mmau ̀nousousou qen P!,!c I!/!c (Romans 15:17) 

d) abraam peteniwt nafyel/l pe efouws `enau `eouehoou 
`nt/i ouoh afnau afrasi (John 8:56) 

e) m/ ̀mmonten ersisi `eouwm nem `ecw (1 Corinthians 9:4) 

f) ouon `ntan `mmau `mpennou] qen niv/oui V] 
pipantokratwr (hom vatt ii pg.81) 

g) afrimi ̀e`hr/i ̀ejwou `m̀vr/] ̀nhans/ri ̀mmenrit `ntaf 
(hom vat ii pg.89) 
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h) eswp de `mmontef con `mmau eretene] `ntef`kl/ronomia 
`nourem̀n/i ̀ntaf (Numbers 27:11) 

i) nekalwoui ouontou tebn/ ̀mmau (Numbers 32:4) 

 

15.4. Possessive pronouns 
The Coptic possessive pronoun is the equivalent of saying words like ‘yours’ and 

‘mine’ in English. One form of this may be familiar to you from the Paschal praise 

ywk te ]jom  
“to you is the power” 

The other forms based on person, number and gender are shown in the table 
below: 

 
 single masculine single feminine plural 

to me (mine) vwi ywi noui 
to you (male) vwk ywk nouk 
to you (feminine) vw yw nou 
to him  vwf ywf nouf 
to her vwc ywc nouc 
to us vwn ywn noun 
to you (plural) vwten ywten nouten 
to them (theirs) Vwou ywou nwou 

For example, jom means power and is a feminine word. Hence, to say  “to 

You is the power” (or “the power is Yours”) we looked under “to you” in the single 

feminine column and picked ywk. Note that this choice doesn’t depend on the 

gender of “you”. To finish off the sentence, you use the feminine copula: 

E.g. ywk te ]jom 
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For another example, we’ll use totc which means ‘chair’ and is a masculine 

word, so this time to say “mine is the chair” you would pick from the masculine singular 

column and write: vwi pe pitotc 

The possessive pronoun also has a prenominal form (i.e a form which precedes 
the noun without the need for a pronominal suffix), as shown in the table below: 
masculine (s) feminine (s) plural 

va ya na 
 
Here the possessive pronoun is translated as ‘of’ as in ‘the one of.’ 

E.g.  Abba Paqwm va ]koinwnia 

“Saint Pachom of the Community” 
Vocab  

abba father (Gk,m) r/ sun (m) 

ioh moon (m) `,ronoc period of time, season, (Gk, m) 

 
Exercise 15.2 

a) `nywten vwten an (1 Corinthians 6:19) 

b) ywou te ]metouro `nte niv/oui (Matthew 5:3) 

c) vwf pe piwou sa ̀eneh ̀nte nìeneh am/n (1 Philippians 4:20) 

d) auyw] ̀nje na ]baki t/rou  (hom vatt ii pg.85) 
e) picaji ̀etetencwtem `erof vwi an pe alla va ̀viwt 

pe `etaftaouoi (John 14:24) 

f) vwten an pe ̀e`emi ̀ehan,ronoc ie hanc/ou (Acts 1:7) 

g) nai`ckeuoc nai noùi ne (hom vatt ii pg.73) 
h) vwk pe piehoou vwk on pe piejwrh ̀nyok akcob] 

`mpir/ nem piioh (Psalm 73:14 74:16) 

i) Mi,a/l ̀par,wn na niv/oui 
j) `,meu`i an ̀enaV] alla nanirwmi (Mark 8:33) 
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15.5. The Possessed nouns 
Relax! These nouns are not demon possessed, but they are possessed in the 

innocent sense of the word. These nouns are different in that they are designed to take 
personal suffix at the end to indicate who they belong to. Most of these nouns are 
actually body parts. 
For example, let’s take the Coptic word for mouth. 

The normal word for this is ro. 

Ro, being one of these special nouns, has an inflected form which can changes 

its endings. This inflected form is rw= 

The endings to this word to indicate possession are as follows: 

rwi my mouth 

rwk your mouth (masculine) 

rw your mouth (feminine) 

rwf his mouth 

rwc her mouth 

rwn our mouth 

rwten your mouth (plural) 

rwou their mouth 

So, to say “my mouth” using this special form, you would use rwi. 
Some other possessed nouns are listed below. As it turns out, only a few have a 

non inflected form. 
Many of the possessed pronouns form the core of the compound prepositions 

which were first introduced in (5.1.iii) and are further explained in  (Appendix 3).  
 
 

Inflected form  non inflected form 

jw= head - 
tot=, ten- hand twri 
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q/t= belly  - 
rat= foot - 
youw= bosom, chest - 
`hy/= chest or heart h/t 
`hr= face ho 
ken= bosom - 
iat= eye - 
ca= back - 

aur/j= end - 
 
Vocab 

ou/i indeed (adv)   

 
Exercise 15.3 

a) tote rwn afmoh ̀nrasi (Psalm  125:2 126:2) 

b) je `f`cmarwout `nje P¡ V] `mp!i!cl `f`cmarwout `nje 
P¡ V] `ncedrak micak abdenagw v/ etafouwrp 
`mpefaggeloc afnohem `nnef̀ebiaik je ou/i nare `hy/ou 
,/ ̀erof (Daniel 3:28 hom vatt ii pg. 85) 

c) Vnou] cwtem ̀etàproceu,/ [i`cm/ ̀enicaji ̀nte rwi (Psalm   

53:2 54:2) 

d) etafouwn ̀nrwf (Matthew 5:2) 

e) peje p[oic de naf on je hi tekjij eqoun qa youwk 
ouoh afhi tefjij eqoun qa youwf (Exodus 4:6) 
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Practice text 18 
Well done, you’re almost there. Now there’s just one more practice text to tie everything together 
and to show you just how much you’ve learnt. Enjoy. 
Numbers 21:1-9 

ouoh afcwtem ̀nje pi,ananeoc ̀pouro ̀narad v/ 
etsop hi `psafe je af̀i ̀nje picra/l ̀̀evmwit ̀nayarin 
ouoh afbwtc `epicra/l ouoh auwli `noue,malwcia 
`nq/tou ouoh aftwbh `nje picra/l ̀noueu,/ `mp[oic 
ouoh pejaf je ̀eswp aksan]  ``mpailaoc ̀eqr/i 
`enajij ]naeranayematizin `mmof nem nefbaki ouoh 
afcwtem `nje p[oic ̀èt`cm/ ̀mpicra/l ouoh af]`mpilaoc 
`n,ananeoc `eqr/i ̀etotf ouoh aferanayematizin `mmof 
nem nefbaki ouoh au]ren ̀vran ̀mpima etemmau je 
pianayema ouoh etauouwteb ebol qen wr pitwou 
ejen `vmwit ̀mviom ̀nsari aukw] `epikahi ̀nedwm ouoh 
aferkouji `nh/t ̀nje pilaoc hi `vmwit ouoh a pilaoc 
caji ̀nca ̀Vnou] nem mwuc/c eujw `mmoc  je eybeou 
akenten `ebol qen ̀pkahi ̀n,/mi ̀eqoyben hi ̀psafe je 
`mmon wik oude mwou. ten'u,/ de ac`hros ̀epaiwik 
etsouwou ouoh a `p[oic ouwrp ̀nnihof `eqoun ̀epilaoc 
esauqwteb ouoh nau[i lapci ̀nca pilaoc pe ouoh 
afmou `nje ounis] ̀mm/s ̀nte nens/ri ̀mpicra/l ouoh  
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a pilaoc ̀i ha mwuc/c eujw ̀mmoc je anernobi 
ancaji ̀nca vnou] nem ̀ncwk twbh oun ̀mp[oic ouoh 
marefwli ̀nnaihof ebol haron ouoh a mwuc/c twbh 
`mp[oic eybe pilaoc ouoh peje p[oic ̀mmwuc/c je 
mayamio nak `nouhof ̀nhomt ouoh ,af hi oum/ini 
ouoh eceswpi aresan pihof [i lapci ̀eourwmi ouoh 
efejoust ̀epihof ̀nhomt ouoh efewnq ouoh afyamio 
`nje mwuc/c ̀mpihof `nhomt ouoh aftahof hi oum/ini 
ouoh acswpi hotan aresan ouhof [i lapci ̀nca  
ourwmi ouoh `ntefjoust ̀epihof `nhomt safwnq 
  
Vocab 

,ananeoc Canaanite (prop 
noun) 

arad Arad prop 
noun) 

ayarin Atharin (prop 
noun) 

e,malwcia captivity (f) 

;hros, hors (q) to be cold, heavy 
(v.i) 

homt bronze (m) 

bwtc botc= to fight, battle (v.t) `etotf to the hand of 
(Appendix 3) 

lapci bite, sting, morsel 
(m) 

wr Hor (prop 
noun) 

anayema devotion, curse (m) ouwteb to depart, 
change (v.i) 

]ren to name, call (v.i) sari red (adj) 

eranayematizin to devote, curse 
(v.t) 
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Where do we go from here? 
Congratulations! If you’re reading this, it means one of two things. Either you’ve 

laboured through the lessons, ploughed through the exercises, sweated over the practice 
texts, referred constantly to the glossary, and finally made your way to the end of the 
book, or you’ve skipped to the end to see what’s at the back. 

If it’s the first case, then you may be wondering where you can go from here. 
This may be time to reveal a secret which I’ve kept hidden up till now, and that’s that 
you never  really stop learning Coptic, as no matter how much you learn, there’ll always 
be things you don’t know. But don’t be discouraged, because that’s part of the fun! The 
best way to consolidate is to practice, practice, and practice again. Following the Coptic 
text in Midnight praises is an excellent way of become more fluent in your reading of 
Coptic text, as well as giving you a way of learning new words. To further consolidate 
your grammar and vocabulary, you should then start to read some literary Coptic texts.  

Technological advances have made access to these much easier than even 10 
years ago. The Remenkimi web site at www.coptic.org/language is maintained by a 
dedicated group of Coptic lovers who have provided a treasure trove of Coptic texts. 
There you can find most of the available texts of the Bible, as well as other literary 
works. The Bible is a good place to start, as you can easily compare your translation with 
a modern English translation. Just remember though that you’ll need to download the 
right fonts first. 

Actually, the Coptic fonts themselves have undergone a bit of a revolution. In 
the olden days (i.e. 2 years ago), most of the different fonts had different keyboard 
layout maps, which meant that you couldn’t change the font of a Coptic text without 
changing the letters around and ending up with garble. The work of several dedicated 
Coptic computer lovers has resulted in the Coptic Standard fonts, which is a new 
standard for pre existing fonts to all now using the same keyboard layout map. A link to 
these can be found in the Remenkimi site. Some older texts have not yet been converted 
to the CS standard, so it’s still useful to have some of the older fonts. At the time of 
writing, the site http://coptic-software.8m.net/ featured a program which would 
automatically  install the fonts for you. 

You’ll also need a proper dictionary when approaching most of these texts I 
recommend the dictionary produced by the St.Shenouda society (www.stsheounda.com) 
which is available on their CD-ROM and also on the “Christian Orthodox e-Reference 
library” CD (coepa@netspace.net.au). Another very good dictionary is “The abbreviated 
Coptic Dictionary” by Adeeb Makar,  which at time of writing was available from 
www.orthodox-bookstore.org. A particular advantage of the St.Shenouda society CD-
ROM is that it also includes the Coptic New Testament.  

The Remenkimi site also maintains a newsgroup where members write messages 
to each other in Coptic, as well as a Paltalk chat room, where members can speak to 
each other in Coptic over the internet.  
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If you’re really serious about learning Coptic, you may be interested to learn that 
there is Masters in Arts in Coptic studies degree which is at Maquarie University, 
Sydney. This degree offers courses in many aspects of Coptic culture, including a course 
in Sahidic as well as the other major dialects. For further information, go to 
www.coptic.org.au/modules/coptic_studies/.   

As you can see, there are many opportunities opening up for the revival of Coptic, 
but it will require the hard work and dedication of people like yourself to keep the flame 
burning. A whole new world of possibilities awaits, and who knows? Maybe we’ll look 
back ten years from now and marvel as to how many people didn’t know Coptic. 
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16. APPENDICIES 
Appendix 1 : Verb tables 
Present First (5.1) Habitual (10.1) Negative habitual (10.1.i) 
1st P (s) ]- sai- `mpai@ 
2nd P (m) `k (̀,)@ sak- `mpak- 
2nd P (f) te- sare- `mpare@ 
3rd P (m) `f@ saf- `mpaf- 
3rd P (f) `c@ sac- `mpac- 
1st P (pl) ten- san- `mpan- 
2nd P (pl) teten- sareten@ `mpareten- 
3rd P (pl) ce- sau- `mpau- 
Pre subject form - sare `mpare 
Negative (̀n)...an  - 
 
Future First (5.9) Emphatic (10.2) Negative emph. (10.2.i) 
1st P (s) ]na@ eie- `nna@ 
2nd P (m) `,na- eke- `nnek@ 
2nd P (f) tena(ra)@ ere- `nne@ 
3rd P (m) `fna- efe- `nnef@ 
3rd P (f) `cna- ece- `nnec@ 
1st P (pl) tenna- ene- `nnen@ 
2nd P (pl) tetenna- eretene- `nneten@ 
3rd P (pl) cena- eue- `nnou@ 
Pre subject form - ere `nne 
Negative (̀n)...an   
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Future Imperfect (10.3) conditional 
(10.5) 

neg. conditional 
(10.5.i) 

Optative 
(10.4.iv) 

1st P (s) naina-…(pe) aisan@ aìstem- mari@ 
2nd P (m) nakna-…(pe) aksan@ ak̀stem@   @ 
2nd P (f) narena…(pe) aresan@ are`stem@   @ 
3rd P (m) nafna-…(pe) afsan@ af̀stem- maref@ 
3rd P (f) nacna-…(pe) acsan@ ac̀stem- marec@ 
1st P (pl) nanna-…(pe) ansan@ aǹstem- maren@ 
2nd P (pl) naretenna@…(pe) aretensan@ areten`stem@   @ 
3rd P (pl) nauna-…(pe) ausan@ aùstem@ marou@ 
Pre 
subject 
form 

nare... …(pe) aresan@ are`stem@ mare@ 

 
Past First (5.2) Imperfect (7.1) Imperfect negative Plu perfect (7.1.i) 
1st P (s) ai- nai-...(pe) nai...an ne...ai 
2nd P (m) ak@ nak-...(pe) nak...an ne...ak 
2nd P (f) are@ nare-...(pe) nare...an ne...are 
3rd P (m) af- naf-...(pe) naf...an ne...af 
3rd P (f) ac- nac-...(pe) nac...an ne...ac 
1st P (pl) an- nan-...(pe) nan...an ne...an 
2nd P (pl) areten- nareten-..(pe) nareten..an ne..areten 
3rd P (pl) au- nau-...(pe) nau...an ne...au 
Pre subject 
form 

a nare-...(pe) ne...au  
Negative `mpe @ @ ne...`mpe 
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Relative First Present (5.1.v) Future (5.9.ii) Past Perfect (5.4) 
1st P (s) e]@ e]na etai- 
2nd P (m) etek- etekna- etak- 
2nd P (f) ete- etera- etare- 
3rd P (m) etef- etefna- etaf- 
3rd P (f) etec- etecna- etac- 
1st P (pl) eten- etenna- etan- 
2nd P (pl) eteten- etetenna- etareten- 
3rd P (pl) etou- etouna- etau- 
Pre subject form ete/ere ete/ere...na eta 
Negative (̀n)...an (̀n)...an ete..̀mpe (5.4.i) 
 
Subjunctive Affirmative (6.2) Negative (6.2.ii) limitative (6.2.i) 
1st P (s) `nta@ `ntàstem- santa(i)/sa]@ 
2nd P (m) `ntek@ `ntek`stem- sa(n)tek@ 
2nd P (f) `nte- `ntèstem- sa(n)te@ 
3rd P (m) `ntef- `ntef`stem- sa(n)tef@ 
3rd P (f) `ntec- `ntec`stem- sa(n)tec@ 
1st P (pl) `nten- `nten`stem- sa(n)ten@ 
2nd P (pl) `nteten- `nteten`stem- sa(n)teten@ 
3rd P (pl) `ntou-/̀nce- `ntou`stem- sa(n)tou@ 
Pre subject 
form 

`nte `nte `stem sa(n)te 
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Second tense Present (12.1) Future (12.2) Past (12.3) 
1st P (s) ai- aina- etai- 
2nd P (m) ak- akna- etak- 
2nd P (f) are- arena- etare@ 
3rd P (m) af- afna- etaf- 
3rd P (f) ac- acna- etac- 
1st P (pl) an- anna- etan- 
2nd P (pl) areten@ aretenna- etareten- 
3rd P (pl) au@ auna- etau- 
Pre subject 
form 

are are na- eta 
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Appendix 2 :Useful prefixes 
 
Prefixes are little groups of letters that are attached to certain pre existing words 

to add a new meaning. We’ve actually come across some of these prefixes as parts of 
words we’ve already met. The more common prefixes are shown below: 

 

an- collection of met-/ mey- forms an abstract noun  

at/ay- without ref- comes before the verb 
to indicate the one 
who is performing the 
action 

e- profession can- profession 

la- abundance sou@ “worthy of” 

rem@ belonging to jin- forms a noun of a verb 

 

Let’s start with the prefix an. Firstly, it is important to note that the an used 

as a prefix has nothing to do with the an we met way back in (5.1.i) which indicates the 

negative. 

Now consider the word sasf. It means ‘7.’ 

Add an to sasf and you get ansasf , which means ‘group of 7.’ 

Now what could ‘group of 7’ possibly mean? 
Why it means ‘a week’ of course! Here are some more examples 
 

sans  nourishment, rearing (m) ansans livestock (m) 

caji word (m) ancaji dictionary 
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at (ay)  

at (ay) means ‘without’, it attaches to the pre existing word to essentially 

cancel out its meaning. Some examples:  

`cm/   voice at`cm/ without voice, mute (adj) 

`emi knowledge at`emi  ignorant (adj) 
ywleb defilement atywleb without defilement (adj) 

 
rem`n 

rem`n/rem changes the meaning of the word it precedes so that it describes a 

person who has a characteristic of that word. It is often used before the names of 
countries to indicate a person who belongs to that particular country.  

ka] knowledge rem̀nka] intelligent, wise (adj) 

`hyo horse rem̀ǹhyo horseman, rider (m) 

r/c south remr/c southerner (m) 

,/mi Egypt rem̀n,/mi Egyptian, coptic (m) 

 

E.g. euemou] ̀erof je piremnazarey (Matthew 2:23) 

“He shall be called the Nazarene.” 

 
La 

This prefix is attached before a noun or adjective to indicate an ‘abundance of’ 
the relevant word or noun. 
E.g. 

fwi  hair lafwi hairy 

caji word  lacaji chatty, talkative 

 

met 
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This prefix comes before a noun to turn it into an abstract noun. What exactly 
are abstract nouns? 

When we usually talk about nouns, we mean things that we can touch and see. 
E.g. you can see a car or pat a dog. But how about a noun like ‘happiness.’ Happiness is 
indeed a noun, because it is the name of a thing, but it isn’t something you can see. 
Nouns like these are called ‘abstract nouns.’ 
 

Here are some examples: 

`alou child met̀alou childhood (f) 

nis] great metnis] greatness (f) 

ou/b priest metou/b priesthood (f) 

ouro king metouro kingdom (f) 

 

ref 
As with rem, ref is used to describe a person. The difference however is that 

ref always comes before a verb and creates a noun of the person doing the action. 

 

cwnt to create refcwnt creator 

swni to be sick refswni sick person 

ernobi to sin refernobi sinner 

 

ca ̀n  
The names of some professions are made by attaching this prefix to a noun 

related to the profession. 

af meat ca `naf butcher 

wik bread ca `nwik baker 
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Appendix 3  :Where do compound prepositions come from? 
 

Earlier in the book in (5.1.iii), we gave some examples of what were called 
“compound prepositions.” What wasn’t explained was how they were derived. They’re 
basically formed by combining the simple prepositions with the ‘body parts’ which we 
met with the possessed nouns (15.5), with the combinations providing the compound 
prepositions. The results are words which are meant to give a meaning relating to the 
combination of the simple preposition and the body part, though to be honest it’s often 
hard to understand the connection. The more common derivations are shown below.  

 
Compounds with `e 
`e + jw forms ̀ejen  

literally “to the head of” or “upon” 
Compound prepositions naturally also have a pronoun form. The pronoun form for 

ejen is ejw=. 

These use the same pronoun endings that were used for the verbs (5.3.i). 

Thus ejwi is “upon me.”  

E.g. cehwmi ̀ejwou ̀nnou[alauj (Matthew 7:6) 

“they will crush upon them (to their heads) with their feet” 

ouoh ]na,w ̀nta'u,/ ̀ejen naècwou (John 10:15) 

“and I will place my soul upon my sheep” 
 

`e + ro = ̀eren  

“to the mouth of”- “to the opening of”, ‘facing’, “in front of” 

pronoun form `erw= 

`e + rat = ̀erat= 
“to the foot of”, “to” 

`e + ho =  ̀ehren, ̀ehra=   
“toward face of”, “to”, “among” 
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Compounds with `n- 

`n + ca = ̀nca “to the back of” or ‘behind’, ‘after’ 

pronoun form `ncw= 

E.g. tencwtem ̀nca nekentol/ 

“we obey (after) your commandments” 

 
`n + tot= = “through the hands of” or “by means of, through” 

 E.g. ]sep ̀homt `ntotf `mVnou] 
“I accept grace through the hands of God” or “I thank God” 
This compound preposition is special because unlike the others it has a pronominal 

form: `eten-  
E.g. afhonhen ̀eten nefmay/t/c (Matthew 16:20) 

“he commanded (to the hands of) his disciples” 

 
`n + hr= = nahren (literally ‘to the face of’) or ‘before.’ 

Pronoun form is ̀ehr= 

 

Compounds with hi 
hi + jw= hijen, hijw= 

“upon” 

 
hi + ro= hiren, hirw= 

“at the mouth of” or “at the entrance” 

 
hi + tot= = hiten, hitot= 

“lit. through, by from” 
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E.g. hiten nìprecbia `nte ]yeotokoc (Hymn from Liturgy of the word)) 

“through the prayers of the mother of God.” 

 
Compounds with qa 

qa+ ten = qaten 
“under the hand of” or “beside”, “under”, “at” 
 
 

E.g. ouoh afswpi qaten pìss/n `nte Mambre (Genesis 13:18) 

“and he dwelt before the tree of Mambre” 

au`i ̀eb/yvag/ qaten pitwou `nte nijwit (Matthew 21:1) 

“and he came to Bethpage before the mountain of the olives” 
 

qa + rat =  qarat 

“under the foot of” or “under” 

Pronoun form qarat= 
 

E.g. ainau ̀erok qaratc ̀n]bw ̀nkente (John 1:51) 

“I saw you under the tree of dates”
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Appendix 4 -:variations in the pronominal suffix16 

Life would be so much simpler if things were consistent. Take the personal 
suffixes we first met in (5.3.i), which are those little letters that come at the end of the 
verb. We looked at two verbs as examples and saw how the suffixes differed between 
them. Unfortunately, they’re not the only variations, and in fact there is a rather 
complex set of rules which determines when to use a particular ending. The good news 
is that you will quickly recognise the different letters that are used for a particular person 
and number when you’re translating from Coptic to English, the bad news is that you 
will have to refer to these rules if you want to work out what the ending should be when 
translating into Coptic from English. It is these endings which will be the subject of this 
appendix: 
 
First person singular 

- For the first person singular, pronominal forms which end with o or w take i, 
those which end with a,i or a consonant take t. 

- When the construct form already ends with t, it can either be left like that or it 

can take another t as well. For example, the pronominal form of the verb fai 
(to carry) is fit=. The first person singular form can therefore be either fit 

or fitt. 

First person plural 
- The first person plural takes -n after a vowel. After a consonant, it either takes 

-ten or -en. Stems ending in i which take t in the first person singular 

keep the t and add an en to it for the first person plural. 

Second person feminine singular 
- if the stem ends in o or w, there is no extra ending for the second person 

feminine singular 

                                                 
 
 
16 Ref Mallon pg.140 
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- stems which end in a= or i= take a ] for the second person singular 

feminine E.g. the pronoun form for the verb ,w (to place) is ,a= The 

second person feminine singular is therefore ,a] 

- if the stem ends in a consonant, it takes i instead of ] 
- Verbs whose pronominal form ends in b m or n take an extra `e between the 

stem and suffix, for all forms apart from the 2nd person feminine singular and 
the 2nd and 3rd person plural. For example, let’s take a look at the verb 

nahmen (to save), whose pronoun form is nahm= 
1st person singular nahm-et 
2nd person singular masculine nahm-ek 
2rd person singular feminine nahm@i 
3rd person singular masculine nahm-ef 
3rd person singular feminine nahm-ec 
1st person plural nahm-en 
2nd person plural nahem-y/nou 
3rd person plural nahm-ou 
 
Second person plural 
- The first thing to point out with this form is that there is always the option of  making 

the second person plural form of the verb by adding the construct form to -y/nou.  

This is the only option for verbs ending in a consonant. However, for verbs ending in a 

vowel, though you can still just add the construct form to y/nou, you can alternatively 

add =wten to the pronominal form of the verb. 
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Third person plural 
- The third person plural always ends in ou, which is contracted to u after verbs ending 

in a. E.g. ,a= becomes ,au. 
For stems ending in o, sometimes a t is placed between the stem and the ou.  

E.g. jotou 

Verbs ending in i which take the t in the first person singular keep it for the third 

person plural before adding the ou. 

E.g. aitou
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Appendix 5- Answers 
Exercise 1.1 
nan 
nai 
meet 
pai 
mav 
tai 
moshi 
zau-on 
taun 
 
Exercise 1.2 
zeelos 
xiros 
xilon 
hoti 
epsalin 
khen 
kha 
tishouri 
 
Exercise 1.3 
haub 
val 
novi 
ennoub 
vauhem 
laubsh 
e-vol 
niven 
 
Exercise 1.4 
thinamis 
thelta 
thiakonos 
thithou 
theemos 
 
Exercise 1.5 
eshtou-it 
theos 
estoi 
enthok 
beethle-em 
thamio 
 

Exercise 1.6 
ghamos 
ghongilee 
genos 
agiazin 
 
Exercise 1.7 
gapoji 
jeek 
pegaf 
peje 
kouji 
peg-au-ou 
 
Exercise 1.8 
mikha-eel 
ekraum 
kharizma 
eklom 
keemi 
ekhristianos 
kharizeste 
 
Exercise 2.1 
a) the father 

b) a mother 

c) the son 

d) the daughter 

e) fathers 

f) brothers 
 
Exercise 2.2 
a) my body 

b) his blood 

c) our father 

d) our saviour 

e) your (pl) head 

f) your (pl) faith  

g) your faith (f.) 

h) your hand (f.) 

i) pes/ri 
j) peciwt 
k) tetenmau 

Exercise 2.3 
a) a new man 

b) the old man 

c) the great city 

d) one God 

e) the throne of God 

f) many wise men and 
many wise women 

 
Exercise 2.4 
a) Christ also 

b) the Jews only 

c) you also 

d) every nation 

e) all Judea 

f) every person 

g) you also 

h) all our resurrection 

i) John only 

j) the whole church 
 
Exercise 3.1 
a) this is my body 

b) we are Christians 

c) the seed is the 
word of God 

d) I am the Christ 

e) You are the Christ 

f) we are Jews 

g) our bodies are 
altars to the God 
of Israel 

h) the judgements of 
the Lord are 
righteous 
judgements 

i) my tongue is a 
pen of a scribe 

j) you are my God 

k) you are a beautiful 
woman
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l) we are children of the promise 

m) you are the light of the world 

n) you are the salt of the earth 

o) this is the king of the Jews 
 
Exercise 4.1 
a) 165 years 

b) 730 years 

c) 12 brothers 

d) the 24 priests 

e) 12 cubits 

f) 400 years 

g) 43730 
 
Exercise 5.1 
a) you are crying 

b) you are exalted 

c) the Lord is near 

d) the fear of the Lord is pure 

e) the Pharisees and we fast 

f) you are blessed among women and 
blessed is the fruit of your womb 

g) (the) days are coming 

h) they understand in their heart 

i) the summer is near 
 

Exercise 5.2 
a) upon a rock 

b) in the name of the father 

c) above the whole earth 

d) you rejoice over children 

e) the eyes of the Lord are on the 
righteous 

f) through the prayers of Mark the 
Apostle 

g) five thousand people without child and 
woman 

h) he sat on the platform 

i) the Lord sits above the Cherubim 

j) lift up your gates 

k) the voice of the Lord is above the 
waters, the voice of the Lord is in 

power (powerful), the voice of the Lord 
is in great beauty 

l) for the sake of Your name O Lord 

m) the blood coming down upon the earth 

n) without planting or watering 
 
Exercise 5.3 
a) I ask you (pl) 

b) the Jews ask for signs and the Greeks 
seek wisdom 

c) the world hates you (pl) 

d) they hear the word of God 

e) He teaches the way of God 

f) the people glorify them 

g) the heavens speak of the Glory of God 

h) He does not understand it 

i) he is calling you 

j) they worship one God 
 
Exercise 5.4: 
a) The elders who are inside the house 

b) everyone who hears these my words 

c) the lord who receives the gentle 

d) every tree whose fruit is inside it 

e) one whose name is Titus 

f) a woman whose blood gushes 

g) the chief of the Island whose name is 
Puplius 

h) whose houses are beautiful 
 
Exercise 5.5 
a) these wonders which you do 

b) all the pillars which they serve 

c) which are the words which we speak 
in teachings 

d) this which you see and know 

e) this is Jesus Christ, He whom I preach 
to you 

 
Exercise 5.6 
a) the words of the Lord are holy words 

b) evil spirits 

c) with defiled hands they eat the bread 
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d) Paul the servant of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ the called Apostle 

e) an acceptable time 

f) ouyucia ecs/p 
g) pìsm/n eyr/t 
h) pim/s etos 
 
Exercise 5.7 
a) the voice of one who cries in the 

wilderness 

b) the things that you see 

c) these are those who listen 

d) I who am bound in the Lord 

e) she who is called the Magdalene 

f) this is the generation of those who 
seek the Lord, who seek the face of the 
God of Jacob 

 
Exercise 5.8 
a) Jesus sent two disciples 

b) we also believed in Jesus Christ 

c) darkness happened upon the whole 
earth 

d) he robbed his house 

e) he beckoned to them 

f) they beckoned to their friends 

g) Jerusalem killed the prophets 

h) the Father looked from Heaven upon 
those who dwell on earth 

i) He brought water from a rock, He 
gave His people to drink 

j) the Lord visited Sarah 

k) Sarah gave birth to a son 

l) the righteous cried out and the Lord 
heard them and saved them from all 
their troubles 

 
Exercise 5.9 
a) we wept and you did not weep 

b) the fire of His Divinity did not burn 
the womb of the virgin 

c) those who did not know God 

d) we sang to you and you did not dance 
we cried and you did not lament 

e) they did not enter the Praetorium 
 
Exercise 5.10 
a) the devil took Him on a mountain 

b) he took them upon a mountain 

c) he touched her hand and the fever left 
her 

d) he made it with glory according to the 
word of the Lord 

e) the sea covered them 

f) he created us and placed us in the 
paradise of joy 

g) Jesus Christ, the son of God, the virgin 
gave birth to Him 

 
Exercise 5.11 
a) they gave fruit 

b) you loved truth and hated iniquity 

c) his disciples told John 

d) he bowed the heaven of heavens 

e) the Spirit took him to the desert 

f) they also hung two thieves with him 

g) he brought out two coins 

h) I hated that generation 

i) they took Jesus inside 

j) we cast out demons 
 
Exercise 5.12 
a) the high priest is a witness 

b) the axe is at the root 

c) we are all witnesses 

d) the beam is in your eye 
 
Exercise 5.13 
a) I saw a star which fell 

b) every scribe who has learnt the 
Kingdom of Heaven 

c) every thing which God said 

d) the men whom Cornelius sent who 
sought the house of Simon 
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e) the men which you have exalted in 
your kingdom did not obey your 
commandment 

f) this is the first miracle which Jesus did 
in Canna of Galilee 

g) the words which You gave to me I 
gave to them 

h) that which you have received of God 

i) he who built his house upon the sand 
 
Exercise 5.14 
a) when he came to it he did not find 

anything on it 

b) John the Baptist sent us to you 

c) He sent me one of the Seraphim 

d) It is necessary that every written thing 
in the law of Moses and the prophets 
and the psalms regarding Me be 
fulfilled  

e) this is Josiah who the prophets 
prophesied about (on) the altar 

f) have mercy upon us Jesus the son of 
David 

g) a fruit whose seed is inside it 

h) that which Moses wrote about in the 
law and the prophets 

  
Exercise 5.15 
a) they stoned them 

b) I remembered your name and found 
comfort, O king of ages, God of gods 

c) Peter remembered the word 

d) when He took bread He gave thanks 

e) they preached the word of God 
 
Exercise 5.16 
a) they brought him a blind man 

b) we send you the hymn 

c) he gave Sara his wife to him 

d) He sent us the Paraclete 

e) The Lord heard and had mercy on me, 
he turned my weeping into joy for me 

f) I called you and you did not answer 
me 

 
Exercise 5.17 
a) Abraham hurried he went inside the 

tent 

b) Noah went with his wife and his 
children and the wives of the children 
with him into the Ark 

c) an angel of the Lord appeared to 
Joseph in a dream 

d) then the chiefs hurried 
 
Exercise 5.18 
a) this is my God I will glorify Him the 

God of my father I will exalt Him 

b) the Lord will save the soul of his 
servants 

c) the Lord will scatter the councils of the 
nations 

d) they will throw him to the fire 

e) he will receive his reward 

f) he will walk in the evening 

g) Heaven and earth will pass 

h) in a flame of fire he will give 
vengeance to those who did not know 
God 

 
Exercise 5.19 
a) he will not sit 

b) it will not be undone 

c) he himself will not know 

d) they will not know him 

e) My eyes will not have compassion nor 
will I have mercy on them 

 
Exercise 5.20 
a) In the measure which you will 

measure 

b) the Lord is the one who will accept me 
to Him 

c) every empty word which the men will 
say 

d) that which you have commanded us 
(to do) will we do (it) 
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e) it is I who watches over you in every 
path which you will fly (travel) upon 

 
Exercise 6.1 
a) Peter and John  

b) the Lord commanded and they  were 
created 

c) neither an arch angel or a patriarch or 
a prophet 

d) then Moses praised 

e) since it is a commandment 

f) chief or judge 

g) if you are the Son of God throw your 
self down from this (here) 

h) so that you are not a slave but a son 

i) the fire did not touch them nor did a 
hair of their head become missing 

j) O Lord my heart did not exalt nor did 
my eyes raise themselves 

 
Exercise 6.2 
a) For I know truly that I am a sinner 

b) Indeed Elijah came first 

c) Indeed I baptised you in (a) water of 
repentance 

d) but they do not fast 

e) you did not tell me "she is my wife" 

f) the veil is also on their heart 

g) and when he came down from the 
mountain 

h) and the apostles heard with the 
brothers who are in Judea that the 
nations also accepted the word of God 

i) they do not believe (it) that he is a 
disciple 

 
Exercise 6.3 
a) for you build the tombs of the 

prophets and you adorn the caves of 
the righteous 

b) so that you be children of your father 
who abides in the Heavens 

c) and great multitudes gathered to him 
so that he mounted the boat 

d) the people grew and prevailed and 
multiplied in Egypt till another king 
arose over Egypt 

e) so that the remainder of the people 
seek the Lord with all the nations 

f) he rained rain upon the face of the 
earth till it sprouted to give its fruit 

g) he breathed against the trees till they 
budded 

h) lest that they see (with) their eyes and 
hear with their ears and understand in 
their hearts and they return so that I 
heal them 

i) come forth to me that I touch you for 
you are my son 

j) lest they trample (upon) them 

k) I will hope under the shadow of your 
wings till the iniquity passes 

 
Exercise 6.4 
a) lest it not be sufficient for us with you 

b) for it is good for you for one of your 
members to be destroyed and not that 
your whole body go to Hades 

c) so that the darkness does not reach 
you 

d) and if you do not forgive the sins of 
the men neither will your father forgive 
you your trespasses 

e) my children, these I write to you so 
that you do not sin 

 
 
Exercise 7.1 
a) He was speaking with them many 

things in parables 

b) his disciples were asking Him of the 
parable 

c) they were mocking him 

d) the multitude were amazed 

e) and there was a well of water of Jacob 
there 

f) and they knew them that they were 
with Jesus 

g) and they were all surprised 
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h) I was in the city Joppa 
 
Exercise 7.2 
a) the arch priests and the Pharisees had 

given commandment 

b) and they came out they fled from the 
tomb for trembling had reached them 

c) Claudius had given a command 

d) And the Passover had approached, the 
feast of the Jews 

 

Exercise 7.3 
a) the place in which Peter was 

b) this who was giving much work 
 
Exercise 7.4 
a) the arch priests of the people came to 

him while (he was) teaching 

b) the bush which Moses saw in the 
desert, (with) the fire burning inside it 

c) he saw a man sitting 

d) two blind people walked behind him 
crying out 

e) and Jesus was visiting all the cities and 
the villages teaching in their 
synagogues and preaching the gospel 
of the kingdom 

f) and eating with them he commanded 
them 

g) my father has already written your 
name 

h) I was in the city Joppa praying and I 
saw in  a trance a vision (of) a vessel  
coming down 

i) but his will is in the law of the Lord 
 
Exercise 7.5 
a) and when the sun was about to cease 

the veil of the temple split in its 
middle 

b) the twelve, Jesus sent them when He 
commanded them 

c) and when they were about to bring 
him inside to the castle 

d) and it happened as Peter was about to 
pass through the brethren he came 
upon the saints in Lidda 

e) and when he had gained (a) great 
mercy of God he became Christian 

f) and when the guard of the prison 
awoke and when he saw the doors of 
the prison open he unsheathed his 
sword about to kill himself thinking 
that 'those who are bound have fled' 

 
Exercise 8.1 
a) Pilate said to them 

b) he told me everything which I did 

c) like which I will not but like which you 
will 

d) he pleased God 

e) Nathaniel said to him 

f) you were preaching saying “indeed I 
baptise you in water of repentance for 
the forgiveness of sins” 

g) these words he said (them) in the 
treasury 

h) he said this parable to them saying: 

i) you created all things and your will 
was done and they were created 

j) and she said "the head of John the 
Baptist" 

k) and the sweetness differs between 
each one 

l) they said that this is Emmanuel 

m) I say to you come out from these 
people 

n) the daughter of Herodias danced in 
the midst and she pleased Herod 

o) they did to him everything which they 
wanted 

 
Exercise 8.2 
a) this which it is necessary that the 

Heavens accept 

b) and if there is one among you 

c) and they preach to us other customs, 
these which it is not appropriate for us 
to accept 
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d) there are not a multitude of wise 
according to (the) flesh there is not a 
multitude of strong 

e) and when Paul knew that there is a 
part 

f) for it is necessary  (appropriate) that 
he believes 

g) and there was a multitude gathered 

h) those which it is not appropriate to do 

i) if there is a bad thing in this man 

j) there is no woman without man nor 
man without woman in the Lord  

 
Exercise 8.3 
a) bless the Lord for a psalm is good 

b) truly I say to you, that no one stood 
amongst those born of women who is 
greater than John the Baptist 

c) it is not good to take the bread of the 
children 

d) and the gold of that land is good 

e) blessed are the compassionate 

f) and the woman saw that the tree is 
good 

g) hail to you O Mary the beautiful dove 
 
Exercise 9.1 
a) again the devil took Him on a 

mountain 

b) again the kingdom of Heaven is 
likened to a merchant man 

c) our bread of the morrow give it to us 
today 

d) seven times daily 

e) the anger of the Lord burned for the 
sake of the sins which the people did 
in that time 

f) immediately, the demon convulsed the 
woman 

g) it happened in the 30th year in the 
fourth month 

h) this (He) came to Jesus by night 
 

Exercise 9.2 
a) The time (end) of every man came 

before me for indeed the earth has 
been filled with iniquity 

b) immediately, he threw him (upward) 
quickly 

c) I am coming quickly 

d) the brethren accepted us to themselves 
joyfully 

e) people, our brethren it is appropriate 
that we speak with you openly 
regarding our fore father David 

f) for truly they gathered in this city 

g) and he said to them that rightly Isaiah 
prophesied regarding you 

 
Exercise 9.3 
a) she came out behind Him 

b) he came outside the city 

c) they were thinking in (amongst) 
themselves 

d) and all these are the beginning of 
pains 

e) beneath your feet 

f) then when they went inside they went 
up to a high place (upper room) in 
which were Peter and John and James 
and Andrew and Philip and Thomas 

 
Exercise 9.4 
a) they became many martyrs like the 

stars of Heaven 

b) your glory O Mary is exalted more 
than Heaven 

c) a day in your courts is more good 
(better) than thousands 

d) you shine more than the sun you are 
brighter than the Cherubim 

e) and so that I do not hinder you more 

f) if we receive the witness of (the) men 
the witness of God is more great 

g) and He said 'truly I say to you that this 
poor widow cast more than all these'  
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Exercise 10.1 
a) they cast new wine to new wineskins 

b) the words of God he hears them 

c) while you are a child you bind yourself 

d) you know that the summer draws near 

e) she calls her friends and her 
neighbours saying “rejoice with me for 
I found my drachma which was lost” 

f) the sheep hear his voice and he calls 
his sheep according to their names 
and he brings them out 

 
Exercise 10.2 
a) (he) seeks for (a) place of rest and he 

does not find 

b) we know that God does not hear 
sinners 

c) but the thief he does not come except 
perhaps to steal and to kill and to 
destroy 

d) they do not cast new wine to old 
wineskins 

e) for the wrath of man does not work to 
the righteousness of God 

 
Exercise 10.3 
a) the wine and the food which the king 

eats from (them) 

b) the gate of the temple which is called 
'beautiful' 

c) the mountain which is called 'that of 
olives' 

d) those which I love I rebuke I teach 
them 

e) like the shepherd who divides the 
sheep from the goats 

 
Exercise 10.4 
a) and he who does not throw himself 

down to kneel he will be immediately 
thrown into the furnace of fire 

b) from your hands O king He will save 
us 

c) for the place which your treasure is 
(to) your heart will also be there 

d) he will meditate in His law in the day 
and in the night 

e) and God will give you from the dew of 
Heaven 

f) God will bring His hand upon all the 
adornment of Heaven and upon the 
kings of the earth 

g) God will humiliate the chiefs of the 
sons of Zion 

h) You have heard that it was said 'you 
will love your friend and you will hate 
your enemy' 

i) and after three days he will rise 

j) the queen of (the) south will rise in the 
judgement with this generation and 
she will judge it 

 
Exercise 10.5 
a) they hold the ropes and the anchors 

fearing that the wind will not come 
upon them 

b) I will not fear before evil for you are 
with me 

c) this generation will not pass away till 
all these happen 

d) (the) Heaven and the earth will pass 
away but my words will not pass away 

e) fruit will not come out from inside you 
for ever 

f) and after another seven days (are) you 
will not see the earth 

g) do not do like the hypocrites 
 
Exercise 10.6: 
a) and you say that if we were in the days 

of our fathers we would not have been 
partners (to) them in the blood of the 
prophets 

b) for if you were desiring  sacrifice I 
would (still) give 

c) that which He was about to complete 
in Jerusalem 

d) for if we were examining ourselves we 
would not be judged 
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e) they answered saying to him if this 
were not an evil person we would not 
have given him to you 

 
Exercise 10.7 
a) fear before God and glorify Him for 

the time of  His judgement has come 

b) give the boy Shenouti to me so that he 
looks over the sheep with me 

c) stop your tongue from (the) evil 

d) and go out to the crossings of paths 

e) Jesus said to her ‘go, call your 
husband and come here’ 

f) then see lest that which was spoken in 
the prophets come upon you 

g) make us gods 

h) Pilate said to them take him 
yourselves, crucify Him 

i) O the angel of this day, who flies to 
the highest with this hymn, make our 
remembrance before the Lord to 
forgive us from our sins. Those who 
are sick heal them, those who have 
slept O Lord repose them, our 
brothers who are in every hardship O 
my Lord help us with them  

 
Exercise 10.8 
a) my beloved do not believe every spirit 

b) go, from now do not return to sinning 

c) do not rejoice in this 

d) do not worry about the morrow 

e) do not go nor pursue 

f) do not judge so that you are not 
judged 

g) and the Lord said to Paul through a 
vision in the evening 'do not fear but 
speak and not keep silent' 

h) do not love the world nor those which 
are in the world 

i) the commandments you know them, 
do not kill, do not commit adultery, 
not steal, do not witness falsely 

 

Exercise 10.9 
a) let us praise the Lord 

b) let your name be purified 

c) let your kingdom come 

d) let me hear your mercy 

e) let all your enemies be scattered 

f) let Him save Him now if He loves 
Him 

g) you also, that which you have heard 
from the beginning let it dwell in you 

 
Exercise 10.10 
a) And Peter said to him even if all the 

others stumble but I (will) not 

b) and days are coming when the 
bridegroom will be taken away from 
them then they will fast 

c) when they hear they accept the word 
(to themselves) joyfully 

d) you will receive (a) power when the 
Holy Spirit comes down upon you 

e) and when I receive a time I will send 
after you 

f) for there is profit in circumcision if 
you do the law 

g) the Lord will raise him even if he has 
done sins they will be forgiven to him 

 
Exercise 10.11 
a) my beloved if our hearts do not 

condemn us 

b) for if you do not believe that “I am” 
you will die in your sins 

c) I say to you that if you do not eat the 
flesh of the Son of man 

d) for the Pharisees and all the Jews do 
not  eat if they do not wash many 
times 

e) I will give her to the (sick) bed with 
those who fornicate with her to a great 
tribulation if she does not repent 

f) He said to the unlawful king 
Diocletian “my Lord Jesus Christ lives, 
if you do not write about me also that 
you send me down to Egypt so that 
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my blood be poured out in that place 
like my father Basil and all my 
brothers I will remove your head  

Exercise 11.1 
a) they cause the city of God to rejoice 

b) He causes his sun to shine upon the 
wicked and the righteous 

c) I will cause your name to be great 

d) They caused him to sit above them 

e) I will cause your bodies to shine like 
the sun. 

 
 
Exercise 11.2 
a) Lord do not cause us to perish for the 

sake of the soul of this man 

b) the time has come and behold the day 
has drawn near do not cause those 
who buy to rejoice 

c) and each one of you do not cause to 
(him) to think evil  in your heart 

d) and in that time the Lord will say to 
Jerusalem "comfort Zion, do not cause 
your hands to be undone" 

e) and those who are in the country do 
not cause them to go inside 

f) do not cause the heart of the king to 
be disturbed 

 
Exercise 11.3 
a) when the king heard the voice of the 

multitude he was amazed 

b) when the Lord returned the captivity 
of Zion we became like those who 
were comforted 

c) and He was saying a parable to them 
so that they would pray at all times 

d) in (the) saying 'today, if you will hear 
his voice' 

e) when Pharaoh let the people go God 
did not lead before the people to the 
way of the Philistine 

f) the Spirit took Him to the desert so 
the devil (could) tempt Him 

 

 
Exercise 11.4 
a) those who it is possible for them to 

teach to you of the salvation through 
the faith which is in Christ Jesus 

b) My Lord if you wish it is possible for 
you to purify me 

c) this said 'it is possible for me to 
collapse this temple of God 

d) for this it was possible to deceive her 
according to the wish of her heart 

e) this which it is possible for us to give 
an account about (it) regarding the 
disturbance 

 
Exercise 11.5 
a) it is not possible for him to see 

b) it is not possible for Him to save Him 

c) for it is not possible for anyone to do 
these miracles which you do (them) if 
God is not with Him 

d) all those who dwell in Jerusalem (they) 
know, it is not possible for us to deny 

e) it is not possible for you to drink from 
the cup of the Lord and the cup of the 
demons 

f) it is not possible for me to do this till 
Eusebius my son comes from the 
battle 

  
Exercise 11.6 
a) for your father knows those which you 

need (them) before you ask Him for 
them 

b) and it happened before I completed 
these words 

c) but the end has not yet come 

d) for my time has not yet been 
completed 

e) for He had not yet come upon one of  
them 

f) and now we do not yet see everything 
 
Exercise 11.7 
a) you know to examine 
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b) he sat to teach them 

c) for I hope to see you 

d) make us worthy to say 

e) it is easy to deceive her 
 
Exercise 12.1 
a) if it is appropriate for me to boast (my 

self) I will boast (myself) in my 
weakness 

b) I ask you O the good one, have mercy 
on me according to your great mercy 

c) in the measure which you measure it 
will be measured to you 

d) I will open my mouth in parables and 
speak of those which are hidden since 
the foundation of the world 

e) say to him 'the teacher says that My 
time has drawn near I will do the 
Pascha at your (house) with my 
disciples 

f) the girl did not die but  she is sleeping 
 
 
Exercise 12.2 
a) Jesus answered and said that this voice 

did not happen for my sake but for 
your sake 

b) They knew truly that I came from you 
c) for I made the man in the image of 

God 
d) You came here to destroy us before 

our time happened 
e) I came so that they may have life 
 
Exercise 13.1 
a) is it possible for you to drink the cup 

which I will drink? They said to him 'it 
is possible for us' 

b) does he not leave the 99 behind? 

c) he gave a blow to Jesus saying 'is this 
the way to answer the high priest?' 

d) when they called they were asking 'is 
Simon who is called Peter dwelling 
here?' 

e) does she not light a lamp and sweep 
the house? 

f) is it appropriate for me to say 
something to you? 

g) did not my hand make all these 
things? 

 
Exercise 13:2 
a) how is it that you a Jew ask through 

(from) me to drink? 

b) and he said 'how is it possible for me 
to know if one does not lead me 

c) how many years am I (have I been) a 
servant to you? 

d) and they cried out with a great voice 
saying “till when our master, the Holy, 
the righteous, do you not judge?” 

e) what is the place which is my place of 
rest? 

f) who is the man that you remembered? 

g) (O) woman, why are you crying? 

h) for why did I not die in the womb? 

i) how is it (that) you do not understand? 

j) what is happening my son? 
 
 
Exercise 13.3 
a) when he saw them walking behind 

him he said to them 'what are you 
looking for?'' 

b) where did they come from? 

c) Rabbi, when did you come to this 
place? 

d) When will the kingdom of God come? 

e) for I know where you dwell, the place 
which the throne of Satan is in 

f) where do battles come from? 

g) when will the sun set so that I rest 
from my sufferings and pain of my 
heart 

h) the disciples said where will we find 
this number (amount) of bread in this 
wilderness? 
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Exercise 14:1 
a) and Peter said “no O Lord for I did 

not eat anything ever which is defiled 
or polluted” 

b) and they cried up to the Lord and they 
said “no Lord, do not destroy us for 
the sake of the soul of this man” 

c) and they were coming to him saying 
“hail the king of the Jews” 

d) thank you my honoured servants 

e) he said to him “tell me are you a 
Roman?” And he said 'yes' 

f) and they asked him ‘are you Elijah?’ 
he said ‘no’ are you a prophet? he 
answered ‘no’ 

g) woe to you Pharisees for you love the 
first seat in the synagogue and the 
greetings in the market place 

h) and Jesus said to them “do you believe 
that it is possible for me to do this?” 
they said to Him “Yes, our Lord” 

i) and behold an angel of the Lord came 

j) truly, I say to you 
 
Exercise 15.1 
a) Upon Zion His Holy Mountain 

b) we do not have boldness 

c) I have pride in Christ Jesus 

d) Abraham your father was rejoicing 
desiring to see my day and he saw, he 
rejoiced 

e) do we not have the power to eat and to 
drink? 

f) we have our God in Heaven, God the 
almighty 

g) he cried over them like his beloved 
children 

h) and if he does not have a brother you 
will give his inheritance to his 
household 

i) your children have animals 
 
Exercise 15.2 
a) you are not yours (you are not your 

own) 

b) theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven 

c) To Him is the glory till the age of ages 
amen. 

d) all those of the city gathered 

e) the word which you hear (it) is not 
mine but that of the father who sent 
me 

f) it is not yours to know seasons and 
times 

g) these vessels, these are mine 

h) to you is the day, to you also is the 
evening, you prepared the sun and the 
moon 

i) Michael the Chief of the Heavenlies 

j) you do not think about the things of 
God but (those) of man 

 
Exercise 15.3 
a) then our mouths were filled with joy 

b) blessed is the Lord God of Israel, 
blessed is the Lord God of Sidrak, 
Misak, and Abdenago who has sent 
his angel, he saved his servants for 
indeed their hearts (trust) were in him 

c) God, hear my prayer, receive the voice 
of the words of my mouth 

d) when he opened his mouth 

e) and the Lord also said to him ‘put your 
hand inwards upon your chest and he 
placed his hands inwards upon his 
chest.’ 

 

Practice texts

 
 
 

Practice text 1 
O our mother the Saint Mary the virgin. We 
are your children and you are our mother. 
We are the children of your beloved Son. He 
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is our Lord and we are His servants. He is 
our father and we are His children. 
 
Practice text 2 
The first is love. The second is hope. The 
third is faith. The fourth is purity. The fifth 
is virginity. The sixth is peace. The seventh 
is wisdom. The eighth is righteousness. The 
ninth is meekness. The tenth is patience. 
The eleventh is long suffering. The twelfth 
is asceticism 
 
Practice text 3 
Sing to the Lord with a new song. Sing to 
the Lord all the earth. Sing to the Lord, 
bless His name, proclaim His salvation day 
by day. Speak of His glory amongst the 
nations and His wonders amongst all the 
nations, for great is the Lord and He is very 
blessed. He is fearful above all the gods for 
all the gods of the nations are demons. 
 
Practice text 4 
You are the golden, pure censer which 
carries the blessed coal of fire. 
 
Practice text 5 
Hail to you Mary the beautiful dove that 
gave birth to God the Word for us. You are 
truly blessed with Your good Father and the 
Holy Spirit for You came and saved us. 
 
Practice text 6 
The hymn of the blessed slumber, I will 
give to Christ my king and my God. I will 
hope in Him. 
 
Practice text 7 
1) You are truly great O good announcer, 

amongst the ranks of angels and the 
Heavenly hosts 

2) Gabriel the announcer, the great 
amongst the angels and the Holy 
exalted ranks which carry the sword of 
flaming fire 

3) For Daniel the prophet saw your 
honour and you told him about the 
mystery of the life giving Trinity 

4) and Zachariah the priest, you 
announced to him (in) the birth of the 
forerunner, John the Baptist. 

5) You also preached to the virgin “Hail 
O full of grace, the Lord is with you. 
You will give birth to the saviour of all 
the earth.” 

6) Intercede O the Holy Archangel, 
Gabriel the announcer 

 
Practice text 8 
Emmanuel our God is now in our midst in 
the Glory of His Father and the Holy Spirit, 
to bless us all, to purify our hearts, to heal 
the sicknesses of our souls and bodies. 
 
Practice text 9 
I ask you for the sake of my son, this whom 
I bore in my bonds, Onesimus. This who 
was worthless to you for a time but now he 
is of value to me with you. This who I sent 
to you. 
 
Practice text 10 
And it happened that after these things and 
he was walking to every city and village 
preaching and announcing the kingdom of 
God. And the 12 being with him and the 
other women those whom He had healed 
from evil spirits and sicknesses. Mary who 
is called ‘Magdalene’ from whom He cast 
out  7 demons, and Joanna the wife of 
Chuza the steward of Herod and Susanna 
and many others with those who were 
serving Him from their possessions. 
 
Practice text 11 
And there was a disciple in Damascus 
whose name was Ananias. And the Lord 
said to him in a dream ‘Ananias, and he said 
‘behold, (it is) I Lord.’ 
 
Practice text 12 
The Lord will hear you in the day of your 
tribulation. He will give upon you the name 
of the God of Jacob. He will send to you 
help from the Holy (Sanctuary). He will 
accept you to Him from Zion. He will 
remember all your sacrifices, your fattened 
burnt offerings to Him. The Lord will give 
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you according to your heart and all your 
counsel. He will perfect. We will give thanks 
to the Lord in Your salvation and in the 
name of our God we will grow. The Lord 
will complete all your requests.  
 
Practice text 13 
Judge O Lord those who use violence with 
me and fight those who fight me. Take a 
weapon and a shield. Arise, help me. Draw 
out Your sword and shut in front (block the 
path of) those who persecute me. Say to my 
soul “I am your salvation.” 
 
Practice text 14 
O Lord, do not admonish me in Your anger 
nor in Your wrath. Do not reprove me. Have 
mercy upon me O Lord for I am weak, heal 
me O Lord for my bones are disturbed and 
my soul  has been greatly troubled. 
 
Practice text 15 
And if your brother sins against you go and 
blame him between you and him only, if he 
hears you, you will gain your brother. And if 
he does not hear you take another or two 
with you so that from the mouth of 2 
witnesses or 3 every word stands. And if he 
does not hear you say (it) to the Church. 
And if he does not hear the Church he will 
be to you like a heathen and a tax collector. 
 
Practice text 16 
I will write your names in the Church of the 
first born. I will cause it to be preached in 
the whole world. When I come in my 
appearance I will cause your bodies to shine 
like the sun and so that you be as wonders 
before all the nations 
 
Practice text 17 
And they said to him “why is this evil in you 
and what is your occupation and where do 

you come from and what district are you 
from and from what city” and he said to 
them “I am a servant of the Lord.” 
 
Practice text 18  
And the Canaanite, the king Arad who 
dwells in the desert heard that Israel came 
on the way of Atharin and he fought Israel 
and he took prisoners (a captivity)from 
them and Israel prayed a prayer to the Lord 
and he said if you give me this nation into 
my hands I will destroy (curse) it and its 
cities and the Lord heard the voice of Israel 
and He gave the nation of Canaan into his 
hand and he destroyed (cursed) it and its 
cities and he named the name of that place 
‘anathema’ and when they departed from 
Hor the mountain upon the way of the red 
sea they circled the land of Edom and the 
people became small of heart on the way 
and the children spoke against God and 
Moses saying “ why did you bring us from 
the land of Egypt to kill us in the desert, for 
there is no bread nor water and our soul has 
become cold to this dry bread” and the Lord 
sent the serpents into the people to kill and 
they were biting the people and a great 
multitude of the people of Israel died and 
the people came to Moses saying “we 
sinned and spoke against God and against 
you. Pray then to the Lord and let Him 
remove these serpents away from us” and 
Moses prayed to the Lord for the people and 
the Lord said to Moses “make for yourself a 
bronze serpent and put it on a sign and it 
will be that if the serpent bites a man and he 
will look to the bronze serpent and he will 
live and Moses made the bronze serpent 
and placed it on a sign and it happened that 
when a serpent bit a man and he looks to 
the bronze serpent, he lives.
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Glossary
Note: Words of grammatical significance are presented with the page number in brackets. 
Transitive verbs are presented in the format of infinitive, construct form, pronominal form, and 
qualitative form.

abot month (m) 

abba father (Gk,m) 

agayoc good, righteous, 
noble (adj.Gk) 

  good, righteous 
one (m) 

agap/ love (Gk,f) 

ayarin Atharin (prop 
noun) 

aiai , oi (q) to grow, multiply 
(vi) to be 
abundant, great 

aktin light, ray (Gk,m) 

al/ywc truly  (Gk) 

al/i to mount, go up 
(v.i) 

alla but (conj) (123) 

alou youth (m,f) 

 alwoui youth (pl) 

amahi to prevail, to rule, 
be in possession 
of (v.i) 

am/n amen, may it be 
(interj) (239) 

amoni to seize, hold (v.t) 

an negative particle 
(66) 

 interrogative 
particle (227) 

 Collective numeral 
prefix (259) 

anayema devotion, curse 
(Gk,m) 

anactacic resurrection 
(Gk,f) 

;anok I, 1st P  indep 
p.pronoun 

anomia iniquity (f) 

anomoc lawless (adj, Gk) 

anso thousands 

apac old (adjective) 

apoctoloc apostle, 
messenger, 
ambassador, 
envoy (Gk,m) 

arad Arad (prop noun) 

aresan pre subj form 
conditional (201) 

areh to guard, to keep, 
to study (v.t) 

ar/ou perhaps, may be 
(adv) (172) 

ar/t/ Virtue (Gk,f) 

ar,iereuc high priest (m) 
(Gk) 

ar,wn chief, ruler (Gk,m) 

acyen/c weak, feeble, 
infirm, sick (Gk, 
adj) 

ackoc wineskin, leather 
bag (m) 

acpacmoc greeting (Gk,m) 
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at/ay- negative prefix 
(259) 

atywleb without 
defilement, pure 
(adj) 

at;cm/ without voice, 
mute (adj) 

atemi ignorant (adj) 

atsau worthless (adj.) 

aujal ship anchor (m) 

;ave head (f) 

avot cup, chalice (m) 

asai, os(q) to become many, 
multiply  to be 
abundant (v.i) 

aqo= why? 
(interrog.part) 
(229), what? infl. 
interjec. (239) 

aha yes (injerjec.) 
(239) 

aho treasure (m) 

ajp hour (f) 

baempi goat (f) 

baki  city (f) 

bal eye (m) 

bacilit/c Basil (prop 
noun) 

batoc bush (Gk,m) 

belle blind person 
(m) 

beri new (adjective) 

be,e reward (m) 

b/b cave (m) 

b/yvag/ Bethpage (prop 
noun) 

bo/yia help, aid, cure 
(Gk,f) 

bo/yin to help, support 
(Gk,v.t) 

bw tree (f) 

bol the outside  

bwk  servant, slave (m) 

ebiaik (pl) servants, slaves 
(pl) 

bwl bel- bol¹ b/l 
 ;ebol to loosen, untie, 

melt, undo, 
collapse 

bwtc to fight, battle (v.t) 

  fight, battle (m) 

gazovulakion treasury (Gk,m) 

geenna Gehana, Hades 
(Gk,f) 

genea race, type, 
generation (f) 

demwn demon (Gk,m) 

d/narion denarius (roman 
coin) m 

diaboloc devil (m) 

diokl/tianoc Diocletian (prop 
noun) 

Dik/oucun/ 
diakiocun/ 

righteousness 
(Gk,f) 

;e obj. marker (75), to 
(prep.) (70) 
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;ero= pronom. form (75) 

 as a conjunction 
(219) 

;e relative converter 
non verbal 
sentence (83) 

 relative converter 
past tense for 
indefinite 
antecedent (104) 

ebiaik slaves, servants 
see bwk 

ebo mute person (m) 

;ebol away, out (comp. 
prep) (173) 

egkratia asceticisim (Gk,f) 

eybe for the sake of, 
because (prep) (70) 
conj (124) 

eynoc nation (Gk,m) 

eyre pre subj form 

causative (`yre) 
ek;kl/cia church (Gk,f) 

eliac Elijah (prop noun) 

emasw very (adverb) 

;emi  to know, 
understand (v.i) 

emnai here (adv) 

empsa to be worthy (v.i) 

;enare pre subj form 
imperfect future 

(enare 191) 

;ene shortened form of  

`enare 
;eneh eternally (adv.) 

  age, eternity (m) 

enkai see en,ai 
enkot to sleep, lay down, 

pass away (v.i) 

entol/ commandment 
(Gk,f) 

en,ai thing, possesion 
(m) 

epaggelia promise (Gk,f) 

;epec/t (adv.) downward, 
down to, beneath 

epid/ since, after, that 
(Gk, conj.) (123) 

epitropoc steward (Gk,m) 

;epswi upwards (adv) 

;e;pjint= in order to (verbal 
substantive pronom 
form) (212) 

;e;pjinta- when (verbal 
substantive) pre 
subj form (212) 

eragiazin to sanctify (Gk,vi) 

eranayematizin to devote, curse 
(v.t) 

;erat= to the foot of, to 
(comp prep) (263) 

erdiakrinin to examine (v.t) 

erdokimazin to test, try, examine 
(v.t) 

;ere pre subj form 
relative converter 
(81) 
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 pre subj form 
circumstantial (145) 

 pre subj form 
emphatic future 
(184) 

eretin to ask (Gk, 
v.t) 

-er/ou one another 
(reciprocating 
pnoun) (243) 

erkataginwckin to condemn 
(Gk,v.t) 

ermeletan to meditate (Gk v.i) 

ermetanoin to repent (Gk, v.i) 

ern/cteuin to fast (Gk, v.i) 

ernis] to be great (v) 

ernobi to sin (v) 

ernofri to be good 

ernwik to fornicate, 
commit adultery 
(v.i) 

;erouw to answer (v) 

;ero (prep) 2nd person f 
singular object 
indicator, to you 
(f,s) 

;eroi (prep) 1st person 
singular object 
indicator, to me 

;erok (prep) 2nd person 
m singular object 
indicator, to you 
(m,s) 

;eroc (prep) 3rd person f 
singular object 
indicator, to her 

;erouw to answer, reply 

(v.i) 

erouwini to shine (v.i) 

;erof (prep) 3rd person 
m singular object 
indicator, to him 

erpirazin to tempt (Gk,v.t) 

erprecbeuin to intercede 

erproceu,ecye to pray 

erprov/teuin to prophesy (v.t) 

ercobt to make a wall 
around, protect 
(v.t) 

ervaqri to heal (v.t) 

ervei sanctuary, temple, 
altar (m) 

er;vmeui to remember 

ersisi authority, power 
(m) 

er;sv/ri to be amazed (v.i) 

erhal to deceive (v.t) 

erhelpic to hope (v) 

er;hmot to grant, bestow 

erhou;o to increase (v) 

erhwb to work, labour (v.i) 

ecwou sheep (m) 

et- relative converter 
(79) 

;ete Relative converter 
(5.1.v) 

;ete ;mmau That (far dem. art) 
(34) 
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;eten- construct form of 

;ntot= (264) 

et/ma request, demand 
(Gk,m) 

;eti after, during, and 
(conj, Gk) (124) 

;e;th/ forward, ahead 
(adv) 

euaggelion Gospel (Gk,m) 

eucebioc Eusebius 
(prop.noun) 

eu,/ prayer (Gk,f) 

;evahou backwards (adv) 

e,malwcia captivity (Gk, f) 

;eswp if, when 
(conditional) (130) 
(202) 

;eqoun inside (compound 
prep) (70) 

;ehoou day (m) 

;ehren facing, in front of 
(comp prep) (263) 

;ehr/i downwards (adv) 

;ejen upon (com prep) 
(263) 

ejw¹ pronom form 

ejwrh evening (m) 

/i house (m) 

/pi number (f) 

/rp wine (m) 

?cau Esau (prop. noun) 

;y f definite art (28) 

ya f pre subj form 
poss p.noun (248) 

yai feminine 
demonstrative 
pronoun 

yamio yamie- 
yamio¹ 
yami/out 

to make, create 
(v.t) 

yebio yebie- 
yebio¹ 
yebi/out 

to be humble to 
humiliate (v.t) 

Yeotokoc Mother of God (f) 
(Gk) (llt: bearer of 
God) 

yese neighbour, 
borderer (m.f) 

 yeseu neighbours (pl) 

y/ou wind, breath (m) 

;ym/i righteousness, 
truth (f)  

;yre pre subj form 
causative (207) 

;yronoc throne (Gk,m) 

yucia offering (Gk,f) 

ywkem to draw out (knife 
or sword) v.t 

ywou] youet- 
youwt¹ 
you/t 

to gather (v.t) 

ywhem yahem- 
yahm¹ yahem 

to knock, summon, 
to invite, to be 
invited (q) 
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(q) 

;i, n/ou(q) to come (v.i), to be 
coming 

ibi, obi (q) to thirst, to be 
thirsty (q) 

ie or (conj) (124) 

i/c mmo¹ to hasten (v,r) 

ini en- en¹ to bring (v.t) 

ioudai Jew (m) 

Ioudea Judah (f) 

ioh moon (m) 

iri er- ai¹ oi to do, make (v.t) 

ic behold (interj) 

icje if (conj) (124) 

icjen since (simple 
preposition) (70) 

Iwann/c John (prop.noun) 

iwpp/ Joppa (prop.noun) 

iwt father (m) 

io] fathers, parents 
(pl) 

iw] dew (f) 

isi es-as¹asi to hang, suspend, 
crucify 

kakia evil, malice (Gk,f) 

kalumma veil (Gk,m) 

kalwc good, beautiful, 
fair, righteously, 
truly (adv) 

kan even if (124) 

kac bone (m) 

katabol/ foundation, 
establishment 
(Gk,f) 

katapetacma veil (Gk,m) 

kas reed, pen (m) 

kahi world, land, earth 
(m) 

kahc custom, habit (f) 

ka] , ;e to understand 

ke other, also (art) (44) 

kelebin axe (m) 

keni to fatten (v.t) 

keniwout to be fattened 
(qual) 

kente date (m) 

k/n To cease, already 
(v.i) (145) 

kocmoc  world (Gk,m) 

koi field (f) 

kour slap, blow (m) 

kouji little (m) 

  small (adj) 

kricic judgment (Gk,f) 

kubwtoc ark (f) 

kuyara harp (Gk,f) 

kwt ket to build (v.t) 
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kot¹ 
kw] to turn, go around, 

to go about seeking 
(v.i) 

 ;mmo¹ to turn, self, return 

 ;nca  to seek 

 Repeat of action 
(116) 

lamproc brilliant, bright (adj) 

lapci bite, sting, morsel 
(m) 

lac  tongue (m) 

lacaji chatty, talkative 
(adj) 

laoc nation, people 
(Gk,m) 

lafwi hairy (adj) 

lepton mite (Gk) 

logoc word (Gk,m) 

Ludda Lidda (prop noun) 

;m 
for ̀n before m p 
b v ' (39) 

mah place (m) 

makarioc blessed one (Gk,m) 

ma;mbre Mamre (prop. 
Noun) 

ma;nerswousi place of sacrifice, 
altar (m) 

ma;necwou shepherd (m) 

ma;n;mton place of rest (m) 

ma;nsafe desert (m) 

ma;nhemci place of sitting, 
seat (m) 

may/t/c  disciple 

mare pre. subj. form 
optative (199,256) 

maci calf  (m) 

matoi soldier (m) 

mau mother (f) 

ma place (m) 

mahi  cubit (m) 

;mbon wrath (m) 

meym/i rigtheousness, 
truth (f)  

meynou] Divinity (f) 

meyre witness, 
testimony (f) 

metmeyre witness (m) 

mei  menre- 
menrit¹  mai- 
(p.c) 

to love (v.t) 

meloc share, limb, 
member (Gk) 

menenca after (prep) (70) 

menr/t beloved (m) 

 menra] beloved (pl) 

meroc share, portion 
(Gk,m) 

metalou childhood (f) 

metanoia repentance (f) 
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metnis] greatness (f) 

metou/b priesthood (f) 

metouro kingdom (f) 

metremraus meekness (f) 

metref]cbw Teaching (f) 

metcai;e Beauty (f) 

meu;i to think, suppose 
(v.i) 

  thought, 
remembrance (m) 

m/ interrogative 
particle (228) 

m/i truth, verity, justice 
(f) 

m/ini sign, wonder (m) 

m/pote lest, perhaps 
(Gk,conj.) (124) 

m/pwc lest, perhaps 
(Gk,conj.) 

m/s multitude (m) 

m/] midst, middle (f) 

mici mec- mac¹ 
moci 

to give birth to (v.t) 

mici  birth 

;mkah pain, suffering (m) 

;mmau  there (adv) 

 ete ;mmau 
;mmauat¹ alone, only 

(inflected adj.) (42) 

;mmasw very, greatly (adv.) 

;mm/ini every day, daily 
(adv.) 

;mmin ;mmo¹ own (inflected adj.) 
(44) 

;mnai here (Adv) 

mokmek to think, ponder, 
meditate (v.i) 

moc] mecte- 
mectw¹ 

to hate (v.t) 

mou, mwout to die, to be dead 
(v.i) 

 death (m) 

moumi spring (f) 

moun ;ebol to continue, to 
endure (v.i) 

mounk to cease, perish 
(v.i) 

mounhwou rain (m) 

mour mer- 
mor¹ m/r 

to bind (v.t) 

moucikoc musician (m) 

mou] to call, pronounce 
(v.t) 

mosi to walk 

moh meh to fill, burn (v.t) 

;mpair/] in this manner, in 
this way 

;mpare pre subj form 
negative habitual 
(181) 

;mpe pre subj form past 
perfect (95) 

;mpemyo before, in front of, 
facing 
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;mpic/ou at that time (adv.) 

;mpiehoou by day (adv.) 

;mpswi above (adv) 

;mton   to rest, repose (v.i) 

muct/rion sacrament, mystery 
(Gk,m) 

;mvoou today (adv.) 

;mvr/] like, as (adv) (176) 

;mvwr no! (interj) (239) 

mwit path, way (m) 

mwou water (m) 

;n attributive 
construction 
(38) 

 possessive 
construction 
(39) 

 as a 
conjunction 
(218) 

;n (;mmo¹) object marker 
(73) 

;n...an negative 
particle (66) 

na My (1st P pl obj 
poss art) (32) 

 pl. pre subj 
form poss. 
pnoun (248) 

naa naa¹ to be great 
(adj. vb) (164) 

na/t compassionate 
person (m) 

nai these (pl 
demonstrative 

pnoun, pl. 
demonstrative art ) 

  mercy, pity (m) 

  to have mercy (v.t) 

naiat¹ to be blessed (adj. 
vb) (164) 

nakhi pain, birth pain (f) 

nane- nane¹ to be good, fair (adj 
vb) (162) 

nau to look, behold (v.t) 

  time (m) 

nase- nasw¹ to be numerous 
(adj. vb) (164) 

nahmen to save (v.t) 

nahren before (comp prep) 
(264) 

;ehr¹ pronom form 

nah] to believe, have 
faith (v.t) 

  faith (m) 

nek your (2nd P pl , m 
subject) (32) 

nem with,  and (conj) 
(70) 

nen our (1st P pl. subj 
poss art) (32) 

 pl definite art (29) 

nec her (3rd P f  pl obj 
poss art) (32) 

nece- necw¹ to be beautiful (adj 
vb) (164) 

neten your  (second 
person plural) 

nef his (third person 
masc plural) 
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nehpi weeping (m) 

nehci to awaken (v.i) 

neji womb (f) 

n/b master, lord (m) 

ni pl definite art (29) 

niben every 

nis] great (adj.) 

;nkot to rest, repose (v.i) 

;nym/] in the midst, middle 
(adv.) 

;nyo you (f  3rd P indep. 
pers. pnoun) (35) 

;nyok you ( 2nd P m 
indep. pers. pnoun) 
(35) 

;nyoc she (3rd P  f  indep. 
pers. pnoun) (35) 

;nyof he ( 3rd P m indep. 
pers. pnoun) (35) 

;nywou they (3rd P pl indep. 
pers. pnoun) (35) 

;nywten you (2nd P pl indep. 
pers. pnoun (35) 

;nkecop again (adv.) 

nomoc law (m) 

nom] strength, comfort (f) 

nohem to save (v.t) 

noub gold, money (m) 

nouni root (f) 

nouj untrue, false (adj) 

noh  rope, cord (m) 

nohem nohem- 
nahem- nahm¹ 
nohem 

to save, deliver 
(v.t) 

;nrac] tomorrow (adv.) 

;nca behind, after, 
against (comp 
prep) (264) 

;ncaf yesterday (adv.) 

;nte possessive 
construction (40) 

;ntot¹ through the hands 
of, agency (264) 

;n,wlem quickly (adv.) 

;nswrp early (adv.) 

;n;qr/i below, from below 
(adv) (174) 

;n;hr/i upward, above 
(adv) 

;nje post poned subject 
indicator, "which is" 
(65) 

;n]ounou immediately (adv.) 

oi (q) to be (v. iri) 
on again, also, still, 

further (adv) 

ouai (number) one 

ouahcahni To order, command 
(v.i) 

oubas ouobs 
(q) 

to become white 
(vi), to be white 

oude nor (conj.) (123) 
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oueinin Greek person (m) 

ou/b priest (m) 

ou/i indeed (adv.) 

ouinam right hand (f) 

oikonomoc manager, steward, 
administrator 
(Gk,m) 

ounou hour, time (f) 

 ;ntounou instantly, at once 
(adv) 

 qen ]ounou instantly, at once 
(adv) 

ounof delight, joy (m) 

ounof mmo¹ to rejoice (v.r) 

ouobs (q) v. 
oubas 

to be white 

ouon someone, 
something (pron.) 

ouon ouonte- 
ouonta¹ 

to be, to have 
(existential.vb) 

ouop, ouab (q) to become holy, to 
be holy (q) 

ouoh and (conj) (124) 

ouro king (m) 

 ourwou kings (pl) 

ourw queen (f) 

outah fruit (m) 

oute between, among 
(prep) (70) 

ouwini light (m) 

ouwm ouwm- 
ouem- ouom¹ 

to eat (v.t) 

ouwn,  ou/n (q) to open, to be 
opened (q)  

ouwnh ouonh¹ to reveal, 
announce, appear 

ouwnh ebol to reveal, give 
thanks (v.i) 

ouwrp ouerp- 
ouorp¹ 

to send (v.t) 

ouwt (adj.) unique,one,  
single 

ouwteb to depart, change 
(v.i) 

ouws ouas¹ 
ouas- oues- 

to desire, to love 
(v.t) 

 wish, desire (m) 

oujai salvation, health 
(m) 

ohi erat¹ to stand up 

;p m definite art (28) 

pa-  My (masc obj.), 1st 
P sing. possessive 
article (32) 

pai this, (m s 
demonstrative art) 
(36) 

palin again, once more 
(adv. Gk) 

 palin on  

pantokratwr Almighty (Gk,m) 

parabol/ parable (Gk,f) 

paradicoc paradise (Gk,m) 
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paraklton comforter (Gk,m) 

paraptwma trespass (Gk,m) 

parembol/ barrack (Gk,f) 

paryenia virginity (Gk,f) 

paryenoc (Gk,f) virgin 

parr/cia boldness, 
openness, 
frankness, 
confidence, 
courage (Gk,f) 

pac,a Passover (Gk,m) 

patriar/,c patriarch (Gk,m) 

patselet bridegroom (m) 

pe is (m copula) (47) 

pe- your (fem obj, 2nd 
P poss art) (32) 

peyouab the Holy one, saint, 
sanctuary (m) 

pek- your (masc obj,) 
2nd P poss article 
(32) 

pen our (masc obj. 1st P 
plural poss article) 
(32) 

pec her (third person 
fem singular) (32) 

peten- your (masc obect, 
2nd P plu poss 
article) (32) 

petra rock (Gk,f) 

pef his (3rd P m poss 
art) (32) 

peje said (past inf of 

jw) (154) 

pi m definite art (28) 

pictoc faithful (Gk,m) 

polemoc war, fight, battle 
(Gk,m) 

precbuteroc Priest (Gk,m) 

pretwrion Praetorium (Gk,m) 

proceu,/ prayer (Gk,m) 

prov/t/c prophet (Gk,m) 

pul/ gate (Gk,f) 

;pswi that which is high, 
above  

rabbi Rabbi (prop. Noun) 

racoui dream (f) 

rac] morrow (m) 

rasi to rejoice (v.i) 

  joy, gladness (m) 

rem;nka] intelligent, wise 
(adj) 

rem;n,/mi Egyptian, Coptic 
(adj.) 

remraus gentle person 

rem;nr/c southerner (m) 

rem;n;hyo horseman, rider 
(m) 

remhe free person (m) 

reftanqo life giver (m) 

ref[ioui  thief (m) 

ref];cbw teacher (m) 
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ref]hap judge (m) 

r/  sun (m) 

r/c south (m) 

r/] manner, condition 
(m) 

riki rek- raki 
(q) 

to bend, lean, tilt 
(v.t) 

riki ;mbal twinkling of an eye, 
moment, second 
(m) 

rimi to cry (v.i) 

ro mouth (m) 

rwou mouths (pl) 

rompi year (f) 

rouhi evening (m) 

  at the time of 
evening (adv.) 

rwous to have care, be 
intent on (v.t) 

rwkh rekh- 
rokh¹ rokh (q) 

to burn (v.t) 

rwm/ Rome (prop noun) 

rwmi person, man (m) 

rwt ret- rot¹ 
r/t (q) 

to bud, plant, to be 
planted (q) 

rwsi ras- 
rasi (q) 

to be sufficient, 
enough (v.t) 

rwqt reqt- 
raqt¹ raqt(q)  

to strike, convulse 
(v.t) 

cabol outside (adv) 

cai;e beauty (adj.) 

cai;/ beautiful person, 
thing (f) 

campeynaneu beneficent, good 
(n) 

campethwou evil doer, sinner (n) 

capec/t beneath (adv) 

ca;pswi above 

car/c southern side, 
south 

carx flesh (Gk,f) 

catanac Satan (prop noun) 

cavahou behind, after (adv) 

caq scribe, teacher, 
lawyer (m) 

caqoun inside (adv) 

cahni command  

cahoui chouer- 
chouwr¹ 
chouort(q) 

to rebuke, curse 
(v.t) 

caji to speak (v.t) 

 ;e to speak, talk to  

 nem to speak with 

 ;e eybe qa to speak about 

 ;nca oub/ oube to speak against 

  word (m) 

cebi circumcision (m) 
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cen] foundation (f) 

c/ini doctor (m,f) 

c/ou time (m) 

c/fi sword (f) 

cini to pass by, pass 
away (v.i) 

ciou star (m) 

ciwn Zion (prop. Noun) 

;ckeuoc vessel (Gk,m) 

ckun/ tabernacle, tent, 
dome (Gk,f) 

;cm/ Voice (f) 

;cmou, 
;cmarwout(q)   

to praise/ bless, to 
be blessed (v.i) 

;cnau two (no.) (m) 

;cnau bond (m) 

;cnou] two (no.) (f) 

;cnof blood (m) 

cob] cebte- 
cebtwt¹ 
cebtwt(q)   

to prepare, to be 
ready (q) 

coi wooden beam (m,f) 

colcel 
celcel- 
celcwl¹ 

to adorn , comfort 
(v.t) 

colcel  adornment (m) 

comc ;e to behold, look, 

consider (v.i) 

con brother (m) 

;cn/ou brothers (pl) 

coni thief (m) 

cop time, occasion (m) 

coucou minute, very short 
time (m) 

cwouen couen- 
couwn¹ 

to know (v.t) 

cwouten 
couten- 
coutwn- 
coutwn¹  

to stretch (v.t) 

covia  wisdom (Gk,f) 

cohi cahw¹ to reprove, correct, 
admonish (v.t) 

co[ni counsel, design 
(m) 

ctul/  column, pillar 
(Gk,m) 

cunagwg/ synagogue (f) 

;cvotou 
;m;viwm 

seashore, beach 
(lit. lips of the sea) 

cw ce- co¹ cau 
(p.c)  

to drink (v.t) 

cwbi to laugh, deride 
(v.t) 

cwma body (Gk,m) 

cwni sister (f,pl) 
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cwnt cent- 
cont¹ 

to create, to renew 
(v.t) 

cwnh conh (q) to bind, to be 
bound (v.t) 

cwoun couen- 
couwn¹ 

to know (v.t) 

cwrh carh- to sweep (v.t) 

cwtem coym¹  

 ;e ero¹ to listen (v.t) 

 ;n ;mmo¹ to obey (v.t) 

cwf cef- cof¹ 
cof 

to defile, pollute 
(v.t) 

cw] cet- cot¹ to save (v.t) 

;chimi woman (f) 

hioumi women (pl) 

;t the, (f definite art) 
(28) 

ta my (f  obj, 1st P 
sing. poss art) (32) 

tagma core, division 
(Gk,m) 

tai this (f s 
demonstrative art) 
(34) 

taoi taie- 
taio¹ 
tai/out 

to honour 

 honour , respect, 
praise, gift (m) 

tako to destroy, lose 
(v.t) 

talo tale- 
talo¹ 
tal/out 

to lift up, mount 
(v.t) 

tal[o tal[e- 
tal[o¹ 

to heal (v.t) 

  healing (m) 

tamo  tame- 
tamo¹ 

to inform, tell (vb, 
trans) 

tapan/ food (m) 

tacyo tacye- 
tacyo¹ 
tacy/out 

to return, bring 
back (v.t) 

tavm/ truth (m) 

  truly (adv) 

tahno tahne- 
tahno¹ 

to hinder, hamper 
(v.t) 

taho tahe- 
taho¹ 
tah/out 

to reach, attain (v.t) 

;erat¹ to make to stand 
(v.t) 

tajro tajre- 
tajro¹ 
tajr/out 

to make firm, 
strong (v.t) 

tebn/ animal, beast (m) 

 tebnwoui animals (pl) 

ten our (f 1st P poss 
art) (32) 
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tenh  wing (m) 

tenhout 
tenhet- 
tenhout¹ 

to believe, to trust 
(v.t) 

tec- her (3rd P f s poss 
art) (32) 

tek- your (2nd P f s poss 
art) (32) 

teten- your (2nd P f pl 
poss art) (32) 

t/r¹ all (inflected 
adjective) (43) 

tonou,tonw very, greatly (adv.) 

totc chair (m,n) 

tote then (conj) (124) 

tou their (3rd P f s 
object poss art) 
(32) 

toubo toube- 
toubo¹ 
toub/out (q) 

to purify, to be pure 
(q) 

toubo  purity (m) 

tounoc 
tounoc- 
tounec-
tounoc¹ 

to raise, arouse 
(v.t) 

toujo touje- 
toujo¹ 
touj/out 

to make whole, 
save (v.t) 

trapeza table (Gk,f) 

;triac Trinity (Gk,f) 

;tco tce- tco¹ to give to drink 

tupoc type, symbol 
(Gk,m) 

twmt to be amazed, 
stunned (v.i) 

  trance, amazement 
(m) 

twon ten- 
twn¹ 

to raise, rise  

twou mountain (m) 

;v m def art (28) 

vai m demonstrative 
p.noun 

variceoc Pharisee (Gk,m) 

ve heaven (f) 

 v/oui heavens (pl) 

v/ that, m far 
demonstrative 
pronoun 

vouai vouai each one 

voh to reach (v.i) 

vwnh venh- 
vonh¹ vonh 

to turn (v.t) 

vwrj verj- 
vorj¹ vorj 

to divide, separate 
(v.t) 

vwt, v/t (q) to run, flee 

 sa to run, flee to 

 ;nca to pursue 
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vwq  veq- 
vaq= v/q 

to rip, tear apart 
(v.t) 

,aki darkness (n) 

,arw¹ to be silent (v.i) 

,eroubim Cherubim (m) 

,/mi Egypt (m) 

,/ra widow (f) 

,r/ctianoc Christian (Gk,m) 

;,rictoc Christ, anointed 
one (Gk,m) 

,ronoc period of time, 
season (Gk,m) 

;,rwm fire (m) 

,w ,a- ,a¹ 
,/ (q) 

to place, (q) to 
exist 

 ;ebol to let go, to forgive 

 ;nca to leave behind 

,wlem mmo¹ to hasten (v,r) 

,wp to hide (v.i) 

,wra district, country 
(Gk,f) 

'almoc psalm (m) 

'u,/ soul (Gk,f) 

wik bread (m) 

wli el- ol¹ 
ol (q) 

to hold, take 

wmc emc- omc¹ to baptise (v.t) 

wr Hor (prop noun) 

wou glory (m) 

wouniat¹ to be blessed (adj 
vb) (164) 

ws  

 ;e to cry, read 

 ;ebol to cry out, proclaim 

sa (prep) to, towards, 
till (70) 

sante till (pre subj form of 
limitative) (132) 

sari red (adj) 

sate till (pre subj form of 
limitative) (6.2.i) 

sau of value (adj.) 

sasni to win, gain (v.t) 

sah flame, fire (m,n) 

safe wilderness, desert 
(m) 

sebsi shield (f) 

sepqici to suffer (v) 

sephmot to accept grace, to 
thank (v) 

seri daughter (f) 

s/ri son (m) 

;syam to close, shut (v.t) 

;syeh street (m) 

;syorter 
;syerter- 

to disturb, to be 
disturbed (q) 
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;sterywr¹ 
;sterywr 
syorter   disturbance (m) 

si  measure (m) 

  to measure (v.t) 

sini sen- 
sen¹  

 to ask, seek  

 ;e to visit 

 ;nca to inquire for, seek 
after 

;sl/l to pray (v.i) 

;sne net (m) 

;sn/ou nets (pl) 

sobi hypocrite (m) 

souit vain 

sou- worthy of (pfx) 

souo, souit to empty out, to 
flow, to be empty 
(q) 

sour/ censor (f) 

sousou to boast, be proud 
(v.t) 

souswousi sacrifice (m) 

;stem form for neg 
subjunctive (135) 

 form for neg 
condtional (203) 

;sveri friend (f) 

;sv/r friend, companion 
(m) 

;sv/ri wonder, 
amazement (f) 

swm summer (m) 

swni to be sick (v.i) 

  sick person (m) 

swnh sonh¹ to deprive (v.t) 

swoui, 
souwou (q) 

to dry, to be dried, 
withered (q) 

swp sep- 
sop¹ s/p 

to receive, accept, 
buy (v.t) 

swpi to happen, become 
(v.t) 

swrp morning (m) 

  to be early (v.i) 

swt set- 
sat¹ s/t 

to cut, slaughter, 
slay (v.t) 

swt merchant, trader 
(m) 

;ss/n tree (m) 

fai fi- fit¹ to lift, carry (v.t) 

faisennoufi announcer (n) 

firwous to worry, take care 
of (v.i) 

fwi hair (m) 

qa under (prep) 

  towards direction 
of'  (prep) 

  used in apposition 

  for the sake of' 
(prep) 
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  against (prep) 

  is also used un 
translated with 
some verbs e.g. fai 
qa- to carry 

qa ;e last 

qa;th/ before, in front of 
(prep) 

qajen before (prep) 

 qajw¹ before (pronoun 
form) 

qen in (prep) (70) 

;nq/t¹ pronom form 

qen ;pjin;yre¹ when (verbal 
substantive) (212) 

qen ;pjint¹ when (verbal 
substantive) (212) 

q/bc lamp (m) 

q/ibi shadow (f) 

qici, qoci (q) to toil, to be 
wearied, suffering 

qici   weariness, 
suffering (m) 

;qmom fever, heat (m) 

qoun inward part (m) 

;qr/i down, lower part 
(m) 

;qrwou voice (m) 

qwnt, qent (q) to draw near, to be 
near (q) 

qwteb qateb- 
qoyb¹ 

to kill (v.t) 

ha to, under (prep) 
(70) 

hai husband (m) 

hala] birds (n.pl) 

hal/t bird, flying creature 
(m) 

hamse carpenter (m) 

hanarouhi evening (m) see 
rouhi 

hanouon some  

hap judgment (m) 

hei, hiwout(q) to fall, to be fallen 
(q) 

helpic hope (Gk,f) 

hemci to sit (v.i) 

h/ beginning (m) 

h/bi to weep, lament 
(v.i) 

h/gemwn governor (Gk,m) 

h/ki poor, needy (m) 

h/ppe behold! (interj) 
(239) 

h/t heart (m) 

h/ou profit, gain (m) 

hi  on (prep) (70) 

hikwn image, icon, 
likeness (Gk,f) 

hina so that (Gk,conj.) 
(124) 

hini hen- hen¹ to move self 
forwards, 
backwards 
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hioui hi- hit¹ 
hwoui 

to strike, cast, lay 
(v.t) 

 ;eqr/i throw down 

hiren at the mouth of, at 
the entrance of 
(com prep) (47) 

hirw¹ pronom form 

hir/n/ peace (Gk,f) 

hiten through (comp 
prep) 

hitot¹ pronom form 

hiwis to preach (v.i) 

hisennoufi 
;mmo¹ 

to preach, 
proclaim, 
announce 

hijen above (prep) 

;hko, hoker (q) to hunger, to be 
hungry (q) 

;hli anything, nothing, 
someone, no one 
(pro.noun) 

  at all (adv.) 

;hmot grace (m) 

;hmou salt (m) 

ho face (m) 

holi moth (f) 

homt bronze (m) 

honhen to command (v.t) 

  commandment (m) 

hoplon weapon (Gk,m) 

hopwc so that (Gk,conj) 
(124) 

horama vision (Gk,m) 

hotan that (Gk,conj) 

houit first, chief (m) 

hof serpent (m) 

hojhej trouble, tribulation 
(m) 

ho] fear  (f) 

  to fear (v.i) 

;hr/i upper part (m) 

;hros, hors (q) to be cold, heavy 
(v.i) 

;hrw furnace (f) 

humnoc hymn (m) 

hunim slumber (m) 

hupar,onta possessions, 
property (Gk,m) 

hupert/c servant, attendant 
(Gk,m) 

hupomon/ (Gk,f) patience 

hw¹ also (inflected 
adjective) (43) 

hwb thing, work, matter 
(m) 

;hb/oui things, works (pl) 

hwl h/l (q) to fly, to be flying 
(q) 

hwlem helem- 
holm¹ 

to rob (v.t) 

hwmi hem- to tread, trample 
(v.t) 
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hom¹ homi 
hwn command (m) 

hwou to rain (v.i) 

hwou to be bad, evil (q) 

hwout male, husband (m) 

hwp hep- 
hop¹ h/p 

to hide (v.t) 

hwc  ;e  to sing (v.i) 

  like, as (adverb) 

hwcte so that (conj. Gk) 
(124) 

hwtp to set, sink (v.i) 

hw] It is necessary 
(impersonal vb) 
(161) 

jaji enemy (m) 

je ou/i indeed (adv.) 

jebc coal (m,f) 

je for, because, used 
to introduce direct 
and indirect speech 
(125) 

jemnom] to find comfort, 
comfort 

jem]pi to taste (v.t) 

jecki] drachma (unit of 
currency) (f) 

jekac so that, although 
(conj) (124) 

jimi jem- 
jem¹ 

to find (v.t) 

jij hand (f) 

;jroj seed (m) 

joi ship, boat (m) 

jom power (f) 

jomjem to touch, grope (v.t) 

joc half (m) 

joust to look, see (v.t) 

;jvo ;jve- 
jvo¹ 

to beget, give birth 
to (v.t) 

jw je- jo¹ 
jot¹ 

to speak, say (v.t) 
(153) 

jwili 
jal/out  

to dwell, to be 
dwelling (q) 

 jwk jek- 
jok¹ j/k 

 

 ebol to complete, perfect 
(v.t) 

jwl ebol to deny (v.i) 

jwm book (m) 

jwnt anger, wrath (m) 

jwou generation (m) 

jwr jer- jor¹ 
j/r 

 

;ebol to scatter, disperse 
(v.t) 

jwri strong, bold (adj.) 

[aloj foot, knee (f) 
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 [alauj feet (pl) 

[wqem [aqem- 
[aqm¹ [aqem 

to defile, pollute 
(v.t) 

[ero [ere- [ero- 
[er/out 

to light up, burn, 
kindle  (v.t) 

[i [i- [it¹ 
[/ou        

to receive, take 

 ;n to take, receive 

 nem to touch 

[icarx to take flesh, 
incarnate 

[i;cbw to learn (v.t) 

[ici [ac- [ec- 
[ac¹, [oci (q) 

to exalt, to be 
exalted (q) 

[ici   the height, highest 
(m) 

[i;m;psis vengeance (m) 

[i;njonc violence, 
oppression, iniquity 
(m) 

[ioui to steal (v.t) 

[iwmc to immerse, baptise 
(v.i) 

[imwit qa to lead (v.t) 

[lemlwm to be busy (i) 

[lil burnt offering (m) 

[oic Lord (m) 

[ocjec to dance (v.i) 

[oji to run, (v.i) 

;nca to run after, 
persecute 

] f def art (28) 

]  ]- t/i¹ toi 
(q) 

 

;n- ;mmo¹ to give 

;e;bol to sell (v.t) 

]aco to be 
compassionate (v.t) 

]logoc give account (v.i) 

]mi village, town (m) 

]nom] to strengthen, 
comfort (v.t) 

]nou now (adv.) (165) 

]ren to name, call (v.i) 

]cbw to teach , reprove 

]wmc to baptise (v.t) 

]wou to glorify (v.t) 

]sws to hate, despise 
(v.t) 

]hap to judge (v.t) 

]ho to ask (v.t) 
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ounai ;mvai et;cqai am/n 
 

ouhir/n/ ;mv/ etws am/n 
 

ouka] ;mv/ etcwtem am/n***** 

                                                 
 
 
***** Kosack pg. 442 
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